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Alexey Grigorievich Ivakhnenko
A.G.Ivakhnenko, an Academician of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, is an
outstanding scientist in the field of automatic control, cybernetics and informatics, whose scientific
results have received a worldwide recognition. He published almost 40 monographs and more than
500 scientific articles, many of which, and first of all books, have been translated in English,
German, Polish, Bulgarian, Romanian and Chinese languages. A significant part of his articles has
been published in scientific periodicals of USA, England, Germany, and other countries.
A.G.Ivakhnenko has developed new principles and devices for automatic control of speed of
electric engines and for designing of systems with magnetic amplifiers. His achievements in the
invariance theory and in the theory of combined systems of automatic control working in
accordance wit the principle of compensation of measured disturbances are universally recognized.
He has written the first domestic monograph on engineering cybernetics which was republished
abroad several times. The further development of principles of combined control in
A.G.Ivakhnenko's works was connected with the use of principles, devices and ways of self-tuning,
self-training, pattern recognition and forecasting in control systems.
In last 40 years, the main brainchild of A.G.Ivakhnenko, the Group Method of Data
Handling (GMDH), is actively developing as a method of inductive modelling and forecasting of
complex processes and systems. In 1984, in USA the collective monograph of American and
Japanese scientists was published with the description of GMDH and examples of its effective
application in various applied areas. In 1992, in USA the next Ivakhnenko’s book on inductive
learning algorithms was published. Dozens of publications on the GMDH research area appear each
year in scientific jornals of the world, and the English-language website www.gmdh.net is actively
visited.
The scientific school of A.G.Ivakhnenko served for a long time as an authoritative and
productive forge of highly skilled scientific staff: under his supervision, some 200 candidate
dissertations (PhDs) were prepared and successfully defended and almost 30 of his pupils have
defended doctoral dissertations (Dr Sci) and created scientific schools of their own.
A.G.Ivakhnenko was given the rank of the Honored Worker of Science of Ukraine and
decorated with the "Friendship of Nations" order and several medals. In 1991, A.G.Ivakhnenko was
aworded to the State Prize of Ukraine for his works in the theory of invariance of automatic
systems. In 1997, he was honoured with the State Prize of Ukraine for the series of works on
information technologies in the field of artificial intelligence.
A.G.Ivakhnenko serves as an example of the scientist with a keen feeling for novelty and
outstanding scientific intuition. Up to his last days, he continued to actively work and generously
generate original scientific ideas and results.
The 2nd International Conference on Inductive Modelling ICIM’2008 is dedicated to the
95th Anniversary from the birthday of Academician Alexey Grigorievich Ivakhnenko.
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Section 1
THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF
INDUCTIVE MODELLING
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1.1 OPTIMAL COMPLEXITY OF INDUCTIVE MODELS,
REGULARIZATION, SELECTION CRITERIA

Selective Properties of the GMDH Criteria
for Inductive Modeling
V.S.Stepashko
International Research and Training Center for Information Technologies and Systems
of NAS and MES of Ukraine, Prospect Glushkova 40, 03680 Kyiv, Ukraine
stepashko@irtc.org.ua
Abstract.
The problem of construction (structural identification) of optimum model on the basis of a short data
sample in the class of structures linear in parameters is investigated. The choice of a model structure having minimum
variance of the forecasting error, or the noise-immunity model, is accepted as a primary objective of the problem
solution. The features and regularities of the optimum model construction depending on the noise level and the sample
volume are investigated; efficiency of the GMDH external criteria in this problem is studied.

Keywords
Inductive modelling, GMDH, forecasting error, noise-immunity model, optimal complexity.

1 Introduction
With publishing in 1968 A.G.Ivahnenko’s article [1] on GMDH, the new scientific direction named as “inductive selforganization of models from experimental data", or simply "inductive modeling", began to develop.
This was a new approach to the modeling using computer: in place of traditional deductive way “from general
laws of object functioning – to the concrete mathematical model”, an inductive method “from the concrete given
observations – to the general model” is used. A researcher supplies a data sample, advances a hypothesis about the
possible class of models and sets the criterion for choice of the best model in this class. Then a computer program
operates and there appears a possibility to minimize the influence of subjective factors and to get the model as an
objective result.
GMDH as a realization of the inductive approach is the original method for construction of models from
experimental data under conditions of uncertainty. Models of optimum complexity produced by this method represent
unknown regularities of performance of the investigated object (process) the information about which is contained
implicitly in the given data sample. Principles of automatic generation of variants, nonterminal decisions and
successive selection of the best models after external criteria are used in GMDH for the model construction. Such
criteria are based on the division of the sample into independent parts where the estimation of parameters and control
of models quality are executed on different subsamples. It allows avoiding burdensome a priori assumptions as a
sample division enables to take automatically (implicitly) into account different types of a priori uncertainties.
Efficiency of the method is verified by the solution of numerous real world problems in ecology, hydrometeorology,
economy, technology etc. [2-5].
A qualitative analogy between the problems of modeling from noisy data and passage a signal through a noisy
channel was established in [6]. It was found that in the case of stochastic assumptions it is possible to consider the
modeling problem from observation data, or structural identification of objects, as the problem of the signal extraction
on a noise background. On the ground of this conclusion as well as ideas of the Kotelnikov’s theory of noise-immune
signal reception, a new approach to the theoretical analysis of modeling problems was offered in [7]. It had allowed
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beginning to construct the theory of noise-immunity modeling, basic principles of which are reflected in [8, 9]. The
main result of this theory is as follows: complexity of the optimum forecasting model depends on the level of noise in
data: the higher it is, the simpler the optimum model should be. The GMDH theory began to develop further as a
theory of an inductive method of information and knowledge extraction from experimental data [10, 11].
The theoretical part of this paper considers the following items: problem statement; properties of the model error
variances (ideal criteria); method of critical variances as a tool for theoretical investigations; technique of comparative
analysis of actual criteria for the model choice; brief results of solving some applied tasks of the GMDH theory.

2 Theoretical Part
The class of problems concerning the choice of the best (in some sense) model of an object from the great number of
generated models being linear in parameters is considered.

2.1 Problem statement
Let W=(X y) be a data sample with n×m matrix X and n×1 vector y containing information on n observations after
m independent inputs and one output of a static object. The determined matrix Х is considered to be of full rank rank X
= m and the vector y contains a noise:
o
o
y = y+ ξ , y = Ey = Xθ 0 , Eξ =0, Eξξ T = σ 2 I n ,
(1)
o

where y is an unknown exact (non-noisy) output of the object, θ 0 is an exact (unknown) vector of parameters of the
object, ξ is a vector of noise with independent identically distributed components, E is the mathematical expectation
for all possible realizations of the noise vector, In is n×n unite matrix, and σ 2 is an unknown finite value of the noise
variance.
o

We consider that the unknown true model (dependence between y and Х) belongs to the class of models linear
in parameters. The problem consists in the choice of the model being the best by the given criterion from some great
number of models formed by the certain generator in the specified class.
In the simplest case there is a set ℑm of models being compared in the process of modeling, containing m
“nested structures” which corresponds to the successive complexity of a model in one linear member:
o
)
ℑm : y s = X sθ s , s = 1, m ,
(2)
where s is the number of the estimated parameters, Xs is a submatrix of s arbitrary (for example first) columns of the
)
matrix Х , θ s is the proper LSМ-estimation on the sample W . Expression (2) characterizes the arbitrary way of the
successive complication of model in the case of the exhaustive search of generated variants; hence the consideration of
the restricted set of models ℑm only does not affect the generality of the problem analysis.
We consider the modeling problem in the framework of the theory of choice of the most noise-immune model
[7,8], that is the model with minimum error variance determined by the expression:
o

)
J (s) = Ε y − ys

2

o

)

2

= E y − X sθ s .

(3)
o

This “ideal criterion” characterizes the quality of restoration of an exact (true) signal y from noisy one y by
)
estimation y s and is equal to the general restoration error variance for the signal in n points.
Let us divide the W into two subsamples A and B W = ( AT BT )T , A = ( X A , y A ), B = ( X B , y B ), n = n A + nB .
Similarly to (3), it is natural to characterize the quality of prediction in points X B of the subsample B for the model of
)
complexity s with coefficients θ As estimated by the LSM on the subsample A, by the value of the expected losses
within the prediction interval X B , or the value of general variance of the prediction error:
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Δ

2

o

)
J B ( s ) = J B ( s, X A , X B ) = Ε y B − y Bs

)

o

2

= Ε y B − X Bsθ As

(4)

It is obvious that (4) transforms to (3) in the case XB =XA . We will indicate that criteria (3) and (4) contain the
exact (non-measured) vectors of the object output, that is they represent the “ideal goal” of modeling. In practice it is
necessary to apply some of their estimations discussed below. Properties of criteria (3), (4) are investigated below as
functions of the complexity of models and the level of incompleteness of information.
Let as denominate as J-optimal (optimum restorative) and JB-optimal (optimum predicting) structures of the
complexity (number of the estimated parameters), in that
s o = arg min J ( s ) , sBo = arg min J B ( s )
s =1, m

s =1, m

(5)

for structures from ℑm accordingly.

2.2 Properties of the model error variances
Let us consider the properties of J(s) and J B (s ) as functions of the discrete argument s . From (3) it follows that
b

v

_

o

J (s) = J (s) + J (s) = y − X s θ s

2

+ σ 2s

(6)

_
)
where θ s = E θ s , by the superscript "b" (from “bias”) the value of the average losses Jb(s) from the bias of a model
structure is marked, and by the superscript "v" (from ”variation”) the value of the functional variation, or the average
additional losses Jv(s) because of the noise presence. We will name Jb(s) as the "structural component" and Jv(s) as the
"noise component" of the functional J(s).

[ ]

In the same way, the formula (5) acquires a form [4]:
o

J B ( s ) = J Bb ( s ) + J Bv ( s ) = y B − X Bsθ As

2

(

)

−1 T
⎡
⎤
+ σ 2tr ⎢ X sT X s X Bs
X Bs ⎥
⎣
⎦

(7)

)
where θ As = Ε[θ As ] and by J Bb ( s ) and J Bv ( s ) the structural and noise components are marked accordingly. But the
character of their dependence on s is not obvious therefore it is needed to pass to recurrent in s expressions.

Accepting that X s +1 = ( X s | x) , θ s +1 = (θ sT ϑs +1 )T , one may get the following recurrent expressions [10]:
J b ( s + 1) = J b ( s ) − ϑs2+1β s +1 = J b ( s ) − α s2+1 / β s +1 ,
J v ( s + 1) = J v ( s ) + σ 2 ,

or generally
J ( s + 1) = J ( s ) − ϑs2+1β s +1 + σ 2

(8)

where such denotations are introduced:
o

ϑs +1 = α s +1 β s +1 , α s +1 = xT Ds y,

β s +1 = xT Ds x

(9)

thus Ds = I n − X s ( X sT X s ) −1 X sT is an idempotent matrix: Ds2 = Ds , and β s +1 > 0 for all s = 0, 1, ..., m-1. We see that
Jb(s) as an integer function of the argument s decreases strictly monotonically to the zero and Jv(s) increases linearly

with the increase of s, therefore J(s) has always a minimum in some point s o ∈ [1, m] . In the case of increase of the
noise level (variance) σ 2 the value of the optimal complexity so decreases, that is the optimum structure is simplified
[5,6]. The Fig. 1 reflects this regularity of noise-immunity modeling.
The proper formulae for J Bb ( s ) and J Bv ( s ) was received in [10] taking to account that X A, s +1 = ( X As | x A ) ,
X B, s +1 = ( X Bs | xB ) . For J Bb ( s + 1) we have the relation:
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J Bb ( s + 1) = J Bb ( s ) − 2θ A, s +1aTB bB + ϑ A2, s +1bBT bB

(10)

where:
ο

Δ

Δ

aB = aB ( s ) = y B − X Bsθ As , bB = bB ( s ) = xB − X Bs ( X TAs X As ) −1 X TAs x A .

(11)

Recurrent expression for J Bv ( s ) is:
J Bv ( s + 1) = J Bv ( s ) + σ 2 bBT bB β A, s +1

(12)

Then generally for variance of the forecasting error we have:
J B ( s + 1) = J B ( s ) − 2ϑ A, s +1aTB bB + ϑ A2, s +1bBT bB + σ 2

bBT bB

β A, s +1

.

(13)

Note that from (13) we get (8) in the case XB =X .
So in accordance with (10), (12), components J Bb (s) and J Bv (s) as functions of s have such characteristics: the
o

o

structural component decreases in general case not monotonically from the value J Bb (0) = y TB y B to the zero and the
noise one increases strictly monotonically. This means that, similarly to J(s), the function J B ( s ) = J Bb ( s ) + J Bv ( s ) has
a minimum (global) within the interval of change of the discrete argument s ∈ [1, m] and this minimum corresponds to
the progressively less optimum model complexity sBo the greater is the variance of noise σ 2. Thus the same Fig.1
characterizes on the whole the behavior of the function J B (s) too.
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Fig. 1. Model error variance as a function of model
complexity s for various noise variances (circles indicate
the minima of the criterion J(s); the true structure
corresponds to s0 = 3, total number of inputs is m = 5).

0

0,5

2

2,5

Fig. 2. Model error variance as a function of the noise
variance σ 2 for various complexity of model structures
(circles indicate the critical points of changing the
model structure; arrows point out the extremal of J(s)).

The plots in Fig.1 give qualitative characteristic to principle of noise-immunity modeling but do not allow getting
quantitative appraisals of optimum conditions for an arbitrary model structure. That is why it is expedient to pass to
more informative representation the dependence of the model error variance on the noise variance σ 2 for different
model structures s. As it is obvious from (6), (7), the dependence is linear that simplifies the construction of proper
plots.
For example, when constructing dependences J (σ 2 | s ) it is necessary at first to lay off the structural component
ordinates J b ( s ) ≡ J ( s | σ 2 = 0) on y-axis of the graph (see Fig.2) and then to draw straight lines corresponding to
different s. Slope angles of these lines increase gradually from zero value at s = 0 to maximal at s=m. Obviously, all
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lines corresponding to complexities s ≥ s0 will pass through the coordinate origin. The line in the Fig.2
corresponding to the correct structure s0 = 3 is represented by the thickened one and the line for s = 4 is dotted. We
note that the case s = 0 corresponds to absence of a model or to the model with zero coefficients, that is to the use the
given vector of observations y as a “model”, therefore in Fig.1 all graphs begin from one and the same point:
ο 2
)
y s| s = 0 ≡ y, J (0 | σ 2 ) ≡ J (0 | 0) = J b (0) = y .

The graphs in the Fig.2 give some cardinally new information: positions of any line as well as points of their
crossing are uniquely determined by properties of the modeled object, more precisely by the data sample, and do not
depend on characteristics of noise. In addition, the lower envelope curve of these plots (marked by the dotted lines
with arrows) is the extremal of the criterion J(s), that is every point on it equals to the minimum value of the criterion
for the proper noise variance. It means that such envelope is the line of “switching” of the optimum structures
complexity: in the case of increase of the noise variance (beginning from σ 2 = 0 ) firstly the correct structure will be
optimal (here s0 = 3 ), after achievement of the first switching point, structure of one unity less complexity will do (s
= 2) etc, to s = 0.

2.3 Method of Critical Variances
As points of switching are fixed critical points specific for the given sample, it is natural to introduce the socalled critical variances [3] σ cr2 ( s, s + 1) for denotation of coordinates of these points. As one may see from Fig.2,
they are determined as the solution relative to σ 2 of equations

σ cr2 ( s, s + 1) :

J (σ 2 | s ) = J (σ 2 | s + 1) , s = 1, 2.,m–1 ,

(14)

which corresponds to the necessary condition of extremum of a function of discrete argument. It is evident that for a
given noise variance the optimum structure will conform to the s satisfying the inequality:

σ cr2 ( s − 1, s) > σ 2 ≥ σ cr2 ( s, s + 1)

(15)

and vice versa: the structure of a complexity s will become optimum for the σ 2 satisfying this inequality.
Variance of the forecasting error J B ( s ) also linearly depends on σ 2, therefore Fig.2 is suitable in this case too,
2
so it is possible to define critical variances σ Bcr
( s, s + 1) starting from a condition similar to (14). We obtain these
critical variances from recurrent relationships (8), (13) (in designations (9), (11)):

σ cr2 ( s, s + 1) = ϑs2+1β s +1
2
σ Bcr
( s, s + 1) = 2ϑ A, s +1β A, s +1

aTB bB
− ϑ A2, s +1β A, s +1 .
bBT bB

(16)
(17)

The set of procedures for calculation of the critical variances, the analysis of their properties and interpretation of
the obtained results in the problem of optimization of model structures are named as the method of critical variances
served as the basic tool of the theory of noise-immunity modeling including GMDH.
Let us give the general description of the relation between the basic properties of the critical variances values and
the behavior of optimum values

s o , sBo , that is the extreme properties of the criteria J(s), JB(s): a) the structural

component of a criterion is strictly monotone decreasing if for all s = 1, m − 1 the critical variances are strictly positive;
b) a criterion has a unique minimum only if all the values of critical variances diminish strictly monotonically:

σ cr2 (0,1) > σ cr2 (1,2) > ... > σ cr2 (m − 1, m) ;

(18)

c) in this case the global minimum of a criterion is determined by the condition (15); g) if (18) is not hold than
(15) is the condition of a local minimum and to determine the optimum complexity it is necessary to find the minimum
value of the model error variance among all points of local minima.
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2.4 Procedure of actual criteria analysis for the model choice
Let us analyze the efficiency of a given criterion CR(s) from point of how the optimum model structure defined as
*
sCR
= arg min Ε[CR ( s )]
s =1, m

(19)

estimates the unknown value sBo corresponding to the minimum of the theoretical criterion.
Definition. A criterion CR(s) is named an optimal one for the evaluation of models with minimum error variance
*
*
if sCR
= s Bo (the unbiased estimation of sBo ), an adequate one in the case sCR
≤ s Bo (noise-immune estimation of
*
sBo ), and an inadequate one if sCR
> s Bo .

Taking this into account, it is reasonable to analyze the efficiency of a given criterion in such a sequence: to find
the expected value of it; to check up the compromise character of structural and noise components of the obtained
expression; to define the conditions of optimality or adequacy of the criterion. The last task is solved in a formalized
way using the method of critical variances.
2
The critical variance σ CR
( s, s + 1) as a theoretical measure of distinguishability of models with complexities s

and s+1 with respect to the criterion CR(s) equals to the value σ 2 being the solution of the equation:
Ε[CR ( s, σ 2 )] = Ε[CR ( s + 1, σ 2 )] .

(20)

It allows analyzing efficiency of the given CR(s) based on such result [11].
Theorem 1. A criterion CR(s) is whether optimum or adequate if accordingly the conditions hold:
2
2
2
2
σ CR
( s, s + 1) = σ Bcr
( s, s + 1) or σ CR
( s, s + 1) ≤ σ Bcr
( s, s + 1) ; it is inadequate otherwise.
This theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimum or adequacy of criteria.

2.5 Analysis of efficiency of the GMDH criteria
Let us consider application of the described method for the analysis of efficiency of one of the basic criteria GMDH,
namely the most frequently used regularity criterion AR(s):
) 2
) 2
AR( s ) = y B − y Bs = y B − X Bsθ As .

(21)

By analogy with (16), one may calculate the expected value of this criterion:
AR( s ) = Ε[ AR( s )] = J B ( s ) + σ 2 nB ,

(22)

where JB(s) equals to the forecasting error variance (7).
From this follows immediately that the criterion AR(s) has the property of noise-immunity (the change of
minimum with the increase of the noise variance σ 2 ) as the necessary property of an effective criterion. Now it is
necessary to check up optimum or adequacy of the investigated regularity criterion.
Critical variance for the AR(s) criterion coincides with the expression (17):
2
2
σ AR
( s, s + 1) ≡ σ Bcr
( s, s + 1) = 2ω A, s +1β A, s +1

a TB bB
− ω A2, s +1β A, s +1
bBT bB

(23)

thus the regularity criterion is optimum one for construction of the forecasting model.
Like that, the method of critical variances can be applied to analytical verification of fitness of any other GMDH
criterion as a computable estimation of the theoretical criterion for structural identification of forecasting models. So,
the external criteria GMDH are adequate to construction of models with the minimum variance of the forecasting
error.
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2.6 Some tasks of the GMDH theory
The method of critical variances can help when solving a range of actual tasks of the GMDH theory: sample division,
comparative analysis of criteria, asymptotic analysis etc. Let us consider shortly some of the results in this area.
Sample division task. We call as optimum [10] such a division of the sample W when the same structure would be
built as the result of identification according to the minimum error variance of a model with coefficients calculated on
any of subsamples A and B:
minimum error variance on A:

s oA = sBo . Here the optimum restoration model s oA of the signal corresponds to the
o
)
J A ( s ) = Ε y A − X Asθ As

2

, s oA = arg min J A ( s ) ,
s =1, m

(24)

and sBo is the same optimum structure as in (5). As it was shown in [10], the strong solving of such problem assumes
planning of an experiment for achievement the proportionality of information matrices:

ρ B2 X TA X A = X BT X B , ρ B2 ≠ 0,

(25)

Therefore under the conditions of passive experiment the problem of finding the best sample division of matrix Х
into two submatrices reduces to minimization of some measure of the mismatch of the left and right parts in (25).
Task of comparative analysis of criteria. One may show that subject to the condition (25), equality

ω A, s +1 = ω B, s +1 = ωs +1 is held which gives ground for comparison of the GMDH criteria as estimations of the
theoretical criterion (3). For example, for the regularity criterion (21) we have
1
2
σ AR
( s, s + 1) =
σ cr2 ( s, s + 1)
1 + ρ B2

(26)

that indicates its adequacy for any ρ B2 ≠ 0 . The symmetric regularity criterion [8] also appears to be adequate to
the problem of the signal restoration on W due to
1
2
( s, s + 1) =
σ AD
σ 2 ( s, s + 1) .
(27)
1 cr
2
ρB + 2

ρB

With respect to the criteria of unbiasedness CB(s) and variationality CV(s) which belong to the group of
coordination criteria [8], under the conditions of the division (25) they are inoperative because in view of
ω A, s +1 = ωB, s +1 = ωs +1 the structural components of these criteria are identically zero and accordingly
2
2
σ CB
(⋅) = σ CV
(⋅) = 0 so that they choose the simplest models. Therefore for their use one should recommend the

choice of the sample division based on the maximal mismatch condition of (25), than criteria of this group become
adequate. Such quite different behavior of the regularity and unbiasedness criteria subject to the condition (25) testifies
expedience of two-criterion approach [8] to the problem of inductive modeling.
Examples of application of the critical variances method to the analytical comparison of the regularity criterion
with other known criteria (Mallows Cp and Akaіke FPE) can be found in [11].
Asymptotic analysis. If to introduce averaging of criteria values by the number of observations, for example
1
J ( s) = J (n, s) , and the proper optimum complexity s o , one may define notion of asymptotic unbiasedness of the
n
optimum structure through convergence of optimum values of criteria:
s o → so : lim J ( s o ) = lim J ( so ) .
n →∞

n →∞

(28)

Thus one can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For any given criterion, the divergence of the proper critical variance
2
σ CR
(n, s, s + 1) ⎯
⎯→
∞.
n

(29)

is the necessary and sufficient condition of asymptotic unbiasedness of the optimum structure for the criterion.
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Based on the traditional for asymptotic analysis condition of strong regularity of regressors:
1
lim X nT X n = H ,
n →∞ n

(30)

where H is a nonsingular finite m × m matrix, critical variances both for an ideal criterion (3) and for the external
criteria GMDH are diverged and therefore the criteria are asymptotically optimum.

3 Conclusion
Within the framework of the theory of noise-immunity modeling, since papers [6-8] there are developed theoretical
foundations of the GMDH as an inductive method of construction of models with the minimum error variance of
restoration and forecasting of the exact (nonnoisy) signal.
The method of critical variances is an analytical tool of the theory which allows investigating in details the
regularities of change of optimum structures complexity depending on the level of noise and other indicators of
incompleteness of a priori information and also obtaining the theoretical comparative estimations of the criteria
efficiency of the GMDH and other methods. In particular, there are specified the conditions of optimality and
adequacy for the external criteria of "cross validation" type used in GMDH and based on a sample division.
Due to the division these criteria have the property of implicit (automatic) tradeoff between the optimum model
complexity and the uncertainty level in the given observations, which allows operating without burdensome a priori
assumptions necessary for application of some other methods of model construction from experimental data.
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Abstract. The problem of search of optimum complexity system of regression equations with random coefficients by
principles of the Group Method of Data Handling is considered. The criterion of quality of a system of regression
equations that is system analogue of criterion of the regularity is offered. The criterion is researched in the scheme of
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1 Introduction
The problem of construction of a regression equations system under conditions of structural uncertainty in terms of
quantity and structure of regressors in regression equations is one of objects of researches in a Group Method of
Data Handling (GMDH). In this paper class of regression equations with random coefficients is considered.
For the solution of a problem of statistical modeling in the given class of models under conditions of structural
uncertainty it is necessary: 1) to specify a method of estimation of coefficients in models; 2) to construct algorithm
of generation of models structures; 3) to accept criterion of quality for models comparison.
As it is known, in GMDH the comparison of quality of models is based on partition of the initial data sample
on learning and checking parts: on the learning sample the coefficients of model are estimated, and on checking the
quality of model is estimated. In accordance with principles of modeling using GMDH, to prove the adequacy of a
criterion it is necessary:
1) To calculate mathematical expectation of researched criterion for a given model structure;
2) To research behavior of the mathematical expectation of this criterion depending on structure of models;
3) To prove existence of the model of optimum complexity;
4) To receive the reduction (simplification) condition for the optimum complexity model.
In this paper, the system regularity GMDH criterion of quality of a regression equations system with random
coefficients, that is system analogue of regularity GMDH criterion, is offered.
In [1] the problem of estimation of coefficients in a regression equations system with random coefficients was
investigated. In the article it was supposed that the fluctuations of coefficients are dependent statistically, the output
variables can be formed, generally speaking, by different sets of regressors, and the dispersion matrix of
fluctuations of coefficients is unknown. Under these conditions, the iterative scheme of estimation is constructed
for determination of coefficients which efficiency is confirmed by statistical tests. In [2] this problem was
researched at the additional supposition that the dispersion matrix of fluctuations of coefficients is known to within
a scalar multiplier.
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This supposition has allowed to obtain the analytical formulas for estimating mathematical expectation of
coefficients in a regression equations system and to investigate analytically their properties.
Based on results [1, 2], it is possible to state a problem of construction of system regularity criterion for search
of optimum set of regressors in a regression equations system with random coefficients [3].

2 Statement of the Problem
o

o

o

o

Let researched static object be described by set of m input variables X = {x 1, x 2,..., x m} and set

h

output

variable Y = { y (1), y (2),..., y (h)} .
Let model of functioning object have the form
o

yi ( k ) = x iT ( k ) θ i ( k ), k = 1,2,..., h, i = 1, 2,..., n ,

(1)
o

where k is a number of output variable; yi (k ) is i -th observations of k -th output variable; x i (k ) – (m(k ) ×1) o

vector of i -th observation from set of input variables X (k ) ⊆ X , and these variables participates in formation a k -th
o

output variable y (k ) ; X (k ) ≠ ∅ ( ∅ – empty set); θi (k ) is random unknown (m(k ) ×1) -vector coefficients; n –
volume of sample of observations.
Let as a result of observations of object for everyone output variable y (k ), k = 1, 2,..., h, for two independent
o

sample of observations – learning (A) and checking (B) are obtained: 1) X( D, k ) is (n( D ) × m(k )) -matrix of n(D)
o

observations of m(k ) inputs of set X (k ) , having a full rank equal m(k ) ; 2) y ( D, k ) is (n( D) ×1) -vector of the
conforming observations of an output variable y (k ) , there ( D = A, B ) .
Let for random vector θi ( D, k ) it is carried out
o

θi ( D, k ) = θ(k ) + ηi ( D, k ), k = 1, 2,..., h, i = 1, 2,..., n( D) ,
o

o

o

o

where θ(k ) = ( θ1(k ), θ2 (k ),...,θm(k ) (k ) )T
unobservable (m(k ) ×1) -vector.

is unknown deterministic

(m(k ) ×1) -vector;

(2)
ηi ( D, k )

is random

Let ηi ( D, k ) = (η1i ( D, k ),η2i ( D, k ),... ...,ηhi ( D, k ))T is distributed under m(k ) -dimensional normal law:
ηi ( D, k ) ~ N (0 m( p , k ) , Ση (k , k )) , and for concerning random vectors ηi ( D, k ), k = 1, 2,..., h, assumptions are
executed

E{ηi ( D, k )} = 0m( k ) , i = 1, 2..., n( D);

E{ηi ( D, k ) ηiT ( D, k )} = Ση (k , k );
E{ηi ( D, k )ηiT ( D, q)} = Ση (k , q), q = 1, 2,..., h, k ≠ q;

(3)
(4)
(5)

E{ηi1 (D, k )ηiT2 (D, q)} = O(m(k )×m(q)) , k , q = 1, 2,...,h, i1, i2 = 1, 2,...,n(D), i1 ≠ i2 ;

(6)

E{ηi1 ( A, k )ηiT2 ( B, q)} = O(m(k )×m(q )) , i1 = 1, 2..., n( A), i2 = 1, 2,..., n( B) .

(7)

Where E{⋅} is a symbol of mathematical expectation on all probable realizations of random vectors ηi ( D, k ) and
ηi ( D, q) ; 0 m(k ) is (m(k ) ×1) - vector consisting of zero; Ση (k, k ) is unknown covariance (m(k ) × m(k )) -matrix;
Ση (k , q) is unknown covariance (m(k ) × m(q)) -matrix; O ( m ( k )× m( q )) is a zero (m(k ) × m(q)) -matrix; A, B is

independent samples of observations.
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In accordance with model (1) and assumption (2) for observations of samples A and B it is carries out
o

o

o

yi (D, k ) = x iT ( D, k ) θ(k ) + x iT ( D, k ) ηi ( D, k ), k = 1, 2,..., h, D = A, B .

(8)

o

We shall enter designations for random variable ξ i ( D, k ) = x iT ( D, k ) ηi ( D, k ) . Then (8) it is possible to write
down as
o

o

o

yi (D, k ) = x iT ( D, k ) θ(k ) + ξ i ( D, k ) = y i ( D, k ) + ξ i ( D, k ), k = 1, 2,..., h .

(9)

For mathematical expectations ξ i ( D, k ) , in consideration (3), we obtain

E{ξ i ( D, k )} = 0, k = 1, 2,..., h, i = 1, 2..., n( D) ,

(10)

and for covariance matrix of random variables ξ i ( D, k )ξ i ( D, k ) , ξ i ( D, k )ξ i ( D, q) , ξ i ( D, k )ξ j ( D, q ) и
ξ i ( A, k )ξ i ( B, q) in consideration agreeably (4), (5), (6) и (7) –
o

o

E{ξ i ( D, k )ξ i ( D, k )} = x iT ( D, k ) Σ η (k , k ) x i ( D, k ) = [ Σ ξ (k , k )]ii , k = 1, 2..., h;
o

(11)

o

E{ξ i ( D, k )ξ i ( D, q )} = x iT ( D, k ) Σ η (k , q ) x i ( D, q ) = [ Σ ξ (k , q)]ii , k ≠ q;
E{ξ i ( D, k )ξ j ( D, q )} = 0, k , q = 1, 2,..., h, i, j = 1, 2,..., n( D ), j ≠ i;

(12)
(13)

E{ξ i ( A, k )ξ j ( B, q )} = 0, k , q = 1,2..., h, i = 1, 2..., n( A), j = 1, 2,..., n( B ).

(14)

Let’s write down (9)–(14) in the generalized kind. For this purpose we shall enter designations
Y(D) = [y(D,1), y(D, 2),...,y(D, h)],
o

o

o

(15)

o

Y ( D ) = [ y ( D ,1), y ( D , 2),..., y ( D , h )],

(16)

Ξ( D ) = [ξ ( D ,1), ξ ( D, 2),..., ξ ( D , h)].

(17)

Then (9) it is possible to write down as
o

Y ( D ) = Y ( D ) + Ξ ( D ),

(18)

and assumption (10) and (14) take on form
E{Ξ( D)} =O ( n× h ) , E{ΞT ( A) Ξ( B )} = O ( h×h ) ,

(19)

where O ( n×h ) is a zero (n × h) -matrix.
For (k , q) -element of covariance matrix of random variables ξ ( D,1), ξ ( D, 2),..., ξ ( D, h) in (12) we obtain
n

[ Σ ξ ( D )]kq = E{[ΞT ( D)Ξ( D)]kq } = E{ξ T ( D, k )ξ ( D, q )} = E{∑ ξ i ( D, k )ξi ( D, q )} =
i =1

n o

n

o

= ∑ E{ξi ( D, k )ξi ( D, q )} = ∑ x iT ( D, k ) Σ η (k , q) x i ( D, q ) ,
i =1

(20)

i =1

and for it (k , k ) -element in (11) –
n o

o

[ Σ ξ ( D)]kk = E{[ΞT ( D)Ξ( D)]kk } = ∑ x iT ( D, k ) Σ η (k , k ) x i ( D, k ).

(21)

i =1

Let’s consider, that covariance matrixes Σ η (k , q) looks like
o

Σ η ( k , q ) = ρ ( k , q ) Σ ( k , q ), k , q = 1, 2,..., h ,

(22)
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o

where matrix Σ ( k , q ) is given, and ρ(k , q) is an unknown scalar multiplier.
Let’s formulate statement of problem: it is required to construct criterion of regularity GMDH which allow to find
optimum set of regressors for regression equations system in conditions (1)–(22).

3 System Criterion of Regularity GMDH
Let set V = (V (1),V (2),...,V (h)) is some analyzed set of regressors in the regression equations system the equations
o

( V ⊆ X , X is the set of regressors such, that X ⊆ X ), and a matrix
V ( D) = [V ( D,1), V ( D, 2),..., V ( D, h)]

(23)

is matrix of regressors observations on the sample D ( D = A, B) , corresponding to set regressors V .
Let's consider a (n( B) × h) -matrix
∧

U( B / A,V ) = Y( B) − Y( B / A,V ) = Y( B) − V ( B)D SA ( A,V ) .

(24)

∧

where Y( B) is a matrix of observations of output variables (15) on sample B ; Y( B / A, V ) is a matrix of outputs of
regression models system on the checking sample B , designed on model (regression models system) which D SA ( A,V )
estimations of coefficients are obtained on learning sample A for analyzed set of regressors V .
Definition. A random variable
ARS (V ) =

( [

1
ln det U T ( B / A,V )U( B / A,V )
h

])

(25)

is defined as system criterion of regularity for GMDH method.
The criterion is investigated in the scheme of repeated observations. Condition of reduction for optimal system of
regression equations with random coefficients is obtained.

4 Conclusions
The problem of search of a regression equations system with random coefficients of optimum complexity by principles
of the Group Method of Data Handling researched. The criterion of quality of a regression equations system which is
system analogue of regularity criterion GMDH is offered. The criterion is investigated in the scheme of repeated
observations.
The structural uncertainty in the problem of construction of regression equations system with random coefficients
can reveal in two kinds: 1) uncertainty on a degree of statistical relation between random coefficients – this kind of
uncertainty researched in [2], where for an arising problem of estimation of coefficients the conforming method
designed; 2) uncertainty by quantity and structure of regressors in a regression equations system – this kind of
uncertainty is object of research of [3] and this article.
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Abstract. Investigation and choice of reasonable sequence of the external GMDH criteria for the optimal model
selection is the purpose of the work. The inductive modelling is directed to the optimal model construction by the
adjusted external criteria. The sequence search of model by orthogonal criteria for the removal of these failings is
proposed. Two variants of optimal model search are considered with a different sequence of external criteria of
accuracy and bias for the choice a reasonable sequence of criteria. Numerical examples show search the reasonable
sequence of the external GMDH criteria.
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1 Introduction
The aim of this work is to develop the method of double-criterion selection of the optimal model in GMDH with
sequence criteria applying. This method use in the real modelling tasks when optimal model of any system can’t be find
by selection on Combinatorial GMDH algorithm.
Inductive modelling solves the problems of structural and parametrical identification. These problems are
solved together. Two or more data samples are applied in the GMDH for the decision of coefficients estimations
problems and the choice of the best model from all generated models [1]. Dividing data sample into two or more parts
provides on external character of criteria. One of them is used for coefficients estimation and on the second part values
of criterion are calculated. Thus values of criteria are calculated on the new (external) information, which was not used
for model construction. It is impossible to use only one criterion because the model is more complex, the model is more
exact.
Choosing model by external criteria we can expect from model to be the most exact or the least bias. For this
purpose the regularity or the bias criterion can be used. The regularity and bias criteria are orthogonal by nature.
Combined criteria are used to simultaneously to take into account this features at model choice. Calculation of the
criteria requires assigning the weight coefficients of criteria according to what quality of the model it is needed to get.
But such a procedure requires large computing time as values of criteria must be calculated for all generated models.
The combinred criteria are preferably because it simultaneously takes into account several section criteria.
Secection criteria are constructed so that they are reflected several obvious demands to model. For example,
“the model must to give the well forecast” – regularity criterion, “coefficients of model must marginally depends on
part of data sample” – bias criterion, “the model must reflects connections from variables” – balance criterion.
Generally the external selection criterion can be definded as the measure of numerical comparison of different
complexity models. This measure allows to choice a set of several models from all generated models.
Separately taken criteria often are named individual, convolution of several criteria is the combined criteria and
criteria consecution is appuing several criterion in series one to another.
Below the numerical example will be shown in which describes the search of reasonable consecution of the
extarnal criteria: regularity and bias. At first the some set of models is choosen by one criterion. Then the optimal model
is selected by the minimum of second criterion.
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2. External GMDH criteria
Input data sample can be divided into three parts:

A – learning data sample;
B – testing data sample;

C – examination data sample

W = A ∪ B – working data sample.
Among external GMDH criteria the following are the most widespread [1].
Regularity criterion:

AR(B ) = AR(B A) =

∑ ( yi − yˆ i ( A) )2 =

i∈ B

2
y B − yˆ B ( A) =
(1)

= ( y B − X B aˆ A )T ( y B − X B aˆ A ) = y B − X B aˆ A

( )

when recording AR B A means «the error on

(

2

,

B model, coefficients of which are finding on A » and

aˆ A = X TA X A

)−1 X TA y,

yˆ B ( A) = X B aˆ A .

The most widespread form of bias criterion is a minimum of bias decisions:

2
CB = CB (W A, B ) = yˆ w ( A) − yˆ w (B ) =
2
τ X (aˆ − aˆ ).
X w aˆ A − X W aˆ B = (aˆ A − aˆ B )τ X W
W A
B

(2)

In work [2] the minimum of bias errors is proposed:

2
2
BS = ARW / A − ARW / B = y − X W θˆ A − y − X W θˆB ,

(3)

when ARW / A and ARW / B is a total errors on the incorporated sample W = A ∪ B of model of the same
structures with the parameters which estimated on samples A и B accordingly:

2
2
ARW / A = y − X W θˆA ; ARW / B = y − X W θˆB .

(4)

3. Double-criterion of the optimal model choice. Combined criteria
Either the combined criteria or a sequence of criteria usually are applied for the solution of a problem of doublecriterion model choice. Often such problem is result of linear convolution of criteria particularly of the combined of
criteria:

k 2 = α c12 + (1 − α ) c 22 ,
when

aj

- weight coefficients;

cj

(5)

- value of criteria.

However combined criterion calculation has some complexities:
1. Needs the normalization (weightings) of criteria;
2. Large computing time of value critetia calculation.
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These complexities are eliminated by consecutive application of external criteria. At the beginning some number
of models F are found by minimum of first criterion. Then the optimal model is selected by the second criterion form
the set of F best models by the first criterion.
The regularity criterion usually is less effective in conditions of noise because it depends on the variant of data
sample division. The examples show that noisestability essentially increase at stage-by-stage selection when some set of
models are selected by first criterion and the best model are found by second criterion.
Various combinations of external criteria were developed in the works [1, 2]. Criteria of a regularity, bias and
accuracy on examination data sample were used there. The sequence of two criteria is proposed in the work [3]. Here
the 100 of most accurate models are found by minimum of bias criterion on combinatory GMDH algorithm. The
coefficients of each of these equations are recalculated on all samples by the method of the least squares. The ten
models are defined by minimum of regularity criterion. The optimal model is chosen by minimum of balance criterion.

3. A numerical example of double-criterion model choice
The aim of this example is selection of reasonable sequence of the external GMDH criteria for the optimal model
choice. The input data sample is generated accidentally and contains 6 variables, 40 lines. Data sample are presented in
the Table 1.
Data sample are divided in three parts. Fist and second parts are the learning and testing samples and they
contain 30 lines together (working sample). This sample is used for coefficients estimation and value of criteria
calculation. Third part is examination sample. This sample (10 lines) is used for testing obtained models.
Tab.1. Input data sample

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

y

-0.85

-3.53

4.47

1.52

-3.03

3.45

-7.27

1.35

-2.52

4.76

1.00

-2.53

1.74

-4.50

-3.09

-2.18

2.11

-2.68

1.86

-3.50

4.07

2.30

0.81

-0.09

4.12

1.49

-0.71

-3.15

-0.90

2.60

-1.72

1.36

-2.28

-3.13

-1.28

-2.73

1.63

-1.17

-3.14

-2.01

-0.18

3.52

-0.40

-3.70

2.46

3.29

2.26

-1.80

-4.98

-0.59

-2.74

3.92

-3.55

3.39

3.48

5.03

2.80

3.72

2.89

1.01

-4.32

-4.96

-2.24

-0.29

-1.45

-0.13

-4.14

4.20

-2.77

8.39

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

2.70

1.62

-0.30

3.29

1.34

1.40

-2.27

-1.14

0.95

4.36

4.15

-1.20

2.28

-5.01

-1.74

-2.32

-2.01

1.70

-2.68

3.13

-5.32

The output variable contains 30% noise in the data:

y = 0,3 + 0,7 x 2 − 1,3 x 4 + 0,8 x5

(6)

It is required to consider two variants of model search for the of reasonable sequence of the external criteria:
1.

At beginning regularity criterion is used and then the bias criterion is applied (AR – BS).

2.

At first bias criterion is used and then the regularity criterion is applied (BS - AR).
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3.1. The first variant of model search (AR – BS)
Lines of data sample range by a dispersion. Value of regularity criterion calculated by Combinatorial GMDH
algorithm. Dependence of regularity criterion on model complexity is shown on Fig 1.
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Fig. 1
Fig 1 shows that 2 models (S=4,5,6) get into the interval of uncertainty and have almost equal regularity criterion
values. For these models bias criterion BS was calculated by (3). Fig.2 shows the optimal model choice by minimum of
bias criterion.
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Fig. 2
The results of computation of both criteria regularity (CR) and bias (BS) are shown in Table 2.
Tab.2. The set of models chosen by GMDH

s

AR

BS

4

3,310

0,722

2,33

5

3,280

0,764

2,36

6

3,270

2,517

AR(C )

2,36

Models
y = 0,2500 + 0,6501x2 - 1,1590x4 + 0,6317x5
y = 0,2339 + 0,6514x 2 - 0,0925x3 - 1,1899x4 +

Number of
models
I
II

+ 0,6427x5

y = 0,2365 + 0,6518x2 - 0,0922x3 - 1,1886x4 +

III

+ 0,64327x5 + 0,0048 x6
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Optimal model is complexity s = 4 . Value of criteria are AR
minimum of error on the examination data sample AR(C )

= 3,31 ; BS = 0,722 . This model also have

= 2,33 .

3.2. The second variant of model search (BS – AR)
Let's consider other sequence of criteria: at first bias criterion then regularity criterion. Dependence of bias and
regularity criterion on model complexity is shown on the Fig.3.
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Fig. 3 has shown that the models having very great values of regularity criterion are selected by minimum of
bias criterion, i.e. will be find very inaccurate models. Besides, true model have not appeared among selected by bias
criterion models, i.e. such sequence of model can lead to the serious errors.

Conclusion
Examples have shown that the most reasonable sequence of the external GMDH criteria for the optimal model selection
is the sequence when at beginning some set of models is selected by criterion regularity, then the one model is selected
by bias criterion. Using of sequence BS – AR faces with loss of optimum model as models are selected more "rough".
It will lead to selection of simpler model in conditions of noise.
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Abstract. This paper consider the next various topics. (1) Stabilization Principle in Linear
Modelling. (2) Factor Analysis and Stabilization. Method of Two Thresholds (MTT), or (β, γ)Method. (3) The essence of GMDH. (4) Economic Criterium (5) Active Agent Models. Cycles of
Activization and Stabilization. On some examples we demonstrate an advantage of the (β, γ)-method
over some well-known methods.

Keywords
Inductive modelling, ICIM 2008, stabilization principle, factor analysis, (β, γ)-method, economic criterium,
multiagent systems, active models

1 Introduction
Let we build an inductive model y = f (t1, t2, …, t l), which is linear relative to basic functions {x1, x2, …, xk}, where xi =
φ i (t1, t2, …, t l). Let n be a dimension of statistics. We obtain vector y and k vectors {x1, x2, …, xk} of a real
n-dimensional space. Let us denote
X = (x1–μ1, x2– μ2, …, xk – μk), where μi = μ(xi) =

1
n

n

∑x

it

.

(1)

t =1

2 Problem
Let we search for a form A of the linear dependence y = XA, where vector y and matrix X are known, matrix A is
sought. As well known, the heuristic (or symbolic) way
y = XA ⇒ XTy = XTXA ⇒ (XTX)–1XTy = A

(2)

leads to the same result that least-squares method (LSM):
A = (XTX)–1XTy.

(3)

Denote XTX = Z. Let us investigate the expression (3). It has no sense if det (Z) = 0, i.e. condition number of matrix
Z, cond (Z) = ||Z|| ⋅ ||Z–1|| = ∞. Moreover, if cond (Z) is near to infinity, the solution y = XA is worthless for
extrapolation or forecasting. The obvious example: the exact polynomial interpolation model has no sense beyond of
interval of interpolation. Note that for any reasonable norm || ⋅ || we have:
cond (Z) = |λ1 λn–1 |, det (Z) = λ1 λ2… λn

(4)

where {λ1, λ2,… λn } is the set of all eigenvalues of Z which are numbered so that | λ1| ≥ | λ2| ≥ ... ≥ | λn|. Obviously, for
any constant k, cond (kZ) = cond (Z). Note that all λi for Gram matrix Z = XTX are real nonnegative: ∀ i λi ≥ 0.
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Define the measure of stability of the matrix X as
stab (X) = λn Tr (XTX)–1 = λn (λ1 + λ2 + … + λn)–1 .

(5)

Obviously, for any constant k, stab (kX) = stab (X). We have stab (X) cond (XTX) = λ1 (λ1 + λ2 + … + λn)–1, and
λ1 ≤ λ1 + λ2 + … + λn ≤ nλ1 , so
1/n ≤ stab (X) cond (XTX) ≤ 1 , or stab (X) ≅ [cond (XTX)] –1.

(6)

The main problem is – how to avoid inanity, insignificancy of the model y = XA beyond the neighbourhood of its
construction domain?
Our working hypothesis is – to increase stability, or, the same, to decrease condition number.

3 Factor Analysis and Stabilization. Method of Two Thresholds (MTT), or
(β, γ)-Method
Let reduce the Gramian matrix XTX by orthogonal transformation S to diagonal form: STXTXS = D, so as to d11 ≥ d11 ≥
… ≥ dkk. Then vectors (columns) of the matrix XS = Z = (z1, z2, …, zk) are named as factors. Note, that ∀ i: μ(zi) = 0.
By construction, first non-zero factors {z1, z2, …, zp} form an orthogonal basis of the linear enveloping space
L = L (x1–μ1, x2– μ2, …, xk – μk), where p = dim L ≤ min (k, n).

(7)

Thus, an arbitrary linear model ŷ (x1, x2, …, xk) by transformation S may be represented in the form of
ŷ = y0 + y1 z1 + y2 z2 + … + yp zp;

(3)

note, that
∀ i, 0 < i ≤ p, yi =

y − y0 , z i
zi , zi

=

y, z i
zi

2

=

y, z i
d ii

.

(3)

Further, we obliterate so called unstable and inessential factors. Let’s call factor zi as unstable in statistics X (with
the threshold β), if
zi

2

trace D

=

d ii
d ii
=
< β.
trace D d11 + d 22 + ... + d pp

(3)

Obviously, there exists such j ∈ , that all stable factors form the set {z1, z2, …, z j}.
Let’s call factor zi as inessential for model ŷ (with the threshold γ), if correlation
corr (y, zi) = cos (y, zi) =

y − y0 , z i
y − y0 ⋅ z i

< γ.

(3)

By stabilization with the threshold (β, γ) of a model ŷ we shall call a model
ŷs = y0 + s1 y1 z1 + s2 y2 z2 + … + sp yp zp,

(6)

where ∀ i > 0, si = si (β, γ) = 0, if factor zi is unstable or inessential, and si = 1 for all other factors. In other words,
stabilization is the obliteration of all unstable and inessential factors.
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4 Stabilization Principle in Linear Modelling
Now, let L = L(X) is the linear envelope of X, V is any subspace of L, and P is corresponding projection matrix, so that
U = XP is the projection of X to V.
We can substitute matrix X by matrix U=XP and to repeat all previous definitions: cond (UTU), stab (U), ..., etc.
ŷs = y0 + s1 y1 z1 + s2 y2 z2 + … + sp yp zp,

(6)

We call subspace V as stable, if all factors of V are stable and essential.
Hypothesis. The essence of GMDH is the construction of some stable subspace in V.

5 Active Agent Models. Cycles of Activization and Stabilization
6 Some Results. Comparisons with Other Methods
The method of two thresholds was successfully used for modelling and forecasting of molybdenum and
ferromolybdenum (Mo, FeMo) prices. Especially interesting was forecast of extremely unstable monthly prices in
2004–07.
For monthly moving forecasting of molybdenum prices in 2005-07, in Internet were selected 9 activities (t1, t2, …,
t 9): t 1, t 2 – molybdenum export and import prices calculated from [4], t 3 – cuprum price [4], and (t4, t5, …, t 9) – steel
prices [5].
From activities {t1, t2, …, t9} we form the dependent variable y(τ) and n = 12 input variables {x1, x2, …, x12}:

y(τ) = t1(τ+1);
x1(τ) = t1(τ–2), x2(τ) = t1(τ–1), x3(τ) = t1(τ),
x4(τ) = t2(τ–1), x5(τ) = t2(τ),
xi(τ) = ti–3(τ), i = 6…12.

Fig. 1. Graphics of the actual values of molybdenum prices (red line),
which were calculated from data given in tables [4], columns Imports, row
Molybdenum, simulated (yellow line) and forecasted values (blue line).
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Fig. 2. Graphics of the actual values of molybdenum prices (line fact), and forecast values,
computered by (β, γ)-method (line Praha) and GMDH (lines FPE and AR).

Tab.1. Comparison of the (β, γ)-method (MTT) with GMDH and GAME [6]
on examples of molybdenum price forecasting (row Mo) in 2005-07 and
forecast of CO2 in brain [6] (row CO2): RMS error of prediction
example\method
MTT
GMDH, FPE
GMDH, AR
GMDH, AC
0,0380
—
—
0,0704
CO2
9,62
20,22
12,51
—
Mo

GAME
0,0386
—

7 Economic Criteria
Let y = f (…) be a price for some good. We can buy this good month by month, then expenses equal to Z0. On the end of
period we can see the least price. If we buy all good by the least price, expences equal to Zmin. Of course, we are not
omniscient. But if we have a forecast by method M, we can use it in some way W. Then we can compute corresponding
expenses ZM,W . It gives some types of economic criteria. E.g., relative criterion
(Z0 – ZM,W) / (Z0 – Zmin)

()

for Mo price forecast by MTT equals 69%. Absolute economy for simulated plant which consumes 20 tons Mo per
month equals to 1,93 mln $.
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1.2 ENHANCED AND OPTIMIZED GMDH ALGORITHMS

TS-Based GMDH Model and Its application*
He Changzheng, Zhu Bing, Zheng Mingcui
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Abstract. In this paper, FRI algorithm which has some deficiencies in feature extraction of market segments groups is
improved. By replacing Mamdani fuzzy inference with TS fuzzy inference, a new TS-based GMDH model is built. The
algorithm is realized with simple Matlab code.It has been demonstrated in the empirical research that TS-based
GMDH model improves the deficiencies of FRI in extracting features of different market groups. This result is further
development of the theory and method of GMDH and provides a new approach for inductive modeling.
Keywords
FRI algorithm, TS model, GMDH, Feature extraction
1. Introduction
The fuzzy model is usually divided into two categories: Mamdani fuzzy model [1] and TS fuzzy model [2]. SelfOrganising Fuzzy Rule Induction (FRI) is a modeling technique combining Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH)
[3] and Mamdani fuzzy model and FRI can be called GMDH based on Mamdani. FRI can extract features from sample
data automatically and form fuzzy model that qualitatively describes system behaviors using a natural language [4].
Although FRI is appropriate to extraction of distinctive features between different segments market, we find that FRI
has a low modeling accuracy in extracting features when there are many common features and few distinctive features
in different segment markets [5].
The consequent part of Mamdani fuzzy model consists of fuzzy sets defined in the space of output variables
while the TS fuzzy model is composed of a linear function of some input variables. Compared with Mamdani fuzzy
model, TS fuzzy model has the advantage that approximates complex nonlinear systems with fewer rules and high
modeling accuracy [6]. In this paper we attempt to substitute TS fuzzy inference for Mamdani inference used in FRI
and divide the sample data into training set and testing set. The data division technique that is not used and can't be
used in FRI is the core of the GMDH[7]. In this way, a GMDH model based on TS fuzzy inference is built, which is
called TS-GMDH for short. It has been demonstrated in the empirical research that TS-GMDH, in comparision with
FRI, has relatively high accuracy, even when feature differences between customer segments are not obvious.
2. TS Fuzzy Model
The TS fuzzy model was proposed by Takagi and Sugeno in 1985. For multi-input single-output systems, the typical
TS model consists of a set of IF-THEN rules and each rule is composed of an antecedent part and a consequent part as
follows[2]:
R' : if x1 is A1s1 ,...,xm is Ams m then yl= P0l + P1l x1 + ... + Pml xm , l = \,2,…,M

(1)

where Rl denotes the lth rule xi is the i th input variable, Pjl represents the j th parameter of the l th rule, Ais i represents
a fuzzy set defined in the space of i th input variable xi .
*
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The final output y is the weighted average of each rule's output yl according to following formula:
y=

M

M

l =1

l =1

∑ Gl yl / ∑ Gl

(2)

where Gl is the firing strength of lth rule and calculated as follows:
m

G l = ∏ Aisi ( xi )
i =1

where ∏ denotes a fuzzy conjunction operator, Aisi ( xi ) is a membership function corresponding to a fuzzy set Aisi
of the ith input variable. According to (2), the parameters of yl, l= 1,2,...,M could be estimated by Ordinary Least
Square (OLS).
3. TS-GMDH modeling algorithm
The modeling of TS-GMDH is very similar to FRI, the only differences are that the min-max fuzzy inference[4] has
become TS fuzzy inference, and the sample data set N is divided to a training set A and a testing set B(N = AUB ).The
main steps of TS-GMDH modeling are as follows:
1) Fuzzification of variables. Every input variable xi (i = 1,2,...,n) is transformed into m fuzzy linguistic variables, there
will be mn inputs fuzzy variables in the first layer in the network (see [4] and Fig. 1).
2) Forming of the first generation TS models. All the input fuzzy sets are combined in pairs to form the first generation
sj
TS models. For example, if two fuzzy sets Aisi and A j defined in the space of input variable xi and
xj (i,j = 1,2,...,n) are combined, we get following TS model:
si
1
⎧
l ⎪ if xi is Ai then y 1 = a10 + a1i xi
R1 : ⎨
s
2
⎪⎩ if x j is A j i then yl = bl 0 + blj x j
2
i, j =1,2,...,n, i ≠ j ; l =1,2,....,m2 Cn
where Cn2 is the number of combination* the parameters in the consequent parts are estimated by OLS in the training
set A (See Section 2)
3) Selecting Models. F1 best TS models are selected by external criterion in the testing set B (see the Fig. 1). Regularity
criterion [7] in following form is used as external criterion of our algorithm:
2

⎛
⎛ G1 )1
G 2 ) 2 ⎞⎟ ⎞⎟
y
y
(5)
+
∑ ⎜⎜ y − ⎜⎜ 1
1
2
1
2 1 ⎟⎟
G
G
G
G
+
+
i =1⎝
⎝
⎠⎠
)1
)
where y is the sample output, B denotes the number of sample data in the set B, y1 and y12 represent the outputs of
B

s

the two rules in the model, G1 = Aisi ( xi ) and G2 = A j j ( x j ) are firing strength of the two rules.
l
l
4) Rules fusion. The two rules of R1 are merged into one rule which is still denoted by R1 :

s

j
R1l : if xi is Aisi and xj is A j then y1l = a10 + a1i xi + a1 j x j , l = 1,...,Fl

(6)

sj
where fuzzy set Aisi and A j will do the conjunction operation, the coefficients of linear function in the

consequent part remain to be decided.
5) Circulation of the algorithm. Step 2), step 3) and step 4) are repeated to create the 2th,3th...generation TS models
until the external criterion (5) begin to increase, Fk fuzzy rules make up of the final TS model, and its parameters in
the consequent part are estimated by OLS in the training set A (See Section 2).
6) Calculating the final output. The output y is computed using the consequent parts of the Fk rules of the final TS
model according formula (2).

Fig. 1. Network of TS-GMDH modeling
4. Empirical research
In order to verify the effectiveness of TS-GMDH in feature extracting, it is used to extract the feature of different
consumer groups of medium-priced cigarette. The sample data comes from the consumer market research of mediumpriced cigarette conducted by a cigarette manufacture located in Sichuan province of China. 180 sample data and 60
variables are obtained from the research (including 1 input variable and 59 output variable).The purpose of modeling is
to extract features of two smoking group—heavy smoking group and mild smoking group from data analysis. We use
FRI and TS-GMDH respectively and randomly choose 150 sample data denoted as set N for modeling and 30 sample
data denoted as set M for validating. FRI is realized in software KnowledgeMiner and TS-GMDH with Matlab code.
Table 1 shows the results.
The smokers, whether heavy smoking group or mild smoking group, have some common features as follows: males,
aged between 30 and 40, low education degree and low income(less than 1000 RMB per month).These conclusion can
be drawn from descriptive statistical analysis of sample data. Therefore, use of FRI in feature extraction results in poor
modeling accuracy, especially in the validation set M, as Table 1 has shown. On the contrary, TS-GMDH has relatively
high modeling accuracy in both modeling data set N and validation data set M. This phenomenon indicates that TSGMDH improve the performance of FRI in feature extraction when feature difference between customer segments is
not obvious.
Tab.1. Comparison for FRI and TS-GMDH
Method
FRI TSGMDH

Heavy smoking group Mild smoking group
TV
M
TV
M
83.33%
70%
83.33%
70%
94%
93.33%
89.33% 87.33%

5. Conclusion
In this paper TS model is integrated with the mechanism of inductive modeling, and a new model named TS-GMDH is
proposed. The TS-GMDH model improves FRI in two aspects: Mamdani fuzzy inference is replaced by TS fuzzy
inference and sample data for modelling is divided into two subset. These improvements make TS-GMDH has higher
modeling accuracy and suitable for feature extracting when there are many common features and few distinctive
features between different segment markets. It is proved by empirical study that TS-GMDH has make up for FRI's
deficiencies in feature extracting. This new method is a beneficial exploration of theory and method of GMDH and
offer a more practical tool for the analysis of enterprise market researches data.
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Abstract.
Previously we considered GMDH algorithms for solving the problems with a large number of
arguments based on algorithms with successive selection of the most informative arguments. These algorithms build
models very quickly but the accuracy of these models is not always sufficient. The quality of models built in such a way
depends on the quality of arguments selection. Thus improvement of the method with successive selection of arguments
for the rising of the quality and effectiveness of the informative arguments selection is the main goal of this paper.

To rise the quality of arguments extraction in the algorithm with successive selection the inverted structures are
used. As a result we get very high quality increase but the speed of the models building is considerably reduced. Some
additional modifications of this algorithm are solved this problem.
This paper considers the main aspects of the algorithm and results of its performing. The experiments with the
algorithm of successive elimination of spurious arguments using inverse structures were carried out. The results of the
realized experiments confirm effectiveness of this method. Use of the algorithm enables to essentially accelerate the
retrieval for the best subset of regressors and to solve tasks with considerably larger number of regressors compared
with ordinary combinatorial GMDH algorithm of exhaustive search of arguments.

Keywords
Inductive modelling, GMDH, combinatorial algorithm,
argument, successive selection, successive elimination,
spurious arguments.

1

Introduction

Inductive GMDH algorithms suppose examination of all possible variants of task solving and selection of the best
variant (model). We include as more arguments as possible to the sample to build the most exact model. However if
number of arguments is very great then examination of all variants takes much time and is often impossible. Therefore,
there is the problem of acceleration of the combinatorial algorithm namely by means of spurious arguments elimination.
The problem has been investigated in [1], [2] where it was suggested to estimate the level of arguments informativeness
regarding to the module of the argument correlation coefficient with the output variable (MCC). In our investigation,
the level of argument informativeness is estimated using an algorithm suggested in [3].

2

Problem statement
1. Suppose we are given a data sample W=(X y), dіm W=n×(m+1).
2. The relationship between an output y and s0<m relevant inputs holds:
o

y = X s 0θ o + ξ = y +ξ ,

(1)
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o

y is an exact or true output of an object (signal),

θo is a vector of true parameters,
ξ is a vector of stochastic disturbances (noise),
X s0

is a submatrix of the matrix X with s0 vectors influencing the output value y in that the number s0 and

composition of the vectors X s0 is unknown.
3. It is necessary to search for the optimal model in the form:

y = X sθ (s ),

(2)

θ ( s) = [θ1θ 2 ...θ s ]T is a vector of unknown parameters being estimated.
Vector of estimated parameters θ(s) determines a model of the complexity s for the sample W.
The quality of a model is determined as the regularity criterion AR(s) supposing division of the sample X into 2
subsamples XA and XB. We estimate model parameters on the training subsample XA and calculate the error on the
testing subsample XB.

AR( s ) =|| yBs − X Bsθ As ||2 ,

(3)

where θАs is the vector of parameters estimated on the subsample XA.
The model of optimum quality:

s* = arg min
AR( s )
s=1, m

.(4)

When using the combinatorial algorithm, a retrieval of all possible models with selection of the best model by the
criterion (2) is carrying out. When number of arguments is not very large the exhaustive search can be carried out. In
such a way, the total amount Pm of all possible models containing 1...m arguments is calculated by the formula:
m

Pm = ∑ Cmj = 2 m − 1
j =1

(5)

When the arguments number is greater than 20, the exhaustive search for the acceptable limit of time is often
impossible.

3

Solving the problem

Let us start with an example: m=20, n=50, s0=10, and analyze the dependence of the criterion AR on the model
complexity s. The model quality for the complexity greater than s0 becomes lower and it has no sense to analyze such
models. Hence it is better to use an algorithm which does not consider all models and sorts models of the complexity 1,
then 2 and so forth, until the criterion for the next complexity becomes to increase.
Thus the retrieval algorithm with successive complication is as follows (Alg. 1):

step 1: The structures of complexity s are generated and matrices XA, y are built;
step 2: Model coefficients of any structure are estimated using Gauss method on the training subsample XA;
step 3: The quality criterion AR(s) for a model is calculated on the testing subsample XB and the best model of
complexity s is selected;
step 4: If the model quality for s is better than that for then the complexity of models is increased and we turn to step
1 else the cycle is finished.
The Figure 2 illustrates the computational effectiveness of this algorithm for different s0 as comparing to the
exhaustive search algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the algorithms effectiveness as
depending on s0
As the figure shows, if s0 = 10 than such algorithm spends almost half of the time needed for the exhaustive search
algorithm.
As it is evident from (5), removing of an argument from the set arguments halves the time of searching.
Consequently, for the acceleration of finding of the best model it is needed to find such arguments which will not
substantially influence on the model and to remove them from the set, leaving most informing. Such approach is offered
in [1], where it is suggested to estimate the level of arguments informativeness regarding to the module of the argument
correlation coefficient with the output variable. In [3] it is shown that the level of arguments informativeness can be
estimated considering how many of the best models contain this argument.
On the basis of these results, let us consider the algorithm of successive elimination of spurious arguments. Models
are selected by this algorithm using the algorithm of successive complication with increasing of it until the calculation
time is permissible. The best models and arguments included to these models are then examined only. A new set which
consists only of those arguments taking active part in forming the best models is thus formed. Further models are built
on this new set and the sequence of such operations are again repeated until the set will contain so many arguments that
it would be possible to perform an exhaustive search.
We describe this algorithm as the following steps (Alg. 2):

step 1: build the models of the complexities allowing to fit the given time limit using the Alg. 1;
step 2: select a subset of F the best models by an external criterion;
step 3: rank all the arguments being contained in this F models by the coefficient qi, і=1…m, specifying the
frequency of an i-th argument occurrence in the best models;
step 4: form a new sample by removing the arguments with the least values of qi;
step 5: perform the exhaustive search of models if the amount of arguments in the new sample is acceptable or
return to the step 1 otherwise.
Let us investigate the effectivenees of this algorithm at first theoretically.
When the task with m=20, s0=10 is solved by Alg. 1, then the amount Pm of all possible models containing no more
than s0 arguments is calculated with the use of formula (5).
10

Pm = ∑ C20j = 616665
j =1

(6)

The models amount built by the Alg. 2 to get the result of the exhaustive search with 20 arguments is equal to 76842
that is considerably less than that by the Alg. 1 (616665, see (6)). As for the computing time, the figures are as follows:
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3 sec for Alg. 2 and 24 sec for Alg.1. The combinatorial algorithm with the exhaustive search finds the same model in
48 sec.
Let us consider the same task for m = 200 using the Alg. 2.
Tab. 1. Amount of models on each stage of the algorithm with successive
elimination of spurious arguments, m=200
smax
Stages
m
Pm
Stage 1

200

2

20 100

Stage 2

51

3

22 151

Stage 3

50

3

20 875

Stage 4

25

5

68 405

Exhaustive
search

4

4

15

Total amount of models, Alg. 2

63 141

This algorithm takes 4 sec for solving the problem. It’s very quickly for this amount of arguments. But the accuracy
of the built models is not sufficient.
To raise the quality of arguments extraction we propose to use the algorithm with inverted structures (Alg. 3). This
algorithm is based on algorithm with successive elimination of spurious arguments, but with an addition. On every stage
we will consider the models of complexity s together with the “conjugate” models of complexity m-s notably the
models with invert structures. For sample invert structure of 10100 is a 01011 structure etc.
This algorithm solves the problem with 200 arguments using 65 stages. As a result we get very high quality increase
but the speed of the models building is considerably reduced. In order to raise the algorithm speed 10% of arguments
are eliminated on every stage.
Tab. 2. Comparison of the algorithms effectiveness, m=200
AR
Algorithms
Amount
Time
Complexity
of models
(sec)
(s)

4

Alg. 2

63 141

4

Alg. 3

905 806

126

4

31.97

12

1.74

Conclusion

Use of the algorithm of successive elimination of spurious arguments using inverse structures enables to essentially
accelerate the retrieval for the best subset of regressors and to solve tasks with considerably larger number of regressors
compared with ordinary combinatorial GMDH algorithm of exhaustive search of arguments.
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Abstract. GMDH uses minimum expert's information about searched function. It sorts all cases
and selects the best suited according to some external selection criterion. This paper considers how
expert knowledge about presence of certain variables in a function could help GMDH. A new
modification of the multilayered polynomial GMDH is proposed that uses this information to get
better polynomials. Experiments were carried out to check the work of this new algorithm and
showed it efficiency.
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1 Introduction
One of the main advantages of GMDH is that a domain expert does not take part in a selection
of dependencies; the expert gets the final result [1]. At the same time this could be a disadvantage.
In some cases the expert can suggest a certain direction of a search during dependency selection or
suggest what input variables are in dependency (e.g. the expert knows that an output variable
depends on x 2 , but he does not know the exact structure of the function and what other variable are
in it). Question arose: How can we use prior information about the searched function? Is it possible
for the expert to help GMDH by specifying information about variable presence in the dependency?
The expert has a possibility to help GMDH by specifying: "correct" algorithm from the GMDH
algorithms family, "correct" selection criterion and "correct" learning/test sample division. Of
course, to do this the expert needs to know much about GMDH algorithms and their peculiarities.
Let's try to find how GMDH could use information about presence of variables in function.

2 Problem statement
Suppose we have a multidimensional sample that consists of n input vectors X={X1 ,X2,..Xm}
m and output Y. The dependency Y = f (X) is found using the polynomial multilayered GMDH
algorithm. The quality of the found function f should be evaluated by LDUC external criterion.
Suppose that information about presence of a monomial M = X 1l1 ⋅ X 2l 2 ⋅ ... ⋅ X ml m in the function is
known ( l1 , l2 , lm - are the respective powers of Xi). It is necessary to improve the dependency
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based on the information about monomial presence in it. Dependency is called improved when its
LDUC criterion value is less than previous dependencies criterion value.

3 Problem solving
In order to use the information about the monomial presence in the polynomial, it is necessary to
correct the direction of multilayered GMDH. Let's examine the main stages of the algorithm [1,2]:
1. Build partial descriptions of all pair combinations of input variables
y1 = f(x1,x2),y2 = f2(x1,x3),...,yk =fk(xn-1,xn)
2. Coefficients in partial descriptors are found by LSM (least square method)
3. Find the external criterion value for every partial descriptor
4. Select certain number of partial descriptors that have the least values of the external
criterion
5. If the least value of the external criterion is decreased in comparison with the previous
layer then go to 6 else algorithm is terminated and returns partial descriptors with the
least external criterion values.
6. Go to the next layer. Found partial descriptors together with the input variables form
input data for new partial descriptors: Z1 =φ(x1,y1), Z2 = φ2 (x1,y2),..., Zl = φk (xk-1,yk) .
Goto2.
It is possible to correct the work direction of the algorithm during 2 stages: 1st, when we build
partial descriptions, or 4th, when we select partial descriptors for the next layer. Let's investigate the
first case. We can influence the building of a partial description only by changing of the supporting
function. Thus, it is necessary to select a certain supporting function based on the current
combination of the input data. New problems arose: what supporting functions should be used?
How should we select a supporting function? Is it possible to use supporting functions with
different numbers of variables? The second case appears to be less problematic and more
promising. In GMDH partial descriptors are selected only based on an external criterion value. Let's
make a possibility to select polynomials also based on the variables that are in function. A
multicriterion problem appears: it is necessary to select a polynomial based on the external criterion
value and variables that are in it. Let's consider two main approaches in solving of multicriterion
problems for such cases:
1. Consider one criterion as the main and use the second one only if the values of the first
criterion are equal
2. Introduce utility function that will include both criteria
Probability of the case, when two values of the external criterion are equal, is minimal. That is
why the first approach will cause almost full ignoring of the second criterion. This shortcoming
could be overcome by the following: let's consider criterion values equal, if their difference is less
than certain value ε . We are faced with another problem: transitivity condition is not met. If partial
description y 1 is better than y2 and y2 is better than y 3, then this does not mean that y 1 is better
than y3. Thus it might be a case when there is no best partial descriptor.
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Now let's investigate the second approach and take the following utility function:
Crit = Crit*(1+ kcor* kscale)

.

(1)

where Crit is value of the external criterion, kcor is a corrective coefficient, kscale is a coefficient
that defines influence of kcor on the utility function value.
This utility function is multiplicative. We can change the criteria importance by variation of kscale
coefficient. Proposed algorithm of the corrected criterion value determination is the following:
Expert specifies monomial M and kcor
kcor is found:
a. Set kcor=1
b. For every monomial in polynomial:
i. kcur= 1- nMMcur/ nM
ii. If kcur< kcor, then kcor= kcur
3. Set corrected criterion value to Crit*(1+ kcor* kscale)
where M is a monomial specified by expert, nM is a number of variables in monomial M, nMMcur
is a number of variables from M in monomial Mcur (e.g. if M=x1 *x22*x3 and Mcur=x1 *x22 then
nMMcur is 3).
Thus, we need to add one more stage in multilayered polynomial GMDH:
1. Build partial descriptions of all pair combinations of input variables:
y1=f(x1,x2), y2 =f2(x1,x3),...,yk = fk{xn-1,xn)
2. Coefficients in partial descriptors are found by LSM (least square method)
3. Find the external criterion value for every partial descriptor.
4. Criterion value is corrected according to the algorithm above.
5. Select certain number of partial descriptors that have the least values of the external
criterion.
6. If the least value of the external criterion is decreased in comparison with the previous
layer then go to 6 else algorithm is terminated and returns partial descriptors with the
least external criterion values.
7. Go to the next layer. Found partial descriptors together with the input variables form
input data for new partial descriptors:
Z1 =φ(x1,y1), Z2 = φ2 (x1,y2),..., Zl = φk (xk-1,yk)

Goto 2.

4 The results of experiments
The following 10 polynomials were got for experiments:
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Tab.1. Polynomials for experiments

x0+5 *x1 *x3+10 *x2 *x4
10+4 *x6+4 *x2 *x3 *x4
4*x0*x1+5*x2*x3+1
7*x4+3*x3+2*x0+6*x1
1*x1+2*x2*x3+x4
x0+x1+x2+x3
x5+x6*x1+x2*x3*x4
x0*x2+x2*x3+x3*x4
1+x1*x3+x3+x4
2+x0*x1*x2*x3*x4

The following monomials were specified for the corresponding polynomials (first monomial for
the first polynomial and so on):
Tab.2. Experts monomials
x1*x3
x6
x0*x1
x4
x2*x3
x3
x2 *x3 *x4
x2*x3
x3
x2 *x3 *x4

A noise was introduced into every variable and output function value. During experiments the
following parameters were changed: noise (100%, 10%, 1%, 0.1% and 0%), number of input and
output vectors (10, 20, 40, 50, 70) and kscale (0.1, 0.5, 1, 10, 1000, 10300). Mean numbers of
improved, not changed and worsen polynomials were determined. Polynomial is considered
improved when the external criterion value has been reduced after monomial tip introducing (the
same approach to determine not changed and worsen polynomials). Number of runs was calculated
using the following formula [3]:
N = tα2

DX

ε2

+1

, where DX - dispersion. At first 50 runs were done to find the DX

estimation and then found DX was used in formula.
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Tab.3. Mean numbers of improved, not changed and worsen polynomials
What is changed
kscale

Noise

Num. vectors

Value
0,1
0,5
1
10
1000
10300
100%
10%
1%
0.1%
0%
10
20
40
50
70

Improved %
7
21
27
40
41
42
34
30
29
28
28
29
30
30
30
30

Not changed %
86
62
51
32
30
30
33
49
53
53
54
49
49
48
48
48

Worsen %
6
17
21
28
29
28
33
21
18
18
18
23
21
22
22
22

Analysis of the above table shows that the most efficient kscale values are equal to and greater
than 10. Number of vectors almost do not influence on the result (only when we have 10 vectors
we have very bad result). The same is with the noise - only 100% noise significantly worse the
result.
After changing all parameters it was found that the best combination is the following: kscale=10,
1% of noise and number of vectors is 40. With such parameters values number of improved
polynomials is 39%, not changed - 38% and worsen - 24%.

5 Conclusion
A new modification of the multilayered polynomial GMDH was proposed. This modification
uses information about presence of the certain monomial in dependency in order to improve the
polynomial. Experiments were conducted and showed that algorithm is really efficient. Further
work could be concentrated on the usage of the suggested criterion correction algorithm for other
GMDH algorithms. Also it is suggested improving algorithm to use information about presence of
several monomials in polynomial.
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Abstract.
Parameter estimating based on measured values for polyharmonic models can be carried out by known
three stage method. Its first stage is getting “balancing coefficients” (using linear LS-method); second stage –
evaluating harmonic frequencies by solving so-called “frequency polynomial”; third stage – MLS-estimating of
harmonic amplitudes and phases. Mentioned scheme gives absolute precise results in case of noise-free data. Noises or
measuring errors distort all parameters of harmonic model. Here the most important is the precision of frequencies
evaluating, which are derived of “balancing coefficients” via “frequency polynomial”, because even small differences
in frequencies lead to large inaccuracy in amplitudes and phases. This paper presents experimental comparison of
several approximating schemes, that can be used to restore “balancing coefficients” (and so the frequencies), in order
to select the most accurate one. It was stated that all examined estimating schemes are almost equivalent under lownoise conditions. One scheme, the approximation based on integrating of difference equations on sliding interval proves
statistically the most precise, when noise level is raised.

Keywords
Polyharmonic model, parameter estimation, noise
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Introduction
Polyharmonic models are often used to represent natural cycling process. Polyharmonic models are applicable for
analyses of hydrological, geologicalm, meteorological, biological, financial and other time-series haveing cycling
behaviour. Such models may be used by itself or as a partial models in GMDH algorythms [1].
While investigating cycling processes parameters of polyharmonic model need to be uncovered from observed timeseries. It’s desired that corresponding computational procedures were simple enough while being noise-stable in order
to gain appropriate model.

Harmonic analyses method and its possible noise-immunity modifications
Polyharmonic model is represented by a sum of single harmonic items having aliquant frequencies
m

Yk =

∑ (A

j

(

)

(

))

⋅ sin k ⋅ ω j + B j cos k ⋅ ω j ,

(1)

j =1
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k = 0,..., N is a discrete time, ω j is a harmonic frequency, A j and B j express amplitude and phase for
each of m harmonics.
where

When identifying parameters of polyharmonic model, the measured values Yk = Yk + ξ k are used (where
*

ξk

is a

noise or measuring errors) and the main idea is to minimize the next criterion

J (ω1 ,..., ω m , A1 ,..., Am , B1 ,..., Bm ) =

N

∑ (Y

*
k

− Yk

)

2

k =0

Direct usage of this criterion with model (1) leads to very complex non-linear optimization problem, which really
can not be solved in practice.
There is three-stage method that can simplify parameter estimation for model (1). On the first stage, m additional
“balancing coefficients” a p , p = 0,..., m − 1 are evaluated from the best approximation (in LS sense) of next relations

Yk*+ m

+ Yk*−m

m −1

≅

∑a

p

⋅ (Yk*+ p + Yk*− p ) ,

k = m,..., N − m

(2)

p =0

m −1

Then calculated “balancing coefficients” are used in equation

∑a

p

⋅ cos( p ⋅ ω ) = cos(m ⋅ ω ) that is reduced to

p =0

“frequency polynomial”

Pm ⋅ cos m ω + Pm −1 ⋅ cos m −1 ω + ... + P1 ⋅ cos ω + P0 = 0
with m different real roots for m different frequencies

(3)

0 < ω j < 2π , j = 1,..., m .

On the third stage amplitudes are defined for all harmonic items from the best approximation (in LS sense) of measured
*

values Yk by model

Yk* ≅

m

∑A

j

(

)

⋅ sin k ⋅ ω j + B j ⋅ cos(k ⋅ ω j ) , k = 0,..., N

j =1

with already evaluated frequencies

ωj.

It’s known that described three-stage method leads to absolutely precise estimation of all parameters of
polyharmonic model under the assumption of noise-free data ( ξ k ≡ 0 for all k ). [2] When data are noise-corrupted
the “balancing coefficients” (evaluated on the first stage) have values that do not correspond to the valid frequencies
(really presented in time-series Yk ). Therefore the second and the third stages will inherit mentioned displacement in
values that will be reflected in differences between

ωi , A j , B j

and

ωi , A j , B j

[3]. In this connection the key-point

for overall accuracy improvement is achieving better nose-immunity when evaluating “balancing coefficients” at stage
one of three-stage method.
There were suggested two modifications of the first stage procedure, which are likely to minimize the influence of
noise on “balancing coefficients” when evaluating.

Orthogonal regression method
Interpreting relation (2) as a regression equation we may state that both the output values (left part) and arguments
(values in right part) are influenced by noise. So we have a case the orthogonal regression is intended for [4].
Notice that orthogonal regression method is expensive enough in computational sense as it needs to calculate the
least eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of matrix of normal equations. For not large quantity of harmonics
( m < 10 ) we may use special method to calculate the least eigenvalue directly, otherwise the general eigenvalue
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problem must be solved to select the least one. Therefore this method may be recommended if only it proves the
obvious advantage in nose-immunity for “balancing coefficients“.

Integrating of difference equations on “sliding interval”
The main idea of this method may be explained on a sample of simplest discrete dynamic model

x k +1 = f ( x k , x k −1 ,..., x k − s )
or (in difference form)

Δ x k = f ( x k , x k −1 ,..., x k − s ) − x k

.

Then the model output at any time k + 1 may be obtained by “integrating” previous difference equation starting from
some discrete time k − L and correspondent initial state x k − L :
k

k

xk +1 = xk −L +

∑Δx = x
i

k −L

+

i =k − L

∑ f (x , x
i

i −1 ,..., xi −s ) − xi )

=

k

i −1 ,..., xi − s ) −

i=k − L

Here

i

i =k − L

k

=

∑( f ( x , x

∑x .
i

i = k − L +1

L is the length of the sliding interval.

By analogy with general procedure of integrating on “sliding interval” relations (2) for “balancing coefficients”
evaluating may be rewritten in the next form
k

∑ (Y

i =k − L

For noises

ξk

*
i+m

m −1

k

) ∑ a ⋅ ∑ (Y

+ Yi*−m ≅

*
i+ p

p

p =0

+ Yi*− p )

i=k − L

with zero mean the sum operations in left and right parts of last equation should contribute to

decreasing of noise influence on “balancing coefficients” values.

Numerical experiments
There was maid a number of experiments to compare the accuracy of polyharmonic model identification by means of
basic method and its two modifications. Time-series for experiments were generated by model (1) with independent
uniformly distributed noise. Noise level varied from 0 to 10% of pure polyharmonic signal level. Experiments were
carried out with single and two harmonic components with “slow” and “fast” frequencies. Also experiments were
repeated with long and short time-series.
To check the consistency of estimation (or exactly the difference between estimated and real frequencies
Δω j = ω j − ω j ) procedure of frequency evaluation was held repeatedly for the same model with diferent noise
realizations. Average square error in frequencies estimation

Δ(S ) =

S

m

n =1

j =1

∑ ∑ Δω

2
j

S

was calculated while S growth. To gain a a steady ΔS value the number of noise realizations S raised up to 1000.
Some typical results of numerical experiments are presented in Tab.1 and Tab.2.
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Behavior of ΔS as function of S is shown below on Fig.1 and Fig.2 for different noice level. Notice that in low
noise case LS-method and orthogonal regression give very near results, while integrating on “sliding interval” leads to
much more precise frequencies.
Tab.1. Typical dependency of estimation error on frequency
(noise level 5%, time series length 100).
In all experiments “sliding interval” length L = 4 there was used.
Real
frequency

0.05
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.9
1.2
1.6

Estimate by LS

Estimate by orthogonal
regression

Frequency

Error

Frequency

Error

0.052009
0.101210
0.201732
0.400057
0.600582
0.269463
1.200035
1.599975

1.112603
0.910304
1.226560
0.304304
0.501084
0.269463
0.294561
0.300337

0.050356
0.100258
0.201335
0.399850
0.600429
0.899963
1.200005
1.599977

0.313319
0.341675
0.958326
0.3130646
0.412734
0.273468
0.293712
0.300108

Tab.2. Typical dependency of estimation error on noise level
( ω1 = 0.7, ω 2 = 0.4 , time series length 100).
Estimation by LS
Noise
level

0.5%

2.5%

5%

ϖ1

Estimation by “sliding interval”

ϖ1

ϖ2

Error

ϖ2

Error

0.7001265800
0.4027570768
0.7003121596
0.4014532905
0.7003775879
0.4032954795
0.7058363527
0.4551633137
0.7088738959
0.4754817748
0.7059137619
0.4543798392
0.7489917282
0.5821464992
0.7618563492
0.5964025406
0.7568981144
0.5977817311

0.624082865
38

0.7000227122
0.4001571654
0.7001085069
0.4002160055
0.7001268259
0.4003112239
0.70074644174
0.40248215615
0.70009745386
0.40270307734
0.70013033082
0.40143134067
0.70326640318
0.41053965170
0.70254548642
0.41298267142
0.70176638686
0.41161431985

0.05188996321

0.388363925
04
0.787341470
97
8.682080630
79
9.760121662
55
8.686191987
44
23.18231653
62
23.50848226
37
23.28795738
84

0.08978823565
0.11716300393
0.77954468429
0.62241961481
0.34432603714
3.220677802312
3.348360503642
2.831692160287
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Fig. 1.Average square error in frequencies estimation for three
methods (2% noise)

Fig. 1. Average square error in frequencies estimation for three
methods (20% noise).

Conclusion
From the numerical experiments we may state the next:
⋅ orthogonal regression method has some advantages in accuracy (in comparison with ordinary LS-method) for
“slow” harmonics, for long time-series and in the case of high noise level;
⋅ in all cases the method, which is based on integrating on “sliding interval” demonstrated significantly better
accuracy then other two methods;
⋅ it seems that computational complexity of orthogonal regression method neglects its some advantages, especially
minding that much more simple method “sliding interval” brings us to better noise-immunity.
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Abstract. The simple and widely used method of identification of discrete dynamic models is based on approximation of
dynamic equation at each discrete time point. In case of linear by parameters model this leads to well-known LSmethod. In contrary to regression problems MLS estimation of parameters leads to displaced values. This work
suggests two modifications of LS-method that decrease the displacement in parameter estimations. Suggested methods
give significant improvements in parameter estimations, so that they can be used not only as initial values for
sophisticated methods, but by themselves (in cases, that do not need extremely high precise). One of this methods is
based on integrating of difference equations on “sliding interval” therefore the question of influence of “sliding
interval” length on method accuracy is investigated.

Keywords
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estimation, integrating on sliding interval.

Introduction
The issue of parameter estimating for discrete dynamic systems is all-important since displacement in parameter
values leads to considerable changes in model behavior, especially for long time-series. For models, that are near to
stability bounds such parameters displacement can even change the inner stability properties, switching to unstable
model dynamic. As simple as possible schemes of parameter estimation, yet sufficiently précised are very important for
GMDH algorithms [1], since such schemes are intended for multiple usages in multilevel model structure identification.
Parameter estimation for dynamic models also important in cases, when they can be used as initial values for gradient
methods of model more precise definition, e.g. based on variations calculus.

Basic LS-method and its modifications
Here we deal with a discrete dynamic model
m

xk +1 =

∑ a ⋅ f (x , x
i

i

k

k −1 ,..., x k − s ; u k , u k −1 ,..., u k − p ),

k = 0,...N

(1)

i =1

that is linear by parameters ai . Parameter values should be estimated using observed noise-corrupted data

x k* = x k + ξ k ,

{

*

k = − s,..., N and measured values of control variables u k* ,
*

*

k = − p,..., N . We will denote

}

vector Y = x1 , x 2 ,..., x N ; also we will denote matrix
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(

)

⎡
f1 x0* , x −*1 ,...x −* s ; u 0* , u −*1 ,..., u −* p
⎢
f1 x1* , x −* 0 ,...x −* s +1 ; u1* , u 0* ,..., u −* p +1
⎢
X=
⎢
...
⎢
*
*
*
*
*
*
⎢⎣ f1 x N −1 , x N − 2 ,...x N − s ; u N −1 , u N −2 ,..., u N − p

(

)

(

)

(

)

...

f n x0* , x−*1 ,...x −* s ; u 0* , u −*1 ,..., u −* p

...
...
...

f n x1* , x −* 0 ,...x −* s +1 ; u1* , u 0* ,..., u −* p +1

(

)

...

(

f n x *N −1 , x *N −2 ,...x *N − s ; u *N −1 , u *N − 2 ,..., u *N − p

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

)

MLS estimations
The simplest idea of discrete dynamic model identification is the next: for real values x k equations (1) for each k are
*

strict, but for observed values x k there will be some difference between left and right parts of (1), so
m

∑ a ⋅ f (x , x

Δ k +1 = x k*+1 −

i

*
k

i

*
*
*
*
*
k −1 ,..., x k − s ; u k , u k −1 ,..., u k − p )

i =1

N

Minimizing

∑Δ

2
k

{

one can estimate parameters ai , i = 1,...m . Denoting vector a = a1 , a 2 ,..., a m

} and using

k =1

matrix X and vector Y , we may rewrite MLS-estimated parameters as

(

a = XT X

)

−1

⋅ XT Y

(2)

Theoretically [2] parameter estimations a have nonzero asymptotical displacement even fore simplest
autoregression models, and therefore are not accurate.

Usage of equivalent integral form for dynamic equation
The dynamical equation (1) may be rewritten in difference form
m

Δx k =

∑ a ⋅ f (x , x
i

i

k

k −1 ,..., x k − s ; u k , u k −1 ,..., u k − p ) −

xk

i =1

then x k can be expressed as

⎛
⎜
xk = x0 +
Δx j = x0 +
⎜
j =0
j =0 ⎝
k −1

k −1

∑

m

∑∑
i =1

⎞
ai ⋅ f i ( x j , x j −1 ,..., x j − s ; u j , u j −1 ,..., u j − p ) − x j ⎟ . (3)
⎟
⎠

Last equation expresses model output in equivalent integral form of differential equation for the discrete case.
Changing the order of some operations in right part of last expression we obtain the final expression which will define
the model output x k as a result of integrating differences Δx j starting from x0 for arbitrary k
k −1

m

xk = x0 +

∑ a ∑ f (x , x
i

i =1

i

j =0

j

k −1

j −1 ,..., x j − s ; u j , u j −1 ,..., u j − p )

−

∑x

j

j =0
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To prepare this last expression for estimating parameters a we may transpose last summ and x0 from right part to the
left obtaining
k

k −1

m

∑ x = ∑ a ∑ f (x , x
j

i

j =1

i =1

i

j

j −1 ,..., x j − s ; u j , u j −1 ,..., u j − p ) .

j =0

Analogously to LS-method matrix of normal equations can be built. Introducing N × N matrix

⎡1
⎢1
D( N ) = ⎢
⎢...
⎢
⎣1

0
1
...
1

...
...
...
...

0⎤
0 ⎥⎥
...⎥
⎥
1⎦

T

and denoting U ( N ) = D( N ) ⋅ D ( N ) we will obtain

(

a = X T ⋅ U( N ) ⋅ X

)

−1

⋅ X T ⋅ U( N ) ⋅ Y .

Usage of integrating dynamic equation on “sliding interval”
To gain model output at moment k we may use integral form of model dynamic equation with one difference: we may
integrate not from initial state x0 but from other moment proceeding x k by fixed L discrete intervals [3]. So we may
define

⎛
⎜
⎜
j =k − L ⎝
k −1

xk = xk − L +

m

∑ ∑ a ⋅ f (x , x
i

i

j

j −1 ,..., x j − s ; u j , u j −1 ,..., u j − p ) −

i =1

⎞
xj ⎟
⎟
⎠

This change will lead to alteration in matrix D : its dimensions change to N × N − L , each column has L ones
placed sequentially (other elements have zero value):

⎡1
⎢1
⎢
⎢...
⎢
D( N , L) = ⎢ 1
⎢0
⎢
⎢...
⎢0
⎣

0
1
...
1
1
...
0

0
0
...
1
1
...
0

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

0
0
...
0
1
...
0

0⎤
0 ⎥⎥
.. ⎥
⎥
0⎥
1⎥
⎥
...⎥
1 ⎥⎦

Notice that both modifications of estimating method introduces in comparison with (2) some weighting matrix

U (N ) or U( N , L) = D( N , L) ⋅ DT ( N , L) . All three methods are very close, having different weighting matrix.
Also previous two methods can be considered as partial cases of “sliding interval” method: MLS has “sliding interval”
length L = 1 ( U ( N , L) converts to unique weight matrix); for full integral form L = N .
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Numerical experiments
All numerical experiments were carried out for sample model x k +1 = a1 x k + a 2 x k −1 + bu k with different values of

a1 , a 2 . Observed values x k were corrupted with different level of independent uniformly distributed noise. Lengths
of the time-series and of “sliding interval” were varied.
*

*

Fig.1 illustrates that modeling error (while integrating sample model from initial state x0 , x −1 ) is accumulated to the
end of time-series and even not so large parameter displacement for basic MLS leads to improper behavior on modeling
interval. At the same time both modifications preserve adequate model behavior.

Fig. 1. Model dynamic built by different MLS-modifications.

Accuracy of identification was determined by average square error in differences of real and estimated model
parameters.

S

ΔS =

∑

(a1 − a1 ) 2 + (a 2 − a 2 ) 2 + (b − b ) 2

n =1

Average square error ΔS was calculated while S
realizations S raised up to 1000.

S
growth. To gain a a steady ΔS value the number of noise

For the same sample model Fig.2 presents how model accuracy ΔS is changed in average for different noise
realizations. Better accuracy of both MLS-modifications is stable and not accidental.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of average square error (“sliding interval”
length L = 6 ).
Experiments showed that integrating on “sliding interval” has some advantages; however the question of finding
appropriate “sliding interval” length is raised. Estimating with different “sliding intervals” proved the hypothesis of
existence of the stable “sliding interval” length that provides the best accuracy.

Fig. 3. Typical dependency of model average error on “sliding
interval” length.
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Fig. 4. Typical dependency of average error on “sliding
interval” length for different noise levels and process type.
On the last figure the ΔS values are scaled by noice level to be conveniently presented on one
drawing.

Conclusion
Comparing with ordinary MLS its modifications based on integral forms of dynamic equation allow gaining more
precise parameter estimations for dynamic model. At that:
⋅ MLS-modification with “sliding interval” has stable advantage over other estimating schemes;
⋅ there always exists the best reasonable “sliding interval” length, which is probably equals doubled model
dimension;
⋅ the length of “sliding interval” practically does not depend on noise level (while it’s not too high) and noise
realization.
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1.3 INDUCTIVE INFERENCE AND CONTIGUOUS PROBLEMS
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Abstract.
This paper shortly examines the processes of production and justification of hypotheses in formal and
non-formal systems. Different points of view on inductive approach are shown. The levels of hypotheses in complex
systems are brought in practice. The properties of inductive inference are defined and studied. Interaction between
induction, traduction, abduction and deduction in generation and justification of hypotheses are analyzed. It is shown
that for modeling these processes it is necessary to develop the formal methodology, which provides the integration of
all classes of inference models. Such a methodology has to support synthesis and analysis of hypotheses by means of
continuous interaction of corresponded coherent processes of reasoning. Use of multi-agent approach would be
reasonable for development of proper computer technology.
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1 Introduction
Inductive view on science was classically described by J.S.Mill in his "System of logic" (1843); it presupposes that
scientific researches must begin from free and unprejudiced observation of facts, then have to be continued by the
inductive formulation of universal laws, which describe these facts, and, finally, to come to the more general
conclusions (it is agreed to call them "theories"). But, if to imagine the science as the sequence of infinite attempts of
existing hypotheses' refutation and to replace them by another, non-falsifiable statements , it should be naturally to ask,
where these hypotheses appear from.
K.Popper [1] follows general view, when rejecting any interest to the so-called "context of discovery" (contrary to
"context of justification") — a problem of the origins of scientific knowledge remains in the sphere of psychology or
sociology of knowledge — but, nevertheless, he persists that any source of sciential generalization definitely does not
represent the induction from separate cases. For him, an induction simply is a myth: the inductive hypotheses are not
only illegitimate (as was shown by D. Hume long time ago), but are also impossible.
We cannot make unductive conclusions when starting from some series of observations because at that moment of time,
when the choice of certain kind of observations has been made, we already took the certain point of view, and this
point of view is a theory itself, no matter how that theory is simple or rough. In other words, "rough" facts do not exist
— all they already contain some latent theory. M. Blaug [2] goes further when says that general opinion about induction
and deduction - as mutually inversed processes of thinking - is big misapprehension. He argues the necessity to bring
into practice new term „adduction“ - as the non-logical operation of “transition“ (the discovery, in the best sense of
this word) from the chaos prevailing in real world to intuitive guess or trial hypothesis concerning the factual
interrelations between sets of relevant variables.
We take liberty to stand on position which would "reconciled" J.S. Mill and K. Popper.
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2 Levels of Inductive Conclusions
It is proposed to consider different levels of hypotheses. Let distinguish, at least, two levels: 1) "what does depend
from what" (Popperian conception, in the our opinion) and 2) " how it depends" (position of J.S.Mill, we suppose).
Evidently, intuitive surmises, an experience, the talent of researcher (i.e. the matters lying in sphere of psychology),
and, sometimes, also metaphorical or associative conclusions, correspond to the first level. On this level we define a
composition of properties which are means by those the object (examined or designed) displayed itself.
Inductive methods of Bacon-Mill and, certainly, methods of probability theory as well as mathematical statistics
already correspond to second level. Here we define the structures of dependencies parametrically: which is pattern of
certain dependencies. But refutaion of hypotheses generated on the first level are also possible. Furthermore, on the
first level it would be reasonable to include "doubtful" (extra, additional) valiables (properties, parameters) specially.
Selected levels correspond to G. Klir's epistemological levels of systems hierarchy [3]. He considers five
generalized levels of our knowledge about systems: 0 – source systems (describing the basic system properties), 1- data
systems (matrices of values that correspond to properties of parameters), 2 — generative systems (models, rules, laws,
formulae etc., which describe the system's framework); 3 — structured systems (relations between the models for
complex systems) 4 — metasystems (relations between the relations are biult below).
Probably, it is not accidently that G. Klir called the bottom level as "zero-level". He does not indicate which
properties become the parameters of certain system. For him, probably, these matters refered to the basic axioms.
System analysis and general systems theory also do not propose adequate methods. Remark that noted Russian scientist
in the field inductive logic, V.Finn, developed and now uses his special method, named in honour of J.S.Mill and also
quasi-axiomatic theory for data systems, i.e. he considers that paremeters of system are previously defined. Methods
and aids of Data Mining also apply to data matrices. These technologies are used for the knowledge generation when
some preliminary hypothesis about set of parameters that characterizes the process examined or framework studied, is
already known. It concerns to all methods based on mathematical stastistics, fir instance, maximum likelyhood and least
squares methods, GMDH („Group Method of Data Handling“) and others, because they work with the data matrices.
Thus, logic, mathemathics, system analysis, cybernetics, artificial intelligence and other more or less "formalized"
sciences examine generation hypotheses' processes on the second level. All such methods and are able to verify or
refute hypotheses of the first level. At present, processes of hypotheses synthesizing on the first level are subject of
investigation in philosophy (gnoseology and epistemology), psychology, and to bigger extent — in cognitive science.
Therefore it is interesting to investigate how humans generate and justificate hypotheses.

3 How the humans build, justificate and refute hypotheses
Beyond dispute, an analysis of these processes requires the separate deep and thorough investigation. Here we will try
to define, from our point of view, only some basic positions. Earlier, one of us already touched these matters in [7].
In order to solve problems of different nature we make, analyze and reject hypotheses (produced both by us and
other people). And at that time our thinking do not proceed in inductive, deductive, traductive or abductive manner
separately. For instance, the „deductive method“ of Sherlok Holmes contained, per se, very few of true deduction —
inductive and abductive reasoning prevailed in his conclusions. All such lexical labels were brought in operation by
logicians to make classification and formalization of corresponding methods of reasoning. The introducing of one more
term "adduction" (see [2]) is proposed by some researchers, but it is necessary to define the proper class of reasoning
for this term.
We suppose these four classes of logic would be enough for our analysis. In further studies we shall also consider
retroduction (almost abduction) and reduction (an explanation of complicated things by more simple ones;
simplification or almost analogy) in the processes of production and justification of hypotheses. Obviously, at present
time it is necessary to build the general classificator of existing types of logics and to explore the set of certain formal
constructions with subseqent setting the accordance between them and the processes of natural thinking. Artificial
intelligence deals with classical and non-classical logic, monotonic and non-monotonic reasoning, deductive and nondeductive conclusions. Here we are interested, in a greater extent, in certain and plausible kinds of logical inference.
Certain inference is produced by deductive reasoning, whereas the plausible one is generated by all others kinds of
reasoning. It is not accidently that any mathematical proof represents the deductive "chain". It also concerns the
criminal evidence (see, for instance, a final of nearly every detective novel).All other versions of reasonings are only
plausibility. Certainly, the hypothesis is always only plausible. But there are some exceptions. For example, the full (in
particular, mathematical) induction.
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Earlier it was widely accepted to consider that only inductive conclusions allow to generate a hypothesis. Then
C.S.Peirce proved "inconsistency" of the induction in many cases and introduced [6] the notion of abductive conclusion.
Moreover, he believed that just this class of reasoning is basic in hypotheses formation . We shall emphasize the main
thing, from our point of view, the difference of abduction from induction. By means of abduction the hypothesis is
formed as the cause of some (observable) event. There would exist more than one such a cause. More often they
(causes) are connected by the operator OR. With the help of induction the generalization of several events is made.
These events are binded by operator AND.
From our point of view, traductive conclusions are not less important during process of generation of hypotheses.
We shall remind, that traduction (from Latin traductio - moving) is the inference, where the premises and the
conclusions are judgments of identical commonness, that is, the inference goes from knowledge of the certain extent of
commonness to new knowledge, but of the same extent of commonness. The analogy, which we frequently use both
during synthesis of a hypothesis, and in its justification or refutation, is traductive conclusion (remind the dialogs of
Soсrates). Both metaphor and association are versions of the conclusion by analogy. And the power of these versions
of conclusions in formation of hypotheses (especially, original) is difficult to overestimate.
Relation of similarity lies in the basis of any model . Hence, modeling is an inference by analogy. It is not accidently
that the theory of models (and theory of categories) in mathematics, generally deals with morphisms (conformity). In
general, it is possible to construct an opposition scale "informal - formal" concerning the similarity relations. A
metaphor would correspond to one pole on this scale and mathematical model - to another pole. Certainly, in practice
any models can be the basis of hypothesis concerning the process modeled. We shall notice that the data matrix is also
the model.
It looks quite obviously that the person during generation of hypotheses uses continuously all versions of available
reasoning, dynamically passing from one to another. Thus we not always clearly realize what logical procedures do help
us to come to one or another hypothesis and how we prove it. Lawyers often use precedents (analogies) to prove their
arguments. Humanitarian scientists give examples, metaphors etc. Remind, how we solve complicated tasks and
problems.

4 Properties of hypotheses
Properties of the inductive, abductive, deductive and traductive reasoning were examined earlier in [7]. Here we
consider the properties of hypotheses.
It is impossible to take actions for problem solving without some hypothesis. Even in case of evident practical tasks
their decision is made on the basis of the previus experience and skills acquisited, which form a preliminary imagination
or a pattern (an idea) of possible ways of solving. That is the hypothesis is such an imagination or an idea.
It is necessary to note, that the hypothesis always contain bigger contents and greater explanatory power than data
which support hypothesis. As the hypothesis does not concern to individual judgments of experience and always
exceeds them in contents, it cannot be proved only on the assumption of data. The empirical data just are able to
disprove a hypothesis, but not to verify it. The hypothesis is prejudiced even though it contradict at least one fact. But
each new hypothesis, as a rule, does not reject the contents of former hypotheses fully, but uses all rational
considerations. The new hypothesis acts basically as perfected previous one (see works [1]).
In order to separate the most credible hypotheses from the initial conjectures some limitations are put upon their
formulations:
1. the hypothesis has to be both syntactically right and semantically understandable statement within certain text[2];
2. The hypothesis has to be proved, to some extent, on previos knowledge or, in a case of its complete originality,
not to contradict scientific knowledge [3];
3. The hypothesis has to be not only verifiable in principle when the knowledge changes, but also checkable by
available methods, i.e. it should comply with development of scientific tools [1].
The restriction mentioned are both necessary and sufficient conditions to qualify a hypothesis as the scientifical
utterance, regardless of its truth or falsity in the future.
Scientific (and any other) idea does not start from scratch. In order to submit a hypothesis to consideration,
somebody have to relatete it to knowledge existed before; just in that case this hypothesis could be a subject of
investigation and further testing. Indeed, such a substantiation is not final - often the different grounds are found for
identical hypotheses. But, this fact is only evidence that validity of the hypothesis is a necessary requirement of its
acceptability — absence of due validity discredited hypothesis to such a degree, that it cannot remain the point of
further discussion.
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Thus, during the generation of hypotheses it is necessary to work not only with data, but to use knowledge bases
where the experience of different experts from various knowledge domains accumulated, structured and systematized.
These knowledge bases have to contain models, which are collected and systematized from previous case studies (both
adequate to a problem and "not quite" adequate; see also above, about the third and fourth Klir's levels [3]). Besides, for
generation of hypotheses not only inductive reasonings (or methods of mathematical statistics), but also the abduction
and the traduction should be used.

5 Оn modeling hypotheses generation process
Development of such a model is equivalent to creation of the truly universal problem solver or creation of fully
artificial intelligence. But sych a target is not set. As usually in computer technologies, we shall allocate resource
(information) and procedural components.
Information environment. Any hypothesis is a model. And the context of any model has the great impotnace foer
it. We include in context [8] knowledge of model developer, information about object modeled etc.; and all that should
reflect these matters in the knowledge base mentioned.
Procedural environment. Here we mention about very special component of intellectual modeling, which V. Finn
has named "Reasoner". It is responsible for support of processes of the full life cycle of hypotheses. In the "formalized
sciences" it is reasonable to consider separately six classes of the processes connected to the life-cycle: generation of
hypotheses, their verification, adjustment, confirmation (substantiation), use and a refutation. In modeling of all these
processes the classes of logic reasoning mentioned above are used. Thus, use of multi-agent systems ideology is
preferable. Abductive conclusion is carried out by one agent, inductive - by another one, and so on... The "reasoner"
plays a role of supervising systems. Basic difference of offered approach from others lies in creation of flexible
integrated environment for the complex objects modeling.
For modeling these processes in computer technologies it is necessary to develop the formal methodology, which
provides the integration of all classes of inference models. Such a methodology has to support synthesis and analysis of
hypotheses by means of continuous interaction of corresponded coherent processes of reasoning.

6 Conclusion
This issue concern the some actual problems of hypotheses generation. Several important aspect of the generation
processes are considered. We suppose that deficient attention to the formation and justification hypotheses processes is
one of important reason of low efficiency of many computer technologies. The clear understanding of different kinds
of the logical inference as well as better vision of fundamental relations between logical, cognitive matters and
theoretical grounds of systemological disciplines, we hope, could help to move forward . It seemed to be necessary the
broad scentifical (interdicsiplinary) discussion on problems and matters stated in this paper.
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Abstract. This work is devoted to the analysis of Simon’s structure of complexity. The main goal of the study is to use
the "near decomposability" principle in the architecture of model parametric space. This is necessitated by the fact that
the <М,Р> space is intended to represent knowledge of designers and researchers of new complex hardware.
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1 Introduction
This work represents a continuation of the studies results of which can be found, particularly, in [1]. The general
goal of these studies is to develop methods and ways of building knowledge bases for the purpose of modeling complex
systems using the apparatus of model parametric (<М,Р>) space. The authors discuss the issue of reflecting the
structure of complexity of knowledge of designers and researchers modeled in <М,Р> space.

2 Simon’s structure of complexity
The main peculiarity of complex physical, social, biological, or technical systems per se is the fact that they have a
clearly defined hierarchical organization. The occurring structure of multiple parts "nested" inside each other allows to
describe these systems from the point of view of different levels (or modules) of organization, which leads to important
consequences for the strategies of their study. Since separate parts located inside these levels interact among each other
stronger than between the levels, when describing complex systems we may to a certain degree abstract away from their
complexity and concentrate on the description of mechanisms of just one or two neighboring levels [2]. Simon calls
these systems "nearly completely decomposable" or, to be short, "nearly decomposable" (ND) complex systems.
Everybody knows about Simon’s "parable of the two watchmakers" which illustrates the usefulness of the ND
principle. One of the watchmakers tries to assemble the watch outright from the tiniest details, which means that any
serious malfunctioning of the watch makes him start all over again from the very beginning. The other watchmaker puts
together intermediate modules, each of which has certain autonomy, first, and only after that he sets on assembling the
whole watch. As a result, any problem sends him back to the certain already sufficiently advanced phase of work.
Structurally, complex systems are not homogeneous. They represent "interrelated islands" of more or less stable
formations (modules). It reflects both the principles of self-organization in synergetic systems and certain approaches to
the chaos theory. These general considerations lead Simon to the following two fundamental issues.

The first of them deals with the parameters of evolution processes related not to Charles Darwin’s natural selection
(or Adam Smith’s "invisible hand of market") but to organisms and organizations built from the myriad of relatively
autonomous and stable "functional blocks".
The second issue is the issue of applicability of logical and mathematical methods of describing complex systems
and their behavior. As Simon noted in [3], "complexity of systems can easily exceed possibilities of their modeling
using the most powerful computers, both present and future".
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3 Architecture of model parametric space
Any model represents a system. Complex system may be represented only by complex system. The complexity of
this model reflects in the need to support many models the structure of relations of which reflects the relations between
components of the modeled object. The adequacy and stability (quality) of each local model reflects the level of our
knowledge about modeled aspect of a designed or studied complex object. Therefore, the <М,Р> space was initially
built to support multi-model structures. In this case, models may be represented in different forms and formats: frames,
products, via semantic networks, cognitive models, statistical polynomials, differential equations, tables, diagrams, on
verbal level, etc.
Architecture of <М,Р> space ensures that Simon’s structure of complexity is reflected in the computer
environment. The following levels of "knowledge" can be defined in the hierarchical structure of this space:
parameters, models, <М,Р> neighborhoods, methods of calculating different integral and aggregated parameters,
characteristics of new complex hardware, appearances (projections) of complex systems. At the same time, certain
<М,Р> neighborhoods may become part of other <М,Р> neighborhoods thus ensuring recursiveness. Levels of ND
architecture of <М,Р> space are limited only by the complexity of the problem.
Design and study of complex systems had always been the job of experts in various problem and application fields.
Their knowledge represented using different models is integrated in <М,Р> space. These models may come in form of
generally accepted and tested laws. But <М,Р> space may also include the models that only undergo the testing.
Therefore, this space is heterogeneous from this point of view as well.
It is worth noting that the appearances are built for the purpose of modeling structures of different units,
components, and subsystems of complex objects and processes of their functioning and behavior of the object in general
in the outside environment.
[4] describers ideology of building hierarchical structures in <М,Р> space. The appropriate methods are based on
the use of a special model calculation apparatus (algebra and logic of model texts and contexts). We believe that the
model located on the top level of hierarchy plays the role of context for the models lying below it. That’s how the
hierarchical structure of model contexts is formed. For the purpose of this work, context means formal representation of
all aspects of adequate interpretation of the appropriate models.

4 Conclusion
Therefore, <М,Р> space represents a balanced, interrelated, non-contradictory, integrated system of models of the
created and/or studied complex object. The report cites the examples of building hierarchy of Simon’s structure of
complexity in <М,Р> space for specific applications: tests and studies of aircraft, research and design of warships,
megapolis development modeling.
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Introduction
Gedel’s incompleteness theorem proved that axiomatic and deduction couldn’t be the only footing in mathematics. The
inductive approach complements deductive one. The inductive model helps to study many real-world problems on the
basis of a finite number of specific observations. Most important is the fact that the complexity of the inductive
procedures proved to be solvable and formally evaluated as the polynomial estimate that depends on the sizes of
learning sample and the number of attributes describing the investigated object. As opposed to quantum and DNA
computing all calculations are realized on conventional computers. It is shown that the learning procedures based on
Bayesian formula optimally process the information contained in the learning sample. This property is carried out on
such mathematical structures as Markov chains and independent attributes. Thus, the inductive procedures are
essentially polynomial.
The behavior of inductive inference procedures depending on the content of a learning sample is researched. It
is shown that if a learning sample contains no information on some class of objects or statistical information on a priori
probabilities of classes, any procedure works incalculably badly and its error is strictly positive.
The numerical results for predicting protein secondary structure based on Bayesian recognition procedures on
non-stationary Markov chains are discussed. The complementary principles in encoding bases on one DNA chain are
presented.
As a matter of fact these results demonstrate that induction and deduction are mutually complementary
approaches in mathematics and develop further mathematics as an adequate formal language of the natural science.
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The work deals with an efficient method for solution of intellectual logical and computing tasks. The
method is based on construction of full knowledge model of the multilevel description of the reality with limiting
characteristics. When estimating, the current situation is generalized within the limits proper to the complete model of
knowledge. The method corresponds to basic principles of operation of natural intelligence.
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1 Introduction
The ease with which man orientates in a complex environment and solves informal problems makes experts in different
areas of knowledge study and simulate the natural mechanisms of decision making. An enigma of the natural
mechanism is the ability to “automatically” (subconsciously) select only the most important features of the actual
situation which are indispensable to the accomplishment of the task facing the individual, these features having the
maximum possible level of description (measurement) for the task to be accomplished. The more developed this ability,
the more efficient the functioning of natural intelligence [1].
This paper reports a formalism that implements a similar principle of operation in the solution of a wide class of
logical and computational problems.
Represent models of the subject domain as the tuple <O, k> where O is the model of ontology of that subject
domain, and k is the model of an adequate system of knowledge. Adequacy of the model of the subject domain implies
that the model of reality A(<O, k>) coincides with a set of models for every situation including in reality of that subject
domain.
Represent the model of knowledge k in a developed view as follows:

k = {f/μ: k1 → k2} ∪ Pk,

(1)

where f/μ is mapping realizing mathematical models in one way or another;
μ are the distinct mechanisms of realization of mapping;
k1 are the input data of the task (description of information environment and job);
k2 are the output data of the task;
Pk are the rules of composition of tasks schemas, i.e. the rules describing modes for unifying local tasks.
Consider specifications of tasks for some classes of knowledge models (τ/T are the results of tests; d/D are the
conclusions, diagnoses; h/H are the prediction hypotheses; r/R are the control programs; T, D, H, R are the sorts or the
domains) [2, 3]:
F1 = {f/μ: {τ/T}1 → {τ/T}2} is the class of models for computing knowledge;

F2 = {f/μ: {τ/T} → d/D} is the class of models of diagnostic knowledge;
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F3 = {f/μ: {τ/T} → ¬d/D} is the class of knowledge models describing the domain of prohibitions;
F4 = {f/μ: {τ/T}, {d/D} → {h/H}} is the class of models for prediction knowledge;
F5 = {f/μ: {τ/T}, {d/D}, {h/H} → {r/R}} is the class of knowledge models for optimization of control;
F6 = {f/μ: {τ/T} → {τ/T}’} is the class of knowledge models for description of the structure and the dynamics of
complicated systems represented as collection of causal and consequent relations (both structural ones and time ones).
The general knowledge model k includes all the above-mentioned classes of models, namely:

F1 ∪ F2 ∪ F3 ∪ F4 ∪ F5 ∪ F6 ⊆ k.
The closure of the set of data mapping F+/Pk is built by means of the rules of composition Pk in solving a specific
task [2, 3].
The above schemes of the knowledge model classes F1 – F6 illustrate the formal logic level of knowledge
representation. Original structures of knowledge representation and ontologies at the procedural level are given in Refs.
[3, 10] (by the example of clinical medicine).The basis for the structures is lexical trees [2-4].
The term “domain” has been borrowed from databases, but in the context of this work its treatment is much wider,
namely: 1) a domain contains all constructions (linguistic, mathematical and other ones [2]) that make it possible to
form the result of a test or conclusion; 2) a domain is certain to involve a semantic situational metric, which, as the
situation (the conditions of the problem to be solved) requires, divides the domain into equivalence classes (by
meaning). Using semantic metrics, one can establish a correspondence between different domains. At the same time,
databases have no metric other than the natural one (character code coincidence). Thus the more complex internal
structure of a domain and its semantic metric turn “data and operations on data” into “knowledge and operations on
knowledge,” thus extending the treatment of the term “domain” for knowledge bases. This issue is considered in detail
in Ref. [2].

2 Method of Limiting Generalizations
Assume that R+ = {α1, …, αm} is the sample of examples with complete information. Suppose that there is a finite set of
elementary tests {τ} when any situation of reality α is uniquely re-established from R+ by values of tests {τ}.
Assume that one of the tests takes values from finite and alternative sets D = {d1,…, dn}. Denote that test by τd.
Introduce the condition of separability of real situations based on sets of tests {τ/T}\τd and some transitive metric ρ:

∀{τ}, {τ}’ where {τ}⊆ {τ/T}\τd and ∃α, α’ ∈ R+: α = α({τ},d), α’ = α’({τ}’, d’) the following condition should be
met: ρ({τ}, {τ}’)= 0 ⇒ d = d’.
If a common applied task (the class of applied tasks) may resolved by using in the case a more limited number of
notions and statements (theorems), such model of the solution (the model of knowledge) will be considered to be more
efficient. Conception of building models of knowledge with a minimal number of objects is dominant for the method
under consideration.
Consider the following task.
A task. Assume that a representative sample of real situations R+ with complete information is given at a particular
level of abstraction (the level is determined by domains). Assume that the metric ρ is given in such a manner that the
condition of separability is performed on the set R+. It is required to build a minimal remainder–free model of
knowledge on sets R+ from the point of view of an efficiency function γ: “the classification of the conclusions from D”
In Ref. [3], algorithms for solving the task for different classes of models of knowledge (in the context of a fixed
combination of domains) are given. Below are some examples of these classes:

KI = {{τ/T} → d} ∪ {¬{τ/T}1 &…&¬{τ/T}m →¬ d} ∪ (d1∨…∨ dn, ¬ d1 &…& ¬dn-1 → dn).
KII = {{τ/T∈Xτ} → d}∪{¬{τ/T∈Xτ}1 &…&¬{τ/T∈Xτ}m →¬ d}∪ (d1∨…∨ dn, ¬ d1 &…& ¬dn-1 → dn).
KIII = ∪j=1,m (pj({τ/T∈Xτ}j)=t → d) ∪ {&j=1,m pj({τ/T∈Xτ}j)=f→ ¬ d} ∪ (d1∨…∨ dn, ¬ d1 &…& ¬dn-1 → dn).
The last mapping in each class is written within the numbering of conclusions. Apart from being the conclusionmaking tool, it also serves as the applicability condition.
Let us explain some notations. Let {τ1, τ2,…, τs} be a set of texts that are involved in the formation of {τ/T∈Xτ};
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then we can write:
{τ/T∈Xτ}≡{τ1 ∈X1, τ2 ∈X2,…, τs ∈Xs} ∈ {<τ1, τ2,…, τs >}≡ X1 ×…× Xs,
where X1 ×…× Xs is the Cartesian set product. Thus any mapping {τ/T∈Xτ} → d is equivalent to the set of simplest
mappings from class KI
{<τ1, τ2,…, τs > → d |<τ1, τ2,…, τs > ∈ X1 ×…× Xs }.
In the class KIII , any predicates can be defined on the set of test results. As distinct from the classes KI и KII, the
class KIII models may be classified as nonprimitive models of knowledge because new functinal parameters (e.g.,
coefficients in equations or inequalities) that do not belong to the test set {τ/T} may appear. Most pattern recognition
models belong to the class KIII .
Any model k from the class KI is representable as k = ka ∪ kp where

ka = {{τ/T} → d};
kp={¬{τ/T}1 &…&¬{τ/T}m → ¬ d} ∪ (d1∨…∨ dn, ¬ d1 &…& ¬dn-1 → dn).
The component ka may be called the active part of a model of knowledge while kp plays a passive role because it is
completely determined by the active part. As the mappings {{τ/T} → d}, we will consider all irredundant mappings, i.e.
mappings whose left parts are minimal combinations of test results which are sufficient to draw a conclusion from the
available data (the example set R+). For each conclusion dj ∈ D there exists a minimum set of irredundant mappings
which in the aggregate cover all the examples from R+(dj). Strictly speaking, for each conclusion there may exist more
than one minimum set. The construction of minimum, irredundant models of knowledge in the class KII is almost
identical to the construction of the same models in the class KI with one addition. Once all the simplest irredundant
mappings have been set off, a convolution operation should be performed.
Notation τ/T implies that the results of the test τ can take the values of different domains T. Domains can represent a
distinct level of generality. Consider the examples [3].
Assume that T1 – T4 are distinct domains for description of the human temperature:
T1 = [34, 42] degrees;
T2 = {[34, 35], (35, 36.5), [36.5, 36.8], [36.9, 37.4], [37.5, 40]};
T3 = [decreased temperature; normal temperature; elevated temperature; high temperature];
T4 = [normal temperature; abnormal temperature].
The above-mentioned groups of domains have the desired property that if the value of the test is given on one
domain, values of the test may be determined on domains with a greater number by using the fixed (single) rules of
recalculation.
In other words, by using the domains cited an improper order can be given by the criterion of generality (the relation
of domination), namely:
T1 ≤ T2 ≤ T3 ≤ T4.
The rules by which the values from one domain are translated into another may be specified in different ways, for example, on the basis of fuzzy-set
theory or using neural networks. By way of example, below are the simplest rules:

T2.{[34, 35], (35, 36.5)} → T3.{decreased temperature}; T2.{[36.5, 36.8]} → T3.{normal temperature};
T2.{[36.9, 37.4]} → T3.{elevated temperature}; T2.{[37.5, 40]} → T3.{high temperature};
T3.{normal temperature} → T4.{normal temperature};
T3.{decreased temperature; elevated temperature; high temperature} → T4.{abnormal temperature}.
If we replace the sign ‘≤’ with the implication sign ‘→’, then for the relation of domination we will obtain an
oriented graph of domains with a single root node, which symbolizes the objective level (the minimum level of
generality). The oriented graphs of all test domains are part of the nonprimitive ontology of the subject domain.
In the general case an oriented graph of domains can be determined for each test (factor). Any path on the graph
implies a possibility of a unique recalculation of values from one domain to other one. One can set some graphs for any
test.
In searching through all possible combinations of domains for diverse tests we derive a complete set of descriptions
of reality with a variety of levels. We name such descriptions which cannot be generalized by one test without breaking
the condition of separability as critical ones. Descriptions that can be generalized from at least one test without
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violating the separability condition will be termed subcritical. Descriptions that violate the separability condition will
be termed postcritical. A set of optimal models of knowledge for all descriptions (subritical, critical and postcritical)
forms a complete model of multilevel description of reality.
We name the model which allows of solving a target task for any presented situation of reality as true one. In so
doing, a new situation of reality is generalized at most in the context of the complete model of multilevel description
resulting in a simplifying of the solution.
Thus the principle of the method of limiting generalizations lies in the following:
1. The maximum branched graph of domains (or some graphs with different domination relation realization
mechanisms) is built for each test involved in description of the task. Experts in the subject domain play a large role in
the construction of graphs.
2. An optimal model of knowledge is built for each combination of domains defining the level of generality of
description. A set of all optimal models of knowledge defines the complete model of a multilevel description of reality.
3. In searching the solution for a new situation a given situation is generalized at most to one of descriptions
including a true model of knowledge (it is desirable to generalize to a critical description). The solution is situated at a
new level of description. If the solution is not available, it is necessary to correct models of knowledge. It is important
to keep in mind that the availability or the lack of the solution is dependent on a subjective estimate of truth of
knowledge models (representativeness of samples at one or another level).

3 Conclusions
The application of this method opens up broad avenues for the development of intelligent information systems of
various purposes, in particular, knowledge bases for hospital systems [2-10], telemedicine systems [10] and learning
systems [3, 10]. Electronic patient or pupil/student records are used as a priori information.
Not only does the method allow a single agent (expert) to solve problems, but it also makes possible a variety of
concilia of intelligent agents [8 - 10]. This possibility is provided by each agent having a multilevel reality description
model (knowledge field). The multiplicity of reality description levels allows the agents to find compromise
information interchange schemes, eventually providing the solution of complex problems.
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Abstract. The multidimensional global optimization problems particularity consists in its unsolvable at general case
and multiextremal objective function. The situation when objective function is given algorithmically over n-dimensional
parallelepiped, it satisfies the Lipschitz condition with unknown Lipschitz constant and its values reception (calculation
in some point of feasible domain of optimizing parameters) requires of considerable calculating resources is
considered. A priori information about Lipschitzian of objective function allows using algorithms variant from
exhaustive search, in particular, bisection method, based on non-uniform covering of feasible domain and used the
supposition about objective function minimum estimate existence in the feasible domain. In addition unknown constant
Lipschitz estimation problem arises. The cases using global estimation of constant Lipschitz evaluating over all feasible
domain and local estimations of constant Lipschitz calculating over all separated subdomains of feasible domain are
considered. On basis of inductive approach possibility of alternate transition from local information to global
information (and on the contrary) at adaptive estimation of local Lipschitz constants over different subsets of current
partition (dividing) of search domain is suggested.
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1 Introduction
Search problems of global extremum arise in areas of scientific and techniques such as designing, control, modeling of
real processes or appearances, data analysis. The multidimensional global optimization problems particularity consists
in its unsolvable at general case and multiextremal objective function. Difficulty of their numerical solving is connected
with high dimension and a priori information deficiency about the objective function. Such problems solving algorithms
represent iterative process generating sequence of points by prescribed rules set and including account conclusion
criterion [1]. Global extremum is looked for of all found local solutions but search only of local solution part is probable
with proof that remaining local solutions have not effect on ultimate result. So the all these methods are reductive to
objective function value estimation over the some subdomain of the feasible domain, and they differ by these points
selection the way. Failing universal algorithms of global optimization for concrete problem solution method selection
the basic support happens in accordance with characteristics of the objective function and the feasible domain.
Extremum search of giving algorithmically the objective function is successfully realized such methods as the
random search or scanning method (exhaustion search) [2-3]. Random search algorithms have simple structure, are
easily realized and have low-sensitivity over optimization domain dimension increase. In scanning method the feasible
domain of search is partitioned on elementary cells, in each cell the point for calculating of objective function value is
selected by specific algorithm. Extremum is found among the objective function values at these selected points. Dense
position of points always guarantees the finding global extremum, but grid point’s number is exponentially increased
together with dimension growth.
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A priori information about Lipschitzian of objective function allows using algorithms variant from exhaustive
search, in particular, bisection method. It is based on non-uniform covering of feasible domain and uses supposition
about objective function minimum estimation existence in feasible domain. In addition, unknown constant Lipschitz
estimation problem arises. It is difficult complex global optimization problem, and approaches to it’s depend both
having a priori information about objective function and its calculation algorithm complexity. Algorithmic
representation of objective function does not allow applying interval analysis techniques for such functions.
Current level of development of computer aids and information processing technologies allows solving
multidimensional problems of optimization at multiprocessing computers by way of computation process
parallelization.
The situation when objective function is algorithmically given over n-dimensional parallelepiped is considered. In
the search t domain it satisfies the Lipschitz condition with unknown Lipschitz constant and its values reception
(calculation in some point of feasible domain of optimizing parameters) requires of considerable calculating resources.

2 Theoretical Part
Let ϕ (x) be an algorithmically given multidimensional multiextremal function over n-dimensional parallelepiped
P ⊂ R n . In the search domain this function satisfies a Lipschitz condition with unknown Lipschitz constant L.
Minimization problem
ϕ* = min ϕ (x),
x∈P

P = {x ∈ R n : a ≤ x ≤ b} ,

(1)

does not have analitical solution. Here and below vector ineqaulity x ≤ z , where x, z ∈ R n , means that
x i ≤ z i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n . Below under algorithmically given function it is understood function for which exists its values
evaluation algorithm for any feasible value of the argument.

We assume that there exists objective function minimum estimation in search domain. Denote by X* the solutions
set of problem (1) and introduce for consideration the set of its ε-optimal (approached) solutions
X*ε = {x ∈ P : f (x) ≤ f* + ε} .

It is obvious that X* ⊂

X*ε

(2)

⊂ P . Then the definition with the given accuracy ε of global minimum value of the

function ϕ (x) implies finding at least one point x r ∈ X*ε in which this approximate value is reached [4].
Global minimum function given by (1) is found by bisection method [5]. As the additional information only its
values are used, but their evaluation in points of feasible domain requires considerable computational resources. Such
methods foresee the search space partition in fewer subdomains, the evaluation for these subdomains of lower bound of
objective function taking into account the Lipschitz constant value or its estimation. Lipschitz constant estimation
search itself is difficult complex global optimization problem [6].
Approaches to its solving must depend both having a priori information about objective function and its calculation
algorithm complexity. The inductive approach [7] obeys by such requirements. It gives possibility of alternate transition
from local information to global information (and on the contrary) and allows to estimate adaptively the global
Lipschitz constant L valid over the whole feasible domain or the local Lipschitz constants Li valid over different
subsets (n-dimensional parallelepipeds) Pi ⊆ P of current partition (dividing) of search domain [6, 8-9]. Such
balancing between global and local information under uncertainty provides the search algorithm work acceleration.
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Thus, for successful application of bisection method with respect to algorithmically given objective functions it is
necessary to solve the following significant problems:
• to select Lipschitz constant estimation method which is necessary for reception lower bounds of objective function
at each several subdomains of feasible domain;
• to accelerate process of required calculations.
Depending on existing a priori information about objective function and function values calculation algorithm
complexity the cases using global estimation K of constant Lipschitz L evaluating over all feasible domain and local
estimations K i of constant Lipschitz Li calculating over all separated subdomains of feasible domain [8] are
considered.
Evidently, if K < L , then sought-for extremum value of function can turn out uncertain, and application of upper
raw count can reduce to algorithm convergence speeding down. Proposed in [10] and generalized for multidimensional
case in [11] an adaptive estimation of global Lipschitz constant is based on application of informational statistical
algorithm of global optimization. It allows find the global estimation K by formula
K = K (k ) = (r + C / k ) max(λ(k ), ξ) ,

(3)

where r > 1 , C > 0 , ξ > 0 - small constant, λ (k ) - the current estimate of Lipschitz constant at an iteration k ≥ 1 of an
algorithm [11].
An initial value λ(1) is found by formula
λ(1) = ϕ(a) − ϕ(b) / a − b ,

and the current value λ (k ) after performance the iteration k ≥ 1 of the algorithm is adjustable by formula
λ(k + 1) = max{λ(k ),

max

x, y∈ Pi , x ≠ y

( ϕ(x) − ϕ(y ) / x − y )} .

(4)

The parameters r, C, ξ from (3) are chosen (defined) taking into account having a priori information about
properties of the objective function. They control estimate K, influence on the algorithm convergence speed. By
decreasing r and C the search speed is accelerated but herewith method convergence probability to a point which is not
the point of global minimum function ϕ (x) increases.
Found in (3) the value K = K (k + 1) is used at calculation of lower bounds g ( Pi ) for objective function ϕ (x) on
set of multidimensional subdomains {Pi } ⊆ P :
g ( Pi ) = ϕ(c i ) − ( L / 2) max bi j − aij ,
1≤ j ≤ n

where constant L is substituted by its estimation K.
Received at (3) the Lipschitz constant estimations for solution of problem (1)-(2) can turn out to be strongly
overpriced and can be not reached over the some parallelepipeds Pi ⊂ P . Analogous situation is same possible in a
priori known exact value L for the initial parallelepiped P ⊂ R n . Then, even in case of known exact value of the
Lipschitz constant, it can be needed go over to its estimate.
The passage to local estimations of Lipschitz constants allows more nearly estimating the behavior pattern of
function ϕ (x) over each several parallelepiped Pi ⊂ P and allows escaping its strong overstating.
For local estimation calculation of unknown Lipschitz constant L two algorithms are selected [6]. At each from
multidimensional parallelepipeds Pi ⊂ P the estimate K i of the local constant Li is realized by one thing of the
formula
K i = K i (k ) = (r + C / k ) max{λ i (k ), γ i , ξ} ,

(5)
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K i = K i (k ) = max{(r + C / k )(ν μ + (1 − ν)λ i (k ) 2 / μ), ξ} ,

(6)

where r > 1 , C > 0 , ξ > 0 are analogous of the same name parameters used into (3). They exert significant influence
on an algorithm convergence rate, 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1 , and λ i (k ) is the Lipschitz constant current estimate at kth iteration,

k ≥ 1 , of the algorithm

λ i (k ) = ϕ(a i ) − ϕ(b i ) / a i − b i
,

γ i = a i − b i / max a j − b j
1≤ j ≤ m

,

μ = max ( ϕ (a i ) − ϕ (b i ) / a i − b i )
1≤ i ≤ m

(7)

(8)

.

(9)

Unlike the algorithm represented by formula (5), at the expression (6) it is combined global and local information
received earlier. The parameter ν provides balance between the global information (the μ parameter) and the local
information ( λ2i (k ) / μ value). At both expressions local information about the objective function is used not only
around local minimum but also over the whole search domain.
Series of step on the bisection method application for the problem solution (1) in the case adaptive estimation of
global and local Lipschitz constants is particularized in [12]. Herewith for calculation process acceleration the encoded
densely information about edge bisection numbers of the initial parallelepiped P, characteristic list of subdomains Pi in
ascending order of values lower bounds g ( Pi ) of the objective function, the procedure of local minimization for (1) [5],
multisequencing technology on evidence, but at estimation of local Lipschitz constants and by stream are used.

3 Conclusion
During the search of global minimum of the given algorithmically objective function by covering methods, and in
particularly by bisection method, the finding of Lipschitz constant estimation is one of the main questions.
In practical view point it is of interest adaptive estimation along the strike of algorithm working both global
Lipschitz constant L over the whole feasible domain and local constants Li over the separated subdomains obtaining at
the current steps of partition. The alternate transition from local information to global information (and on the contrary)
accelerates a search process of global minimum.
The solving delivered problem on basis of inductive approach allows not only to use having a priori and current
information about objective function, but soundly to select the parameters included in formula for Lipschitz constants
estimation taking into account dimension and particularity objective function.
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Abstract. An approach for development a high performance algorithm of spread spectrum signal detection is
examined. A preliminary specification of detection tasks for a spectral description of signals is considered. As an
example of detection a deterministic frequency hopped signal being in a mixture with a periodically correlated noise of
a wide frequency band ADC is given. Methods of a spectrum analyzing of the mixture is discussed. Optimization of
parameters of algorithms in the methods of spectral analyses for detection of spread spectrum signals is reconstructed
as the inductive modeling method of handling of these parameters.

Keywords
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1 Introduction
Near thirty years ago was considered relations between the theory of communications and had been estate recently the
inductive modeling (or heuristic self-organizations of models) in problems of engineering cybernetics [1, 2]. These
relations were putting in a base of theoretical analyses of modeling tasks and were used for inference of the theory of
disturb stable modeling [3] as well as for the polyharmonic modeling of processes and fields [4].
Nevertheless, the inductive modeling methods had been used in many practical applications except the
communication. Nowadays in the communication are very common a spread spectrum signals, mean, for example,
hopped carried frequencies is modulated by are coded messages. These signals bring effectiveness for applications but
their spectrum occupied a band in many times wider than need for transmission of coded messages. These lead to
dramatic difficulties at controls of communication channels for detection of non-authorization means of the
communication and to development different methods for such signals detection are based onto spectral representation
of signals.
Signals which spectra are variable in a wide frequency band had been meet in bioobjects (for example, human’s
hearth, pulse waves, evoked retinas potentials etc.) as well as at geoobjects, in the Space and the Oceans.
In this submission an example of a problem of the spread (is varied) spectrum signal detection is analyzed. An idea
of the inductive method for determine of parameters of algorithm for this signal processing under its detection is posed.
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2 Background of Algorithms for Spread Spectrum Signals Detection
As a background for an algorithm development we would put a method for resolving a task by given computational
means. The method is developed in a frame of a mathematical model of a signal and a noise. So, the main target is to
find a mathematical object with properties of a signal and a noise is suitable with the task.

2.1 Deductive method in detection of signals
The story of the detect ability verify has been completely presented by Capon while 1965. The question was what put
on in a base for splitting by a threshold of a mixture of a signal and noise. Some stages of this must be admitted because
of their conceptuality. The main stage was consideration of the mixture of a signal and noise representation. At the end
result it stands as a spectral one under conditions for the detectably of a signal. It was considered by the property of
probability distributions of signals and noises to be perpendicular as the necessary and sufficient conditions of detect
ability [5].
In a common sense the spectra of a signal is distributed (namely, spread) onto time Tc (Fig. 1) in wide band Fc. So,
we must do multiple spectral analyses — by comb-filter (many of a very narrow band filters) simultaneously in every
discreet moments of time in band f or by a narrow-band filter being tuned (scanned) onto frequency band f sequentially
in the time.

Fig.1. Schemas of spectral analyses
Usually the first method performs by N filters with ∆F frequency band and second method performs by K scans of
∆F frequency band filter.
Estimation of numbers of scans, filters in the comb filter, narrow frequency bands, the scan speed etc. (Fig.1) for
given probabilities of detection and faults had been developed onto the Bayesians conception was given in [6].
For the spread spectra signal recently was considered the more common its spectral model as an almost periodically
correlated process [7]. That permits doing the simultaneously spectral analyses, for example, by very narrow band comb
filter banks are sequent in the time and without overlaps [7, 8]. Filters banks determine spectra of stationary
components. A number of stationary components, a period of correlations are a priory unknown and do influence on
probabilities of detection and faults.
An estimate of numbers of components, periods of correlations, parameters of narrow band filters had been achieved
by the sequential optimization conception under a spectra variation criteria and probabilities of detection for given
probabilities of faults had been estimated as well [7, 9].
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2.2 Inductive method in detection of signals
Let us do attempt for reconstruction of the deductive method of detection of signals into a frame of the inductive
modeling. The first question is can we find by the inductive modeling (like the harmonic algorithm GMHD [4]) a
spectral representation with properties of a signal and a noise is suitable with the task of detection of spread spectrum
signals. If answer is “Yes”, than we can find a threshold for splitting a mixture of a signal and noise, determining
signal-to-noise ratio, detect the signal and estimate a probability of right detection. The second question is about
complexity of the like GMHD algorithm for determining a spectrum of the mixture.
We have ADC in a wide frequency band of a spread spectrum signal — mean a time consequence. A formal theory
of the inductive inference of such date and its using for their compression and prediction was developed by Solomonoff
while 1956 (to see also [10]). In that theory significant role plays a universal probability distribution by Kolmogorov.
We do know nothing probability distributions but for the detect ability we know a one their property to be perpendicular
and the corollary of this property — to have spectra of time consequence on the ADC output. So, we can not get
systems of LMS-like equations as in the harmonic algorithm [4] because of the spectrum is a more common entity apart
of harmonic series. But when there are assumptions that the time consequence on the ADC output is cyclostationary
than we have equations of spectrum estimations namely co phase (coherent), component or filters’ [8, 9]. The target of
these equations is spectra of stationary components — power spectral densities. These equations are parameterized by
numbers of components, periods of correlations, parameters of narrow band filters.
An estimation of a number of components K, periods of correlations M, points of FFT 2L (they all are interrelate
with time of analyses T and its beginning point t0 ), parameters of narrow band filters etc. had been achieved at the
sequential optimization conception under criteria as variation of estimation of power spectral densities fˆ
k

arg minVARd fˆk (λl ) ,
K , L∈Ν

K

L

where VARd (⋅) = ∑ ∑ f k (λl )
k =1 l =1

2

ε ,π

(1)

2

is d- variation, ⋅ ε ,π — a norm in Hilbert spaces ε , or π , λ — a frequency [8, 9].

For example, for estimation of the power spectrum density by the covariation
t −τ

∫

o

o

Cˆ (t ,τ ) = ξ (t − u ) ξ (t − u + τ )h(u )du

(2)

0

o

of a centered process ξ (namely time consequence on the ADC output) as function of two arguments a pulse function
h (t ) is used — the coherent, when
Δ

h (t ) =

1
T

T −1

∑ δ (t − nM ) )

(3)

n =0

or the component, when
1
sin[( K + )λ0u ]
2
h (u ) =
.
T sin(λ0 u / 2)
Δ

(4)

In general, h(t ) is designed as the pulse function of an optimal filter [8, 9]. The Cˆ (t ,τ ) may be given as
K −1

Cˆ (t ,τ ) = ∑ c k (τ ) exp(ikλ0 t )

(5)

k =0
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where λ 0 = 2π / T0 , K ≅ T / T0 , T — the sample interval and c k (τ ) can be given by the Fourier-Stielties integral
π

∫

ck (τ ) = exp(iλτ )dFk (λ )

(6)

−π

where F0 (λ ) is bounded non decreasing function, Fk (λ ) are complex functions of the bounded variation.
Taking in mined a specific restriction, for example, are given by the theory of periodically correlated processes —
the concentration of its spectral measure on lines λ1 = λ2 + kλ0 , the functions Fk (λ ), k = 0,±1,±2,±3,... are called
spectral distribution, while f k (λ ), k = 0,±1,±2,±3,... are called spectral density components of the periodical
correlated random-process ξ (t ) . We can assume their harmonizability, i.e. representation by Fourier-Stielties integral.
Then the sequence f k (λ ) is clearly a stationary random sequence.
So, with the inductive modeling view point the equation (1) for the spectral representation of spread spectrum
signals under the task of their detection is an analogue for LMS equations in harmonic algorithms of GMHD.

3 Conclusion
In theoretical sense application results of the inductive modeling method are equivalence to the deductive ones. But at
the applying of the deductive method for resolving of practical complex problems a difference appears apart of the
inductive method. The complexity of algorithms were developed by the deductive method grows dramatically. Criteria
for a method choice between of two of them are strongly related from ambiguity of data, a system and task are under
exploration. In the common sense the deductive method serves for verification of the inductive one. The inductive
method is more appropriate for bad established tasks but need well definite beginning date. The deductive method
replaces the inductive one when task ambiguity decreases.
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Abstract. In the paper are considered intellectual systems having the knowledge bases, generated on the basis of texts
in a natural language. The model of systems of such type is described and the algorithm of automatic clusterization of
knowledge bases is offered. Bases of clusterization are results of work of an ant algorithm on a semantic network of the
knowledge base of the system. The primary analysis of clusterization results it is offered to receive by means of neural
networks. Results of testing of the described algorithm are shown, directions of the further work are designated and
prospects of a method are considered. The way of visualization of knowledge by means of cutting off the insignificant
information and displaying of structure of knowledge on a plane is offered.
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1 Introduction
Now there appear more and more intellectual systems working with texts in a natural language (NL). The area of their
application is wide, beginning from search in the Internet, finishing complicated self-trained complexes for the analysis
of the information. In such systems a greater role plays their ability to reveal semantic part of the processable text.
Complexity of recognition of a semantic component of data is caused, in particular, by impossibility to formalize
completely human language, that's why intellectual systems usually strongly depend on the expert training them,
especially at the initial stage of development. In the presented work the technique of automatic knowledge clusterization
on the basis of texts on NL is considered.

2 Theoretical Part
The technique of knowledge clusterization was developed in the assumption, that all phrases of NL can be present in the
form of superposition of functions and concepts. Superpositions play a role of communications between the concepts,
creating a semantic network for some text or a set of texts. For decomposition of the NL text on superposition with the
purpose of extraction of concepts and communications between them we used development of AOT project [1]. A
degree of nearness of two concepts of a network we shall define as distance — size, inversely proportional to quantity
of communications between them, revealed as a result of analysis of the text on NL. In the given work we consider a
technique of knowledge clusterization of such network — allocation of groups of the concepts outlining some fields of
knowledge.
The offered clusterization process consists of two parts. At the first stage to a system’s semantic network of
concepts is applied the ant algorithm which purpose is to define the areas of a network most closely connected with
each other. From these areas we shall try to generate clusters in the further. Ant algorithm is the method of optimization
which is based on modeling of behaviour of an ant’s colony. Basis of “social” behaviour of ants makes self-organizing
— set of the dynamic mechanisms providing achievement by system of the global purpose as a result of low-level
interaction of its elements. Basic feature of such interaction is use by elements of system only the local information.
Thus any centralized management and the reference to a global image, representing system in an external world is
excluded. Self-organizing grows out of interaction of following four components:
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–

Randomness;

–

Recurrence;

–

Positive feedback;

–

Negative feedback.

As an output of ant algorithm we have the weighted graph of ants’ movements over communications of a semantic
network and a final arrangement of ants in the graph. Each edge of the graph of movements is more short (length is
characterized by a quantity of pheromone left on edge), as more often ants used it for transitions from one concept to
another.
At the second stage of clusterization the model of the knowledge base simplifies — communications of a semantic
network on which the quantity of pheromone is less than some limited value M0 are deleted. Next process of cluster
formation begins. In the given work we offer two ways of clusterization:
–

on the basis of the graph of movements of ant algorithm;

–

on the basis of the distance between concepts.

In both cases formation of cluster begins from communication on which there was left maximal, not less than some
value Fmin, quantity of pheromone in the graph of movements. Concepts which are connected with this communication
are marked belonging to one cluster. Then cluster’s distribution occurs on the communications which are starting from
concepts marked on the previous step of algorithm. For the first way this distribution is limited by the sum of quantity
of pheromone on a way from one of initial cluster’s concepts up to considered concept, and for the second — by the
sum of distances between concepts. When a limit of cluster’s distribution will be reached, attempt to form next cluster is
undertaken. For this purpose we search communication with quantity of pheromone on it not less Fmin, connecting two
concepts which still have been not marked by an accessory to earlier generated cluster.
On the basis of data of ant algorithm by means of neural networks it is possible to carry out also the primary analysis
of generated clusters to estimate a degree of their completeness, to define “weak” places, to learn possible ways of there
development, to refer cluster to some type.
Also in given work is considered the algorithm of visualization of multivariate space of the system’s knowledge
base by its displaying on a plane. For a filtration of displayed concepts and communications between them are used
results of ant algorithm’s work, and preservation of proportional distances between concepts during transformation is
reached owing to antigradient method.

3 Conclusion
In the given research we put before ourselves a task to develop algorithms of clusterization which could work almost
without participation of the expert on the empty system’s knowledge base, and also on texts of small size.
The presented algorithms of clusterization have been checked up on texts of different stylistics and different size. On
short texts (3-5 sentences) the system has shown the results similar to an estimation of the expert in 60% of cases, we
consider that as a good factor. As sizes of texts increase so quality indicators grow with different speed depending on
stylistics of used articles.
In the further it is planned to automate calculation of values M0 and Fmin depending on fullness of the system’s
knowledge base and size of the processable text.
Visualization of the system’s knowledge base due to intellectual algorithm of reduction of volume of the deduced
information in aggregate with obviousness and intuitive clearness facilitates to the expert the analysis of a current
condition of the system. At the same time, graphic representation of the text allows to make quick insight about its
content without perusal.
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Abstract. The criterion of congruence consists in the comparison of two or more clusterizations on two square arrays
of specially organized points. Such arrays are named “faces” of a given clusterisation. These faces help to compare
arrays with various quantity of clusters and various number of points in them simultaneously, and this is because the
criterion is called as a congruent one. As in the case of the algorithms of self-organization, this is used firstly for
finding the multitudes of arguments for two arrays, selecting better ones for electing the criterion. Then, knowing a few
better multitudes of arguments,one find, using already known procedures in the first part, the multitudes of arguments
for the full array. The proposed criterion would open a set of other selection ones in the future.
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1 Introduction
Let us talk a little about the theory of Self-organization [1-4]. It was created by academic Alexey G. Ivaknenko in the
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. The first work appeared about forty years ago.During this time it has been spreading
more and more widely.
We just note that this theory does not compete with ordinary mathematics because it occupies its own definite place
– “niche” in the theory of clusterization, modeling and forecasting of processes. This theory may find the model of the
signal when its noise is two or three times more than signal itself in the noised experimental data. It may also generate
the information about the model of linear process when it is described by five, six and more values, having only four or
five points of this process. If your data samples don’t have noise or they have very little noise you can use the methods
of the ordinary mathematics you know very well.
Let us consider the main statements of this theory and look at one of its algorithms with the new criterion of
selection. Almost all the algorithms of the theory of self-organization are based on four main statements (positions) .
We may imagine them like four whales holding it on their backs.
First statement

It is necessary for the sorting out to be present.Without the sorting out there is no selection, and without the selection
there is no task!You may sort out the values, signals, parameters, signs, frequencies, coordinates, their changes, their
combinations and so on.
Second statement

It is necessary for the external supplement to be present. Most often it consists of the construction of two or more
subsets. One of them helps us to find the coefficients of model and the rest of them to control our solutions with the
calculation of selection criterion.
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Third statement

Certainly, it is necessary for the criterion itself to be present. There are many criterions and their combinations. Almost
every new algorithm has new criterion of selection.
Fourth statement

.Every algorithm must have the freedom of choice F. It is the number of the best solutions.If you have a “ little ” task (
only six or seven variables ) you may use the combinatorial algorithm. This is the algorithm of full sorting out of
variables. But even in this case you must propose to your customer F best models despite the fact that they have almost
equal criterion. According to his wishes or notions about process he will choose one of them. You will be able to see
this statement in action when you have more than ten variables, and the combinatorial algorithm can not be used. Then
you must solve the task with the Multilayered Iterative algorithms. Here there are F best solutions passing from each
layer of selection to next one. You may read about it more detail in the books about this method [1-4]. For the
introduction of our selection criterion let us consider some famous simple concepts.

2 Congruence
As you know from an elementary geometry congruent figures are those which have two or more equal parameters. So,
the triangles are congruent if their sides and angles are equal, though they may have different color, weight or height.

3 Dipoles and their parameters
It is necessary to remind also that dipole is a subset of any two points. These points are named its poles, and the distance
between them its size.

4 Division of the experimental data
Let us consider the array of data sample x[M,N], where M- the quantity of values and N- the quantity of points.
Standartize this array. Let it will be the array X[M,N] in which each column is value from zero to unity. Now consider
any intermediate ensemble of m values (where m- the quantity of values in this ensemble). It is presented as the array
X[m,N]. For our example, let N equal twelve (N=12) . Fist, let us divide this array X[m,12] in two such subsets that
analogues points of the array XB[m,6] would be like the array XA[m,6] . There are many methods of such operation.
For example, here is one of them. Place all twelve points of the array X[m,12] along the line of the between-point
distance from the beginning of the coordinates. Then place all the even points of this line into the array XA[m,6], and
place all the odd points into the array XB[m,6].

5 The “ tree” of the clusterization
Now we consider one of these arrays. Let us take the array XA[m,6] and construct the “tree” of clusterization. This
array has six points (n=n/2=6). Designate them as 1,2,3,4,5,6. Constructing dipoles from them, find distances between
these points, and sort these distances according to minimum of their values. Let such array of poles be as following :

2 1 1 5
5 3 4 6 . . .
For our example the number of these dipoles will be n*(n-1)/2=6*5/2=15. This number is the sum of numbers
from unit to n, as the sum of elements of the triangular matrix of between-point distances.
Let us introduce the vector IR(6) that will be filled according to the addresses of poles and steps of
clusterization “tree” construction. Here we have meant of the method of ordinary clusterization.

6 The construction of congruence criterion
This criterion consists of the comparison of both clusterization on two especially organized square arrays of points.
Each of these squares is named “face” (Russian – Litzo) of given clusterisation. During the construction of our criterion
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we should build the array IA[6,6] and the array IB[6,6]. We shall call them “Faces” for the array XA[m,6] and the array
XB[m,6] accordingly. Create one of them.
Let it the array IA[6,6]. According to following simple rules take again a vector IR[6], having before hand nulled it and
the array IA[6,6]. It is very important to null them every time before the construction of “face” for each new
intermediate ensemble. Then fill the diagonal elements of this array from one to N/2 ( for our example, n=N/2=6 ). By
analogy with the construction of tree – clusterisation we consider the reorganized dipole row in the order of size ( from
minimum to maximum size ). We may also receive these dipoles from the triangular-matrix of the between- point
distances, because it is the list of these distances, and their addresses of location on this matrix are the addresses of the
dipole’s poles. For better presentation let this dipoles’ row for the array XA[m,6] will be such as we had above during
the construction of “tree” :

2 1 1 5
5 3 4 6....
Then gradually considering these dipoles write the values (according to their addresses) in vector IR[6]
0 2 0 0 5 0
and in the array IA[6,6] simultaneously during the transfer from dipole to next one. Note that both of
poles must be equal in their “rights” because in the array IA[6,6] we write dipole twice. We may see the
filling of the array IA[6,6] at next figure :
1 0 0 0 0 0

1

0 2 0 0 5 0

2, 5

0 0 3 0 0 0 or

3

0 0 0 4 0 0

4

0 2 0 0 5 0

2, 5

0 0 0 0 0 6

6

Our first step will be such: as we may see in this figure 2 and 5 took places corresponding to their addresses.
Note that for first dipole we did not offend rights of each pole. We write 2 and 5 both in the second and the fifth lines.
It is important point because we will also follow the same operation in the future. Let us repeat this operation with the
rest of dipoles of list 2 until the vector IR[6] will be complete. Let us image the picture of this moment, and. the last
step of clusterisation for the face construction will be such :.

1 0 3 4 0 0

1, 3, 4

0 2 0 0 5 0

2, 5

1 0 3 0 0 0

or

1, 3

1 0 0 4 0 0

1, 4

0 2 0 0 5 6

2, 5, 6

0 0 0 0 5 6

5, 6

Now draw the final face picture for the array XA[m,6] adding some elements in the square array IA[6,6]. If any
two lines have at least one common element they are rewritten so that all their elements become equal. Gradually
passing from the first to last lines we will make square. This matrix will be face for the array XA[m,6]. Let’s draw this
moment so :

1 0 3 4 0 0

1, 3, 4

0 2 0 0 5 6

2, 5, 6

1 0 3 4 0 0

or

1, 3, 4

1 0 3 4 0 0

1, 3, 4

0 2 0 0 5 6

2, 5, 6

0 2 0 0 5 6

2, 5, 6

How we can see this picture looks like the list of six clusters.There are three identical clusters.
It is easy to see that we received only two different clusters with next list of points:
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first cluster : 1 3 4
second cluster : 2 5 6
Repeat such procedure for the array XB[m,6].
For simplicity let its face will be the array IB[6,6] which we shall draw such figure :
It was constructed on the basic of the next row of dipoles:
2 1 1 4
4 3 5 6…
(3)
It differs from (2) in that 4 and 5 have changed places. Then “face” of the array XB[m,6] will be such:

1 0 3 0 5 0
0 2 0 4 0 6
1 0 3 0 5 0

1, 3, 5
2, 4, 6
or

1, 3, 5

0 2 0 4 0 6

2, 4, 6

1 0 3 0 5 0

1, 3, 5

0 2 0 4 0 6

2, 4, 6

Then let us put these faces one on top of the other and calculate the number of unequal corresponding
elements.
0 0 0 $ $ 0
0 0 0 $ $ 0
0 0 0 $ $ 0

$ $ $ 0 0

$

$ $ $ 0 0 $
0 0 0 $ $ 0
Their number will be sixteen. This is the value of the congruence criterion.It gives us the possibility to evaluate the
clusterization both by quality ( the numbers of clusters) and by quality ( the qualitative composition of clusters) with
ONE figure. Precisely for this reason this criterion differs from all earlier used. It is the first criterion among similar
ones which (we hope) will appear in the near future. We call it the congruence criterion. Besides we should note that
this criterion is an example of “ the principle of unfinal decisions”. You can see that calculation of criterion is done
before the final decision about the clusterization of given array’s points. Maybe some of you will say that there are
many such face - squares, which have equal criterions because we consider it as a “sum” of two concepts. But you must
remember that we have picked up beforehand two arrays that had similar points. These points were situated on close
enough distances. In other words we work in narrow enough range of this criterion.

7 Comment to the sorting out
We may note that the division of two subsets must take place for each intermediate ensemble of the
variables. It is very important for results. All earlier algorithms made the division before the sorting out. It is and was a
great mistake because it was not done in the space of M variables. Remember that M is full quality of variables in the
input of algorithm. So, the division of two subsets in the M-space for the construction of research model may be wrong
and the time of model search may significantly increase. For example let us consider five points on the axis xj. Let they
be at equal distance between each other and have next order 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Let on other axis these points may lay in
another order.So during the division of points on the subsets most often different points will be in other order. As a rule
when we change the size of space we exchange the order of points.
We hope that proposed criterion will open new area of other selection criterions in the future.
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Abstract.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is analyzed. Using PSO for feature selection problem solving is
considered. PSO with control of velocity change for feature selection problem solving is proposed.
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1 Introduction
For synthesis of complex objects and systems models it is necessary to carry out processing significant samples of data
that is very much labour-intensive process in case of application of traditional optimization methods. That’s why the
methods based on probabilistic approach are applied. One of new directions of the methods based on probabilistic
approach, are multiagent methods based on modelling of swarm intelligence of social animals, insects and other
(Swarm Intelligence) [1]
Multiagent methods of swarm intelligence are: ant colony optimization (ACO) [2, 3], bee colony optimization
(BCO) [4,5], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [6], bacteria foraging optimization (BFO) [7] and others [8]. This
methods are used widely for more optimization problems solving [2–8]. In this work particle swarm optimization is
considered. PSO traditionally is used for optimization of multivariable function [6, 9] and her application for other
optimization problems solving is not very good developed. That’s why development of new modifications of PSO for
different optimization problems solving is actually.
Purpose of this work is development of PSO modification for feature selection problem solving, which is very
important problem for synthesis of complex objects and systems models.

2 Particle Swarm Optimization
The PSO approach utilizes a cooperative swarm of particles, where each particle represents a candidate solution, to
explore the space of possible solutions to an optimization problem [9–11]. Each particle is randomly or heuristically
initialized and then allowed to ‘fly’. At each step of the optimization, each particle is allowed to evaluate its own fitness
and the fitness of its neighboring particles. Each particle can keep track of its own solution, which resulted in the best
fitness, as well as see the candidate solution for the best performing particle in its neighborhood.
Base steps of PSO for optimization fitness function f(x1, x2, … xnx) are next.
Step 1. Set parameters of method: ns – agents count, which are modeled behaviour of particle swarm; nx – variables
count in fitness function.
Step 2. If conditions of termination are executed then halt, otherwise – go to step 3.
Step 3. Create and initialize nx-dimensional swarm.
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Step 4. Set: i = 1.
Step 5. Local best position is defined. If condition f(xi)<f(yi) is true then set yi=xi, where xi – the position of agent i;
yi – local best position of agent i.
Step 6. Global best position is defined. Set: y*=yi, where y* – global best position, which was chosen from solutions
of all agents.
Step 7. Set: i = i + 1.
Step 8. If i<ns, then go to step 3, otherwise – go to setp 9.
Step 9. Set: i = 1.
Step 10. Update velocities of swarms:

vij (t + 1) = vij (t ) + c1r1 j (t )[ yij (t ) − xij (t )] + c2 r2 j (t )[ y * j (t ) − xij (t )],
where vij(t) – velocity of particle i in dimension j = 1, ..., n at time t; xij(t) – position of swarm i in dimension j; c1 and c2
– positive constants of acceleration; r1,j, r2,j = rand(0,1) are random numbers from range [0,1]. These random variables
introduce a stochastic element to work of method.
Step 11. Update swarm positions:
xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1).
Step 12. Set: i = i + 1.
Step 13. If i<ns, then go to step 10, otherwise – go to step 2.

3 PSO with control of velocity change for feature selection
Modeling of particles moving by PSO in search space X = {x1, x2, … xM}, xi = 1, N (N – count of all features in sample,
M – a feature count, which should be left in the reduced set) for feature selection problem solving is offered. Error of
model constructed on position of particle is proposed to use as fitness-function.
Good optimization method must have two important properties: he must entirely investigate a search space of
problem and fix search near a potential optimum. In other words, the method should balance between two these
conditions. In PSO-method the balance is determined by the formula of particle velocity.
In early realization of PSO it was revealed, the velocities can sharply rise, especially velocities of those particles
which are far from an own optimum or the general optimum of neighbors. In result, such particles can leave a search
space, that extremely negatively influences work of the method as a whole. For prevention of similar situations it is
necessary to control a range of particle velocities change. If a particle velocity exceeds as much as possible allowable it
should be lowered to the allowed level. Let Vmax, j is a maximum allowed velocity of particle in dimension j. Then
particle velocity is offered to be changed as follows:

⎧⎪vij` (t + 1), if vij` (t + 1) < Vmax, j ;
vij (t + 1) = ⎨
`
⎪⎩Vmax, j , if vij (t + 1) ≥ Vmax, j .
`

where vij is calculated by formula for vij.
Variable Vmax,j is very important beacuse it contol common scale of the search. If value of this variable is big then
PSO investigate a search space more careful. If value of Vmax,j is small then PSO can not leave local areas, and also
count of the iterations necessary for achievement of optimum increases.
So, it is clear, that Vmax,j it is necessary to select so that to balance between fast and slow movement of particles in a
search space, and between fixing of search and the common investigate of space. It is offered to calculate Vmax,j as
follows:
Vmax,j = δ ⋅ (N–M),
where δ ∈ (0,1] – experimental coefficient.
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There are two important properties in proposed modification of PSO.
1. Variable Vmax,j constrains not search space inside which particles move but only velocities of particles (is more
exact the range of their change for one iteration).
2. Maximum value of particle velocity is defined for each measurement separately and it is determined by its
dimension.
In spite of the fact that in the offered modification velocities of particles are controlled by variable Vmax,j the
proposed method has also lacks. Restriction of velocity of particle also can cause change of a direction of its movement.
On the other hand, such “intervention” can direct particles in the direction of an optimum.
The second undesirable effect can arise in case when velocities of all particles become equal Vmax,j. For his
prevention it is possible to suggest to reduce value Vmax,j with increase of iterations. Then the modified PSO will
consistently narrow scales of research of search space that makes optimization process more effective.
Proposed PSO with control of velocity change for feature selection has been implemented in environment of packet
Matlab 7.0. The choice of Matlab is connected by that it contains powerful libraries of mathematical functions for
construction of numerical models of dependences. The experiments have shown that using of PSO with control of
velocity change for feature selection provide enough results at small expenses of time resources [12].

4 Acknowledgments
In work actual problem of feature selection based on PSO with control of velocity change has been solved.
Scientific novelty of work consists that has received the further development the PSO: on its basis the PSO with
control of velocity change for feature selection is developed. Proposed modification takes into account the lacks of the
base PSO connected to an opportunity of sharp rise of separate particles velocities. Control of velocity change allows to
avoid the give undesirable effect.
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Abstract. New external criteria of clustering quality estimation (GMDH-criteria) are proposed. The GMDH-criteria
are based on splitting of initial sample X containing n clustered objects , in two not intersected equivalent subsamples
A and B. Each subsample A for an object corresponds to a subsample B of the object. They form together the pair
named a dipole. The GMDH-criteria generate minimum in area of underfitted clusterizations and allow to find
clusterization of optimal complexity in a case of noisy data.
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1 Introduction
A variety of cluster analysis algorithms results to situation when the same data generate, commonly, various
classifications. Therefore it is required to obtain validation of the structure, which the clustering brings to the data. It is
necessary to analyze such properties of clusters as density, dispersion, size, form, separability.
Unequivocal quantitative characteristics of these properties are absent in the literature. The majority of universal
programs of the data analysis (Statistica, Statistical Toolbox MatLab, SPSS, Data Mining) offer a broad spectrum of the
cluster analysis methods but have not the procedures of quality check for the obtained solution.
A look at clustering as modelling allows to transfer basic concepts of the GMDH theory of models selforganizing to the cluster analysis theory and methods.
Self-organizing of clusterizations means their exhaustive search for optimum selection. The more discrepancy of
the data, the easier is the optimum clusterization (the complexity is determined by number of clusters and number of
features). In algorithms of objective cluster analysis, clusters are created by an internal criterion and their optimum
number and structure of an ensemble of features are determined by an external criterion (minimum in area of
underfitted clustering, optimal for a given level of disturbance dispersion).
Generally accepted approach to clustering based on the accuracy criteria is effective only for precise and
complete input data. If the disturbances are absent, all criteria (both external and internal) indicate true clusterization
[1]. For the noisy data, it is necessary to find the clusterization of optimal complexity (i.e. noncontradictory
clusterization) using the external criteria.
The purpose of this article is to develop external criteria of clusterization quality based on GMDH principles.

2 Internal Clusterization Quality Criteria
Let xij be measurements of features describing given set of objects - observations X ( i = 1, 2, … , n is number of
observations, n is a quantity of observations, j = 1, 2, … , m is a number of feature, m is a feature index). Input data
represent an "object - feature" matrix ( xij ) : X j = ( x1 j , x2 j , … , xnj ) T is a column vector of j-th feature values for n
objects, X i = ( xi1 , xi 2 , … , xim ) is a row vector of m indices values of i-th object.
The clusterization K={K1, K2,…,Kk}, 1≤k≤n of ensemble X is the set of nonempty, mutually nonintersecting
subsets (clusters) Kq, q=1, 2,.., k, of the ensemble X, which combination coincides with X:
K1 ∪ K 2 ∪ … ∪ K k = X ; Ki ∩ K j = ∅, i ≠ j; K q ≠ ∅, i, j, q = 1, 2,..., k .
The clusterization K*⊆Ф is the best, if
K*= arg max J ( K ) (or K*= arg min J ( K ) ),
K ⊆Ф

K ⊆Ф

where Φ is an ensemble of all permissible splittings (clusterizations) of given ensemble X; J (K) is a criterion of
clusterization quality. The number of clusters k can be unknown beforehand.
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Any method of clusterization has the internal criterion. The majority of known methods of clusterization is based
on using internal accuracy criteria or information criteria. The following internal criteria of clusterization quality
estimation are most widespread:
1) criterion of intracluster dispersions (used in the k-means method)
J1 =

where µ j = 1
nj

k

∑

∑ d E2 (X i , µ j ),

j =1 X i ∈ K j

∑ X i is a barycenter of cluster Kj; nj is a number of objects in it;

Xi ∈K j

2) criterion of paired intracluster distances between objects
k 1
J2 = ∑
∑ dE2 Xi , Xg ;
n
j =1 j Xi , X g ∈K j

(

)

3) criterion of an intercluster scatter of objects (the more magnitude of J3 (0<J3<1), the greater portion of a common
objects scatter is illustrated by the intergroup scatter and the quality of a partition is better)
W ,
J3 =1−
S

2
∑ d 2 (X i , µ j ) is an intracluster scatter; S = ∑ d (X i , X ) is a common dispersion,
n

k

where W = ∑W j ; W j =
j =1

i =1

X i ∈K j

n

1
∑ X i – common barycentre.
n i =1
4) generalized intracluster dispersion:
X=

k

 k
n
J 4 = det  ∑ n j C j  or J 4* = ∏ det C j j ,

 j =1
j =1



(

)

where det (C) is determinant of a matrix C; C j is a covariance matrix of a cluster K j .

3 Quality Criteria for GMDH-based Clustering
In articles [2-6] the definitions of internal and external GMDH-criteria are given, the classification of external
criteria is given.
The commonality of principles of models and clusters self-organizing allows defining external criteria of
clusterization (similar to criteria of accuracy, consistency and others) for research of clusters validation depending on
the data used.
To substantiate a way of partitioning and selecting criterion of clusterization quality estimation we shall consider
a hypothetical situation, when k o and structure of objectively existing clusters K1 , K 2 , … , K

ko

are known, i.e. the

objective clusterization is known.
Let's enter the suppositions:
H1. rmax < Rmin ,
H2. n g = 2l ∀g = 1, 2,..., k o ,
where rmax = max rq , q ∈ {1, 2,..., k o } ;
q

rq =

max

X i , X k ∈K q

d ( X i , X k ) is a distance between the remote objects in a cluster K q ;

R min = min Rg , q , g ≠ q;
g,q

n g is a number of objects in a cluster K g ;

g , q ∈ {1, 2,..., k o } ;

R g , q = d ( K g , K q ) is a distance between clusters K g and K q .
We will split initial sample X containing n clustered objects into two not intersected equivalent subsamples A
n
and B with dimensions × m , A ∩ B = ∅, A ∪ B = X , X T = [ X TA ⋮ X BT ] .
2
А) Compute n( n − 1) / 2 distances d ( X i , X j ) between objects X i and X j , i = 1, 2,..., n − 1; j = i + 1, i + 2,..., n .
B) Define objects X q and X s such, that d ( X q , X s ) = min d ( X i , X j ) .
i, j
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C) The X q object is entered in subsample A, and X s object, nearest to it, in subsample B. Each subsample A of the
object corresponds to a subsample B of the object. They together form the pair ( X q , X s ) named a dipole.
D) Repeat steps B) - C) for the residual objects and distances between them, while all objects will be entered in A and
B. The subsample A contains objects with numbers q 1 , q2 , … , qn/2 , and the subsample B contains objects with numbers

s 1 , s2 , … , sn/2 (n it is supposed even, in case of odd n any one object of last pair is considered twice).
Let's conduct at the same time clusterization for subsamples B and A and calculate the sum of intracluster
distances between objects on subsample B by results of clusterization on A and on the contrary same magnitude on A by
results of clusterization on B (correspondence of objects subsamples A and B is established by their membership to one
dipole):
kA

J AB = ∑

n qA

∑ d

q =1 i qA , j qA

B

n qB
kB
A A
(i q , j q ) + ∑ ∑
q =1 iqB , j qB

d A (iqB , jqB ) ,

(1)

where q is a number of a cluster;
k A is current number of clusters in subsample А; k B – is current number of clusters in subsample В;

iqA , jqA are numbers of objects in subsample А; iqB , jqB – are numbers of objects in subsample В;
nqA is current number of objects in a cluster K q in subsample А;
nqB is current number of objects in a cluster Qq in subsample В;
d B (iqA , jqA ) is a distance between two objects in subsample В, first of which has in pair object iqA , and second has object
jqA

;

A

d (iqB , jqB ) is a distance between two objects in subsample A, first of which has in pair object iqB , and second has object
jqB .
It is possible to prove that if as measure of likeness between two objects an Euclidean distance is taken and as
measure of a likeness between object and cluster or between two clusters a nearest-neighbor distance is taken,
clusterization will be carried out on agglomerative hierarchical algorithm, and recalculation formula for distances from
joined cluster S1 ∪ S 2 up to other clusters S is fixed as
1
d ( S , S1 ∪ S 2 ) = (d ( S , S1 ) + d ( S , S 2 ) - d ( S , S1 ) - d ( S , S 2 ) ) ,
2
the suppositions H1 and H2 are carried out, the criterion J AB (1) has a minimum at k = k o .
Similarly to exterior criteria GMDH for models [6], using the sum of paired intracluster distances between
objects as RSS, it is possible to define exterior criterion for clusterization:
J − J AB
,
J RS = X
J AB

(2)

where J X is a sum of paired intracluster distances between objects on sampling X = A ∪ B .
To find clusterization, in which the centers conforming to each other on subsamples A and B clusters are
matched, the criterion may be used:
k
m
1
JR =
(3)
∑ ∑ ( xijA − xijB ) 2 ,
k ⋅ m i =1 j =1
where k = k A = k B is current number of clusters in subsamples А and В; m is a number of coordinates,

xijA , xijB are j-coordinates of centers of i-th clusters constructed on А and В.
Let K = {K1 , K 2 , … , K k A } is clusterization for subsample A, and Q = {Q1 , Q2 , …, Qk B } is clusterization for
subsample B. The criterion of a consistency of clusterizations constructed on subsamples A and B, looks like:
2

kB
k A kB
1 kA
2
2
( ∑ K i + ∑ Qi ) − ∑ ∑ K i ∩ Q j
2 i =1
i =1
i =1 j =1
JH =
,
kB
1 kA
2
2
( ∑ K i + ∑ Qi )
2 i =1
i =1
where k A , k B is a number of clusters (subsets of the initial ensemble) in clusterizations K and Q accordingly;

(4)
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K i , Q j , i = 1, 2,..., k A ; j = 1, 2,..., k B are potencies of appropriate subsets, i.e. elements number in clusters K i and
Qj .
Value J H accepts values from 0 up to 1: J H = 0 in case of completely coincident partitions in clusterizations
K and Q; J H = 1 when at completely distinct.
Objective clusterization is K o = {K1 , K 2 , …, K

ko

} , 1 < k º < n , for which the conditions are fulfilled:

1) rmax < Rmin ,
2) K o = arg min J AB ( K ) ,
K ⊆Ф

(5)

where J AB ( K ) is the weighted sum of external criteria (1), (4).
For objective clusterization the greatest number of objects of pairs ( ql , sl ), l = 1, 2, … , n/2 , are contained in the
conforming clusters for subsamples A and B. For example, if the objects with numbers q3 , q7 , q10 have hitted in one
cluster for subsample A, and the objects with numbers s3 , s7 , s10 have hitted in one cluster for subsample B; and
clusters structure on A and B coincides (number of clusters, number of objects in the conforming clusters on A and B
identical, and the pairs ( ql , sl ), l = 1, 2, … , n/2 , are in the conforming clusters), this clusterization is objective (fig.1).

Fig. 1. Correspondence of clusterizations for subsamples A and B
It is impossible to check conditions H1 and H2 in real environment, therefore to find an objective clusterization
one should use interactive scheme, when for each clusterization-candidate the check of conditions H1 and H2 by the
obtained outcomes is fulfilled. Taking into account that «the exhaustive search of the clusterizations-candidates in
essence does not differ from exhaustive search of a set of the models-candidates» [2], the pluriserial iterative algorithm
GMDH is used for finding objective clusterization [7].

4 Experiments
Advantages of the proposed clusterization quality criteria are demonstrated on the two data sets.
I. Fisher's Irises. The iris data published by Fisher (1936) are widely used for examples in cluster analysis. The sepal
length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width are measured in millimeters on 150 iris specimens from each of three
species, Iris setosa, Iris versicolor, and Iris virginica (n=150, m=4, k=3).
It’s appropriate to represent clusterization results in diagram form (fig. 2), namely depict clusterization quality
criterions’ values J on plots, where the value range is measured at 0z-direction; the number k of clusters is measured at
0х-direction (from 1 to 6), and the number m of features at 0у–direction (from 2 to 4). The GMDH-criteria generate
minimum in area k=3.

Fig. 2. Diagram of clusterization quality GMDH-criterions
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II. Parameters of gross domestic product (GDP) measured during 40 years (1967-2007) for 192 countries of the
world (ERS International Macroeconomic Data Set).
Let’s represent the values of matrix, which shows region belonging to this or that class, as a geoiconic model is
range maps for visual comparison analysis of experimentally obtained results (fig. 3). Clusterization has been carried
out for numbers of clusters from 2 to 10, but as example the clusterization for k= 6 is shown (the GMDH-criteria
generate minimum in area k=6).

0 – no data

Objective clusterization, k=6

k-means, Statistica, k=6
Fig. 3. Clusterization results

5 Conclusions
New external criteria of clustering quality estimation (GMDH-criteria) are proposed. The GMDH-criteria are
based on splitting of initial sample X containing n clustered objects, in two not intersecting equivalent subsamples A and
B. Each subsample A for an object corresponds to a subsample B of the object. They form together the pair named a
dipole. The clustering both for subsamples B and A is carried out simultaneously and the sum of intercluster distances
for sample B by results of clustering of sample A and the same value for A by results of clustering of В is calculated.
The GMDH-criteria generate minimum in area of underfitted clusterizations and allow to find clusterization of
optimal complexity in a case of noisy data.
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Section 2
NEW APPROACHES IN INDUCTIVE
MODELLING

2.1 Hybrid GMDH-type algorithms and neural networks

Robust Pareto Design of GMDH-type Neural Networks
for Systems with Probabilistic Uncertainties
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Abstract. In this paper, multi-objective evolutionary Pareto optimal design of Group Method of Data Handling
(GMDH)-type neural networks have been used for modelling of systems using input-output data sets with probabilistic
uncertainties. In this way, A Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is first performed to generate input-output data set using
some probabilistic distributions. Multi-objective genetic algorithms (GAs) are then used for Pareto optimization of
GMDH-type neural networks. The important conflicting objectives of GMDH-type neural networks that are considered
in this work are, namely, the mean and variance of both Training Error (TE) and Prediction Error (PE) of such neural
networks. It is shown that a robust GMDH-type neural network can be simply obtained using a criterion based on four
values of means and variances of both TE and PE. The probabilistic evolved GMDH model exhibits much more
robustness to the uncertainties involved within the input-output data sets than that of the deterministic evolved GMDH
model. It is shown that GMDH-type neural networks can be successfully applied for input-output data set with
uncertainties so that a robust polynomial neural network can be compromisingly obtained from some non-dominated
optimum GMDH models.

Keywords
Multi-objective optimization, Genetic algorithms, GMDH, Pareto, MonteCarlo, Uncertainties.

1 Introduction
System identification techniques are applied in many fields in order to model and predict the behaviors of unknown
and/or very complex systems based on given input-output data [1]. In this way, soft-computing methods [2], which
concern computation in an imprecise environment, have gained significant attention. Many research efforts have been
expended to use of evolutionary methods as effective tools of soft-computing methods for system identification [2-3].
Among these methodologies, Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) algorithm is a self-organizing approach by
which gradually complicated models are generated based on the evaluation of their performances on a set of multiinput-single-output data pairs (i=1, 2, …, M). The GMDH was first developed by Ivakhnenko [4] as a multivariate
analysis method for complex systems modelling and identification, which can be used to model complex systems
without having specific knowledge of the systems. The main idea of GMDH is to build an analytical function in a
feedforward network based on a quadratic node transfer function [5] whose coefficients are obtained using regression
technique. In recent years, however, the use of such self-organizing networks leads to successful application of the
GMDH-type algorithm in a broad range of areas in engineering, science, and economics [5-7].
There are two main concepts involved within GMDH-type neural networks design, namely, the parametric and the
structural identification problems. In this way, some works present a hybrid GA and singular value decomposition
(SVD) method to optimally design such polynomial neural networks [6-7]. A code (GEvoM) for the evolutionary
design of GMDH type neural network has been developed by some of authors where more details about the code and
general description of the technique may be found in the following web site: http://research.guilan.ac.ir/gevom.
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With the aid of ever increasing computational power, there have been a great amount of research activities in the
field of robust analysis and design devoted to the use of Monte Carlo simulation. In fact, Monte Carlo simulation
(MCS) has also been used to verify the results of other methods in RDO or RBDO problems when sufficient number of
sampling is adopted. MCS is a direct and simple numerical method but can be computationally expensive. In this
method, random samples are generated assuming pre-defined probabilistic distributions for uncertain parameters. The
system is then simulated with each of these randomly generated samples and both mean and variance of the
performance metrics are then evaluated statistically. In Multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs), there are several
objective or cost functions (a vector of objectives) to be optimized (minimized or maximized) simultaneously. These
objectives often conflict with each other so that improving one of them will deteriorate another. Therefore, there is no
single optimal solution as the best with respect to all the objective functions. Instead, there is a set of optimal solutions,
known as Pareto optimal solutions or Pareto front for multi-objective optimization problems. Recently, an encoding
method together with a new diversity preserving mechanism for multi-objective evolutionary optimization have been
presented in [8] which will also be used in this work.
In this paper, EAs with a specific encoding scheme are used to evolutionary design the generalized structure
GMDH-type (GS-GMDH) neural networks [8] in which the connectivity configuration in such networks is not limited
to adjacent layers for modelling and prediction of soil shear strength, Su , based on 5 input parameters, namely, SPT
number (Standard Penetration Test) N′, effective overburden stress σ/0, moisture content percent W , LL liquid limit, and
PL plastic limit of fine-graded clay soil. The data used in this study were gathered from the National Iranian
Geotechnical Database, which has been set up in the Building and Housing Research Centre (BHRC) [9]. The database
has been established under a mandate from the Management and Planning Organization (MPORG), which supervises
the professional activities of all of the consultancy firms in Iran. In this way, multi-objective EAs [8] with a new
diversity preserving mechanism are applied for Pareto optimization of such GS-GMDH-type neural networks. The
important conflicting objectives of the GS-GMDH neural networks that are considered in this work are, namely, mean
value of training error (TE) and prediction error (PE) of Su in deterministic modelling plus their statistical variances in
stochastic modelling. Therefore, there are 2 and 4 objective functions in the multi-objective optimization of GMDHtype neural network modeling of soil shear stress in deterministic and probabilistic approaches, respectively.

2 Stochastic robust analysis
In real experimental engineering practice, there exist a variety of typical sources of uncertainty which have to be
considered through robust modelling approach. Those uncertainties include plant parameter variations due to
environmental condition, incomplete knowledge of the parameters, inaccuracies involved with measuring and
experimental apparatus, and etc. In conventional optimum design of inductive modelling based on input-output data,
uncertainties are not addressed and the optimum model of the process is often accomplished deterministically. In fact, it
has been shown that optimization without considering uncertainty generally leads to non-optimal and potentially high
risk solution. Therefore, it is very desirable to find robust model whose performance variation in the presence of
uncertainties is not high. Generally, there exist two approaches addressing the stochastic robustness issue, namely,
robust design optimization (RDO) and reliability-based design optimization (RBDO). Both approaches represent non
deterministic optimization formulations in which the probabilistic uncertainty is incorporated into the stochastic optimal
design process. In RBDO approach, some evaluated reliability metrics subjected to probabilistic constraints are satisfied
so that the violation of design requirements is minimized. In RBDO approach, some evaluated reliability metrics
subjected to probabilistic constraints are satisfied so that the violation of design requirements is minimized. In RDO
approach, the stochastic performance is required to be less sensitive to the random variation induced by uncertain
parameters so that the performance degradation from ideal deterministic behaviour is minimized.
Let X be a random variable, then the prevailing model for uncertainties in stochastic randomness is the probability
density function (PDF), f X (x ) or equivalently by the cumulative distribution function (CDF), FX (x ) , where the
subscript X refers to the random variable. This can be given by

FX (x ) = Pr(X ≤ x ) =

x

∫−∞ f X (x)dx

(1)

where Pr(.) is the probability that an event (X≤x) will occur. Some statistical moments such as the first and the second
moment, generally known as mean value (also referred to as expected value) denoted by E(X) and variance denoted
by σ 2 (X ) , respectively, are the most important ones. They can also be computed by
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E(X ) =

∞

∞

∫−∞ xdFX (x) = ∫−∞ f X (x)dx

(2)

and
σ 2 (X ) =

∞

∫−∞ (x − E(X )) f X (x)dx

(3)

In the case of discrete sampling, these equations can be readily represented as
E(X ) ≅

1
N

N

∑ xi

(4)

i =1

and
σ 2 (X ) ≅

N

1
(xi − E(X ))2
N − 1 i =1

∑

(5)

where xi is the ith sample and N is the total number of samples.

3

Modeling Using GMDH Neural Networks

By means of GMDH algorithm a model can be represented as a set of neurons in which different pairs of them in
each layer are connected through a quadratic polynomial and thus produce new neurons in the next layer. Such
representation can be used in modeling to map inputs to outputs. The formal definition of the identification problem is
to find a function fˆ that can be approximately used instead of actual one, f in order to predict output ŷ for a given
input vector X = ( x1 , x 2 , x3 ,..., x n ) as close as possible to its actual output y . Therefore, given M observations of multiinput-single-output data pairs so that

y = f ( x , x , x ,..., x )
i
i1 i 2 i3
in

(i=1, 2… M),

(6)

it is now possible to train a GMDH-type neural network to predict the output values ŷ for any given input vector
i

X = ( xi1 , xi 2 , xi 3 ,..., xin ) , that is
yˆ = fˆ ( x , x , x ,..., x )
i
i1 i 2 i 3
in

(i=1, 2… M),

(7)

The problem is now to determine a GMDH-type neural network so that the square of difference between the actual
output and the predicted one is minimized, that is
M
2
∑ [ fˆ ( x , x , x ,..., x ) − y ] → min ,
i1 i 2 i 3
in
i
i =1

(8)

General connection between inputs and output variables can be expressed by a complicated discrete form of the
Volterra functional series in the form of

n n
n n n
n
y = a 0 + ∑ ai xi + ∑ ∑ a ij xi x j + ∑ ∑ ∑ a ijk xi x j x k +... ,
i =1 j =1
i =1 j =1 k =1
i =1

(9)

which is known as the Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial [9], [17-20]. This full form of mathematical description can
be represented by a system of partial quadratic polynomials consisting of only two variables (neurons) in the form of
yˆ = G ( x i , x j ) = a 0 + a1 x i + a 2 x j + a 3 x i x j + a 4 x i

2

2
+ a5 x j .

(10)
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There are two main concepts involved within GMDH-type neural networks design, namely, the parametric and the
structural identification problems. In this way, works by some of authors present a hybrid GA and singular value
decomposition (SVD) method to optimally design such polynomial neural networks [6-8]. The methodology in these
references has been successfully used in this paper to obtain the robust polynomial model of the soil shear strength, Su,
minimizing the mean values and variances of both training and testing of the geotechnical data table simultaneously.
The table consists of 80 input-output data of which 50 are used for training whilst the rest are used for predicting
purpose. In the deterministic approach, the mean square errors of training and prediction errors are chosen for the biobjective Pareto optimization approach of GMDH models using the methodology explained in detail in [8]. Figure 1
depicts the Pareto front of both training and prediction errors of GMDH-type models. Points A and B stands for
polynomial models having the least prediction and training errors, respectively. Design point C, however, depicts the
tradeoff in such models which can be reasonably chosen as an optimal model compromisingly. The networks’
structures together with their pertinent values of TE and PE of deterministic optimal design points A, B, and C are given
in Table 1.
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Fig. 1: Pareto front of TE and PE of GMDH models in deterministic design
In probabilistic design approach, a MCS is adopted to evaluate the values of means and variances of both TE and PE of
the GMDH-type neural networks. In this way, 100 different data table is generated by MCS with 10 percent Gaussian
probabilistic distribution of all six variables in the geotechnical data set. The multi-objective Pareto design of GMDHtype neural networks described in [8] is now used to obtain some non-dominated GMDH models using statistical
measures given in equations 4-5. Consequently, 85 different non-dominated polynomial models have been obtained
based on 4 objective functions of the mean and variance of both TE and PE. In order to compromise among the
solutions obtained, all the values of these objective functions returned by the MCS are normalised. The minimum value
of the sum of those normalised values is then simply selected as the robust GMDH model. The performance of this
design point denoted by point D is given in Table 1 both for deterministic and probabilistic approaches using MCS for
2500 data sets. It is very evident from this table that the stochastic behaviour of the design point D in terms of mean and
variance for both TE and PE is significantly superior to those obtained in deterministic approach (design points A, B,
and C) and thus exhibits more robustness in the existence of probabilistic uncertainties. Figure 2 depicts the location of
the design point D among other non-dominated design points in the plane of the variances of both TE and PE. It is clear
that the selection criterion leads to the design point with almost least variances whose values are given in Table 1.
Tab. 1. Training and prediction errors of design points in both deterministic and probabilistic approaches

Point
A
B
C
D

Network’s
structure
bbaebcacbcaeacee
bcaebacdbcbbadde
bcaebccdbdbcaccd
abeecddd

Deterministic Values of TE
&PE
Training
Prediction
Error
Error
133.12
48.49
79.20
260.15
89.79
75.30
132.79
237.59

Probabilistic measures of TE & PE
Mean of
TE
323.76
73785.2
28366.5
243 .61

Mean of
PE
161.49
17844.7
709.8
248.03

Variance of
TE
174862.64
3.8E11
3.7E10
178.77

Variance of
PE
42019.59
3.3E9
2.6E6
1174.283
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Fig. 2: Non-dominated design points and the selected one point D in the plane of variances of errors

4 Conclusion
A multi-objective genetic algorithm was used to optimally design GMDH-type neural networks from a robustness
point of view in a probabilistic approach. The objective functions which often conflict with each other were
appropriately defined using some probabilistic metrics. The multi-objective optimization of robust GMDH models led
to the discovering some important trade-off among those objective functions. The framework of such hybrid application
of multi-objective GAs and Monte Carlo Simulation of this work for the Pareto optimization of robust GMDH neural
networks using stochastic objective functions is very promising and can be generally used in the optimum design of
GMDH models in real-world complex systems with probabilistic uncertainties
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Abstract. This paper proposes a new design methodology which is based on hybrid of particle swarm optimization
(PSO) and group method of data handling (GMDH). The PSO and GMDH are two well-known nonlinear methods of
mathematical modeling. The proposed method constructs a GMDH network model of a population of promising PSO
solutions. The new PSO-GMDH hybrid implementation is then applied to modeling and prediction of practical datasets
and its results are compared with the results obtained by GMDH-related algorithms. Results presented show that the
proposed algorithm appears to perform reasonably well and hence can be applied to real-life prediction and modeling
problems.

Keywords
Inductive modeling, PSO, GMDH, complex systems

1 Introduction
The GMDH is a heuristic self-organizing modeling method which Ivakhnenko [1] introduced as a rival to the method of
stochastic approximations. The method is particularly useful in solving the problem of modeling multi-input to singleoutput data. Hence, GMDH can be utilized as a good data mining tool in which hidden knowledge is extracted from
huge data sets for decision making where no a priori knowledge is available. The GMDH-type modeling algorithm is
self-organizing because the number of neurons, the number of layers and the actual behavior of each created neuron are
adjusting during the process of self-organization [4]. The following books are amongst the best in the field for readers
who wish to have an understanding of fundamental concepts of GMDH [2—4]. Although GMDH provides for a
systematic procedure of system modeling and prediction, it has also a number of shortcomings. Among the most
problematic can be stated: (i) a tendency to generate quite complex polynomial (since the complexity of the network
increases with each training and selection cycle through addition of new layers) for relatively simple systems (data
input); (ii) an inclination to producing overly complex network when dealing with highly nonlinear systems owing to its
limited generic structure; (iii) struggling to find good model solution where dimension is very large due to its
combinatorial behavior to solve high dimensional problem. Since the introduction of GMDH, there have been variants
devised from different perspectives to realize more competitive networks and to alleviate the problems inherent with the
standard GMDH algorithm [5-7]. In this paper, we introduce a new hybrid modeling paradigm based on PSO and
GMDH which are two well-known nonlinear methods of mathematical modeling.
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2 The Group Method of Data Handling
The GMDH was first developed by Ivakhnenko [1] as a multivariate analysis method for complex system analysis
modeling and identification. In this way, GMDH was used to circumvent the difficulty of knowing a priori knowledge
of mathematical model of the process being considered. Therefore, GMDH can be sued to model complex systems
without having specific knowledge of the system. In a system identification problem, assume that a single valued output
y, of an unknown system, behaves as a function of m input values, such that

y = f ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x m )
Given n training observations of these input-output data pairs

(x

(1)
ij

; y i ); i = 1, 2,..., n; j = 1, 2,..., m then the

system identification problem is to approximate the function f with an approximate function referred to as the
complete form. The GMDH approach is one of the heuristic algorithms primarily designed to solve the system
identification problem. According to the GMDH paradigm the relationship between the input vector x and its output can
be represented by an infinite Volterra-Kolmogorov-Gabor (VKG) polynomial of the form [1]:
m

m

m

i =1

i =1 j =1

m

m

m

y = a 0 + ∑ ai xi + ∑ ∑ aij xi x j + ∑∑∑ aijk xi x j x k ...

(2)

i =1 j =1 k =1

where a 0 , a i , aij aijk ... are coefficients or weights of this (so called) multiple inputs single output self-organizing
network. This is the discrete-time analogue of a continuous time Volterra series and can be used to approximate any
stationary random sequence of physical measurements. Ivakhnenko showed that the VKG series can be expressed as a
cascade of second order polynomials using only pairs of variables [1][3]. The corresponding network can be constructed
from simple polynomial and delay elements. As the learning procedure evolves, branches that do not contribute
significantly to the specific output can be pruned, thereby allowing only the dominant causal relationship to evolve.
m
In the classical GMDH algorithm, there is the need to construct α = ⎛⎜ ⎞⎟ = m(m − 1) / 2 new variables
⎝2⎠
y1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., yα , in the training dataset for all independent variables (columns of X ), two at a time so that there

are n data triples of the form (xir , xis ; yi ); r , s ∈ (1, 2,..., m); s > r; i = 1, 2,..., n . The mathematical description of these two
new variables or neurons represented by quadratic polynomials is of the form

yˆ i = a 0 + a1 xir + a 2 xis + a3 xir2 + a 4 xis2 + a5 xir xis at points (x i , r , x i , s )

(3)

The matrix formulation of this system of equation is simply, Xa = Y where a = [a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 ]

T

is the vector of

coefficients. The least square technique from multiple-regression analysis provides the formula to obtain the
coefficients in the following form: a = (XTX)-1XTY.

3 Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, inspired by the social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling was
originally designed by Eberhart and Kennedy [8] for solving many kinds of continuous and binary problems of large
domain. It is certainly not as powerful as some specific algorithms, but, on the other hand, it can easily be modified for
any discrete/combinatorial problem for which good specialized algorithms do not exist [9]. To grasp the abstract
phenomenon behind this powerful algorithm, a simple analogy is given. The analogy of PSO involves simulating social
behavior among individuals (particles) “flying” through a multidimensional search space, each particle representing a
single intersection of all search dimensions. The particles evaluate their positions relative to a goal (fitness) at every
iteration; particles in a local neighborhood share memories of their “best” positions, then use those memories to adjust
their own velocities, and thus subsequent positions [10]. The original PSO formulae define each particle as potential
solution to a problem in D-dimensional space. The position of particle i is represented as
(4)
X i = ( x i1 , x i2 , … ,x iD )
Each particle also maintains a memory of its previous best position, represented as

Pi = ( pi1 , pi2 ,..., piD )

(5)
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A particle in a swarm is moving; hence, it has a velocity, which can be represented as

Vi = (vi1 , vi2 , … ,viD )

(6)

At each iteration, the velocity of each particle is adjusted so that it can move towards the neighborhood’s best
position known as lbest (Pi) and global best position known as gbest (Pg) attained by any particle present in the swarm
[10]. After finding the two best values, each particle updates its velocity and positions according to (7) and (8)
weighted by a random number c1 and c2 whose upper limit is a constant parameter of the system, usually set to value of
2.0 [11]. The cognitive influence factor is known as c1 and c2 is social influence factor.
Vi (t + 1) = Vi (t ) + c1 ⋅ ( Pi − X (t )) + c2 ⋅ ( Pg − X i (t ))

(7)

X i (t + 1) = X i (t ) + Vi (t + 1)

(8)

All swarm particles tend to move towards better positions; hence, the best position (i.e. optimum solution) can
eventually be obtained through the combined effort of the whole population. The methodology of obtaining the velocity
vector vi(t+1) is illustrated in Fig. 1, and it has been observed that particle i has moved towards the neighborhood’s best
position and its own best position. Fig. 1 illustrates the operators’ modification until the finest form is not obtained. A
few points can be noted during the modification: (1) the new position is converging towards the best position region; (2)
the velocity could explode towards infinity. Hence new position on that situation is undefined.
minimum

Xi(t+1)

pi(t)

Vi(t)

Vi(t+1)
Pg(t)

Xi(t)
C1(Pi – Xi(t))
Pi – Xi(t)
C1(Pi – Xi(t)) + C2(Pg – Xi(t))

Pg – Xi(t)
C2(Pg – Xi(t))

Fig. 1 Contour Lines and the Process for Generating New Locations in PSO Scheme
Constriction parameters have a great impact on the operations. Varying these parameters has the effect of varying
the strength of the pull “towards” the two best position, which could be verified by observing Fig. 1. If accidentally the
coefficients c1 and c2 exceeds the value 4.0, both the velocities and positions explode towards infinity. Thus almost all
implementation of the particle Swarm limit each of the two coefficient c1 and c2 to 2.0 [11]. To control the explosion of
the system a new constriction coefficient is used, which is called inertia weight. A large inertial weight facilitates global
exploration while a small inertial weight tends to facilitate local exploration to fine tune the current search area [13].
Hence, equation 7 can be modified to have a place for new constriction constant, inertial weight (α) [14]:
Vi (t + 1) = α • Vi (t ) + c1 ⋅ ( Pi − X (t )) + c 2 ⋅ ( Pg − X i (t ))

where inertial weight (α) =

k

(9)

; k ∈ (0,1] and a = c1 + c2 such that a > 4.

a
⎡
⎤
2
⎢1 − 2 − | a − 4 a | ⎥
abs ⎢
⎥
2
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢
⎦⎥
Equation 9 is generic operator for all types of objective functions. This is to tune up these coefficients for any particular
kind of problem domain. The contents of this Section are mostly from our work [17].
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4 The proposed hybrid PSO-GMDH Algorithm
The new PSO-GMDH algorithm that is proposed in this paper consists of two components: (i) the PSO structural
optimization module; (ii) the GMDH parametric optimization module.
4.1 Structural Optimization with PSO
As mentioned above in section 3 PSO uses swarm particles as its unit search agent. The position (sequence of numbers)
of each particle is used to determine which salient combinations of input variables of previous layer to be moved to next
layer. Each particle must contain 3 system parameters (P1, P2, P3). P1 ∈ [1, 3] is randomly generated and represents the
order of polynomial that will be generated from previous layer, which can be either 2 or 3 but for simplicity we
normally take 2 in each layer. P2 ∈ [1, r ] , r = min( D,5) is again randomly generated number which determines number
of input variables to be taken from previous layer where D is the width of the input dataset; the default lower bound is r
=2. P = a ∈ Z + | 1 ≤ a ≤ D is a sequence of integers stored as position of a particle represents the entire candidates
3

{

}

in the current layer of the network. The determination of combinations of nodes to be moved to next layer is determined
by all three parameters. Firstly P1 determines the order of polynomial to be formed then P2 determines the number of
combinations of nodes forming the polynomial which in turn will be selected from P3 as first P2 nodes from the whole
sequence. Fig. 2 depicts the usage of all 3 system parameters to determine the polynomial, and shows PSO-GMDH
process of each layer. Each particle consists of separate set of system parameters which are used to generate the
polynomial. These polynomials are actually used as objective function for PSO. It is a candidate for model function
which determines how promising the model is.
Particle 1

P1 ∈ [1, 3]
Input of
candidates
X1
X2
X3
.
.
.

P2 ∈ [1, r ] , r = min( D,5)

{

P3 = a ∈ Z + | 1 ≤ a ≤ D

}

Particle 2
P1 ∈ [1, 3]

P2 ∈ [1, r ] , r = min( D,5)

{

P3 = a ∈ Z + | 1 ≤ a ≤ D

XD

}

.
.
.
.

P1 ∈ [1, 3]

{

P3 = a ∈ Z + | 1 ≤ a ≤ D

Particle 2
f(a1,a2,, … ar) is a
polynomial of order
P1where a1,a2,, … ar are first
r elements from P3.
.
.
.
.

Particle T
P2 ∈ [1, r ] , r = min( D,5)

Particle 1
f(a1,a2,, … ar) is a
polynomial of order
P1where a1,a2 , … ar are first

}

Particle T
f(a1,a2,, … ar) is a
polynomial of order
P1where a1,a2 , … ar are first

Fig. 2. Formation of polynomials by Swarm Particles using 3 System Parameters P1, P2, P3.
To understand network realization let us take an example. Suppose we have input dataset of 5 dimensional vectors
(record). Each vector has only and only one output. PSO-GMDH process would require number of particles to be
specified by the user. We can take 10, 15, 20 or any other appropriate integer as the size of the swarm particles. Here we
can take just 5. Take a scenario where a particle determines the type of polynomial using its system parameters.
Suppose value of P1 is 2 which means polynomial will be of order 2. Value of P2 is also 2 which will tell the particle to
choose first 2 integers from the sequence of integers stored in parameter P3. Value of P3 is given in Table 1.
Particles
Particle 1
Particle 2
Particle 3
Particle 4
Particle 5

Tab. 1. Values of P3
Parameter P3 (or position of corresponding particles)
1, 3, 5, 4, 2
5, 4, 3, 2, 1
2, 1, 3, 5, 4
4, 3, 1, 5, 2
1, 5, 2, 4, 3

Parameter P2 (2 nodes to make a polynomial)

1, 3
5, 4
2, 1
4, 3
1, 5
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4.2 Parametric Optimization with GMDH
The objective function (performance index) is a basic instrument guiding the evolutionary search in the solution space
[26]. For particle 3 (see Table 1) the generated polynomial would be:

f ( x 2 , x 1 ) = c1 + c 2 x 2 + c 3 x1 + c 4 x 2 x1 + c 5 x 22 + c 6 x12
where c1,c2,…,c6 are the constants evaluated using training dataset. As discussed in Section 2, the least square
technique from multiple-regression analysis provides the formula to obtain the coefficients in the following form: c =
(XTX)-1XTY.
4.3 Procedure of the General Learning PSO- GMDH Algorithm
The general learning procedure for constructing the PSO-GMDH model can be described as follows:
(1) Create an initial population randomly (PSO structures and its corresponding learning parameters c1 and c2).
(2) Structural optimization is achieved by the PSO variation operators described in Section 3.
(3) If better structure is found, then go to step 4; otherwise go to step 2.
(4) Parametric optimization is found using the least square technique from multiple-regression analysis.
(5) If the maximum number of local is reached or no better parameter vector is found for a significantly long time,
then go to step 6; otherwise go to step 4.
(6) If a satisfactory solution is found, then the algorithm is stopped; otherwise go to step 2.
4.4 User Interface of the General Learning PSO- GMDH Algorithm
The PSO-GMDH software developed is flexible and user-friendly. Development environment was based on the
following tools: C++ programming language, Borland C++ version 5.02 compiler, Borland Object Windows Library
5.0 (OWL) for graphical user interface, Visual Basis 6.0, and Microsoft Office suite for system requirements
documentation.

5 Experimentation
The problem solved is the "Box and Jenkins furnace data” [28] which is a benchmark problem often reported in the
literature. There are originally 296 data points {y(t),u(t)}, from t=1 to t=296. In this problem, y(t) is the output CO2
concentration and u(t) is the input gas flow rate. Here we are trying to predict y(t) based on {y(t-1), y(t-2), y(t-3), y(t4), u(t-1), u(t-2), u(t-3), u(t-4), u(t-5), u(t-6)}. This reduces the number of effective data points to 290. Most methods
find that the best set of input variables for predicting y(t) is {y(t-1),u(t-4)}. Sugeno and Yasukawa has found that the
best set of input variables for predicting y(t) is {y(t-1), u(t-4), u(t-3)}. The first column below is the output variable y(t),
the remaining columns are the input variables {y(t-1), y(t-2),...u(t-6)}. Consequently, we have the inputs and output as:
output y(t); input y(t-1) y(t-2) y(t-3) y(t-4) u(t-1) u(t-2) u(t-3) u(t-4) u(t-5) u(t-6)
5.1 PSO-GMDH modeling
The parameters used for the modeling of this problem are:
Swarm size
Maximum best column
Even row selection
Maximum tour
Intensity ‘n’ = no; ‘y’ = yes
Maximum evaluation
Convergence case

0
0
1
9000000
n
4
5

The number of swarm size is given by the user but when PSO-GMDH is required to determine this automatically the
value of ‘0’ is given. This is the case for the maximum best column also. For the selection for the test data, three cases
exist: random (0), even (1), and odd (2). When random selection is made, PSO-GMDH randomly selects data for testing
but when 1 or 2 is selection even or odd rows of data are selected for testing. When a brute-force search is required,
then intensity is ‘yes’ or ‘y’ otherwise, the choice is ‘no’ or ‘n’. The maximum evaluation is set by the user or left to
PSO-GMDH to determine if ‘0’ is chosen. There are five convergences cases to choose from. The results generated by
the PSO-GMDH after each iteration are reported as:
After iteration 1 the best particle is particle [ 1 ]
position: 7 2 1 9 6 5 3 8 4 10 7
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velocity: (size = 1) : magnitude [ 1 , 7 ]
objective functional value: 0.0801373
distance: 0
After iteration 2 the best particle is particle [ 7 ]
position: 1 6 3 4 2 5 7 8 9 10 1
velocity: (size = 6) : magnitude [ 9 , 5 ] [ 5 , 4 ] [ 2 , 6 ] [ 4 , 9 ] [ 4 , 2 ] [ 9 , 5 ]
objective functional value: 0.0714395
distance: 0
After iteration 3 the best particle is particle [ 7 ]
position: 1 6 3 4 2 9 7 8 5 10 1
velocity: (size = 6) : magnitude [ 9 , 5 ] [ 5 , 4 ] [ 2 , 6 ] [ 4 , 9 ] [ 4 , 2 ] [ 9 , 5 ]
objective functional value: 0.0687775
distance: 0
After iteration 4 the best particle is particle [ 7 ]
position: 1 6 3 4 2 9 7 8 5 10 1
velocity: (size = 6) : magnitude [ 9 , 5 ] [ 5 , 4 ] [ 2 , 6 ] [ 4 , 9 ] [ 4 , 2 ] [ 9 , 5 ]
objective functional value: 0.0687775
Figure 3 shows the measured and estimated outputs for the gas furnace problem. The training error of 0.126
and the testing error of 0.068 are displayed. These errors are base on mean square error (MSE). The testing error is
often used in the literature to determine the efficacy of a modeling approach; this gives more information than the
graph. Figure 4 shows the GMDH network for the gas furnace problem. There are 10 inputs and one output, but we
have only three inputs shown in the network. The explanation is simple. Only parameters 2, 3 and 10 are connected to
the three best nodes in layer 1. This means that the objective functions of pair-wise combinations of parameters 1, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 do not give competitive nodes, so those nodes are relegated to the background; in other words they are
dropped.

Fig. 3. Measured and estimated outputs for the gas furnace problem
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Fig. 4. GMDH network for the gas furnace problem
5.2 PSO-GMDH database
Table 2 shows the database of output results for the gas furnace problem. This database is rich in information because it
gives the network topology and the equations for each node. A bit of interpretation of the output data is necessary.
Whereas the network shows that y1 is connected to x2 and x3, y2 is connected x2 and x10 while y3 is connected x2 and x10
while the database gives the true interpretation that y7 is connected to x2 and x3, y2 is connected x2 and x10 while y1 is
connected x2 and x10. The differences are merely due to the ways of numbering on the network and internally in the
database. The database gives the exact connections but the network labels are sequential for the active neurons. Nonactive neurons are not numbered on the network but internally the numbering is maintained for the database archiving.
Tab. 2. Database of output results for the gas furnace problem

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
0.068778
3
PI (training):
0.068778
EPI (testing):
0.126611
Network of Layers
7
2
3
-0.99279
2 10 2
-0.99713
1 10 2
-0.99713

0.315822
-0.0828
-0.0828

Coefficients
0.365218
0.018472
0.018472

-0.00781
0.018933
0.018933

0.001328
0.055631
0.055631

6.38E-11
1.32E-06
1.32E-06

1
6
2

7
1
7

2
2
2

-0.9924
-2.6647
-0.9924

-1.67656
-3.86E-06
-1.67656

0.083294
1.13451
0.083294

0.063762
1.03578
0.063762

0.103198
1.89E-05
0.103198

0.002982
-3.96E-08
0.002982

1
6

1
1

6
2

-1.00367
-2.4166

1.35655
8.10E-06

-0.34384
1.26712

0.048684
0.730777

0.282728
2.12E-05

-0.00344
-5.85E-08

1

1

6

-1.00337

1.51282

-0.43421

-0.04207

0.375178

0.000249

Optimum value
Best Layer at

Processing time: 8.188 seconds; Iterations: 4; Evaluations: 872
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, both methods of PSO and GMDH are explained and a new design methodology which is a hybrid of PSO
and GMDH, which we refer to as PSO-GMDH, is proposed. The architecture of model is not predefined, but can be
self-organized automatically during the design process. We have applied the PSO-GMDH approach to the problem of
developing predictive model for time-series problem; it has been applied to other practical problems. The predictive
models based on PSO-GMDH network give reasonably good solutions. In our approach, we first present a methodology
for modeling, and then develop predictive model(s) of the problem being solved in form of second-order equations
based on the input data and coefficients realized. It was previously concluded from previous study [16] that populationbased optimization techniques (genetic programming [GP], genetic algorithm [GA], differential evolution [DE], scatter
search [SS], ant colony system [ACS], particle swarm optimization [PSO], etc.) are all candidates of hybridization with
GMDH. In the past, only the use of GA, GP, and DE has been studied for hybridization with GMDH; this paper extends
the catalog to include PSO. Further research activities include incorporating better parameter optimization techniques
such as singular value decomposition (SVD) in order to improve the modeling solutions.
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Abstract. The method of a black-box diagnostics, founded on nonparametric identification of objects using integropower Volterra series is offered. It provides a set of diagnostic features formed on base of multidimensional Volterra
kernels: discrete values of Volterra kernels, heuristic features, moments and wavelet transform coefficients. It is
researched a self-descriptiveness of provided features using classifier on base of back propagation neural nets. The
diagnostic spaces are formed by method of all features combination selection.

Keywords
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Volterra series, Volterra kernels, self-descriptiveness.

Introduction
At present in technical diagnostics the direction, founded on reconstruction of the models of diagnosed object [2, 6, 13],
is widely developed. It is usually expected that faults change only parameters of object’s model. During diagnostics,
parameters of model are valued by parametric identification methods. However often, for example, at production of
electronic equipment, most defects change not only parameters of object’s model, but also its structure. This fact
condition on using of the nonparametric identifications methods for building of object’s models on base of experimental
data "input/output".
Diagnostics procedure is executed in two steps. On the first step it gets initial information about object condition in
form of response signal on test influences. On the second step this information is processed for separation of diagnostic
features and building of decision functions for classification. The methods to statistical classification [3, 10] or neural
networks [11] are used for building of decision functions.
The existing methods of the model diagnostics, founded on using of dynamic features, are limited only by linear
models. Methods, which take the effects of nonlinearity into account, use information about features of static
characteristics only. The real objects, as a rule, simultaneously possess nonlinear and dynamic features. Formally, any
nonlinear dynamic object can be described by Volterra series [2, 8].
In given work it is offered a method of the model diagnostics, founded on nonparametric identification of object
using models in form of Volterra series. Using methods of the statistical classification It is researched a selfdescriptiveness of diagnostic features, formed on base of such models.

Nonlinear nonparametric dynamic models
As an informative description of object it is offered to use nonlinear nonparametric dynamic models in form of Volterra
series. The Volterra series from many functional arguments x1(t),...,xn(t) are used for description of the nonlinear
multidimensional systems:
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k =1

ν

y j (t ) = ∑ ∑ ...∑ ∫ ...∫ w j i1i2 ...in (τ 1 ,τ 2 ,...,τ n )∏ u ik (t − τ k )dτ k
n =1 i1 =1

(1)

where j=1,2,…,μ, v – an amount of inputs, μ – an amount outputs, wiji ...i (τ 1 ,τ 2 ,...,τ n ) – multidimensional weight
12 n
functions or Volterra kernels of n order on i1, i2,...,in inputs and j output, symmetrical relative to τ1, τ2,…,τn; u(t) – an
input influence, y(t) – a response of the object under zero initial conditions.
The collection of multidimensional Volterra kernels completely is determined as nonlinear as dynamic
characteristics, and consequently, condition of object. Using of models on base of Volterra series allows to take into
account nonlinear and inertial characteristics of object in greater depth and more exactly. It makes the model
diagnostics procedure more universal and raises reliability of the diagnosis.
The diagnostic procedure in this case is reduced to determination of Volterra kernels on base of "input/output"
experiment data in time [2, 5, 12] or in frequency [2, 7] domain. On base of taken Volterra kernels a set of diagnostic
features is formed. In space of these features an optimal classifier is built.
It is necessary to note that in model diagnostics adequacy of object’s models have to understand not as an accuracy
of the object’s response description, but as a self-descriptiveness of this model for reliable recognition of object’s
condition. So, using Volterra kernels for building models for nonlinear dynamic objects it necessary to provide a high
accuracy of estimation of sections of multidimensional Volterra kernels of small orders. In practice this is often quite
enough for building of efficient classifier.
High accuracy of Volterra kernels estimation is reached by using of antinoise determinate identification methods,
offered in work [7].
Using of recognition theories methods for decision of the technical diagnostics problems on base of nonparametric
dynamic object’s models in the form of Volterra series is founded on the following supposition:
1. It exists objective (but implicit) relationship between multidimensional Volterra kernels, which describe the
object’s structure, and technical condition of object, i.e. it exists a certain function F(H,S), linking object’s condition S
with Volterra kernels H={hn(τ1,…, τn)}Nn=1.
2. Function F(H,S), built on base of Volterra kernels of explored object’s, can be extrapolated on objects with an
unknown characteristic.
3. Object’s structure can be adequately presented in form of Volterra kernels.
Different approaches to decision of the problems of the technical diagnostics are possible. They can differ by the
way of informative features choice and by the algorithm of building of function F(H,S) [3, 10].
The effectiveness of pattern recognition methods used for diagnostics basically depends on self-descriptiveness of
used set of features. If features well characterize internal structure of the object, than most of objects, identical by
internal structure, will display in space of these features in form of compact set of points. The objects with a fault
structure will display to the points, deviating from this compact set and located more seldom considering variety of
defects at such object and their relative small number (if a high-reliable equipment, for instance, integral microcircuits
is diagnosed).

Forming of features space and data compression
Accuracy of object’s condition recognition is depended from the selected diagnostic features very much.
Mathematically the problem of the diagnostic features selection is formulated as follows. Let the source pdimensional features space X is given. It is necessary to find the transformed space Y, elements of which are qdimensional vectors and q<p. Formally, this problem is concluded in construction of transformation A: X → Y, which
associates required feature space with source one. Decision of this problem can be reached by two ways.
The first of them is founded on comparison of different features collections for estimation of their effectiveness at
recognition process. In this work, effectiveness of selected features collection is estimated by results of classification of
test set of objects using decision functions, taken by one of training algorithm. Features collections, which probability
of correct recognition is small, are rejected. A features collection, for which adding of any new feature doesn’t enlarge
or enlarge a little a self-descriptiveness of all collection is selected as diagnostic features space. If features are statistical
independent, than a diagnostic features space can be formed by estimation of self-descriptiveness of each feature and by
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exclusion of some features, which self-descriptiveness is not enough. At such procedure of diagnostic features space
forming the self-descriptiveness values of features aren’t changed. It only decreases their number.
The other way for decision a problem of the diagnostic information compression at classification of object’s
conditions is concluded in building of transformation of measurements vector from source space to space of smaller
dimension [3, 10]. The classification procedure of object’s conditions in new features space will be simpler, because a
volume of processed diagnostic information decreases. The reduction of the features space dimension allows to use
more complex nonlinear decision functions which increase a quality of recognition. However, unlike described above
method of diagnostic features selection, this method doesn’t provide the reduction of measurements amount. In this case
new features don’t have a physical sense, but have only abstract informational one.
Discrete values of Volterra kernels and object’s responses. Description of object can be taken as a finite set of
discrete values x=(x1,x2,…,xp) of sections of multidimensional Volterra kernels or frequency characteristics of object:
xk=y(tk), where tk=kΔt, k=1,2,…,p.
The heuristic features. In many cases it is possible to form some heuristic features, which can enter as components
in features vector. As such heuristic features in work it is proposed:
1. Extremum of the absolute value of section of n dimensional Volterra kernels;
max wn (t − T1, t − T2 ,K, t − Tn −1, t )

(2)

dwn (t − T1 , t − T2 , K , t − Tn−1 , t )
at t=0
dt

(3)

t∈[0,∞ )

2. Point of extremum tmax;
3. Function derivation at the point ttp;

4. Integral of the function’s absolute value;
∞

∫ | w (t − T , t − T , K , t − T
n

1

2

n −1 , t ) | dt

(4)

0

5. The time of a transient process ttp.
Here T1,T2,…,Tn-1 define diagonal section of n-dimensional Volterra kernels (T1≥T2,≥…≥Tn-1). Using of such
heuristic features often allows to reduce the dimension of a source features vector a lot.
The moments of Volterra kernels. More universal approach to forming the diagnostic features vector consists in
use of so-called moments of object’s Volterra kernels. This moments are calculated by the formula:
∞ ∞

μijn...k

∫∫

= ... τ1iτ 2j Kτ nk wn (τ1,τ 2 ,K,τ n )dτ1dτ 2 Kdτ n
0

(5)

0

here i,j,…,k = 0,1,…,∞, i+j+…+k= r – an order of the moment.
In this work the moments of the Volterra kernels sections are considered:
∞

μrn

∫

= t r wn (t − T1, t − T2 ,...,t − Tn−1, t)dt

(6)

0

Wavelet transform of Volterra kernels. The Method of compression of diagnostic information on base of wavelet
transform [1] presents a big interest too. Wavelet processing of signal provides the efficient compression with small
losses of information, so raising self-descriptiveness of each discrete value to function.

Direct continuous wavelet transform of the function wn (t − T1 , t − T2 ,..., t − Tn−1 , t ) is determinated by calculation of
wavelet coefficients by the formula:
∞

C (a, b) = ∫ wn (t − T1 , t − T2 ,..., t − Tn−1 , t )a −1 / 2ψ (
0

t −b
)dt
a

(7)
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here ψ (t) – a transform function; a and b – a parameters of wavelet scale and shift.

Conclusion
In this work the method of the black-box diagnostics of nonlinear objects is offered. The method founds on object’s
description, taken on base of integro-power Volterra series. On base of such models the diagnostic features space is
built. There are discrete values of Volterra kernels of first order and main sections of Volterra kernels of the second and
third orders, heuristic features, moments, coefficients of wavelet transform of main sections of Volterra kernels.
Estimations of correct recognition probability for test object’s on base of taken diagnostic features spaces received
with help of neural nets of back propogation.
Volterra kernels of second and third order give the highest information about diagnostic object. The analysis of selfdescriptiveness of features, formed on base of the function of main sections of Volterra kernels of second and the third
order, has shown that the most high and fault tolerance self-descriptiveness is reached by heuristic features and features
collection based on wavelet transform of diagnostic information.
The results of numerical experiments on self-descriptiveness analysis of features formed on base of Volterra kernels
allow to make a conclusion about high efficiency of nonparametric dynamic models on base of integro-power Volterra
series in problems of diagnostics of objects of different nature.
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Abstract. The problem of constructing the optimum regression model consist in selection, based on a proper goal
function, a sub-set of independent variables (regressors) to be included to the model. A functional of the model
evaluation is proposed as a criterion for selection the optimum model. The task of constructing the optimum regression
model is multiextremal and formulated as a task of discrete optimization on a special graph and represents search of
the shortest path on the graph. The exact method of solving this task is proposed for searching the shortest path. There
are considered two options for the functional of the model assessment. First option, when the functional depends on the
model complexity (number of chosen regressors) and the residual of the built regression equation on the whole set of
statistical data. Second option, when the functional is defined as a maximal value of the residual sum of squares of the
regression model on a part of the set.

The special attention is paid to consideration of the calculation scheme of the heuristic genetic algorithm for the
solution this very complex task. The suggested variant of the genetic algorithm belongs to so called «island models».

Keywords
Regression model, discrete optimization, functional of evaluation the model,
function of adaptability, shortest path on the graph, genetic algorithm.

1. Introduction
Construction the optimum regression model is a special task to select from the set of independent variables (regressors)
a subset for constructing the regression model using the proper function. This is a multiextremal task of the discrete
optimization. There are no effective algorithms for decision such a task.
In this article the problem is formulated as a task of discrete optimization on a special graph. The exact method
of solving this task is proposed as the special task for searching the shortest path on this graph, and also as a heuristic
method based on the ideas of classical genetic algorithm proposed in the Michigan University by J.H. Holland [1].

2. The Tasks of Research
A complex system having m input (independent) variables x1 , ..., xi , ..., xm and one output (dependent) variable
y is considered to have a stochastic character and given by a sample of n observations. The structures of linear
regression models with parameters estimated by the least-squares method are generated in the process of identication.
Some functional of evaluation the model F ( . ) is set as the criterion for selection the optimum model. This functional
can depend from the model complexity (numbers of the estimated parameters) and/or the disparity of a regression
equation on some subset of the statistical sample and other parameters of model.
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For example, let us designate ai ( J ), i ∈ J , the coefficients of a regression model found by least-squares method with
subset of numbers of input variables I = {1, ..., m} and Ci the “charges” for receiving the statistical information about
the independent variable value. The following functional of model estimation is considered:

F ( J ) = F ( xi , i ∈ J ) =

m

∑ Ci + ∑ ( y k − ∑ ai ( J ) xik )2 ⇒ min .

i ∈J

k =1

(1)

i∈J

Second option, when the functional is defined as a maximal value of the residual sum of squares of the regression model
on a part of the set. A next criterion to choose regressive model is considered further. Great number of points of
statistical selection S = 1, ..., m is broken-down into two parts: S1 and S2 , that is typical for GMDH [3]. On the

{

}

S1 a regressive model is built, and the value of functional of estimation of the built model is
calculated on the second part S2 :
first part of selection

F ( J ) = max ( y k −
k∈S 2

∑ ai ( J ) xik )2 ,

(2)

i∈J

where J = {i / xi ∈ X 1} – part from the great number of numbers of independent variables

I = {1, ..., m}, and is

X1 - part of input variables which a regressive model is built on. The value to functional (2) is calculated as a
maximal value to the square of differences between the statistical values of input variable y and value of regression
model on all observations of values of input variables of X1 .
It is necessary to select such a subset of variables from the whole set of input variables
when the regression model built on the basis of this subset produce the optimum (minimum

{x1, ..., xi , ..., xm }

or maximum) of a given functional of model estimation F( . ). We determine the optimum model as the proper
regression model which contains only the variables (regressors) from the chosen subset.

3. The Task Solving
3.1. The exact solving methods
It is proposed to formulate and solve the task of selection the optimum regression model as a task of discrete
optimization with Boolean variables on special graph ( I , U ) [4]. The set I of the graph nodes is formed in such a
way. The graph node i is set in accordance with any independent variable xi (i = 1, ..., m) . Two other nodes are
added: the node 0 (zero) and the node m + 1 . The set of arcs U of the graph is built as follows. The node 0 is linked
to every node i (i = 1, ..., m) and arc (0, i ) . Further, every node i is connected with every node j, j > i , arc (i, j ) .
It is considered that a node i ∈ I (i = 1, L , m) corresponds to the situation when an independent variable xi is
included into regression model. So, any variant of construction of regression model corresponds to the path from the
node 0 to the node m + 1 . The “length” of every such path μ corresponds to the value of the estimation functional of
the proper model F( . ). The initial task of construction of optimum regression model (task of selection subset of
regressors) reduces to finding the shortest path from the node 0 to the node m + 1 on the graph ( I , U ) .
Graph ( I , U ) allows to organize the searching variants for selection the optimum regression model
consistently by an economical procedure. Finding the shortest path on the built graph ( I , U ) gives the solution of
basic tasks of selection the optimum regression model.
In the article we consider two variants of exact solving methods of the task of construction the optimum
regression model as a task of finding the shortest path on the proper graph. Finding the shortest path on the graph is
carried out by the procedure of successive labeling of nodes of this graph by the special marks with elimination of
unpromising variants out on a stage of construction of variants. In the first variant the functional of selection the
regression model includes both the measure of complexity of model and squares of its discrepancy. The second variant
means the solving a minmax problem of discrete optimization with the sample partition into two parts, as it is typical for
GMDH.
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3.2. The genetic algorithm of the task solving
The genetic algorithm of decision short cut search task is offered on a graph ( I , U ) as a method of decision of task of
construction of optimum regression model, based on the ideas of classic genetic algorithm [1,2]. According to the
terminology and definitions of the genetic algorithms theory, every path from the node 0 to the node m + 1 on graph
( I , U ) (that is variant of solving the regression model selection), which the Boolean vector of dimension corresponds
to, is the chromosome of proper population and every element of this Boolean vector is the gene of this chromosome.
An element (the gene) of this vector takes the value 1 if this path passes through the node which corresponds to the
variable x i and 0 other wise.
We will define the function of adaptability P( μ ) for every chromosome μ on the basis of the special goal
function F( . ) of all the chromosomes of population as the following:
P( μ ) = F( μ )/ (SUM F( . ) – F( μ )),

(3)

where SUM F( . ) is an operator of summing for all the chromosomes of population.
It is possible to proof that if some genotype (chromosome) corresponds to a local (global) optimum for the
basic task of selection the optimum regression model (for the special goal function F( . )) then this genotype
(chromosomes) gives the local (global) optimum for the adjustment function P( . ) also and vice versa. And also if μ 1
and μ 2 are the chromosomes of proper population and F( μ 1) < F( μ 2) then F( μ 1)/ F( μ 2) < P ( μ 1) / P ( μ 2).
We will define that population of type k ( k > 0) - this great number of chromosomes (paths from a node

0 in

m + 1 )), which necessarily contain node with a number k (that is variable of xk ), and also some nodes,
number of which more than k .Thus, the common great number of population is broken down m parts ( m types of
node

population), which do not intersect and in a sum give the great number of general population. It means that in a graph
( I , U ) are selected m partial graphs ( I k , U k ) , k = 1,..., m , where I k - part of great number of nodes I of
graph ( I ,

U ) , I k = {0, k , i > k} . And U k - part of arcs from the great number of arcs U of graph ( I , U ) ,

U k = {(0, k ); (k , j ), j ∈ I k , j > k ; (i, j ), i, j ∈ I k , i > k , i < j} . Every path in graph ( I k , U k ) ( k = 1,..., m )
from node 0 in node m + 1 (it necessarily passes through node with the number k ) and there is population (a
chromosome) of type k , which is appropriate which is appropriate decision ( which necessarily includes a variable
xk ) for the basic task of choice of optimum regressive model.
The offered genetic method is an iterative algorithmic process. Lets describe iteration t ( t = 1,2,... )
calculation process of this algorithm . After implementation of previous iteration t − 1 , for implementation of iteration
t we have the great numbers of population m of types: W1 (t − 1),W2 (t − 1),...,Wk (t − 1),...,Wm (t − 1) .
In the offered models of genetic algorithm the procedure of constructions of initial great number of population
of type k Wk (0) ( k = 1,..., m ) is important. Great numbers of population W1 (0),W2 (0),...,Wk (0),...,Wm (0) for
realization of first iteration (t = 1) are determined by the proper procedure of determination of these initial great
numbers, which is carried out by the special variant of method marks [5] on partial graphs ( I k , U k ) , with the use
of probable sensors for „equalizing” of variants of decisions (chromosomes) for these great numbers [6].
STEP І (Large cycle).
Choice of the type of population

k ( k = 1,..., m) . The population k is the set of chromosomes (paths) which
necessarily contain a node (variable) with the numbers k and larger than k .
STEP ІІ (Small cycle).
Step 1. Presentation for iteration t of calculation genetic process of great number Wk (t − 1) of population

k , which contains N k persons (chromosomes). Calculation of values of the goal function F( . ) and the
function of adaptability P( . ) for populations (chromosomes) from the great number Wk (0) .
Step 2. Choice of „parents” from the great number Wk (t − 1) of populations (chromosomes) of type k on
of type

the basis of combination of two principles: near and distant „cognation”. Under „cognation” of chromosomes „parents”
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means distance between the members of population in the value of measure Hamming (hamming distance) between
the sets (by the vectors of Boolean variables) of chromosomes „parents”.
Step 3. The crossing over pairs of chromosomes of “parents” for the generation of chromosomes of
“posterity’s”.
Step 4. Calculation of values of the goal function F( . ) and the function of adaptability P( . ) for the
chromosomes of “posterity’s”.
Step 5. Excepting the procedure of mutation for the chromosomes of “posterity’s” for the generation of
“mutants” chromosomes.
Step 6. Calculation of values of goal function F( . ) and function of adaptability P( . ) for the “mutants”
chromosomes.
Step 7. Checking end of process of calculating of the procedures of “crossing over pairs” and iteration pf the
type K.
Step 8 Conducting of the procedure of migration between by the great numbers of population of type k and
other types.
Step 9. Calculation for chromosomes „migrants” of function having a special purpose F (.) and function of
adaptability P( . ).
Step 10. Conducting the selection procedure for the generation of great number Wk (t ) .
Step 11. Transition to begin small cycle for choosing next type of population (with verification of condition

k ≤ m ). If k = m , we pass to the large cycle for realization of next iteration (t + 1) .

The model of genetic algorithm offered above is a so called „island model” [7], in which the general great
number of population is broken down into several different parts (islands) of types of population. Each of these parts
of general great number of population will separately develop on the basis of a genetic algorithm. The proper procedure
of migration will take place between them . The ”island„ model allows to start a genetic algorithm at once several times
for the best global decision.

4. Conclusion
1. Presentation of task of search of optimum regression model on special graph allows the task of discrete
optimization effectively to use the tool of technology of search of short cut on this graph.
2. Methods of the exact solving the task of construction of optimum regression model are effective for not
large values of the whole set of variables (regressors) m .
3. For arbitrary numbers of primary variables (regressors) m , including the enough large number, a special
heuristic method is offered. The proposed genetic algorithm of solving the task of selection the optimum regression
model does not guarantee the exact solution but gives an enough satisfactory one.
4. The offered genetic algorithm of decision of task of construction of optimum regression model from the
class of so called «island models» allows effectively to decide the general global task of optimization by
decomposition of calculation process of its decision into process of decision of separate local tasks.
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Abstract. Geometry of a neuron is similar to a tree with branches of different diameters. There is a thin isolating
cellular membrane instead of a bark of the tree. The intracellular plasma and extracellular liquid have different electric
potentials. There are several types of ionic channels put in cellular membrane: channels controlled by electric field and
chemically controlled channels (controlled by mediators). A rise and propagation of neuronal spikes are defined by
electrically controlled channels. Chemically controlled channels are means of interactions between neurons. Equations
of Hodgkin-Huxley type on geometrical graph-"tree" are used as a mathematical model of electrical state of a neuron.
Such (or simplified) models are used in modelling of neural networks up to-date.
However, morphology bibliography and experimental data of professor Sotnikov show that some processes of
neighbouring neurons have connections like pores or electrical junctions (gap- and tight-junctions) in some structures
of nerve system. It means that information is operated on some random neuronal clusters but not on a single neurons.
This case of mathematical modelling gives rise to several new problems: 1) modelling of distribution of a number of
neurons in a cluster, a model of "average" cluster; 2) generation of blocks of pulses in clusters; 3) modelling of
retrograde spreading of pulses by dendrites; 4) functions of off-synaptic receptors and secondary messengers in
controlling of dendrites electrical state.
There is a fundamental problem to discuss: why pores between dendrites (and, therefore clusters) in some structures
are numerous but in neighbouring structures of the same brain they are seldom or never exist (Example: fascia dentata

and CA3 field in hippocampus)? What does it mean in the concept of informational mechanisms?

Keywords
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1 Introduction
Geometry of a neuron is similar to a tree with branches of different diameters. There is a thin isolating cellular
membrane instead of a bark of the tree. The intracellular plasma and extracellular liquid have different electric
potentials. There are several types of ionic channels in the cellular membrane: channels controlled by electric field and
chemically controlled channels (controlled by extracellular mediators). Rise and propagation of neuronal spikes are
defined by electrically controlled channels. Chemically controlled channels are means of interactions between neurons.
Equations of Hodgkin-Huxley type on geometrical graph-"tree" are used as a mathematical model of electrical state of
a neuron. Such (or simplified) models are used in modelling of neural networks up to-date.
However, morphological bibliography and experimental data of professor Sotnikov O.S. [1] show (Fig. 1 ) that some
processes of neighbouring neurons have connections like pores or electrical junctions (gap- and tight-junctions) in some
structures of nerve system. It means that information is operated on some random neuronal clusters but not on single
neurons. There are three types of pores: 1) pores between dendrites; 2) pores between axons; 3) axon-dendritic pores.
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Fig. 1 LEFT: Syncytial junction of two axons and of three dendrits. Tips of arrows indicate
interneuronal pores. C – soma of a neuron. Electronic microscopy. Magnification 30000.
RIGHT: Syncytial pores (arrows) in the domain of axso-dendritic synapses.
a, b – alternate versions of the structure. Magnification 40000.

There are two types of chemical controllers for neurons: mediators control of chemically controlled ionic channels
and control by intracellular secondary messengers of channels controlled by electric field. Molecules of secondary
messengers are generated by metabolic extra-synaptic receptors during activation by the same mediators [2]; they are
spread in neuron by diffusion [3].
There are three aspects of mathematical modelling of neuron populations: geometrical, electrical and diffusion.
Modelling in each aspect is not only "translation" from experimental "language" to the "language" of equations, but also
simplifications of problems. Simplifications cause errors; we propose that errors are small, but usually we must solve
more complex problem to verify it.

2 Geometrical aspects
Neurons. Geometry of a neuron is similar to a tree with different oriented branches of different diameters . Branches
are not ideal cylinders (see Fig. 1) and can be curved. The very thick part of a neuron is called "soma". Branches are
called "dendrites", only one branch (usually the very long and thin) is called "axon". Points of branching are named
"nodes". Soma and dendrites are usually overlapped by post-synaptic (receptors of chemically controlled ionic
channels) parts of synapses. An axon is a mean of transmitting information in the form of nerve pulses to other neurons.
Branches of an axon are overlapped by pre-synaptic parts of synapses; they extract mediators to extracellular liquid
during pulses.

Let us draw smooth central line in each branch of the tree; we denote the length of the central line by L, coordinate
of length by x, 0<x<L. Let us see a plane orthogonal to the central line for every x. Intersection of the plain with
surface of the branch is a closed loop. Let us denote length of this closed loop as l(x) and area of cross-section of the
brunch as s(x). For every x differential of the surface of the branch is equal to l(x)dx and differential of the volume of
the branch is equal to s(x)dx. Mathematical model of the tree is geometrical graph-tree Γ with edges of a graph γk ,
k=1,… , K and nodes aj, j ∈ J [4]. Number of edges adjacent to the node is called index of the node. Every node
with index 1 is the end of the edge. Nodes with index 2 are called degenerate nodes. Nodes with index 3 and more are
called regular interior nodes. Regular point of branching in neuron is domain of branching with finite volume and
surface; its surface is sum of cellular surface of the domain S j and surfaces of cross-sections of the brunches. In the
graph model a regular node is a point, its volume and surfaces of cross-sections are neglected, but surface S j

may be

used as a parameter in equations.
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Geometry of neighbouring neurons connected by pores is more complex. If pores are very large it may be modelled
as a new node. If partial fusion of processes exists then it may be modelled as a new edge of the new complex graph
which include both graphs of connected neurons. If a pore is small enough then it may be modelled as a new very shot
edge with two new nodes on processes of neurons. The last model can be used as well for electrical equations in the
case of gap- and tight-junctions; for diffusion in this case there is no connection. It means that electrical and diffusion
equations must be defined on different geometrical graphs.

In this text we use word "cluster" for several neurons linked by pores or junctions. A graph of a cluster contains
graphs of included neurons. Connections between neurons are random ones; so the task of clusters' size distribution
calculation as a function of probability of pores or junctions arises.
Geometry of interneuron liquid. There are thin isolating cellular membranes in nerve tissue. Conductive
extracellular liquid is media for diffusion of mediators and conductive media for electrical currents and potentials. It is
located in thin extracellular clefts of width about 20 -- 30 nanometers, all clefts are connected with each other. Mediator
extracted to the cleft from presynaptic axonal part of a synapse diffuses across the cleft to receptors of chemically
controlled channels in postsynaptic membrane. A small number of mediator molecules diffuse along the cleft to
metabolic extra-synaptic receptors. Currents through neuronal membrane flow along the cleft and change electrical
potentials in clefts, which can be measured by extracellular electrodes.

Mathematical model of extracellular media geometry is a smooth brunching surface (it is a subclass of stratified sets
[4],[5]). Let us see a two-dimensional smooth media surface in the cleft as a model instead of three-dimensional cleft.
There are lines where three or more clefts are merged (see in Fig.1 lines of cross-sections of clefts). These smooth
lines in three-dimensional space are merged in some points; these lines and points compose a full-connected net (wich
is a type of geometrical graph). This net is a part of branching surface.

3 Electrical and diffusion aspects
There are two different sorts of potentials in nerve tissue: intracellular V ( x ,t ) and extracellular ϕ ( z ,t ) . Intracellular
potentials of different neurons are various. The same is true for intracellular potentials of different clusters.
Extracellular potentials are potentials of extracellular liquid in clefts between cells. Mathematical model of extracellular
potentials is potential of conducting branching surface. If branches of different neurons ore clusters are located at a
short distance then their extracellular potentials are similar ore coincide. Partial derivatives of V ( x ,t ) we denote as
V x ( x ,t ) and Vt ( x ,t ) .
Electrical currents. There are three sorts of currents in nerve tissue: intracellular currents i( x ,t ) along edges of the

graph (for neurons or clusters); extracellular currents j( z ,t ) along branching surface of extracellular liquid; and
density of transversal currents through neuronal surface I ( x ,t ) between neuron and cleft. Let us denote extracellular
potential on the surface of the branch as ϕ ( x ,t ) . We find (using Ohm's low):
i( x ,t ) = σ s( x )V x ( x ,t ); x ∈ γ k , k = 1,..., K ,

(1)

where σ is specific conductance of neuronal cytoplasma. For extracellular currents j( z ,t ) Ohm's low in differential
form can be used. Equation for I ( x ,t ) = I ( x ,t ,V − ϕ ( x ,t )) is
I ( x ,t ) = l −1( x )i x ( x ,t ) = σ l −1 ( x )( s( x )V x ( x ,t ))x = I C + I Na + I K + I L + I s .

(2)

We use in this model the simple classic form of Hodgkin-Huxley equations [6] only adding synaptic currents I s and
changing several notations. Let as denote additional functions as pi ( x ,t ) , qi ( x ,t ) , pi ∈ [ 0,1 ] , qi ∈ [ 0,1 ] , i = 1,2,3.
Currents in equation (2) are:
I C = C ( Vt ( x ,t ) − ϕ t ( x ,t )); I Na = g Na q13 q2 ( V − ϕ − V Na ); I K = g K p3 q34 ( V − ϕ − V K ); I L = g L ( V − ϕ − V L ); ( 3 )

I s = ∑δ ( x − xι ) ∑ g s ( xι ,t − tι ,n )(V ( xι ,t − tι ,n ) − ϕ( xι ,t − tι ,n ) − Vs ) .
ι
tι ,n

( 4)

Equations for additional functions qi ( x ,t ) , i = 1,2 ,3 are:
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( qi ( x ,t ))t = α i ( V ( x ,t ) − ϕ ( x ,t )) − [ α i ( V ( x ,t ) − ϕ ( x ,t )) + β i ( V ( x ,t ) − ϕ ( x ,t ))] qi ( x ,t ) .

(5)

Functions α i ( V ) and β i ( V ) are defined in [6].
To this equations (2) - (5) on branches (on edges of the graph) two conditions in the nodes of the graph must be
added: 1) continuity of V ( x ,t ) in nodes; 2) Kirchhoff condition: sum of the currents to the node must be equal zero.
Diffusion aspect. The most part of mediator extracted to the cleft from presynaptic axonal part of a synapse diffuses
across the cleft to postsynaptic receptors. A small part of mediator diffuse along the cleft to metabolic extra-synaptic
receptors. Correct description of mediator' diffusion is differential equations on branching surface. Rough description is
differential equations in R3 [3]. Value of error of the rough description is not estimated up to-day.

Diffusion flow Q of secondary messengers 1 and 2 are
Q1( x ,t ) = − D1 s( x )( p1( x ,t ))x and Q2 ( x ,t ) = − D2 s( x )( p2 ( x ,t ))x . Equation for diffusion of secondary messenger
1 is
Diffusion of secondary messengers in branches.

( p1 )t − D1 ( s( x )( p1 )x )x + ε 1 p1 = μ ∑ν δ ( x − xν )c( xν ,t ).

(6)

Equation for concentrations p 2 and p 3 are:
( p 2 )t − D2 ( s( x )( p 2 )x )x + ε 2 p 2 = p1 ;

p 3 = f ( p 2 ( x ,t ) ,

(7)

where f ( p ) is monotone non-increasing function, f ( 0 ) = 1 , f ( ∞ ) = 0 .
Conditions for concentrations in the nodes are: 1) continuity of concentrations in nodes; 2) sum of the diffusion flows
to the node must be equal zero.

Conclusion
Mathematical model of a cluster contains equations (1) - (7) defined on the graph of the cluster. If the cluster contain
gap- and tight-junctions then equations (2) - (5) and equations (6), (7) are defined on different graphs but they are one
system. It is the first difficulty of neurons cluster's modelling. The second problem is difficulty of statistical
description of neuronal clusters if pores and junctions are random distributed. And next, last but not least problem is
difference between output spike sequences of cluster and of neurons without connections.
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Abstract. In this paper an application of the new combined algorithm on the basis of immune network and negative
selection for identification of aviation gas engine surging is described. The problem of identification of an engine
surging is examined as a problem of anomaly detection. The basic drawbacks of negative selection algorithm are
examined. It is offered to use the method based on artificial immune network for data processing of detectors set, and
for a monitoring phase the scheme of classical negative selection algorithm is used. The results achieved have shown
high efficiency of the offered method and algorithm.

Keywords
Surging (french: “pompage”), engine surging, gas turbine engine (GTE), negative selection algorithms, artificial
immune network learning algorithm, combined algorithm

1 Introduction and Motivation
The modern methods of GTE diagnostics allow determine malfunctions of an engine, identification of the malfunction
reasons with their possible subsequent elimination [1]. One of the problems of technical diagnostics of a gas turbine
engine is the problem of timely identifying of the surging. Surging (fr.: “pompage”) is stalled operating mode of
aviation GTE, infringement of its gas-dynamic stability of functioning accompanied by claps, sharp decrease of thrust
and powerful vibrations which are capable to destroy the engine [2].
The air stream, which is flowing around blades of the driving wheel, sharply changes its direction, in the turbine
there are observed substantial turbulences, and a pressure at a compressor input becomes equal or larger than that at its
exit. Instabilities of functioning of a GTE are characterized by the oscillatory processes producing vibration of an
engine body and growth of dynamic loadings on elements of a system at specific points that becomes the reason of their
destruction. In this pompage mode are even possible self-inflammation and self-destruction of a GTE [3, 4].
Prevention of the coming surging demands a possibility of forecasting of approaching to these modes and their
instant registration. Modern methods of GTE surging identification are mainly based on diagnostics of any signal or the
groups of signals received from control devices and gauges. Existing spectral methods of diagnostics of a signal are
well fit for revealing of the features in rather wide class of problems, however they become useless when the signal
studied has a component which quickly varies at separate important measuring points. It occurs that all of them use the
method of Fourier transform for analysis of a spectrum of a studied signal [5].
More universal method of the analysis of a changing signal is the wavelet-analysis. Wavelet transform allows
perform the following: to localize special points; to reveal irregular emissions of function and its derivatives; and to
calculate fractal signal characteristics. In this paper an alternative method of identification of GTE surging on the basis
of signals of vibration received on the test bed is offered during physical modeling of emergency states (surging)
leading to destruction of GTE. Vibration indicators were used with vibrating sensor units located on four-leg stand on
which the working GTE have been disposed. Here we consider identification of an engine surging as a problem of
anomalies determining. In general, the problem of anomaly detection can be seen as a two class classification problem.
Given an element from a given problem space, the system should classify it as normal or abnormal. However, this is a
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very general characterization since it can correspond to very different problems depending on the specific context where
it is interpreted. From a statistical point of view the problem can be seen as that of outlier detection [6].
According to Hawkins, an outlier is “... an observation that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse
suspicion that it was generated from a different mechanism” [7]. A common statistical approach to solve this problem
[8] is to build a statistical model of the normal mode and use it to determine if a given observation is an outlier or not;
basically, if the probability of the observation being generated by the distribution of the normal observations is low, the
observation is an outlier. A more complex approach can also model the outlier generation mechanism. In the previous
approach, the idea is to clean the data of any observation that can be classified as an outlier. Another possibility is to
use the methods that accommodate the outliers, i.e. methods that can produce good estimates or inferences even in the
presence of outliers. This kind of methods belongs to a more general area of statistics called robust statistics [9, 10].
The outlier detection point of view implicitly assumes that the data is available at once for both normal data and
outliers (which are possibly caused by errors in the data collection or by noise). The interpretation of anomaly detection
that we are interested in is situated in a most dynamic context. In this case an anomaly is considered as a state of a given
system that is not consistent with the normal behavior of this system. According to this, an anomaly detection system
will perform a continuous monitoring of the system and an explicit classification of each state as normal or abnormal.
Notice that the statistical modeling of the normal can be applied to this definition of anomaly detection, but the robust
statistics approach cannot. This type of interpretation of anomaly detection fits well with the problem of fault detection
in hardware, and novelty or surprise detection in time series. The main problem about building a statistical model of
normal is that it needs to make assumptions about the distribution properties of the monitored variables, which in
general are not known. In our work the alternative approach of the solution of the problem in view which is based on
combined use of an artificial immune network and algorithm of negative selection is offered [6, 16, 17, 19].

2 The offered combined algorithm of negative selection and an artificial immune
network
Solution of the problem of identification the surging by means of the developed algorithm demands the description
of specific implementation of some operators and functions. In this case the immune network uses real numbers coded
antibodies (fig. 1) at which the metrics is applied to distance calculation (2) Euclidean. Thus, antibodies form round
themselves l -dimensional radial area of recognition with radius which r called a cross-reactive threshold. As it is
shown in Fig. 1, cross-reactive threshold is included in the structure of an antibody that gives the chance for adaptive
adjustment of its value. Thus, the immune network fills space of "Nonself" with distinguishing hyperspheres of
different radius that gives the chance for its fuller covering [19].
r

Abi1

Abi2

…

Abil

Fig. 1. Representation of an antibody of an immune network
For calculation of affinity values of communication "antigene-antibody" the following expression is used:

f Ab − Ag =

kr
+ DE ( Ab − Ag ) ,
r

(1)

k r is the coefficient of importance of the crossreactive threshold (parameter of algorithm adjustment). The parameter kr is a very important parameter of training. It

where r is the cross-reactive threshold of an antibody (detector);
operates robustness the received decision.

The increase in this parameter forces an immune network to support detectors of larger radius that gives rougher but
steadier solution. However, the excessive increase of kr negatively affects accuracy of solution. Fig.2 illustrates the
influence of parameter

kr on a way of generation of detectors is shown kr .

Fig. 2. Influence of value of parameter

k r on a way of generation of detectors
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The compression of an immune network is carried out on the basis of self-recognition of cells which is numerically
expressed in a kind affinity communications of antibodies with each other. For calculation of values of affinity of
communication "antibody-antibody" the following expression is offered:

f Ab − Ab = −

DE ( Ab1 − Ab2 ) − (rAb1 + rAb2 )
2 ⋅ min(rAb1 , rAb2 )

The following interpretation of values is thus possible: is f Ab − Ab

.

(2)

≤ 0 , distinguishing hyperspheres of detectors are

not blocked. This variant does not demand compression since antibodies do not distinguish each other (Fig. 4); is
f Ab − Ab is in a range of 0, 1 , then hyperspheres are blocked by covers, and value represents the overlapping degree

( )

(Fig. 3).Thus, the compression is carried out depending on the size of a parameter of compression threshold where

σ s is

parameter of training algorithm; if f Ab − Ab ≥ 1 , hyper-sphere of smaller radius ( r ) is completely in the hyper-sphere of
larger radius (Fig. 3). In this case certainly compression is necessary, as redundancy of distinguishing elements is
observed.

а

b

c

Fig. 3. The various relative positioning of distinguishing
hyperspheres of detectors
In the given implementation the operator of clonal deleting H operates only on those antibodies which distinguish at
least one antigene. Thus, is guaranteed that a resultant immune network at the end of each generation does not contain
the detectors distinguishing the “Self” antigenes. The generalized scheme of the algorithm offered is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The generalized scheme of the combined negative selection algorithm and an immune network
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3 Results of computer experiment
3.1 Solution of the problem of anomalies detection
Generally it is possible to present a problem of detection of anomalies as follows [6, 7]. Let a discrete time number
of values of a process variable is given as: y1 , y 2 , ..., y n . It is supposed, that discrete control of values of the variable

y (t ) is performed on an interval [t1 , t n ] . The given number of measurements time window of width k is k < n .

The values of the time window form a vector of patterns Yt ( yt , yt −1 , ..., yt − k +1 ) . The vector of patterns is set in

correspondence to one of the two classes: normal (1) , if the fragment of the time series, corresponding to the given
vector, does not contain anomalies (i.e. belongs to the class of "self"), otherwise it corresponds to abnormal (0) . The
time window is moving along a time axes on size of steps, Δl , forming a set of vectors which divide attributes space
into two parts: with anomalies and without them. The problem is in referencing of any vector, Y j , formed by the sliding
window, to one of the two allocated classes. On the other hand, if we consider the process under study as a dynamic
system, the set of vectors received by means of a sliding window represents the restored phase portrait of dynamic
system, and the vectors formed are the points, belonging to a phase trajectory of this system. With normal behaviour
the given trajectory can be perceived as the reference image, any deviation from which is anomalous pattern (Fig. 5). It
is necessary to stress, that the use of negative selection allows to get rid of necessity to include into training sample the
vectors, corresponding to abnormal behaviour that gives the chance to recognize any, even not known anomalies.

3.2 The First experiment
For the first experiment the periodic signal, which graph is presented in Fig. 5а, is chosen [9]. The training sample
totals 200 values. The training signal does not contain anomalies. For creating of the training sample the sliding window
of two values width was used. In this case the space of patterns is two-dimensional: ( y t , y t +1 ) . Appearance of the
restored phase portrait is shown in Fig. 5b.
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Fig. 5. An experimental signal:
a– the graph of the signal which does not contain anomalies;
b – the restored phase portrait of the signal which does not contain anomalies

Shown in Fig.5b the geometrical figure is display of data of a class «Self» and can be used as training image for an
artificial immune network. Results of training of an artificial immune network for two optional values of the importance
cross reactive threshold operating k r , that controls stability of the solution. The Fig. 5а shows less steady solution since
the part of the plane corresponding to skipped elements of a phase trajectory is blocked by detectors. It will lead to their
false operation. The solution shown in Fig. 6b, is steadier, and is taken for the further testing.
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a

B

Fig. 6. A configuration of the trained immune network for two optional values

k = 0.1

k r : ( a) – at k r = 0.01; b)

– at r
)
Further local anomaly has been added to the signal (Fig. 8а), that has found the reflexion on a phase portrait, as is
shown in Figure 7b. In this case two points have deviated from the phase trajectory and have been recognized by
corresponding detectors.
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Fig. 7. A test signal with local anomaly and its phase portrait

During detection detection phase it is quite probable repeated recognition of the abnormal phenomenon by several
detectors simultaneously (Fig. 8a). The histogram in drawing 9b shows the number of detectors which are activated
during detection of anomaly at movement of scanning windows over a signal sequence.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the detection phase:
a) – recognition of abnormal vectors by an immune network;
b) – the histogram of detectors activation
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3.3 The second experiment
For the second experiment the data have been used received on the test bed for the aviation gas turbine engine. The
data represent four time series (Vk_3, Vk_P, Vv_3, Vv_P); the signals received from gauges of vibration of support on
which the engine has been fixed. The time series graphs are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. The graphs of time series, representing the vibration
The data contain 216 values of each signal sampled with 5 ms. The engine functioning has ended with surging. By
means of the developed algorithm it is necessary to define an anomaly present in data and being a harbinger for
surging. For training the algorithm the interval from 124 to 179 points has been chosen. The training was performed
with various values of sensitivity of the algorithm ( kr ). The structure of the trained immune network for various values
of sensitivity is presented in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Structure of the trained immune network for various values kr
Vv_P
Histograms of activation of detectors, averaged on several experiments are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. The histograms of detectors activation
In real world conditions it appears difficult enough to select comprehensible sensitivity of algorithm ( kr ). Therefore
the results were averaged for several various values kr . On the histograms it is visible the approach of the surging
moment (points 208–216), and also essential anomaly in engine functioning arisen on the interval 55–90 is visible,
which most likely became the reason of an exit of the engine out of operation.

4 Conclusion
The modified method and algorithm of negative selection has been developed to solve the problem of anomalies
detection in functioning of complex engineering systems. This method and algorithm for training and anomalies
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identification uses the mechanisms of artificial immune networks. The distinctive feature of the algorithm is in updating
of process of training thanks to which the possibility of adaptive selection of options is implemented as well as the
quantities and placement of detectors is determined. The experimental study has shown a high efficiency of the offered
algorithm which is linked to its computing stability thanks to adaptive selection of the cross-reactive threshold. Also
optimality is achieved owing to adaptive adjustment of the size of an immune network, i.e. quantity of necessary
detectors; high accuracy of detecting is shown, owing to reduction of quantity and the sizes of "cavities" created. To
compare the results of the algorithm an exact benchmark diagnostics was used, supported by experts. Results of
diagnostics testify to affinity of the estimates produced by the experts, and the estimates generated by means of the
method and algorithm developed.
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Abstract. While constructing inductive models of a given system, we need to optimize parameters of units the system is
composed of. These parameters are often real-valued variables and we can use a large scale of continuous optimization
methods to locate their optimum. Each of these methods can give different results for problems of various nature or
complexity. In our experiments, the usually best performing gradient based Quasi-Newton method was unable to optimize
parameters for a well known problem of two intertwined spirals; its classification accuracy was close to 50%. Therefore,
we compared several continuous optimization algorithms performance on this particular problem. Our results show that
two probabilistic algorithms inspired by ant behaviour are able to optimize parameters of model units for this problem
with the classification accuracy of 70%.

Keywords
Ant Algorithms, Continuous Optimization, Inductive
Modelling.

1 Introduction
In many applications it is important to find optimal model of an unknown system. These include classification, approximation, prediction etc. Such models can be constructed in two essentially different ways – deductive or inductive. The
GAME artificial neural network (ANN) [1], which we use in this paper, is based on inductive approach. The structure of
the ANN is constructed during a learning process from functional units. These units have parameters which we want to
optimize so that the network is able to produce a model as exact as possible. Because we have a problem with modelling
two intertwined spirals using Quasi-Newton [2] optimization method, we examine two algorithms originally inspired by
pheromone laying behaviour of real-world ants. Before evaluation of these methods, we shortly describe GAME Neural
Network and examined algorithms.

2 Theoretical Part
2.1 GAME Neural Network
The GAME ANN extends concept of GMDH network [3]. The GMDH uses only one type of a structural unit (neuron
with one transfer function). On the other hand, in GAME ANN there are neurons with many different transfer functions
(linear, sigmoid, polynomial, etc.). The GAME has a feed-forward structure; for example of its architecture see fig. 1.
The GAME ANN is build from scratch during the training phase. Each new layer is constructed in the following way:
first, large number of new neurons is generated. Neurons differ in transfer function and in the number of connections to
the previous layer. The next step is to find optimal setup of internal parameters and the best of the connections to neurons
in previous layer. Advanced genetic algorithm is used to find the best connections, transfer function, its parameters and
optimization method. After that, all neurons are evaluated on a testing set and the worst neurons are deleted from the
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Fig. 1. Example of the GAME model structure.

layer. Then the layer is ”frozen” and the algorithm creates next layer. This is repeated until a neuron with satisfactory
output accuracy is found.

2.2 Continuous Ant Algorithms
Ant algorithms are inspired by pheromone laying and evaporation in ant colonies. This process of indirect communication by environment modification (called stigmergy) enables ants to share information between individuals and to solve
problems in parallel. Originally, ant methods were used in discrete optimization to solve Travelling Salesman Problem.
Later on, several modifications for continuous and mixed-variable domains were developed. We examine Extended Ant
Colony Optimization and Direct ACO in this work.
2.2.1 Direct ACO (DACO)
Direct ACO [4] uses two kinds of pheromones - one for mean values and one for standard deviation of optimized multidimensional variable. These values are used by ants to create new solutions and are updated with regard to quality of
these solutions. Each variable xi is associated with its distribution parameters N (µi , σi2 ). These values directly represent the amount of pheromone. One iteration consists of pheromone evaporation and intensification. Evaporation can be
implemented by multiplication by a constant:
µ
~ (t) = (1 − ρ)~
µ(t − 1)
~σ (t) = (1 − ρ)~σ (t − 1)

(1)

where ρ ∈< 0, 1 > is the evaporation factor. More interesting is the intensification phase:
µ
~ (t) = µ
~ (t) + ρ
~
~σ (t) = ~σ (t) + ρ
~|~x − µ
~ (t − 1)|

(2)

where ~x is the solution selected for intensification. In this case, the globally best solution is used for this process.
2.2.2 Extended Ant Colony Optimization (ACO*)
Extended ACO [5] follows the original Ant Colony Optimization metaheuristic [6]. Its structure allows user to solve
mixed discrete-continuous optimization problems. An ant travels across all variable dimensions and for each dimension
it chooses a value with a probability given by distribution P (x). In continuous domains, the discrete distribution changes
to the continuous one - the Probability Density Function (PDF):
g(x, µ, σ) =

(x−µ)2
1
√ e− 2σ2
σ 2π

(3)
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This function has the advantage of a simple random number generation but has only one maximum and thus can
describe only one promising area at a time. That is why a mixture of normal kernels is used:

P (x) = G(x, ω
~,µ
~ , ~σ ) =

k
X

ωj · g(x, µj , σj )

(4)

j=1

where ω
~ is a vector of weights, µ
~ are mean values and ~σ stands for standard deviations vector. Weights are calculated
from the solution fitness with a rank-based method transformed by Gaussian function with the argument of rank r, mean
1.0 and standard deviation qk:
ωj =

1
√

qk 2π

−

·e

(r−1)
2q 2 k2

(5)

The pheromone maintenance can be done by adding new promising PDFs to the mixture, by removing PDFs with low
quality, evaporation of ω
~ or by increasing deviations ~σ (which has the effect of spreading the Gaussian curve and thus
dispersing sampled values).

3 Experiments
The well known classification problem of two intertwined spirals was used to compare selected ant algorithms with other
continuous optimization algorithms. Results from the previous experiments showed that this dataset is difficult for QuasiNewton method, which usually gives the best results for other datasets. Spirals dataset was problematic for other methods
as well. Typical classification accuracy was around 50%, which corresponds with random behaviour. That is why the
settings of GAME were adjusted to use 99% of training set for learning and validation on training set was turned on. This
setting leads to an overfitting and it usually results in bad performance on testing dataset. Also, different GAME network
unit types were used from which sinus neuron led to a better ant algorithms accuracy.
We compared ant algorithms with several methods: Quasi-Newton (QN), Differential Evolution (DE), Conjugate
Gradient (CONJUG), SADE Genetic Algorithm (SADE) and Powell’s method (POWELL). For each examined method
we constructed ensemble of 20 models on a training set. Accuracy of this ensemble on the testing dataset was observed.
This was repeated 10 times to determine a variability in the quality of solutions.

POWELL
CONJUG
SADE
QN
DE
DACO
ACO

40

50

60

70

80

classification accuracy [%]

Fig. 2. Classification accuracy on a testing set of two intertwined spirals problem. Boxplots are generated from results of 10 model ensembles for each optimization method, each
ensemble consists of 20 models.
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4 Results
Comparison of selected methods is summarized in fig. 2. Closer to the left side, we can see the methods with results
around 50% of classification accuracy on testing dataset, which indicates random guess. Some of these methods created
extremely overfitted models (which is a result of settings mentioned in previous section), others were not able to make use
of available units during the GAME network construction process. Closer to the right side are results of the ant methods
together with a Differential Evolution with accuracy around 70%.
The reason why we used the validation on training data can be seen in fig. 3. Depicted model responses are typical
responses of GAME networks for Quasi-Newton unit parameter optimization. The first one was acquired with standard
settings (i.e. no validation on training data) and shows flat response. The second one is a chaotic response of an overfitted
model with validation on training data. This shows that the Quasi-Newton method was not able to adapt to the problem.

Fig. 3. Example of poor responses of models optimized by Quasi-Newton method on spiral
dataset. The left one was trained using standard settings; it shows almost no knowledge
about the two classes represented by spheres. Picture on the right was generated with a
validation on training data (99% of training dataset). It is highly overfitted and gives a
random response. Both models have around 50% classification accuracy on testing dataset.

On the other hand, the examined ant algorithms and Differential Evolution method were able to generate fractal-like
solutions with the assistance of sinus units (see fig. 4). These solutions reached a surprisingly high accuracies on a testing
dataset.

Fig. 4. Example response of model optimized by ant inspired algorithm (DACO). The response seems chaotic and overfitted, but these models have around 70% classification accuracy thanks to this ”fractal” shape. Picture on the right is 2D view of the example response.
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5 Conclusion
We compared performance of several continuous optimization algorithms on the problem of adapting parameters of inductive model units to the two intertwined spirals dataset. This was an unsolvable task for gradient based Quasi-Newton
method (with only about 50% classification accuracy) which often gives the best results on other datasets. We show
that two methods inspired by ant behaviour (ACO*, DACO) together with Differential Evolution algorithm outperform
Quasi-Newton method by gaining 70% accuracy. We can make use of this behaviour by combining different optimization
methods to solve larger scale of problems.
Ant algorithms were able to utilize sinus units of the GAME network and their best results were achieved using
validation on training data (99% of a training dataset). This overfitting setting was advantageous only for ant algorithms
and Differential Evolution. We expected GAME to approximate spirals by sets of overlapping gaussian units peaks.
However, visual inspection revealed ”fractal” response of models.
These results lead to a conclusion that the ant algorithms can be used for problems where the gradient based methods
fail. For the future research we suggest to examine GAME in order to find the reason why our expectations about gaussian
units utilization were not fulfilled. Further research should also focus on finding datasets with similar results in order to
identify their general characteristics.
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2.2 Fuzzy and interval approaches in inductive modelling

The Investigations of Fuzzy Group Method of Data
Handling with Fuzzy Inputs in the Problem of
Forecasting in the Financial Sphere
Yuriy Zaychenko
Institute for Applied System Analysis, National Technical University of Ukraine “KPI”
03056, Kiev-56, Peremogy Avenue, 37, Ukraine
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Abstract. The problem of forecasting models constructing using experimental data in terms of fuzziness, when
input variables are not known exactly and determined as intervals of uncertainty is considered in this paper. The fuzzy
group method of data handling is proposed to solve this problem. The theory of this method was suggested and
researched in [1-3]. As it is well known, fuzzy GMDH allows to construct fuzzy models and has the following
advantages:
1)The problem of optimal model finding is transformed to the problem of linear programming, which is always
solvable;
2)There is interval regression model built as the result of method work out;
3)There is a possibility of adaptation of the obtained model;
The mathematical model of the problem mentioned above is built and fuzzy GMDH with fuzzy inputs is
elaborated in the paper. The corresponding software kit, which uses the suggested algorithm, was developed. And also
the experimental investigations and comparison of FGMDH with GMDH and neural nets in problems of stock prices
forecasting was carried out and presented..

Keywords
Group method of Data Handling, fuzzy, stock prices, forecasting

1 Math Model of Group Method of Data Handling with Fuzzy Input Data
1.1 General view of FGMDH model with fuzzy input data
Let’s consider a linear interval regression model:
Y = A0Z0+A1Z1+…+AnZn ,

(1.1)

(
(
where Ai are fuzzy numbers, which are described by threes of parameters Ai = ( Ai , Ai , Ai ) , where Ai – interval
center, Ai – upper border of the interval, Ai - lower border of the interval,
and Zi – also fuzzy numbers, which are determined by parameters

(
( Zi , Zi , Zi ) , Z i

(

- lower border, Z i - center, Z i -

upper border of fuzzy number.
Then Y – output fuzzy number, which parameters are defined as follows (in accordance with L-R numbers
multiplying formulas):
Center of interval:

( (
(
y = ∑ Ai * Z i ,
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And lower border of the interval

( (
(
(
(
(
y = ∑ ( Ai * Z i − Ai * ( Z i − Z i ) − ( Ai − Ai ) * Z i )
Thus upper border of the interval

(
(
( (
(
(
y = ∑ ( Ai * ( Z i − Z i ) + Z i * ( Ai − Ai ) + Ai * Z i )

.

For the interval model to be correct, the real value of input variable Y is needed to lay in the interval got by the
method workflow.
So, the general requirements to estimation linear interval model are to find such values of parameters
(
( Ai , Ai , Ai ) of fuzzy coefficients, which allow:
a) Observed values y k lay in estimation interval for Yk ;
b) Total width of estimation interval is minimal.
Input data for this task is Zk=[ Zki]i - input training sample, and also yk – known output values, k = 1, M , M –
the number of observation points.
There are two cases of fuzzy values membership function described in this work:
Triangular membership functions
Gaussian membership functions.

1.2. FGMDH with fuzzy input data for triangular membership functions
Let’s consider the linear interval regression model:

Y = A0Z0+A1Z1+…+AnZn

,

(1.1)

where Ai – fuzzy number of triangular shape, which is described by threes of parameters

Ai = ( Ai , ai , Ai ) ,

where

ai – center of the interval, Ai – its upper border, Ai - its lower border.
Current task contains the case of symmetrical membership function for parameters Ai, so they can be described
via pair of parameters ( ai , ci ).

A i = a i − ci , A i = a i + c i , ci – interval width, c ≥ 0,
i
(

(

Zi – also fuzzy numbers of triangular shape, which are defined by parameters ( Z i , Z i , Z i ) , Z i - lower border, Zi center, Z i - upper border of fuzzy number.
Then Y – fuzzy number, which parameters are defined as follows:
Center of the interval:

(
(
y = ∑ ai * Z i ,
Deviation in the left part of the membership function:

(
(
(
y − y = ∑ ( a i * ( Z i − Z i ) + ci Z i )
Lower border of the interval:

(
y = ∑ ( a i * Z i − ci Z i )
Deviation in the right part of the membership function:
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(
(
(
(
(
y − y = ∑ ( a i * ( Z i − Z i ) + ci Z i ) = ∑ a i Z i − a i Z i + ci Z i

, so

Upper border of the interval:

(
y = ∑ ( a i * Z i + ci Z i )
For the interval model to be correct, the real value of input variable Y should lay in the interval got by the
method workflow.
It can be described in such a way:

(
⎧⎪∑ (ai * Z ik − ci Z ik ) ≤ y k
⎨
(
⎪⎩∑ (ai * Z ki + ci Z ik ) ≥ y k , k = 1, M
Where Zk=[ Zk]i is input training sample, yk –known output values, k = 1, M , M – number of observation
points.
So, the general requirements to estimation linear interval model are to find such values of parameters (ai , ci ) of
fuzzy coefficients, which enable:
a) Observed values y k lay in estimation interval for Yk ;
b) Total width of estimation interval is minimal.
These requirements can be redefined as a task of linear programming:
M
(
(
min ∑ (∑ (ai * Z i + ci Z i ) − ∑ (ai * Z i − ci Z i ))
ai ,ci k =1

(1.2)

under constraints:

(
⎧⎪∑ (ai * Z ik − ci Z ik ) ≤ y k
⎨
(
⎪⎩∑ (ai * Z ki + ci Z ik ) ≥ y k , k = 1, M

(1.3)

Let’s consider partial description

f ( xi , x j ) = A0 + A1 xi + A2 x j + A3 xi x j + A4 xi2 + A5 x 2j

(1.4)

Rewriting it in accordance with the model (1.1) needs such substitution z 0 = 1 , z1 = xi ,

z 2 = x j z 3 = xi x j z 4 = x i2 z 5 = x 2j
,
,
,
.
Then math model (1.2)-(1.3) will take the form
M
M
M
M
(
(
min (2Mc0 + a1 ∑ ( x ik − x ik ) + 2c1 ∑ xik + a 2 ∑ ( x jk − x jk ) + 2c2 ∑ x jk +
k =1

ai ,ci

k =1

k =1

M

k =1

M

M

k =1

k =1

(
(
( (
(
+ a3 ∑ ( xik ( x jk − x jk ) + x jk ( x ik − x ik )) + 2c3 ∑ xik x jk + 2a4 ∑ xik ( x ik − x ik ) +
k =1

M

M

M

k =1

k =1

k =1

(
(
(
+ 2c4 ∑ xik2 + 2a5 ∑ x jk ( x jk − x jk ) + 2c5 ∑ x 2jk )
with the following conditions:
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( (
( (
( (
a0 + a1 x ik + a 2 x jk + a3 (− xik ( x jk − x jk ) − x jk ( xik − x ik ) + xik x jk ) +
( (
( 2
( (
( 2
(
+ a4 (−2 xik ( xik − x ik ) + xik ) + a5 (2 x jk ( x jk − x jk ) + x jk ) − c0 − c1 xik −
(
( (
(
(
− c2 x jk − c3 xik x jk − c4 xik2 − c5 x 2jk ≤ y k
(
(
(
(
( (
(
a0 + a1 xik + a2 x jk + a3 ( xik ( x jk − x jk ) + x jk ( x ik − xik ) − xik x jk ) + a4 (2 xik ( x ik −
(
( 2
(
(
( 2
(
(
( (
− xik ) − xik ) + a5 (2 x jk ( x jk − x jk ) − x jk ) + c0 + c1 xik + c2 x jk + c3 xik x jk +
(
(
c4 xik2 + c5 x 2jk ≥ y k
cl ≥ 0, l = 0,5

.
simplex-method. Having optimal values of dual variables {δ k } ,

The task (1.5)-(1.7) can be solved using

{δ k + M } , we easily obtain the optimal values of desired variables

ci , ai , i = 0,5 , and also a desired fuzzy model for

given partial description.
Additionally the corresponding model with fuzzu inputs for Gaussian membership functions
elaborated which has a similar form like tha model with triangular MF.

(MF) was

3 Experimental Results of FGMDH with Fuzzy Input Data in RTS Index
Forecasting
For estimation of efficiency of the suggested FGMDH method with fuzzy inputs the corresponding software kit
was elaborated and numerous experiments of financial markets forecasting were carried out. Some of them are
presented below.

3.1 Forecasting of RTS index
In this experiment we used 5 fuzzy input variables, which represent stock prices of leading Russian energetic
companies, which are included to the list of computations of RTS index:
LKOH – shares of “LUKOIL” joint-stock company, EESR – shares of “РАО ЕЭС России“joint-stock
company, YUKO – shares of “ЮКОС” joint-stock company, SNGSP – privileged shares of “Сургутнефтегаз” jointstock company,SNGS – common shares of “Сургутнефтегаз” joint-stock company.
Output variable is the RTS (opening price) index value of the same period (03.04.2006 – 18.05.2006). Sample
size – 32 values.
Training sample size – 18 values (optimal size of training sample for current experiment).
The following results were obtained:
Tab.1. For normalized data
MSE

Triangular MF
0.055557

Gaussian MF
0.028013

Tab.2. For non-normalized data
MSE
MAPE

Triangular MF
18.48657
0.8%

Gaussian MF
9.321461
0.4%

As we can see from the results of experiment 1, forecasting using triangular and Gaussian membership
functions gives good results. Results of experiments with Gaussian MF are better than results of experiments with
triangular MF.
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Experiment 2. Forecasting of RTS index (closing price)
This experiment uses the same input variables as the experiment 1 does.
Output variable is the value of RTS index (closing price) for the same period (03.04.2006 – 18.05.2006).
Sample size – 32 values.
Training sample size – 18 values (optimal size of training sample for current experiment).
The following results were obtained:
Tab. 3. For normalized data
MSE

Triangular MF
0.057379

Gaussian MF
0.029582

Tab.4. For non-normalized data
MSE
MAPE

Triangular MF
18.04394
0.78%

Gaussian MF
9.302766
0.37%

As we can see from the results of experiment 2, forecasting using triangular and Gaussian membership functions
gives good results. Results of experiments with Gaussian MF are better than results of experiments with triangular MF.

4. Conclusion
In this paper a new method of inductive modeling FGMDH with fuzzy inputs was suggested. This method
represents the development of fuzzy GMDH when information is fuzzy and given in the form of uncertainty intervals.
The mathematical model was constructed and corresponding algorithm was elaborated. The experimental results of
application of the suggested method in the forecasting of market index and stock prices are presented and discussed.
The main advantages of the suggested method are following:
- It operates with fuzzy and uncertain input information and constructs the fuzzy model;
- The constructed model has minimal possible total width and in this sense is optimal;
- For finding optimal model we solve corresponding linear programming problem which is always solvable for
this task;
- We should not a priori set the form of a model the algorithm finds it itself using the ideas of evolution.
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1 Introduction
The values of all real processes are bounded. It does not correspond to the generally accepted probabilistic model of the
non-determining processes when the normal distribution law of the probability is used for their values [1]. On the other
hand when the process does not contain the constant component (it is centered) then from its boundary of the follows
for the average arithmetical values on the finite intervals of the signal processing. Also the first difference of this
process and its average arithmetical values on the finite intervals are bounded correspondingly. The essential operation
during the primary processing is a smoothing for the process and its first difference by means of the glided windows
with the chosen stated width because of the results of such smoothing are the bounded processes also [2].
The possibilities are considered for insertion of the interval characteristics of the unknown bounded signals [3-5],
when the interval functions will use, in general, for estimation and prognostics of the values for the not fully predicted
values of these signals.
For the non-determining processes for the conditions its indefinitely and unforeseeably it is expediently to take into
account the parameters this boundary during the calculations of the statistical characteristics, the corresponding
simulations and for obtaining the estimations of the corresponding information parameters for these processes [6, 7].

2 The interval characteristics of processes
To take into account the boundary of the values real processes for their modeling it is expediently to take into
account such statistical characteristics where the parameters are figured of this boundary. In the classical models of
processes the theory of probability these information is not taken in to account.
Let’s consider the model of measurements or observations for such real process can be introduced as

yn = xn + f n , n ∈ ( −∞; ∞ ),

(1)

where yn is the scalar digital sequence that is obtained as a result of measurements or observations, xn is the
unknown sequence of the true values for the measured or observed process, and f n is the unknown bounded sequence
that represents the measurement or observation errors. The processing procedure of the obtained values is based on this
model for calculation of the estimations for the real process values. It depends on the received suggestions as to the
measurent or observations noises essentially. In contrast to the probability approach let’s consider the case when the
interval characteristics of the bounded perturbations are used [3-5]. The assumption is simple and physically proved
about the boundary of the errors (noises) and the speed of its modification [4]:

f n ≤ δ = const ,

Δf n ≤ γ = const ∀n, Δf n = f n +1 − f n
.

(2)

In other words the values of the digital sequence members f n ( n ∈ ( −∞; ∞ )) are not predictable but they answer
to the condition (2). At the same time it is supposed that f n does not content the constant component (centered noise)
that is only the noised component of the errors. At presence of the constant methodical error it is regarded to the
unknown true values of the measurement process. Let’s consider also the ability to smooth the noised component of the
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error and the velocity its modification by means of the glided windows with chosen and fixed width [2]. The simple
glided window which is used for smoothing it is the rectangle window

N 0 = 2 N + 1, N = const ≥ 0 .
Then for every value N ≥ 0 of the smoothed sequence
i=N

f n = N 0−1 ⋅ ∑ f n + i

(3)

f n it is determined by formulae

∀n, N = 0,1,2,...

i=−N

.

(4)

In the other hand let’s consider the smoothed sequence of the values for velocity of the error modification
i=N

Δf n = N 0−1 ⋅ ∑ Δf n + i

∀n, N = 0,1,2,...

i=−N

.

(5)

Obviously that according to (2)

Δf n ≤ γ ∀n .

(6)

However, Δf n − N + Δf n − N +1 + Δf n − N + 2 + ... + Δf n + N =

= f n − N +1 − f n − N + f n − N + 2 − f n − N +1 + f n − N + 3 − f n − N + 2 + ... + f n − f n −1 +
+ f n +1 − f n + f n + 2 − f n +1 + ... + f n + N − f n + N −1 + f n + N +1 − f n + N = f n + N +1 − f n − N .
In other words, instead of (5) it can be written
i= N

Δf n = N 0−1 ⋅ ∑ ( f n + N +1 − f n − N ) ∀n, N = 0,1,2,... .

(7)

i=−N

Then according to (2), from (7) it is obtained the estimation

Δf n ≤ 2δ / N 0 ∀n .

(8)

Finally, it is obtained that inequality system is true

Δmн ( N ) ≤

i= N
1 i=N
−1
Δ
f
=
N
⋅
∑ n +i
∑ ( f n + N +1 − f n − N ) ≤ Δmв ( N ) ∀n, N = 0,1,2,...,
0
N0 i=−N
i=−N

(9)

where Δmн ( N ) and Δmв ( N ) are low and high boundaries of the interval function for estimation the average
arithmetical value of the error modification velocity. In this case according to (6) and (8) the estimations are true for
pointing boundaries

⎧ Δmн ( N ) ≥ − γ, Δmв ( N ) ≤ γ for such N ≥ 0, that γ ≤ 2δ /(2 N + 1),
⎨
⎩ Δmн ( N ) ≥ −2δ /( 2 N + 1), Δmв ( N ) ≤ 2δ /(2 N + 1) for all other N .

(10)

The inequality system, that is analogous to (9), is true and relatively to the values of the noise sequence. For this

~

let’s consider the notion of the integrating sequence f n , that is the solution of the differential equation

~
Δf n = f n ,
where

~
~
f n +1 = f n + f n

∀n,

~
f n0 = 0

,

(11)

n0 is some starting time moment from it the investigation is started for sequence f n .

Let’s ussume, that boundary is known

~
f n ≤ σ = const ∀n ≥ n0

.

(12)

Then we obtained the inequality systems
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mн ( N ) ≤
where

i= N ~
~
1 i= N
∑ f n + i = N 0−1 ⋅ ∑ ( f n + N +1 − f n − N ) ≤ mв ( N ) ∀n ≥ n0 , N = 0,1,2,...,
N0 i=− N
i=−N

(13)

mн (N ) and mв (N ) are Δmв (N ) are low and high boundaries of the interval function for estimation the

average arithmetical value of the error modification velocity correspondingly. For these boundaries the next estimations
are true:

⎧ mн ( N ) ≥ − δ, mв ( N ) ≤ δ for such N ≥ 0, що δ ≤ 2σ /( 2 N + 1),
⎨
⎩mн ( N ) ≥ −2σ /( 2 N + 1), mв ( N ) ≤ 2σ /( 2 N + 1) for all other N .

(14)

The estimations (14) and (10) can be used as boundaries of the interval function of the average arithmetical value for
noise and the speed of its changing when the true boundaries in (13) and (9) are unknown. The boundaries can be
estimated by the experimental way conducting the treatment of the sufficient long and representative realizations of the
researched process. The notion of the representative realization is connected with the fact achieving of the values for
this realization which are closed to the extreme values correspondingly to (2) and (12) even so many times.
Thus the interval characteristics (9) and (13) are obtained for the bounded centered process which are different
essentially from the characteristic of the stochastic processes that have the type functions of the distribution for its
values [1]. However the interval characteristics can be also entered for the bounded processes which generalize the
known characteristics in the theory of the stochastic processes [3-5].
Let’s assume that the restrictions (2) determine some set of the allowable values of the undefined sequence which
let’s name the set of the elementary events – F0 . Some choosing algorithm of these set elements forms the sequences
of the numbers of some class. This algorithm is undefined completely. Then we can enter the interval characteristics of
some class sequences according to [3]. The characteristics we name the chaotic because which are formed by means of
such algorithm that is named chaotic also.
Let’s enter the indicative function of the some ξ ∈ [ − δ; δ] and members of the bounded unknown sequences f n

⎧1 at
I ( ξ, f n ) ≡ ⎨
⎩0 at
The notion 1. Let’s of the restricted sequences

f n ≤ ξ,
f n > ξ.

(15)

f n , n ∈ ( −∞; ∞ ) is formed by means of some chaotic choosing

algorithm of the elements from some set F0 of the events accordingly to (2) and (12). For this sequence of the interval
function with the lower and upper borders for distribution of the members is exist. These borders-functions are

1 ≥ Pн ( ξ, N ) ≥ 0 , 0 ≤ Pв ( ξ, N ) ≤ 1 ,
where

(16)

ξ ∈ [ − δ; δ] , and N = 0,1,2,K, are the sequent values that determines the width N 0 of the glide smoothing

window according to (3). The inequality system is true for these functions and members of the chaotic sequence

Pн ( ξ, N ) ≤

1 N
∑ I (ξ, f n + i ) ≤ Pв (ξ, N ) ∀ n,
N0 i=− N
N = 0,1,2,K .

(17)

By the theory of the probability process let’s establish the indication when the chaotic sequence identify as
stochastic [1].
The notion 2. If for all ξ ∈ F0 the borders transitions are exist

lim Pн ( ξ, N ) = lim Pв ( ξ, N ) = P( ξ)

N →∞

N →∞

,

(18)

then such chaotic sequences we identify as stochastic and the having a single meaning distribution function of the
chaotic sequences P (ξ) let’s identify as the distribution function of the stochastic sequences on the set of F0 .
As shown in [3-5], by integrating of the inequalities (17) with

ξ

on the interval

[ −δ ;δ ] we obtain the inequalities

of view (13), where
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δ

δ

−δ

−δ

mн ( N ) = δ − ∫ Pв ( ξ, N )dξ, mв ( N ) = δ − ∫ Pн ( ξ, N )dξ ,

(19)

that is both types of the interval characteristics are interfaced. From (18) and (19) it follows that for the stochastic
sequence is

lim mн ( N ) = lim mв ( N ) = m0

N →∞

N →∞

,

(20)

where m0 corresponds to the average of distribution in the theory of probability completely.
Thus the interval frequency function of the members of the undefined sequence can be established. By means of this
function the full analog of the distribution density is obtained for the members of the stochastic sequence etc. [3-5].
Let the true values of the processes are depended on the some specified digital sequence of the inputs

un ( n = 1, M ) , in which connection this dependence is
S

xn = ∑ lk ⋅ ϕ k (un , n ), n = 1,2,..., M
k =1

where

ϕk (⋅)

lk ( k = k = 1, S ,

are

the

known

functions

,
of

its

arguments

(so

(21)
called

“strong”

functions),

and

S = const ) are the unknown constant parameters. For convenience of the subsequent analysis

the known functions are collected in the string-vector Φ n = ( ϕ1 (un , n ); ϕ2 (un , n ); ...; ϕ S (un , n ) ) , and the
T
unknown parameters are collected in the vector L = (l1; l2 ;...; l S ) . To determine the estimations of the values of

these parameters with the sufficient accuracy as a result of the processing M of the obtained values yn ( n = 1, M )
the interval (set) analysis can be used [6, 7]. To obtain the authentic mathematical model of the concerned process in
such a way the interval (set) analysis can be used also. It gives the possibility for its subsequent prediction. At the same
time the next ratio is base for such processing
S

yn = ∑ lk ⋅ ϕk (un , n ) + f n , n = 1,2,..., M
k =1

.

(22)

For using of the restrictions, which are connected, with velocity of the obstacle change the next ratios will be used
S

Δyn = ∑ lk ⋅ Δϕk (un , n ) + Δf n ,

n = 1,2,..., M − 1

k =1

,

(23)

where Δyn = yn +1 − yn , Δϕk (un , n ) = ϕ k (un +1, n + 1) − ϕ k (un , n ) .
The presence of the noises does not give the possibility to obtain the accurate parameter values in the result of
S
processing but it allows to obtaining their secure estimations in view of the set in the parameter space E as follows
from boundaries (9) and (13). This parameter space is marked by inequalities which are obtained with the condition of
the satisfaction of the ratios (9) and (13) for all n and at values of the parameters from these sets and for some values
of f n and Δf n , that are satisfied to the these boundaries. If in the processing we obtain the empty set then it means
that or the hypothesis about the connection of the true values to the “inputs” is not performed (through the uncorrected
selection of view or quantities of “strong” functions), or the information about interval characteristics of the noises is
inaccurate. This case we will not consider here.
Let’s form the data processing procedure. For this we rewrite (22) in a view

yn − Φ n ⋅ L = f n , n = 1,2,..., M .

(24)

Then we can write expression for the sum of any inequalities (22) successively that is divided to their quantity
starting from some ( n − N ) to ( n + N ) equality.
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1 i=N
1 i=N
∑ ( yn + i − Φ n + i ⋅ L) =
∑ f n + i ∀ N = 0,1,2,..., ( M − 1) / 2, n = N + 1, N + 2,..., M − N .
N0 i=− N
N0 i=− N
Hence, basing on (13), we obtain the system of the linier inequalities

mн ( N ) ≤

1 i= N
∑ ( y n + i − Φ n + i ⋅ L ) ≤ mв ( N )
N i=−N

(25)

∀ N = 0,1,2,..., ( M − 1) / 2, n = N + 1, N + 2,..., M − N ,
that defines the set of the vector values L in the space of parameters E S , which satisfy all inequalities (25) at the
specified limits mн (N ) and mв (N ) of the interval function for estimation of the average arithmetical value of the
noises. The system of the inequalities (25) can be rewritten in the compact view

y ( n, N ) − mв ( N ) ≤ Φ ( n, N ) ⋅ L ≤ y ( n, N ) − mн ( N )
∀ N = 0,1,2,..., ( M − 1) / 2, n = N + 1, N + 2,..., M − N ,

(26)

where the averaging-out values of the measured “inputs” and the selected “strong” functions.
The system of the linier inequalities can be write similarly to the system (25) based on (9) and (23)

Δmн ( N ) ≤

1 i=N
∑ ( Δyn + i − ΔΦ n +i ⋅ L) ≤ Δmв ( N )
N i=−N

(27)

∀ N = 0,1,2,..., ( M − 2) / 2, n = N + 1, N + 2,..., M − N − 1 ,
It can be rewritten in the compact view

yn + N +1 − yn − N − Δmв ( N ) ≤ (Φ n + N +1 − Φ n − N ) ⋅ L ≤ yn + N +1 − yn − N − Δmн ( N )

(28)

∀ N = 0,1,2,..., ( M − 2) / 2, n = N + 1, N + 2,..., M − N − 1 .
S
Ex fact the set of the vector values L in the parameter space E , which contents the true values of the unknown
parameters, is defined with the united system of the linier inequalities (26) and (28).

3 Conclusions
The method of the interval (set) analysis is used for obtaining the interval statistic characteristics of the undefined
sequences (noises). The processing procedure of the measurement result with the bounded errors of the unknown
process (estimating its parameters) is based on such characteristics.
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The fuzzy algorithm of GMDH and its expedient
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Abstract. The GMDH algorithm is offered in the paper for synthesizing the fuzzy models of optimal complication
and models of error corridor. The algorithm uses a combinatorial-selective method of forming the particular models
and uses linear programming for receiving estimations of model parameters on a learning sample. The possibilities
for generalizing designed algorithm for a problem of synthesizing of a error corridor model are considered. The
method of piecewise approximating of curves and processes is offered, that is based on a usage of the models family
from the corridor that was received

Keywords
GMDH, fuzzy model, error corridor, linear programming,
approximation, models family

1 Introduction
The engaging of possibilities of fuzzy modeling to the extension of varieties of algorithms GMDH is called
1. Expediency of carrying of equivocation of the relations between the model and object on structure of coefficients of
the model in some practical applications of the simulation theory
2. By necessity for a number of problems of analysis and simulation to receive not only well-defined model of process
(we shall term as CM the central model

Y

of process , as introduced by significances of records - YT ), but also

+

boundary models ( curves Y and Y− - fig. 1), which one in the best way driving "above" and "lower" of process and
the appropriate СМ, in sense of significance of some criterion. Thеsе curves should derivate a corridor, in which one
the model, process and, thus, error of simulation hits. Than higher is the quality of the synthesized central model and
than more flexible models of boundary curves managed to be constructed, the already narrow corridor of the error will
be received.
3. It is obvious the possibility to diminish the error of simulation for the problems, where usage of the discontinuous
composite models is allowed. At the expense of usage on some paths section, as its well-defined model not central, but
other, from the set received, in a corridor of the models such outcome can be carried out. A method of piecewise
approximating of curves or processes for problems thus can be realized, where the models accuracy requirements are
more essential, than requirements to a continuity and smoothness in a connection records in composite model

2 Theoretical Part
Let we have the observational data of process YT : ( y1 ,... y m ) and significances of

its inputs x : ( x11 ,..., x n1 ),

( x12 ,..., x n 2 ), …, ( x1m ,..., x nm ), where n - dimension of the vector x , m - amount of training sample.
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The fuzzy models can be received as fuzzy functions by the way of bundle of trends and by the way of fuzzy
discrete schemas, as in case of the fuzzy forecasting models. On figure 1 is exhibited YT - significances of process,
N

N

Y = Ф(r , x ) = r0 + ∑ ri f i ( x ) - central model , Y−+ = r0 + ∑ ri f i ( x ) ± S (c , x ) - extreme high and low models of
i =1

i =1

an fuzzy corridor, where S (c, x) = c 0 +

N

∑c
i =1

i

Δj

f i (x) .

Sj

Y

YT

+

Y−

)
sj

Y = Ф (r , x )

Fig. 1

The synthesizing of the linear fuzzy models with given basis is realized as a solution of a problem of a linear
programming (LPP) in paper [1]. The indicated approach was utilized for synthesizing the nonlinear fuzzy models of
optimal complication in the present paper. The GMDH fuzzy algorithm with combinatorial-selective forming of
particular models (FACS) was developed for this purpose. A combinatorial-selection way [2] for a forming of the
particular models could be realized by two paths. In case of the former the particular models looks like
Yk = Ak + Bk ⋅ Yk −1 + C k ⋅ Z k on a stage of selection k , in the second case - Yk = A0 + A1 ⋅ Z 1 + K + Ak ⋅ Z k ,
here Z k - generalized variable, that was selected on a stage k, Bk , C k , Ai ,

i = 0,..., k - symmetric

triangular fuzzy coefficients. As is known, such fuzzy numbers A = ( r , c
numbers – r and c and a membership function
where Λ (x) = Λ (− x) ; Λ (0) =

1 Λ ( x ) = max ( 0 , 1 − x )

Here numbers r and c mean centre and deviation, accordingly.

{ }

) Λ may be defined by a pair of
(a − ri )
μ А i (a ) = Λ (
), ci f 0
ci
The generalized variable Z k is reshaped of

source variables x j ∈ x j = X as follows:

z i ∈ Z , Ζ = Τ ∪ Τ ⊗ Τ ∪ ... ∪ Τ ⊗ Τ... ⊗ Τ , ti ∈ Τ = Ω ∪ X , Ω = {1 / x j }∀j
It is expedient to select the second approach - Yk = A0 + A1 ⋅ Z 1 + K + Ak ⋅ Z k

from the point of view of

accuracy of the model, if the anticipated optimal complication of the model is not so high (6-8 stages of selection) and
the amount of records in a learning sequence allows to calculate arguments of the model of the last stage.
Consideration outcomes [1], it is possible to apply LPP (2) at the stage N of algorithm for the receiving estimations of
triangular
fuzzy
coefficients Ai , i = 0,...., N of
the particular models (1) with nonlinear basis

Z i = f i (x ) , i = 1,...., N

Y N = A0 + A1 f 1 ( x ) + ... + AN f N ( x )

(1)
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mA N
⎧
min{
=
+
L
mc
0
∑
∑ ci ⋅ f i ( x j ) }
⎪
j =1 i =1
⎪
N
⎪
⎪ y j − ( r0 + ∑ ri ⋅ f i ( x j )) ≥ − (1 − h )( c 0 +
⎨
i =1
⎪
N
⎪ y j − ( r0 + ∑ ri ⋅ f i ( x j )) ≤ + (1 − h )( c 0 +
⎪
i =1
⎪c ≥ 0,
i = 0 ,1, 2 ,..., N
⎩ i

N

∑c

i

f i ( x j ) ),

j = 1, 2 ..., m A ,

i

f i ( x j ) ),

j = 1, 2 ..., m A ,

(2)

i =1
N

∑c
i =1

We determine here the degree h to which we wish the given data to be included in the inferred number Y j , that is,

μY ( y j ) ≥ h

j = 1,..., m A

0 ≤ h <1

The quality of fuzzy model (1) and received simulation error corridor is characterized by parameters

Lф =

mA

∑
j =1

N

y j − (r0 + ∑ ri ⋅ f i ( x j ))

- the error of

CM,

Ls = m A c0 +

i =1

width of error corridor, their difference LΔ S = LS

− Lф

mA

N

∑∑c
j =1 i =1

i

⋅ fi (x j )

- parameter of

mirrors a degree of approximation by extreme curves of a

corridor the modulus of the simulation error of a СM, the relative parameter

I ΔS

= LΔ S

/ LФ demonstrates relative

efficiency of simulation of an error corridor , m A - amount of records in a learning sample.
Criterion of selection is combined: J c = α

error corridor on learning

⋅ J A + β ⋅ J B , here J A , J B characterizes the width of a simulation
and testing records, α , β - weighting coefficients accordingly for parts of criterion on

learning and checking samples.

J A = Ls

, and we form J B as follows mB

J B = ∑ J Bj ,
j =1

N
)
s j = y j − (r0 + ∑ ri f i ( x j )) , j = 1,..., m B (fig. 1) and

N

denote

S j = S J (c , x ) = c 0 + ∑ c i f i ( x j )

i =1

i =1

having that always we have S j ≥ 0 [3], we form J

B
j

= sˆ j + S j − sˆ j .

Possibilities of the offered approach (the account is made at h=0) are demonstrated on an example of FACS
simulation of an index of the prices in Ukraine in 1997-1999 years (see figure 2) on monthly average data of 21
economic variable in 44 points. The received optimal fuzzy model of the prognosis of an index of the prices for three
months forward below is recorded [4]:
Y(t+3) = (99.6883, 0) + (824221115.8, 82637006.20) * X14(t) / (X²21(t-4) * X21(t-5)) +
(-530492.89, 0) * X14(t-1) / (X22(t-3 ) * X07(t-4) * X08(t-2)) +(2398760.351, 0) * X14(t) / (X14(t-2) *
X20(t-5) * X21(t-1) )+ (-775504.2, 63036.6) * X20(t-3) / (X22(t-4) * X20(t-5) * X02(t-3)) +
(82654.58154, 0) * X21(t-3) / (X20(t-5) * X14(t) * X08(t-3)) + (4557496.35, 400296.35) * X14(t-5) /
(X14(t-3) * X20(t) * X20(t-3))+(-1.551129, 0) *( X02(t-4) * Х18(t-5)) /(X02(t-3) * X19(t-1))

9 of 21 variables have come in received fuzzy model, the significances of delays, are indicated in brackets:
X02 - cash outlay and savings of the population (million. gr.), X07 - production volume of an industry (million. gr.),
X08 - retail turnover (million. gr.), X14 - established average refinancing rate of business banks. (% per annum), X18 accounts receivable between the enterprises. (million. gr )., X19 - bill payable between the enterprises (million. gr.).,
X20 - costs of the Summary budget, all (million. gr.)., X21 - incomes of the Summary budget, all (million. gr.)., X22 volume of production of a light industry (million. gr.)
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Significance of criterions

for CM: NMSE on training records Δ n = 0.35960, Lф = 16.70840 , the relative

RE ек =

reduced error of examination

mex

∑

T
T
=0,13
yiЕ − yiТ / mex ymax
− ymin

i

Significance of criterions for an error corridor:

Ls = 17.89 ,

I Δ S =0.07

So, it was possible to receive enough satisfactory CM and a narrow (small significance

I ΔS

=0.07) simulation error

corridor and allowable bundle of solutions on A .
Let's consider further possibilities of generalizing of an offered formulation of synthesizing of the fuzzy models.
Apparently, that the existing definition of the fuzzy models dictates necessity of bound nature of CM curves and
corridor. It is a condition of causing of bundle of solutions. However, if to refuse receiving a solution of a problem
synthesizing of fuzzy models by the way records (1), but to save up expediency of the approach from the point of
view of minimization of a CM error corridor and receiving of the set of the models in this corridor, it is possible to offer
generalizing of algorithm on the basis LP problem (2) as follows.
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Fig. 2 The fuzzy model of the prognosis of an index of the prices in Ukraine in 1997-1999 yy
1- model curve, 2 – process curve, 3,4 – boundary curves, 5 – records of examination

It is possible to show [3], that at an arbitrary kind of the function S (c , x ) = c 0 +

N

∑c
i =1

solutions applicable LP problem on points of set A, we shall have always deviation S j

i

f i ( x ) , if there is allowable

= S J (c , x ) ≥ 0 on this set.

However outside set A, a corridor can not exits. A unique condition of existence of a corridor in given existence
domain is the fulfillment
N2

S (c , x ) = c 0 + ∑ ci ⋅ f i′( x ) ≥ 0, ∀x

(3)

i =1

in this area. Thus we receive indispensable limitation on a kind of functions of the boundary form. Under a condition
(3), it is possible to offer generalizing of algorithm FACS for a case of introduction of different bases for the central
model Ф( r , x ) and limiting form S (c , x ) . Is offered LPP (4), with criterion L =
means of a variation of factors

α′

and

β′

mA

∑α ′ ⋅ sˆ
j =1

j

+ β ′ ⋅Δ j permitting by

to influence on relative velocity convergences of algorithm for the models
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Ф(r , x ) and S ( c , x ) and, thus, to receive different alternatives of the central and boundary models below. The
significance of gated in variables

ŝ j

and

Δj

is apparent from a figure 1.

mA
⎧
=
α ′ ⋅ sˆ j + β ′ ⋅Δ j
L
∑
⎪
j =1
⎪
N1
N2
⎪⎪
⎨ y j − Ф j ≥ − S j , Ф j = r0 + ∑ ri f i ( x j ), S j = c0 + ∑ ci ⋅ f i′( x j )
i =1
i =1
⎪
⎪ y j − Ф j ≤ S j , y j − Ф j ≥ − sˆ j , y j − Ф j ≤ sˆ j , Δ j = S j − sˆ j , j = 1,2..., m A
⎪
⎪⎩

(4)

As an example for S (c , x ) , meeting condition (3) we shall reduce a kind
N2

S ( c , x ) = c 0 + ∑ c i ⋅ f i′( x ) ≥ 0 , c 0 , ci ≥ 0
i =1

The corridor, that was received as a result of job of algorithm on a ground LPP (2) or (4) can be utilized for
receiving different composite, more precise, than СМ, well-defined approximative model. One of apparent alternatives following:
The generalized composite model F ( r , c , x ) = Ф(r , x ) only on parts, where a СМ is closer to records of
process, than border of a corridor. On remaining parts:

F (r , c , x ) = Ф ( r , x ) + S ( c , x )
N1

y j − (r0 + ∑ ri ⋅ f i ( x j )) f 0 and

in neighborhood of a record j, under

F ( r , c , x ) = Ф ( r , x ) − S (c , x )

in neighborhood

i =1

N1

of a record j, under

y j − (r0 + ∑ ri ⋅ f i ( x j )) p 0
i =1

The preference is desirable (at the expense of a choice of factors significances
convergence of the central model in the problems of the prognosis.

α ′ and β ′ )

for faster

Conclusion
1. The fuzzy GMDH algorithms as FACS can supply narrow enough the corridor of simulation error.
2. Improvement of properties of an error corridor is possible at utilization of different bases for the central model and
borders of a corridor. The condition for the boundary models is offered for providing existence of a corridor.
3. The method of the piecewise approximating is offered on the basis of usage of the models from the corridor of
simulation error.
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Abstract. Architecture of hybrid radial-basis neuro-fuzzy wavelon with adaptive membership-acivation function is
considered. The learning algorithm for the all parameters of hybrid wavelon, providing the improvement of approximating
properties that it check out the results of experimental simulation is proposed. This hybrid vavelon can be used as the
node in the group method of data handling (GMDH) neural networks instead of the nonlinear adaline.
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1 Introduction
At present time the neuro-fuzzy systems have been an increasingly popular technique of soft computing successfully
applied for the processing of information containing complex nonlinear regularities and distortions of different kinds.
Alternative to the conventional and most wide spread multilayer ANNs is using the radial basis function networks
(RBFN), which have one hidden layer consisting of so-called R-neurons. These networks learning is implemented on
the output layer level which is usually represented by the adaptive linear associator [1, 2, 3, 4]. Unlike perceptron type
of neurons (P -neurons), R-neurons usually have bell-shaped activation function f j (x), where the argument is a distance
(usually in Euclidean metric) between the current value of input signal x(k) and the center c j of the j-th neuron.
The principal advantage of RBFN is the high learning rate in the output layer, because the tuning parameters are
linearly included to the network description. At the same time the problem of R-neurons centres allocation is remaining,
and being unsuccessfully solved it leads to the ”curse of dimensionality” problem. Using clustering techniques though
allows reducing the size of the network, but excludes the possibility of on-line operation.
Nowadays new class of ANNs – the wavelet neural networks are wide spread in the non-stationary signal processing
under the uncertainty conditions. Elementary nodes of the wavelet neural networks are radial wavelons [5], where the
activation functions are the even wavelets with argument in form the Euclidean distance between x(k) and wavelet translation vector cj , where every component of distance kx(k) − cj k is weighted by the dilation parameter. The receptive
fields for such wavelons are hyperellipsoids with axes which are collinear to coordinate axes of the space X.
Taking into consideration the equivalence of radial-basis function network and fuzzy inference systems [6, 7], and
also possibility of using even wavelets as a membership functions [8, 9], within the bounds of the unification paradigm [5]
we can talk about hybrid radial-basis neuro-fuzzy wavelon [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] having the radial-basis function network
fast learning ability, fuzzy inferences systems interpretability and wavelet’s local properties.
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2 Hybrid radial-basis neuro-fuzzy wavelon
Let us consider the two-layers hybrid system. The input layer is the receptive and in current time instant k the input signal
in vector form x(k) = (x1 (k), x2 (2), . . . , xn (k))T is fed on it. Unlike radial basis function network the hidden layer
consists not of R-neurons, but by wavelons with wavelet type activation function in the form
(1)

ϕj (x(k)) = ϕj ((x(k) − cj (k))T Q−1
j (k)(x(k) − cj (k))), j = 1, 2, . . . , h,

in which instead of translation parameters σji the positive-definite dilation matrix Qj is used. It moves us from using
Euclidean distance to implementation of Itakura-Saito metric [10].
This results in the fact that receptive fields – hyperellipsoids can have the arbitrary orientation relatively to the coordinate axes of space X, what extends the functional properties of radial-basis neuro-fuzzy wavelon.
Based on the results about that the wavelet-function can be used as a membership function in fuzzy systems, we can
introduce the adaptive membership-activation function based on wavelet Mexican Hat, having form
(2)

ϕj (x(k)) = (1 − αj τj2 (x(k))) exp(−τj2 (x(k))/2),
where τj (x(k)) = ((x(k) − cj (k))T Q−1
j (k)(x(k) − cj (k))), αj is tuning parameter (0 ≤ αj ≤ 1).

Variable parameter αj allows to tune the form of membership function in process of hybrid architecture learning, thus
if αj = 0 then we get Gauss membership function, if αj = 1 then we get wavelet activation function Mexican Hat, and if
0 < αj < 1 then we get hybrid activation function.
Fig.1 shows the wavelon membership-activation function (2) with arbitrary matrices Q j and different parameters αj .
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Fig. 1. Wavelons membership-activation function with arbitrary matrices Qj and variable
parameters αj

And at last, the output layer is the usual adaptive linear associator with tuning synaptic weights
ŷ(k) = w0 +

h
X

T
wj ϕ((x(k) − cj )T Q−1
j (x(k) − cj )) = w ϕ(x(k)),

(3)

j=1

where ϕ0 (x(k)) ≡ 0, w = (w0 , w1 , . . . , wh )T , ϕ(x(k)) = (1, ϕ1 (x(k)), ϕ2 (x(k)), . . . , ϕh (x(k)))T .
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3 Learning algorithm for hybrid radial-basis neuro-fuzzy wavelon
For the synaptic weights wj and the wavelon parameters (vectors cj , matrices Qj and parameters αj ) tuning we use
gradient minimization of criterion
1
1
E(k) = e2 (k) = (y(k) − ŷ(k))2 ,
(4)
2
2
so unlike in the component-wise learning considered in [4], we make some corrections in the vector-matrix form, that,
firstly is less computationally expensive, and secondly it allows to optimize learning process on the operation rate.
In general case the learning algorithm can be written in form

wj (k + 1) = wj (k) − ηw (∂E(k)/∂wj ) , j = 1 . . . , h,




c

 j (k + 1) = cj (k) − ηc ∇cj E(k),
). . . , h,
( j = 1,
∂E(k)
(5)
Q−1 (k + 1) = Q−1
, j = 1, . . . , h,

j (k) − ηQ
−1

 j
∂Q

j


αj (k + 1) = αj (k) − ηα (∂E(k)/∂αj ) , j = 1, . . . , h,
)
(
∂E(k)
where ∇cj E(k) is n × 1-vector-gradient criterion (4) on cj ;
is (n × n)-matrix, formed by partial derivatives
∂Q−1
j
E(k) on components Q−1
j ; ηw , ηcj , ηQ−1 and ηαj are the learning rates.
j

For the adaptive membership function (4) we can write

¡
¢

∂E(k)/∂wj =e(k) 1 −¡αj τj2 (x(k)) exp(−τj2 (x(k))/2) =

¢ e(k)Jwj2(k),

3


E(k)
=2e(k)w
(k)
α
τ
(x(k))
−
(2α
+
1)τ
(x(k))
exp(−τj (x(k))/2)Q−1
∇
j
j j
j
j
cj

j (x(k) − cj (k)) =




=e(k)Jcj (k),

)
 (
¡
¢
∂E(k)
=e(k)wj (k) αj τj3 (x(k)) − (2αj + 1)τj (x(k)) exp(−τj2 (x(k))/2)(x(k) − cj (k))·

−1


∂Q
j





·(x(k) − cj (k))T = −e(k)JQ−1 (k),


j

 ∂E(k)/∂α = − e(k)w (k)τ 2 (x(k)) exp(−τ
2
j
j
j
j (x(k))/2) = e(k)Jαj (k),

(6)

where τj (x(k)) = ((x(k) − cj (k))T Q−1
j (x(k) − cj (k))).

Increasing of the learning rate can be achieved by using more complex procedures than gradient ones, such as Hartley
or Marquardt procedures and using the inverse matrices lemma and after applying simple transformations we obtain the
effective parameters learning algorithm in the form
¡
¢
wj (k + 1) = wj (k) + λw e(k)Jw (k)/(ηw + Jw2 (k)) ,
(7)
¡
¢
cj (k + 1) = cj (k) − λc e(k)Jc (k)/(ηc + kJc (k)k2 ) ,
(8)
¡
¢
2
αj (k + 1) = αj (k) − λα e(k)Jα (k)/(ηα + Jα (k)) ,
(9)

accurate within the descriptions and coinciding with optimal (for λw = λc = λα = 1, ηw = ηc = ηα = 0) one-step
Kaczmarz algorithm.
For the turning of matrices Q−1
j we can use the matrix modification of algorithm (8) [14] in form
¢¢¢
¡
¡
¡ T
−1
,
Q−1
j (k + 1) = Qj (k) + λQ e(k)JQ (k)/ ηQ + T r JQ (k)JQ (k)

(10)

where λQ is a positive dampening parameter and ηQ is a momentum term parameter.

It is known, that one-step algorithms such as Kaczmarz one, have rapid response, but they don’t have filtering properties, i.e. they are not operated well in the conditions of intensive disturbances and noises. In order to provide the learning
algorithm with smoothing properties, we can introduce learning algorithm:

e(k)Jw (k)

wj (k + 1) = wj (k) + λw
, ηw (k + 1) = γw ηw (k) + Jw2 (k + 1),



ηw (k)



e(k)Jc (k)


, ηc (k + 1) = γc ηc (k) + kJc (k + 1)k2 ,
 cj (k + 1) = cj (k) − λc
ηc (k)
(11)
¡ T
¢
e(k)JQ (k)

−1
−1

,
Q
(k
+
1)
=
Q
(k)
+
λ
η
(k
+
1)
=
γ
η
(k)
+
T
r
J
(k)J
(k)
,

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
j
j

ηQ (k)




e(k)J
(k)
α

 αj (k + 1) = αj (k) + λα
, ηα (k + 1) = γα ηα (k) + Jα2 (k + 1),
ηα (k)
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(here 0 ≤ {λw , λc , λQ , λα } ≤ 1 are parameters of weighted out-dated information). This procedure is nonlinear hybrid
of Kaczmarz-Widrow-Hoff and Goodwin-Ramadge-Caines algorithms and has both following and filtering properties.

4 Conclusion
In the paper computationally simple and significantly effective learning algorithm with radial-basis neuro-fuzzy wavelon
parameters and adaptive wavelet membership-activation function parameter is proposed. It combines both following and
filtering properties and allows processing of non-stationary nonlinearly signals in real time. Using the wavelons receptor fields, including their transformations (translation, dilation, rotation, transformation membership-activation function
form) allows to improve the network approximation properties, what is confirmed by the experiments research results.
In the future the proposed adaptive hybrid radial-basis neuro-fuzzy wavelon will be used as the node in the multilayer
GMDH neural networks instead of conventional non-linear adaline.
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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the problem of a high complexity of fuzzy knowledge bases which contain enormous number of compound fuzzy rules. In order to significantly decrease the number of fuzzy rules and increase their
transparency we present balanced neurofuzzy models. These models use the idea of Gabor-Kolmogorov expansion for additive decomposition into univariate and bivariate neurofuzzy submodels as well as maximum entropy principle to ground
independent use of these submodels. Each submodel generates simplified rules independently of other submodels and
contributes to fuzzy knowledge base of reduced complexity. The last but not least advantage of balanced neurofuzzy models is that they can be regularized and learned by modern inductive methods. Although the present paper omits learning.
We demonstrate the potential of balanced neurofuzzy approach on a toy example of wind-induced wave model.
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1 Introduction
The data mining competitions are an effective instrument to analyze the performance of a certain method from the growing
variety of approaches. The last contests like DMC and CoIL Challenge1 have proved the advantage of Bayesian approach,
Gaussian process regression, group method of data handling and support vector methods. But their productivity is in
contrast with their awkward integration in expert and decision support systems. On the other hand neurofuzzy modeling
is an appealing resource for knowledge representation. Neurofuzzy models allow transforming prior experts’ knowledge
in the form of raw fuzzy rules into analytical models, learn these models on empirical data, and transform them back
to empirically consistent fuzzy rules. This work tries to combine the precedence of modern inductive algorithms with
transparency and interpretability of neurofuzzy modeling.
Fuzzy inference works with several kind of fuzzy rules [1]. In this paper we consider fuzzy rules of Mamdani’s type
only as the most transparent, human and understandable rules. Fuzzy modeling consists of two phases designated as
structural and parametric identification. There are several approaches to parametric identification. The first one is to tune
parameters of membership functions. Another one is to introduce a confidence for each rule. We follow second approach.

2 General Problem Statement
Definition 1. Let us define the canonical neurofuzzy model in the form of the following linear combination
X
f (x) =
wi µAi (x), x ∈ X , wi ∈ R,

(1)

i

where
P{µAi (x)} — real nonnegative fuzzy membership functions of input vector x, which satisfy unity of support condition i µAi (x) = 1; {Ai } — fuzzy labels defined on input space X .
1 http://www.data-mining-cup.com,

http://www.liacs.nl/˜putten/library/cc2000/
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Note that the definition of canonical neurofuzzy model is given irrelatively to fuzzy inference system (FIS). This
makes possible neurofuzzy models to be used in different machine learning algorithms and be interpreted afterwards with
help of FIS. The fundamental result with respect to neurofuzzy models was obtained in [2]. It has been shown how
analytical model can be used in fuzzy inference chain. We state this result in the following redaction:
Theorem 1. Suppose that crisp input x ∈ X and output y ∈ Y ⊂ R of fuzzy system are represented via real nonnegative
j
fuzzy membership functions {µAi (x)} and {µB j (y)} correspondingly,
where {Ai }, {B
R } — fuzzy labels defined on
P
input spaces X and Y. In addition unity of support condition i µAi (x) = 1 and ∀j : µB j (y)dy = const condition
hold true. If algebraic operators are used to implement the fuzzy logical functions, then defuzzified (using center of
gravity method) result of Mamdani’s fuzzy inference can be represented by neurofuzzy model:
X
y(x) =
wi µAi (x).
(2)
i

R
Here the weight wi = j cij yjc , where yjc = µB j (y)ydy/ µB j (y)dy — center of output fuzzy membership function
P
µB j . Coefficient cij is the confidence in the rule of Mamdani type: if x ∈ Ai then y ∈ B j ( j cij = 1, cij ∈ [0; 1]).
R

P

In order to generate fuzzy rules based on neurofuzzy model it is necessary to find rule confidences {cij } for the given
weights {wi }. Confidences are a solution to the constrained linear systems for each i:

P
 wi = Pj cij yjc ,
1
=
(3)
j cij ,

0
≤ cij .
Number of nonzero adjacent coefficients cij for given i depends on level of overlapping of output fuzzy membership
functions. If only adjacent output fuzzy membership functions overlap then solution is unique.
In practice fuzzy membership functions are not defined for the whole input vector x = col (x1 , . . . , xn ), but for each
input variable xk separately, because variables usually have different physical meaning. Let the definition domain Xk of
variable xk gets covered by finite number of fuzzy labels Aik , i = 1, . . . , mk with fuzzy membership functions µAik (xk );
let the definition domain Y of output y gets covered by finite number of fuzzy labels B i , i = 1, . . . , m0 with fuzzy
membership functions µB i (y). Thus the full set of fuzzy rules contains m0 m1 · · · mn rules. Each rule is defined as:
r-rule : if x1 ∈ Ai11 and if x2 ∈ Ai22 and . . . and if xn ∈ Ainn then y ∈ B i0 with confidence cri0 .
Index r corresponds to the sequence {i0 , i1 , . . . , in }, ik = 1, . . . , mk . This is co-called the curse of dimensionality
expressed in exponential complexity O(mn+1 ) of fuzzy rules set. It prevents spreading FKBs in expert systems. Suppose
that we have merely 4 inputs, 1 output and each domain gets covered by 3 fuzzy labels. Total number of fuzzy rules
makes up to 34+1 = 243 rules. Obviously it is impossible to comprehend all relations between variables. It is very hard
even to read rules because each rule is a compound statement. The curse of dimensionality abolishes the basic idea of
fuzzy approach to make models transparent to human. As a result a number of investigations are devoted to the question
of complexity reduction of fuzzy modeling. Among them numerous optimizations of fuzzy rules set [3, 4] but they do not
remove exponential dependency in fact.

3 Solution
In order to significantly decrease the number of fuzzy rules and increase their transparency it is reasonably to make a
decomposition of FKB. Here we address [5], where the idea of Gabor-Kolmogrov expansion is used for additive decomposition of multidimensional model into univariate and bivariate submodels. Fuzzy rules are generated for each submodel
separately. Thereby exponential complexity of FKB can be reduced to quadratic. But unfortunately there is an unsolved
problem, which prevents this approach from being used widely. We may not make a fuzzy inference based on a separate
submodel unless independent use of this submodel (from other submodels) is proved.
Here we introduce a novel class of co-called balanced neurofuzzy models (BNFM) for which independent use of any
submodel is well-grounded by maximum entropy principle.
Definition 2. Neurofuzzy model
f (x) = b +

n
X
k=1

gk (xk ) +

n−1
X

n
X

p=1 q=p+1

gpq (xp , xq ) ,

gk (xk ) =

X
i

wik µAik (xk ),

gpq (xp , xq ) =

X

wjpq µAjpq (xp , xq ),

j
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is called balanced if functions gk , gpq have zero expectation under the condition of multidimensional uniform distribution
of random variate x on its definition domain. Neurofuzzy submodels are defined as fk = b + gk and fpq = b + gpq . Value
b is bias of BNFM and has a meaning of an average output value.
According to maximum entropy principle [6, 7] if we do have a lack of knowledge about variable xk it is naturally to
suppose that xk can accept any value from its finite definition domain with the same probability. As a result this variable
does not contribute to the model output since uncertainty disclosure using mathematical expectation gives zero. In turn,
if we make a fuzzy inference based on a separate submodel then we imply that the variables which are absent in this
submodel are uniformly distributed over their definition domains.
The definition 2 is correct and does not contradict with definition 1 since neurofuzzy submodels can be easily reduced
to the canonical form (1):
X
X
(wik + b)µAik (xk ),
wik µAik (xk ) =
fk (xk ) = b +
i

i
p

q

fpq (x , x ) = b +

X

wjpq µAjpq (xp , xq )

j

by virtue of unity of support properties:

P

i

=

X pq
(wj + b)µAjpq (xp , xq ),
j

µAik (xk ) = 1,

P

j

µAjpq (xp , xq ) = 1.

Below we derive the sufficient condition of neurofuzzy model to be balanced.
Theorem 2. Let random variable x be uniformly distributed over its definition domain. If
i
i
h
h
∀i : E µAik (xk ) = constk , ∀j : E µAjpq (xp , xq ) = constpq ,
X

wik = 0,

i

X

wjpq = 0,

(4)
(5)

j

then corresponding neurofuzzy model is balanced (E — expectation operator).
Theorem 3. If only first condition (4) holds true, but second (5) does not hold:
X pq
X
wj = Λpq 6= 0,
wik = Λk 6= 0,
i

j

then neurofuzzy model can be reduced to the balanced one.
This result allows all neurofuzzy models which are inherited from Gabor-Kolmogorov expansion to be balanced. And
generate small FKB with simple rules.

4 Toy Example
We show the potential of presented approach on the following toy example. It is required to describe a dependency
between the height of wind-induced wave and speed and direction of wind in shoaling waters of the given bay. The
observational data is also given. The variable of direction (North, North-East, East, ...) is divided into two variables: sine
(x1 ) and cosine (x2 ) of a clockwise angle from North to given direction. Model also includes wind speed (x3 ).
Suppose we received the following BNFM using the inductive algorithm described in [8]:
f (x) = 0.47 + 0.09µA11 (x1 ) − 0.09µA21 (x1 ) − 0.04µA12 (x2 ) + 0.04µA22 (x2 ) − 0.35µA13 (x3 ) + 0.35µA23 (x3 ),

(6)

where µA1i (xi ) and µA2i (xi ) are any valid fuzzy membership functions defined for input variables. Corresponding fuzzy
labels: A11 — West wind, A21 — East wind, A12 — South wind, A22 — North wind, A13 — weak wind, A23 — strong wind.
The model (6) is decomposed into three neurofuzzy submodels in the canonical form:
f1 (x1 ) = 0.56µA11 (x1 ) + 0.38µA21 (x1 ), f2 (x2 ) = 0.43µA12 (x2 ) + 0.51µA22 (x2 ), f3 (x3 ) = 0.12µA13 (x3 ) + 0.82µA23 (x3 ).
The rules and their confidences are easy to find if output fuzzy membership functions are given as B-splines. In this case
at most two adjacent coefficients are nonzero. Lets define fuzzy membership functions for wind-induced wave output
variable normalized on [0; 1] using five first order B-splines defined in nodes {−0.25; 0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1; 1.25} as
shown on figure 1. They correspond to fuzzy sets: B 1 — calm, B 2 — small wave, B 3 — average wave, B 4 — big wave,
B 5 — storm with central points {0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1}. The rule confidences induced by neurofuzzy submodel f1 are
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Fig. 1. Five first order B-splines defined in nodes {−0.25; 0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1; 1.25} are
shown. The blue vertical line shows graphical solution to the first system.

found by solving systems (3):

0.56 = 0 · c111 + 0.25 · c112 + 0.5 · c113 + 0.75 · c114 + 1 · c115



1
= c111 + c112 + c113 + c114 + c115
0
≤ c111 , c112 , c113 , c114 , c115



at most two adjucent coeficients c11j , c11j+1 are nonzero

0.38 = 0 · c121 + 0.25 · c122 + 0.5 · c123 + 0.75 · c124 + 1 · c125



1
= c121 + c122 + c123 + c124 + c125
0
≤ c121 , c122 , c123 , c124 , c125



at most two adjucent coeficients c12j , c12j+1 are nonzero

 1
c11




 c112
c113
⇔


c1


 14
c115
 1
c


 21

 c122
c123
⇔


c1


 124
c25

=0
=0
= 0.76
= 0.24
=0
=0
= 0.48
= 0.52
=0
=0

The confidences induced by submodels f2 and f3 are found in the same way:
f2 :

c21j = {0, 0.28, 0.72, 0, 0} c22j = {0, 0, 0.96, 0.04, 0}

f3 :

c31j = {0.52, 0.48, 0, 0, 0} c32j = {0, 0, 0, 0.72, 0.28}

Each submodel generates two fuzzy rules leading to six fuzzy rules in set:
rule 1:
rule 2:
rule 3:
rule 4:
rule 5:
rule 6:

if wind direction is West then waves are average (0.76) or big (0.24);
if wind direction is East then waves are small (0.48) or average (0.52);
if wind direction is South then waves are small (0.28) or average (0.72);
if wind direction is North then waves are average (0.96) or big (0.04);
if wind is weak then calm (0.52) or waves are small (0.48);
if wind is strong then waves are big (0.72) or storm (0.28);

where values in brackets describes rule confidences. Such transparent FKB allows experts in application domain (e.g.
hydrometeorology) to understand and discuss this model. It is much simpler than for example similar ANFIS TS model,
which has 23 = 8 compound rules with linear function in the right side. First of all it is obviously that wind speed plays a
key role even in shoaling waters. But wind direction also has some influence. For example West and North wind induces
higher waves than East and South wind. This fact makes neurofuzzy model to gain experts’ confidence because experts
know that they consider Northwest coast and sea-breeze must produce higher waves than off-shore wind.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we did not touch important question of finding an adequate structure and parameters at membership functions
(wi ) of BNFM. We just outlined the interpretability performance of the new class of models. Presented approach reduces
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exponential complexity of fuzzy knowledge bases to quadratic as well as simplifies compound fuzzy rules. It allows
experts in application domain to comprehend relations between variables and to participate in model fusion together with
modelers. One more advantage of this modeling technique is that the fuzzy inference is possible under incompleteness
of information about input variables. Even under complete uncertainty it is possible to estimate model output as its bias.
There are also some open issues to discuss. For example how to treat a confidence rate for fuzzy rule. How to choose
membership function for output variable.
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Appendix
Proof of theorem 2.
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Proof of theorem 3. For each submodel we do the following transformations:
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Here we redefine bias and coefficients at membership functions in the following way:
w̃ik ←− wik −
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It is easy to check that newly created neurofuzzy model in the form
f˜(x) = b̃ +

n
X
k=1

g̃k (xk ) +

n−1
X

n
X

p=1 q=p+1

g̃pq (xp , xq ) ,

g̃k (xk ) =

X
i

w̃ik µAik (xk ),

g̃pq (xp , xq ) =

X

w̃jpq µAjpq (xp , xq ),

j

satisfies both conditions (4) and (5). Thus it is balanced. Note that output of the new model is the same as output of initial
model since f˜(x) = f (x).
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Abstract. This paper involves researches into systems engineering for improving the quality indices of technological,
economical and others systems with respect to performance reliability and resolving ability, using novel design based
on the Perfect Vector Sequencing theory The ordered chain approach to the study of elements and events is known to be
of widespread applicability for system modeling, when applied to the problem of finding the optimal arrangement of
structural elements in a distributed information or technological system. We propose development of the scientific basis
for technologically optimum distributed systems theory, namely the Perfect Vector Sequencing Theory, based on a new
conceptual model of the multidimensional systems, and the generalization of the theory and combinatorial techniques to
the improvement and structural optimization of larger class of technological problems.

Keywords
System modeling, perfect vector sequencing theory, structural optimization, multidimensional system,
technologically optimum distributed systems theory.

1 Introduction
Modern combinatorial design techniques and modeling are well using for finding optimal solution of wide classes of
technological problems [1]. Especially we have many kinds of media whose architectures are described in terms of
computer visualization [2]. However, the design based on the traditional combinatorial theory is not always applicable
for multidimensional systems. In this connection a new approach to modeling the systems and processes is needed. In
general case it was possible to take in consideration a conceptual model of the system as a sequence of numerical
ordered -chain of sub-sequences to be of any length as well as number of terms in the sequence can be of any number
too. Unfortunately, these numerical models are not very interest because its data redundancy as well as structural
complexity. The problem, is known, to be of very important for configure multidimensional systems with fewer
structural elements and bonds than at present, while maintaining or improving on resolving ability and the other
operating characteristics of the system. Both advanced theory and regular method for finding optimal solution of the
problem are needed.

2 Two-dimensional Ideal Ring Bundles
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Let us regard the n-stage ring sequence K2D={(k11,k12), (k21, ,k22),...(ki1,ki2)...,(kn1,k n2)}, where we require all terms in
each circular vector-sum to be consecutive 2-stage (t=2) sequences as elements of the sequence. A circular vector-sum
is sum of consecutive terms in the ring sequence, which can have any of n terms as its starting point, and can be of any
length (number of terms) from 1 to n-1. In addition, there is the sum of all n terms.
Hence the maximum number of distinct sums Sn of consecutive terms of the ring sequence is given by
Sn = n(n-1) + 1

(1)

An n-stage ring sequence K2D of the ordered 2-stage ring topology {(k11,k12), (k21, ,k22),...(ki1,ki2)...,(kn1,k n2)} for
which the set of the sums forms an ideal 2D grid (each 2D sum occurring exactly once) is called an “2D Ideal Ring
Bundle” (2D IRB).
Here we consider an example of 2D IRB with four (n= 4) two-dimensional vectors (2D terms) in the ring topology,
where k1= (1,1), k2= (1,2), k3= (1,4), k4 =(1,3), which graph is depicted below (Fig. 1).
11
1,2

1,3
14

Fig. 1. Description of the 2D IRB with four (n=4) terms: (1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (1,3).
We can calculate easy the all circular 2D sums, taking modulo m1 = 4 for the first component of the 2D sum and
modulo m2 =5 for the second its component:
(2,1) ≡ (1,2)+(1,4) (3,1) ≡ (1,3)+(1,1)+(1,2)
(2,2) ≡ (1,4)+(1,3) (3,2) ≡ (1,1)+(1,2)+(1,4)
(2,3) ≡ (1,1)+(1,2) (3,3) ≡ (1,4)+(1,3)+(1,1)
(2,4) ≡ (1,3)+(1,1) (3,4) ≡ (1,2)+(1,4)+(1,3)
So long as the elements of the ring sequence themselves are also circular 2D sums, the circular 2D sums set will be
as follows:
(1,1)
(2,1)
(3,1)

(1,2)
(2,2)
(3,2)

(1,3)
(2,3)
(3,3)

(1,4)
(2,4)
(3,4)

The result of the calculation forms the 3Ч4 grid, which exhausts the circular 2D sums and each of its meets exactly
once. So, the ring sequence of the 2D terms {(1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (1,3)} is two-dimensional Ideal Ring Bundle (2D IRB)
with n=4 and m1=4, m2=5.

3 Multidimensional Ideal Ring Bundles
Multidimensional Ideal Ring Bundles (IRB)s of order n can be represented as n-stage ring-like sequence KtD=
{(k11,k21…kt1), (k12,k22…kt2),... (k1n,k2n...ktn)}, which forms a set of circular t-dimensional sums on the sequence as M1 ×
M2 ×...×Mt-matrix cycling exactly once. Fig. 2 shows a graphical interpretation of the Ideal Ring Bundle (tD IRB).
k11,k21…kt
k1n,k2n...k

k12,k22…k
k1i,k2i...kti

Fig. 2. Description of the t-dimensional IRB.
An n-stage ring topology sequence {s1, s2 … si …sn}of terms, si= {ki1, ki2…kit }, for which all circular tD sums of the
sequence enumerate a set of M1 × M2 ×...×Mt - matrix cells is called “t-dimensional Ideal Ring Bundle” (tD IRB).
One of general formula for calculate of multidimensional Ideal Ring Bundles is given by equations:
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n2- n +1 = M1 × M2 ×...× Mt,

(2)

(M1 , M2,... Mt) = 1
As a result of research into the Perfect Vector Sequencing Theory it is exists an infinite number of underlying
combinatorial constructions.

4 Applications of the Perfect Vector Sequencing Theory
We can consider a tD IRBs as mathematical models of technologically optimum distributed systems, which make
it possible to configure system with minimum numbers of elements and bonds while maintaining or improving on
performance reliability, positioning precision and the other significant operating characteristics of the system.

4.1 Perfect Vector Data Coded System
Let us consider so-called "Monolithic Circular Binary Code" (MCBC). This code forms binary code combinations
which all symbols "1" as well as symbols "0" are arranged together as being ring topology. We are interested in
configure of vector data coded system, which all combinations of the MCBC exhaust a set of nods of t-dimensional
matrix descripted by equations (2). For example, the 2D MCBC formed on the two-dimensional (2D) Ideal Ring
Bundle {(1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (1,3)} is well illustrated by the next table, which follows from Fig. 1.
Tab.1. 2D MCBC coding system based on the Ideal Ring Bundle {(1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (1,3)}
(1,1): 1000
(2,1): 0110
(3,1): 1101
(1,2): 0100
(2,2): 0011
(3,2): 1110
(1,3): 0001
(2,3): 1100
(3,3): 1011
(1,4): 0010
(2,4): 1001
(3,4): 0111
Table l contains the set of binary code combinations for coding of all 2D vectors on the 4 × 3 grid from (1,1) (code
combination 1000) to (3,4) (code combination 0111), where each of them has been coded in circular 2D MCBC. The
main distinguish of the underlying code is that identical signals in each code combination to be consecutive elements of
the combination. The remarkable property of the MCBC provides its some advantages over the rest codes. One of them
is simplicity of error detecting and correcting as well as high-speed operation.
The maximum number of distinct sums Sn of consecutive terms of the ring sequence is given by (1). The perfect
MCBC can be applied for compress a large array of image information, using innovative methodologies based on the
remarkable properties and structural perfection of the multidimensional Ideal Ring Bundles.

4.2. Vector data logistic management
Next, we consider symbolic-form model of a vector data logistic management for a production flow process, designed
on the 2D-IRB {(1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (1,3)} which is shown in Figure3.
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11
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Fig. 3. A symbolic-form IRB model of vector data logistic management for a production flow process, designed on the
2D-IRB (1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (1,3)}
Diagram of a circular manufacturing process considers four (n=4) incoming flows (A, B, C, D) and four output
flows (A,B,C,D) to be arranged non-uniformly, so that cyclic relationship between points of its placement on the circle
correspondents to the IRB symbolizes a concurrent enterprising program. The model provides any of cyclic operating or
process as being 2D parameters, starting from programmed (one of four) place-time point, and finishing in one of the
other its point. In general case both any of incoming flows (A,B,C,D) and any of engineering output flows (A,B,C,D)
can be at any manner as well as at any time with the smallest possible number of the points.
Underlying model can be well useful for development of high-quality lean production based on total management
[3]. These design technique make it possible to configure total quality management due to possibility of favourable
distribution of in-line production with fewer total expenses for manufacturing process.

5 Conclusion
The Perfect Vector Sequencing Theory provides, essentially, a new conceptual model of technical systems, based on the
idea of “perfect” combinatorial constructions, and the remarkable physical properties of space and time. The wonderful
properties and structural perfection of multidimensional IRBs provide many opportunities to apply them for
generalization of these models and methods for improvement and optimization of a larger class of technological
systems, using methodologies based on combinatorial techniques. We better understand of the fundamental role of
symmetry and non-symmetry in the behavior of natural and man-made objects as well as existing of perfection,
harmony and beauty in the real world.
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Abstract.
The present paper is devoted to the scientific and technical solution of an actual problem of developing
models and methods of the structural-algorithmic organization of parallel computing processes for enhancement of
efficiency of computer systems. The method of algostructural designing of computing models has been proposed. It
performs automated design of model by using library algostructures and connections among them. The algostructural
models reconstruction method which provides structuring on the base of equal transformations has been improved. The
calculation paralleling method in algostructures has been developed. It accounts for structure-algorithmic organization
of the models and provides a calculation optimization and allows a calculation time to be decreased, available
technological resources to be effectively used. The method of structural reconfiguration in problem-oriented
algostructural construction is in progress development. The automated design technology of algostructural models is in
progress development. The proposed technology provides effective designing of computing models. It is implemented in
software tools.

Keywords
Algostructural model, calculating process, paralleling,
structural-algorithmic designing.

1 Introduction
There are many computer programs which allow to project and investigate computing models for various spheres of
human activity. However when it is necessary to calculate great volumes of the information for a short period of time
within models there a problem of paralleling computing processes in computer systems. Considering arises with
significant progress in the field of designing hardware and software facilities there appeared an opportunity to solve the
specified problem in the certain measure on the basis of modern scientific approaches. Thus if to implement models and
the calculations connected with them in reconfigurated structures, it is possible to provide the parallelism required by
means of hardware [1]. There are many means for paralleling calculations. Unfortunately, it is difficult to automate
those which were created by human. Besides reconfigurated structures require the organization of computing process
which needs to be reconstructed constantly for the best use of their opportunities. It creates certain difficulties while
using the specified structures and arranging of parallel calculations with their help.

2 Theoretical Part
Structure-algorithmic means of computer designing of models of computing processes and the organization of parallel
calculations are investigated. They are realized by means of algostructural technologies. According to standard IEC
1131-3 under algostructural technology is defined as representation of models of computing processes by set of the
problem-oriented components (named as algostructure) and connections between them [2]. The urgency of work is
determined by perspectivity of use algostructural technologies which allow to design effectively models and
components of computing processes and to carry out structural-algorithmic transformation automatically: algorithm →
structural-algorithmic model of computing process with paralleling calculations required.
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It is known, that specialized computer systems are necessary for the solving of the problems containing a significant
amount of computing operations. These systems should provide the best implementation of computing algorithms that is
achieved by optimization and paralleling of computing process. Therefore within the framework of the given resources
(algorithmic, program and hardware) it is necessary to provide a comprehensible way of creating and performing
computing algorithms. For this purpose it is offered to use algostructure in this paper. Algostructure are the program
models of structures putting computing processes into practice. They can be presented in the following way: AS = {T;
X; Y; Z; N; S (K, ASi); P}, means where АS algostructure of the models of computing process; T - type algostructure;
X - input variables; Y - output variables; Z - external options; N - internal options; S - structure algoprojected; K switching; ASi - other algostructure used in the model, i=1,2, …; P - the program of functioning.
Algostructural designing of computing models is defined as process of projecting of models and a component of
computing process out of algostructure, i.e. AS={aj,Ai}, where АS - means designed algostructure which is algoproject;
aj - algoelements (the elementary algostructure) from base library; Аi - alounits (algostructure received out of
algoelements) which can be included in the structure of libraries of the user; i, j - indexes. It is reasonable to implement
computing models as some structures (S*), which are received from other structures (S) due to certain switching (K).
Designing consists in generation of one algostructures on the basis of others (from library or newly designed). In the
base library algostructures there are stipulated algoelements of computing type (EXPRESSION) and branchings (IF)
which provide algorithmic universal usage. With the purpose of expansion of functional possibilities it is reasonable to
add some others, for example: BLOCK, which means component which is intended for structurization of algorithm or
its part; FOR, which stands for a component for representation of cyclic calculations; PROGRAM like a component
which forms the structural-algorithmic form of representation calculations using the programming language.
Algostructural designing of computing models provides a choice of necessary library components as well as their
debugging and establishment of necessary connections by means of switching.
The organization of parallelism in computing models assumes performance of some transformations.
Transformation of algostructure models is understood as set of actions which allow to reveal and structure parallel and
consecutive calculations in algoproject: {BLOCK, EXPRESSION, IF} → AS. Transformations of algostructure
models include: carrying out of the analysis of actions which have to be performed; revealing of dependent and
independent used variables, their sorting, grouping and introducting new variables if necessary; structurizing of parallel
and consecutive processes in view of sequence of their performance. Transformations use the minimal set of
algoelements and simplify the problem algostructure. Paralleling of calculations in algostructures provides the
following: the analysis of algorithms and revealing parallel and consecutive computing processes in them; realization of
accessible ways paralleling; generation of algostructures with the set parallelism of calculations.
Reconfigurated structures are automatic devices with the programmed logic, intended for use as computers [1]. They
can be presented in the following way: <X, VS {K, DL, P}, Y>, DL presenting logic elements; P - the program of
functioning DL; K - the matrix of switching DL defining a configuration of computing structure VS {K, DL, P}; X, Y inputs and outputs. Aalgostructure is a virtual model VS {K, DL, P} and is considered to be defined if
<X, S {K, AS (F)}, Y> are given. Turning algostructures into reconfigurated structures is connected with the process in
which virtual components S {K, AS (F)} will be replaced by corresponding components in VS {K, DL, P}. Computing
algorithms are set as follows: <X, F, Y>, F - carried out function over X with the purpose of receiving Y. F can contain
operations which are carried out consecutively, in parallel way or both. Process of realization of F in VS {K, DL, P} is a
computing process. Space-time interpretation of set of used operations corresponds to a matrix of computing processes
in it.
In aloprojeced it is possible to carry out structural reorganization of problem-oriented algostructual designs which
provides distributing of calculations and definition of a quantitative and qualitative set algoelements, providing
algorithm performance; their configuration in algoproject; debugging of formulas in algoelements according to
algorithm; formation of necessary connections between algoelements. Reorganization to make algostructural designs
(ASK) allows from library algoelements - as structural forms of representating of computing procedures:
ASK = <K, AS (F)>. Automated design technology of algostructural models is implemented in a tool software AlgoCAD (fig.1). The technology allows to make algostructural models from algounits (AS) and algostructural designs
(ASK), as structural forms of representating calculations which are sufficient enough for solving the specific task
ASM = <K, ASK, AS (F)>. On the basis of the offered technology algostructural the models have been developed and
researched by means of AlgoCAD using: the ordinary differential equations, the differential equations with edge
conditions, the differential equations with partial derivatives, optimization, interpolation. Developed algostructures at
most parallel computing process, provide the highest productivity and use available resources at most. However if
resources are not sufficient, configuration of algostructural models will change automatically.
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Fig. 1. Fragments of algostructural designing.

3 Conclusion
The paper proves the expediency of using of algostructural design technology of computing models. The technology
allows to simplify designing by means of problem-oriented algostructurs which expand algorithmic opportunities, as
well as allow to reduce designing terms of models of computing processes.
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Abstract. With recent development of multi-core and multi-processor computers, single thread algorithms use just
fraction of possible computing resources available on single personal computer. The trend is to develop distributed
versions of algorithms so they can run on several cores in parallel efficiently using all resources available. In this paper
we present an efficient distributed version of the GAME algorithm for inductive models evolution. We also discuss the
possibilities and assets of parallelizing evolution of inductive models. Our experimental results demonstrate that for two
core processors the distributed GAME algorithm achieves 1.7 speedup in average against the serial version. For eight
cores, the speedup is 3.5 in average.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, standard personal computer has multi-core processor(s). When you run single thread application written
e.g. in Java language, it is executed on single core, thus using just a fraction of resources available, depending on how
many cores the computer has.
Most common multiprocessor systems today use an SMP architecture [1]. Symmetric multiprocessing or SMP involves a multiprocessor computer-architecture where two or more identical processors can connect to a single shared
main memory. Most common multiprocessor systems today use the SMP architecture. In case of multi-core processors,
the SMP architecture applies to the cores, treating them as separate processors.
SMP systems allow any processor to work on any task no matter where the data for that task are located in
memory; with proper operating system support, SMP systems can easily move tasks between processors to balance the
workload efficiently.
The limitation is that single-thread applications can be run on one core while other cores are idle. The GAME
algorithm described in [2] was implemented as single-thread Java application.
The goal of this paper is to explore possible speedup of the GAME algorithm by distributing the load over several
cores. Methods for distributed computing are discussed bellow, later experiments are performed to measure the
speedup achieved.

2 Methods for distributed computing of inductive models
The most important task, when parallelizing algorithms, is to identify sections of the algorithm, that can run in parallel
and are most time demanding at the same time.
In the case of the GAME algorithm, the most time consuming section is the learning of units (neurons). The
learning repeats several times for each unit and it can be run in parallel (at least for units in single layer). The GMDH
MIA and COMBI algorithms were successfully migrated to multiprocessor systems [3]. The GAME algorithm
proceeds from GMDH MIA, but units are evolved by niching genetic algorithm [5].
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Genetic algorithms are suitable for parallelization and there exists many techniques for this problem [7]. We
decided to take advantage from the fact that the GAME algorithm is implemented in Java. This programming language
supports distributed parallel computing by the Thread technology [6]. Furthermore, it makes it fully transparent for
programmer. That can be disadvantage when one needs to have all processes and their placement under control, but it is
not our case.
Units can learn independently on different cores and they do not need to communicate during this process. The only
thing we need to resolve is the synchronization of the learning process (all units should finish learning before the
selection) and how many threads should be initialized.
Our experiments showed that the time needed to initialize new tread (0.1 ms) is insignificant with respect to learning
and therefore we decided that each unit will learn in a separate thread. Also the difference in time needed for thread
synchronization using class Semaphore compared to method join () of the java. lang. Thread class was statistically
insignificant.

3 Methodology of experiments
We performed our experiments on the following hardware: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 on 2,33GHz and 2x Intel Quad
Core XEON E5430 on 2,66GHz.
The performance of the parallel implementation can be measured as the speedup related to the sequential implementation
Tseq
(1)
S=
T par
where T seq is the average duration of the sequential version of the GAME algorithm and T par is the duration of its
parallel version.
Speedup for one core can be defined as an efficiency:
E=

S
P

(2)

where P is the number of cores.
We run 4 experiments (A,B,C,D) with different configuration of the GAME algorithm and different data set. Each
experiment was repeated 20 times.
Tab. 1. Settings of experiments

Description of data sets can be found in [2]. A configuration of experiments varies significantly from fast, delivering
models in seconds, to extremely slow, where models are constructed for several hours.

4 Experimental results
Figure 1 shows boxplots for each configuration executed for serial and parallel version of the GAME algorithm. Its
apparent, that the parallel processing is faster for all experiments. The speedup computed according to the Equation 1
ranges from 1.65 to 1.78 and the efficiency of cores is from 0.83 up to 0.89 according to the Amdahl's law [4]:
sp ( N , P ) =

1
(1 − P ) + P / N

(3)
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Fig. 1. Experiments of sequential and parallel GAME computed on Core 2 Duo

which corresponds to measured speedup of parallelized part of the algorithm equal to 83.58%, 85.1%, 78.84% and
87.52% respectively.
The Figure 2 is analogous with the previous Figure, only number of cores increased from 2 to 8. For eight cores, the
speedup ranged from 3.36 to 3.62. The efficiency compared to two cores computer decreases significantly (around
0.45). Amdahl's law predicts consistent sizes of parallelized part of the code 82,27%, 82, 23%, 80,29% and 82,73% very similar to values obtained for 2 cores processor.
We expected that for shorter computations, speedup will be significantly smaller, but experimental results
show just small decrease for same cases that cannot be generalized.
4.1 Discussion
From results of experiments performed we can use Amdahl's law [4] to predict speedup for the number of
processors used. For our implementation of parallel GAME algorithm the speedup will be in average
GAMEsp(N) =

1
0,8282
0,1718 +
N

=

N
0,1718 N + 0,8282

(4)

where N is the number of processors.
Figures 1 and 2 also show that for parallel mode of computation, number of extremely slow computation values
decreases. This fact however can be caused by reducing influence of other applications running in parallel with the
serial version GAME possibly increasing time of computation.
Consistency of measured data can be also verified by variation coefficient, which is defined as
V=

σ
x

(5)

where σ is standard deviation and x is average. In Table 3 there are maximal, average values for each experiment,
their ratio, standard deviation and the variation coefficient.
From the Table 3 we can draw the conclusion that for more cores, variation coefficients decrease. Computation
is less influenced by other processes and we can better estimate time needed to construct inductive model and the
real speedup
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Fig. 3. Variation coefficients for each experiment

5 Conclusion
We designed and developed parallel version of the GAME algorithm generating inductive models on multiple cores
simultaneously. The speedup is considerable for up to four cores. For more cores, it is better to run several instances of
the serial GAME algorithm with different configuration.
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Abstract.
Compute intensity of combinatorial algorithms of the Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) requires
to use multiprocessor computing environments in order to reduce processing time. The properties of combinatorial
GMDH let us to use the concept of processing acceleration and expand capabilities of personal computer GMDH
program with power of compute clusters.
In order to evaluate speed optimization and effectiveness of the GMDH program that call compute cluster during its
work we proposed a method of measuring model processing rate of combinatorial algorithms and a method of a priori
processing time estimation.

Keywords
Combinatorial GMDH, parallel processing,
processing speed.

1 Computing acceleration
Compute intensity of combinatorial algorithms of the Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) [1] cause obstacles to
its effective use. Posing a computational experiment requires strong limitation of complexity of mathematical models
in order to finish computations in acceptable time. To expand capabilities of combinatorial GMDH it is necessary to use
parallel processing in multi-CPU environments that lets the algorithm to take into consideration greater number of
partial models. We consider the use of remote multi-CPU environments for acceleration of GMDH combinatorial
search is an effective solution to problem of limited computational capabilities of personal computers.
In the high performance computing (HPC) acceleration of computing usually means the use of separate compute
devices with own memory that like external coprocessor are connected to central processor. When it is necessary an
accelerator can be used to process some of the compute intensive parts of a program and bring the results back to central
processor memory. For example, accelerators can be commodity graphic processor units (GPU), field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGA) or custom processors.
We applied the programming concept developed for accelerators to an HPC cluster as a single computing device
accessible to personal computer through the Internet. Access to the compute cluster is performed using secure shell
(SSH) protocol. In our case acceleration means that a program with graphic user interface uses resources of a personal
computer as long as estimated time of completion of a compute problem is acceptable and if necessary the program call
the HPC cluster through the Internet. The remote HPC cluster performs combinatorial search accelerated by parallel
processing and returns a set of best models to personal computer where model parameters should be restored and then
the program continue its local execution such as post-processing and visualization. This HPC capable software called
Parallel COMBI [2] consists of several components:
- graphic user interface (GUI);
- combinatorial GMDH implementation for personal computers;
- combinatorial GMDH implementation for HPC clusters.
Also Parallel COMBI requires an SSH client to be available at the local host.
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2 Estimation of processing time
A priori estimation of processing time for a GMDH problem is used for decision making about use of acceleration and
about time delay in communication with accelerator before transfer of computing results. Estimation of processing time
is a complex problem that has a technical and a mathematical component. The technical one appears because an HPC
cluster can have many users and as a consequence we have a random number of free processors during each call. The
mathematical component of the problem is the average processing time of combinatorial search iteration that heavily
depend on such parameters as maximal complexity of the base function, type of external criterion, size of testing sample
and size of best models set. Each combination of these parameters gives different average speed of partial model
processing.
A number of computational experiments (Fig. 1-3) with criterion of regularity have been done. Measured average
processing speed has been obtained at the cluster of Intel Xeon 2.3GHz processors. Form 8 to 32 processors were used
depending on computational complexity of an experiment. The average single-processor processing speed showed in
figures is obtained as the number of considered partial models divided by processing time and by the number of used
processors.
Fig. 1 shows decrease of processing speed caused by growth of base function complexity. The testing sample and
the number of the best models are set to one in order to minimize their impact. Here and below the learning sample
consists of 50 points. The trend curve is specific to the method of solving of linear systems in the least squares method.
The trend has better characteristics when linear systems solved by the square root method than by the Gauss' method. A
tilt and an altitude of the trend characterize quality of speed optimization and can be used for testing of any GMDH
implementation with full combinatorial search.

Fig. 1. Single-processor average processing speed achieved with different
base function complexity and minimized impact of other parameters.
Fig. 2 shows that calculation of criterion value is also a compute intensive part of combinatorial GMDH algorithm in
case of criterion of regularity. More complex criteria, for example criterion of unbiasedness, are expected to cause
stronger decrease of processing speed.
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Fig. 2. Single-processor average processing speed achieved with base
function complexity 25 and different testing samples.
Fig. 3 shows that size of the best models set is not very important comparatively to other parameters. Even strong
increase of size of best models set can't significantly decrease the average processing speed. The numbers in Fig.3 were
obtained for base function complexity 25 and single point testing sample.

Fig. 3. Single-processor average processing speed achieved with base
function complexity 25, single point testing sample and different sizes of
best model sets.
Our approximate estimation of processing time is based on trends of processing speed built for different complexity
PS(c,1), 21<c<32 (Fig. 1) and testing sample PS(25,s), 1<s<50 (Fig. 2).
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We use polynomial models:

PS ( c,1) = a 0 + a1c + a 2 c 2 ,

PS ( 25, s ) = b0 + b1 s + b2 s 2 ,

where a, b – coefficients estimated with least square method.
Then processing time T(c,s) specific to our GMDH implementation is:

T ( c, s ) =

RCPU ⎛
⎛ T ( 25, s ) − T ( 25,1) ⎞ ⎞
⎜ T ( c,1) + 2 c ⎜
⎟⎟
N CPU ⎝
2 25
⎝
⎠⎠

or

T ( c, s ) =

RCPU 2 c
N CPU

⎛ 1
⎞
1
1
+
+
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ,
⎝ PS ( c,1) PS ( 25, s ) PS ( 25,1) ⎠

where RCPU is the relative processor speed (equals one for the processor used in our experiments) and NCPU is the
number of used processors. Testing of the expression proposed for T(c,s) shows that its accuracy is quite acceptable
(Tab. 1).

Tab.1. Testing of method of T(c,s) estimation, NCPU=1.
T(c,s)

Estimated
time

Actual
time

T(22,45)

10,05

10,31

T(27,27)

309,37

319,56

T(30,12)

2301,02

2333,69

3 Conclusion
Application of programming concept of acceleration to combinatorial GMDH software makes HPC cluster
automatically accessible from a personal computer when estimated processing time exceeds user defined limit.
Processing time depends most of all on such parameters of GMDH as base function complexity and testing sample size.
Since the parameters show clear trends that can be represented by polynomial models of processing speed it is possible
to predict processing time for any parameter combination inside investigated bounds of base function complexity and
testing sample size. Determining the trend for processing speed achieved with minimal size of testing sample is also a
good method to compare speed optimization of different combinatorial GMDH implementations.
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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the problem of analysis of time characteristics of execution of parallel programs
that use orders based transparent parallelizing technology. A new approach that combines profiling and asymptotic
execution time analysis is being proposed. It is split into a set of stages, making it possible to repeat only some of the
stages if the input data of the program, cluster configuration or scheduling algorithm changes. The proposed method
can be used for estimating program execution time, finding and eliminating bottlenecks, estimating the power of cluster
needed to execute the program within given time limit.
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1

Introduction

Modeling methods, based on inductive generation of models from data and knowledge extraction technologies,
based on GMDH theory [1], require significant computational resources and therefore should be solved on parallel
systems, such as clusters or computers with multiple processors or multiple cores processor.
The problem of estimation of time of execution of algorithms and their parts is a significant problem that is often
solved by software developers. This problem is also a significant part of applied algorithms optimization. It is usually
solved by profiling (test runs of the program with measuring of execution time of methods and their parts), finding
asymptotic estimations of execution time of procedures and by amortized analysis of execution time [2].
In the case of parallel computing this problem is solved during algorithms optimization, estimating program
execution time for a fixed cluster, estimating cluster computing power needed for the program to run within given time
limit, finding and removing bottlenecks of parallel program. It becomes much more complex in the case of parallel
computing because processors have no common time scale and communication between them should be taken into
consideration [3]. The purpose of this paper is to propose execution characteristics analysis method for parallel
applications that have been created using the technology of orders based transparent parallelizing [4].

2

Technology of orders based transparent parallelizing

The technology of orders based transparent parallelizing is based on assumption that user has selected some
procedures in the program. Each procedure should not modify any data during execution except values of parameters
and/or temporary (and inaccessible outside the procedure) data structures. Each parameter of each selected procedure
should be passed by value. Execution of program must mean execution of certain selected procedure. This assumption
imposes some limits on program: for example, it forbids using global variables or I/O devices. They can be loosened
and work with global variables and I/O devices can be allowed under specific conditions, however, so strict
assumptions make explaining and understanding the technology easier.
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The example that will be used to illustrate the technology is shown on figure 1:

Fig. 1. Illustration of a part of program.
We show procedure execution time with a rectangle (time goes from left to right). Called procedures are shown
by nested rectangles. Lengths of rectangles and their parts are proportional to the execution time of corresponding
program parts. It is considered that all input parameters are already known at the moment of program execution start.
Lines connect moment of getting some value computed and moment of its first usage.
The first principle of offered technology introduces the concept of an order as the minimal unit of work that
should be executed on one computer and cannot be split into smaller parts. Such a unit of work is defined as execution
of one procedure without execution of procedures it calls. Each procedure call creates a new order that should be
executed by some computer of cluster (let’s call such call “making of order”). One of selected procedures should be
marked as main one to define program entry point.
This principle is illustrated on figure 2. It is considered that four orders are executed by different processors and
their execution starts immediately after making corresponding order. Extra lines connect parts of one procedure.

Fig. 2. An illustration of the first principle of offered technology.
A lot of algorithms contain intervals of time between moments of getting some values computed and moments of
first usage of these values; it is often possible to make such intervals bigger by some changes in computations order. If
there are no such intervals in some algorithm it means that each operation should not be executed before previous one is
over, so we cannot create parallel implementation of this algorithm at all. If we perform procedure call in common
programming languages, caller procedure continues its execution only after called one is over. In other words, we can
say that caller procedure starts waiting for output parameters of called procedure in the moment of call and stops
waiting in the moment when called procedure finishes its execution. The second principle proposes to continue
execution of caller procedure after a call and to start waiting only in the moment of first request to output parameters of
called procedure. If called procedure execution is already over in the moment of such request, we should not start
waiting at all.
This principle is illustrated on figure 3:

Fig. 3. An illustration of the second principle of offered technology.
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This diagram can be built from previous one by maximal possible left shift of all computations that keeps the
following requirement met: each value is used only after it is computed.
An order means a unit of work but is based on parts of program source, marked as procedures in the terms of
programming language, and programmers can have reasons to mark parts of source as procedures that can have nothing
in common with getting high efficiency of parallel application. Theoretically there’s no problem about that because we
can easily split a procedure with big execution time into a few smaller ones, and any unneeded splitting only changes
order of computations and does not change efficiency of program. But from the practical point of view we can tell that
having a lot of often called procedures with small execution time is a bad situation because of big overhead for selected
procedures calls. So we should allow programmer to use standard way of calling the selected procedures.
Offered technology is based on task parallelism and MIMD model. It uses only four computers communication
operations: getting an order, getting results of order execution, making an order and sharing results of order execution.
And there are only two operations that are accessible to user: making an order and getting a value, computed in another
order. So organization of computers interaction can be hidden from user. That can make parallel applications
development much easier, but also means that a framework that implements the technology should take care or efficient
usage of network. Note that a program in this technology is a set of instructions for a whole cluster (unlike programs in
MPI technology that must be a set of instructions for each computer).

3

Computing simulation method

The main idea of the proposed method is the following: we can lower the time of test run of parallel application
by skipping some computations that are going to take much time. Two conditions should be met for a block to make it
possible to skip it. In the first place, estimation of execution time of such block should be known. In the second place, it
should be possible to continue this test run without knowing the values that are going to be computed in the block. We
can warrant that by assuming that values, computed in the block, should not be user in any conditional operators.
For instance, we can skip blocks with asymptotic execution time known. If we know asymptotic execution time
for a block, it means that we know a function f (α ) that ∃c1 , c 2 > 0, ∀α ∈ A : c1 f (α ) ≤ T (α ) ≤ c2 f (α ) , where

T (α ) is time of execution of the block, α is a value representing input parameters of the block, A is the set of all
possible values of input parameters of the block. Function f (α ) is usually a function of a few numerical
characteristics of parameters of the block — such as length of an array or number of vertexes in a graph. After defining

c(α ) =

T (α )
f (α )

we

can

re-write

the

definition

of

asymptotic

estimation

in

the

following

form:

∃c1 , c2 > 0, ∀α ∈ A : c1 ≤ c(α ) ≤ c2 .

If we run the block for a few times on one computer, we will be able to compute values ci (α ), i = 1, N (N is the

number of runs). We can take c(α ) = M {c(α )} as an estimation of c(α ) and use it to compute the estimation of

T (α ) . This estimation can be used only for the computer where it has been computed and for the ones with identical

hardware and software. In order to get such estimations for other computers of the cluster, we can either repeat test runs
of the block on other computers of the cluster or to use time of execution of some sample algorithm as the unit of time.
The proposed method consists of four stages. In the first one user marks a set of blocks in the source of the
program. Each marked block should meet the following requirements: estimation of block execution time should be
known and it should be possible to compute it quickly; values, computed in the block, should not be used in any
conditional operators; block should not make any calls or requests for data; blocks should not be nested; user should
implement alternative version of each block that works as quickly as possible and makes all further computations work
properly. Each marked block should be surrounded with sending notifications to computing support environment about
block execution time and choosing the implementation of the block to be executed. For instance, if a block multiplies
two n-by-n matrices by definition, it should declare execution time n*n*n and should have alternative implementation
that creates a new n-by-n matrix without its initialization. Also programmer has to create a set of tests that run every
marked block at least once.
During the second stage the tests are run in order to compute values c(α ) for marked blocks. In order to
minimize the influence of random variations of execution time, each test has to be repeated for a few times. A sample of
result of execution of the second stage for a block is shown on figure 4:
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Fig. 4. Constant in asymptotic estimation of execution time.
During the third stage a test run of a program is done. Alternative implementations of marked blocks are used,
and execution time of blocks is considered to be equal to its estimation. If execution of marked blocks takes almost all
the time of a real run of the program, we can run the program run fast enough. It has to be done either on every
computer of the cluster, or only once if time of execution of a sample program is used as the unit of time. After the third
stage we have information about the orders of the parallel program that contains the following information about each
order: duration, moments of data requests, moments of providing data. A sample result of execution of the third stage is
shown on figure 5:

Fig. 5. Sample result of the third stage of method.
On the fourth stage simulation of execution of parallel application is performed. Only the information about
orders, gathered on the third stage, is used. After the fourth stage we have information about the load of the cluster and
about all scheduling-related events that should happen during the real run of the application. This information can be
used to find program execution time and to find information about bottlenecks of the parallel application.
Each stage uses only the results of previous stages and some specific information about the parallel application.
First two steps use the source of the application, third one uses its input data and the fourth one uses information about
the cluster. Splitting the method into a set of stages makes it possible to re-use results of some stages if something
changes in the parallel application and the cluster. For instance, user can repeat only the fourth stage to find the
configuration of cluster if program execution time is limited.

4

Conclusion

The method, proposed in this paper, can be used for estimating the time of parallel program execution, finding
information about bottlenecks, estimating the power of cluster, needed to solve problem within given time limit. This
method combines profiling and algorithms complexity analysis.
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Abstract. Applying the parallel computing is one of ways for enhancement the modeling possibilities. The goals of the
paper are to show the parallel computing effectiveness and possibility of providing the uniform load of all processors of
the cluster. The scheme of algorithm with successive complication of structures is proposed. Test experiments of solving
the problem of structural and parametrical identification on the cluster system scit-3 showed that the use of scheme of
algorithm with successive complication of structures provides the uniform load of all processors of the cluster.
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1 Introduction
The exhaustive search of all possible variants of problem solving and choice of the best model forms the basis of
GMDH combinatorial algorithm [1]. Complete enumeration of possibilities takes too much time and becomes
impossible when the number of arguments is more than 30.
That is why the use of combinatorial algorithm on monoprocessor computers often does not allow solving problems
with the large number of arguments. Applying the parallel computing is one of ways for enhancement the modeling
possibilities [2].
The substantial problem here is non-uniformity of processors load of the cluster system. Different variants of
organization of binary structural vector forming are used in combinatorial algorithm. Elements of this vector determine
appropriate arguments that have to be included in the model.

2 GMDH combinatorial algorithm
We will consider the variants of organization of computations in the combinatorial generator, namely change of
state methods of binary structural vector the elements of which specify including in the model of regressors with the
proper numbers.

a.

Scheme of algorithm with the use of binary numbers generator

Such scheme uses the generation of binary numbers which correspond to sequential decimal numbers. Complication of
partial models changes from 1 to the maximal number of m.
The scheme is simple enough and effective in case of uniprocessor system. However it is not quite suitable at
paralleling of combinatorial algorithm on multiprocessor systems, because it does not provide the even loading on every
processor of the cluster. Obviously the least computational loading (larger common amount of arguments at the
identical amount of models) will fall on processors with a less sequence number in the cluster system, and most loading
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– on processors with most sequence number, where models will be with the amount of arguments, near to the number of
m. It is related to the feature of structural vector forming on principle of binary counter.

b.

Scheme of algorithm with successive complication of structures

This scheme uses such sequence of binary numbers generation when at first all connections appear with one unit in a
2 = m(m − 1) possible variants), and etc to one
structural vector ( C 1m = m possible variants), then – with two units ( C m
2
m =1
possible variant C m
of including in the model of all arguments.

Such scheme can be easily enough applied for parallelization of combinatorial algorithm. Idea of the equal
apportionment of common amount of models and arguments on all processors of the cluster system consists in the
m!
i
following. Amount of models C m
complexity of i, i = 1, m , is evenly distributed between all processors
=
(m − i )!× i!
m!
models. Thus, it is necessary to define an initial point (first
of p, i.e. every processor “handles”
p × (m − i )!× i!
structural vector) for every processor.

3 Algorithm of determination of the initial state of binary structural vector by
position at successive complication
Lets we have m arguments and к processors of the cluster system. We will write down the sequence of operations for
the models of complication i, i = 1, m :
i − 1.
1. Calculation of amount of combinations – C m
2. Determination of the initial state of binary vector d for every processor j ,

j = 1, k as a decimal number –

⎡ C i − 1⎤
⎢ m
⎥ ( j − 1) + 1 .
⎢⎣ k ⎥⎦
3. Conversion from the decimal number to appropriate binary number for every processor:
⎡ C i − 1⎤
⎥ ( j − 1) + 1 ;
position = ⎢ m
⎢⎣ k ⎥⎦

u=i-1, d=m-1, C = C du ;
Cycle on l , l = 1, m
if position<=C then b[l]=1, u= u -1, d= d -1, C = C du ;
u

else b[i]=0, position = position – С, u= u -1, C = Cd .

4 Application of scheme of paralleling with successive complication for solving
high dimensional problems
The scheme of combinatorial algorithm with successive complication allows to apply the idea of exhaustive search
for solving high dimensional problems (when the number of arguments >50, and even the use of clusters with the large
amount of processors does not allow to get a result).
We will consider, for example, problem of exhaustive search with the number of arguments m=100. Lets consider
that acceptable time of problem solving equals 1 minute – approximately so long it takes on one processor with speed of
operation 2 GFLOPS (i.e. the processor of Intel Pentium 4 with a clock rate of 3 GHz) to execute an exhaustive search
of 20 arguments (1048575 models). Let’s suppose we have the cluster system with 64 processors. Then we can
calculate how many processors have to be used to execute the exhaustive search of all models of complexity
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i, i = 1, 100 in an acceptable time. If necessary amount of processors is less than available we will have to model and
will not otherwise.

Table 1 presents the results of theoretical experiment with initial conditions mentioned above. As table shows, we
can execute the exhaustive search of all models with complication less then 5 in acceptable time.
Tab.1 Results of theoretical experiment
Amount of arguments
Amount of models
Amount of processors

1
2
3
4
5
...
99
100

100
4950
161700
3921225
75287520
...
100

0.0001
0.00495
0.1617
3.921225
75.28752
...
0.0001

1

0.000001

5 The results of experiments
With the purpose of efficiency estimation of the developed schemes the test experiments were carried out with the
use of cluster system scit-3 [3] (the array of incorporated by communication network computational nodes each
containing 2 dual core processor of Intel Xeon 5160 with a clock rate 3 GHz).
Run-time of combinatorial algorithm was measured at varying of processors amount from 1 to 16 and arguments
amount from 20 to 24 (due to acceptable time of modeling).
Table 2 represents run-time of program with the use of proposed schemes (letter “b” corresponds to scheme with
binary generator, and letter “s” corresponds to scheme with successive complication). Table 3 shows efficiency of
schemes in case of к processors calculated as follows:
T1
Ek =
× 100%, k = 2 i , i = 0, 4 ,
(1)
k × Tk
where Tk is run-time of program on k processors.
The efficiency of scheme with the use of binary numbers generator decreases with increasing number of processors
due to non-uniform loading of the processors.
As table 3 shows the efficiency of scheme with successive complication remain at level 98-100% when the number
of processors equals 16. It is an evidence of providing of the even loading on all processors of the cluster system.
We also carried out comparative experiment with separation of all steps of combinatorial algorithms on 8 processes
and successive implementation on one processor. The experiment can be accepted as pure (the result is close to
theoretical), because of exception of interprocessor communication. The represented in the form of time plot result on
figure 1 evidently demonstrates the high efficiency of the algorithm with successive complication of structures. Table 4
shows numerical value of efficiency of paralleling for this experiment.
Tab. 2. Run-time of combinatorial algorithm

20
Number of
processors
1
2
4
8
16

21

b
70
38
20
11
6

b
70
35
17
9
4

152
82
44
24
13

s
152
76
38
19
10

Number of arguments
22
23
Time, seconds
b
s
b
329
177
95
51
29

331
165
83
41
21

715
385
205
110
58

711
354
181
91
45

24
s

b
1541
824
441
235
125

s
1524
766
386
192
96
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Tab. 3. – Efficiency of schemes of paralleling of combinatorial algorithm

Number of arguments
21
22
23
Efficiency, %
b
s
b
s
b

20
Number of
processors
1

b

s

1

1

00
2

00
9

1

2
4

00
8
00
7
00
7

Time, s

9

9

9

7
9

8
7

9

1

7
0

8

9

7
00

9
9

8
2

1

7

9

7

8

9

9

9

8

1
00

3

8

1
9

8

1

8

s

1
00

00

7

00

b

1

9

1

s

00

3

00

0

8

5

1

8

9

1
00

00
8

00

0

1
00

3
1

8

9

4

1
00

9

6
1

9
16

9
3

1

6
8

1
00

00

24

9
9
1

7
7

00

100
80
60
40
20
0

1

2

Binary counter

3

4

5

6

Succesive complication

7

8
№ of process

Fig.1. Time plot for 8 processes on one processor
Tab. 4. Efficiency of paralleling
binary numbers generator
successive complication

Efficiency

80,7%

99,8%

6 Conclusion
The scheme of operations paralleling in a combinatorial algorithm on principle of binary counter is explored. It is
shown that it does not provide the uniform loading on all processors of the cluster system. With the increase of the
number of processors of cluster system efficiency of paralleling decreases considerably.
The new method of paralleling is developed on the basis of algorithm of generation of the successively complicated
structures of models. By the tests experiments it is shown on the cluster system scit-3 that the use of the offered scheme
provides the equal total amount of models and estimated parameters on every processor. Efficiency of scheme applying
when using 32 processors is 98-100% while efficiency of scheme on principle of binary counter is less than 70%.
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Abstract. This paper reports real-world performance tests of a computationally intensive, cross-platform mathematical
self-organizing modeling algorithm we have been developing. It implements vector processing (SIMD) and sharedmemory multi-threaded processing (MIMD) for multi-core processors or multi-processor CPUs. We tested scalability
and speedup of eight different implementations of the algorithm on datasets with growing number of samples on both
32-bit and 64-bit Mac OS X systems running on eight-core Intel Xeon based hardware.
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1 Introduction
Today we undergo a paradigm shift in computing: The replacement of common sequential processing by parallel
computing. The reasons for it are various, but eventually we see that parallel computers are going mainstream. Multicore CPUs, multi-processor PCs, workstations and game consoles, clusters are today’s common hardware architectures.
But, how about software? The times where software automatically runs faster with increasing CPU clock speeds are
over. To run at full speed on parallel hardware parallel software is required.
As a developer of a state-of-the-art modeling and knowledge mining software tool for the Macintosh we recognized
this challenge as an opportunity to essentially redesign, improve, optimize and redevelop the computational crossplatform core modeling engine of the software.
The modeling technologies we use are based on model self-organization. Self-organizing models from data [1, 2, 3,
4, 5] is a multi-leveled process with increasing workload of any higher level. To take advantage of both vector and
multi-threaded parallel processing while avoiding oversubscription we designed the algorithm to run low-level basic
computations (single loops) using data vectorization (Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) [6] parallelization)
while more complex and more work intensive levels of self-organization (repetitive functional tasks composed of
initialization and data manipulation functions, many computational subtasks and loops, reading and writing data) run
concurrently in multiple threads (Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD) [6] parallelization). Data vectorization is
implemented using Apple’s Accelerate framework [7] and it is the only feature of the core modeling engine that is
platform dependent for now. For implementing multi-threaded parallel processing we have chosen to use the Threading
Building Blocks C++ library from Intel [8].
The twice-parallelized implementation of the new core modeling engine follows the basic mathematical design of
the self-organizing modeling idea [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], which is highly parallel by nature. We also believe that this
implementation may also show good scalability on many-core systems [9, 12] since there is remaining potential for
increasing the algorithm’s workload as modeling technology and the modeling engine develops.

2 Self-organizing Networks of Active Neurons
The computational task of the parallelized modeling algorithm is self-organizing reliable analytical mathematical
models from a set of usually noisy data that express an existing but unknown relationship in the data for prediction,
classification, pattern recognition, interpretation, or decision-support purposes. This process is also known as
knowledge discovery from data [10].
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Today, we produce, collect, or measure mountains of data every day worldwide. Some of this data contains
valuable, useful, or important information other data do not. But not only the amount of data is rapidly increasing, we
also have to solve problems and have to answer questions which are getting more and more complex. Pattern
recognition in large image databases, global warming, or asking what-if type questions on complex eco-economical or
socio-economical systems are only a very few more recent examples here that require lots of reliable models, and we
are already going to talk about tera-scale computing [12]. All this needs high-performance knowledge extraction tools.
Theory-driven approaches are not sufficient enough any longer in many cases for understanding complexity and
interdependencies of real-world systems. Also, traditional Artificial Intelligence approaches have not yet shown
expected results in many areas, but there are some interesting developments going on, too [11].
There are many data mining algorithms known like Neural Networks, Bayesian Networks, Decision Trees, or
Support Vector Machines, but also more traditional statistical methods can be powerful tools for data analysis,
occasionally. For building parametric models, we implemented another technology in our core modeling engine: Selforganizing Networks of Active Neurons [5, 13]. This technology is an advanced representative of what is known as
Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) [1, 2, 3]. It is based on four main concepts: (1) connectionism, i.e.,
decomposing a complex problem into a set of connected smaller and simpler problems, (2) induction and selforganization, (3) the black-box approach, and (4) the use of proven and appropriate statistical tools for model
generation. For this reason, they are sometimes also called Inductive or Statistical Learning Networks.
The basic idea behind this modeling technology is to self-organize a network of Active Neurons by gradually
increasing the network’s complexity starting from a very simple network (just one very simple Neuron) to an optimal
complex one [1, 3, 5] (fig. 1). This is done by self-organizing a large population of competing Active Neurons of
similar complexity in a network layer, selecting a sufficient number of best fitted Neurons from this population
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Figure 1: Scheme of implemented network parallel model self-organization.
xi – Input data vector of dimension N.
PE – Processing element; the physical hardware element of execution. In this case a processor core.
UE – Unit of execution; a thread.
AN – Active Neuron.
(t1-t0) – Time to generate a complete network layer.
(T1-T0) – Total time to self-organize a model.
according to a chosen external selection criterion, generating a new population of competing Neurons from the set of
selected neurons, and so on until the algorithm stops itself when it recognizes an optimal complex network model has
been generated. This process is not unlike how natural evolution works. The Neurons are active Neurons, because their
transfer function is not fixed a priori, but self-organizing too. This means the algorithm is twice self-organizing, and it
performs parameter estimation and structure identification, likewise. It therefore requires minimal information, only, to
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work autonomously. A data table of given dimensions and rough input and output variables pre-selection is sufficient
here, which clearly makes it the easiest-to-use modeling technology on the market. The result is an optimal complex
predictive mathematical model that describes the data analytically by a regression equation generated on the fly during
modeling. This makes self-organizing modeling technology different from common data mining methods, and it allows
performing knowledge mining and modeling of complex static and dynamic systems.
Depending on the dimensions of the data table and the hidden, unknown relationship in the data, this model selforganization can take very much computation time and memory and they grow quickly (highly non-linear) with
increasing table dimensions. So this algorithm can benefit a lot from parallelization, but especially its high memory
demand represents a challenge.

3 Test objectives and conditions
In this study we tested how the new KnowledgeMiner® core modeling engine scales with increasing number of
processor cores and, more detailed, we measured the speedup of parallel vs. sequential computation with and without
using vector processing running both 32-bit and 64-bit binaries. We also compared computation time of the new
parallel engine with the engine of our existing KnowledgeMiner application [13] on a real-world modeling problem.
All performance tests except the last one were based on artificial data sets of one output variable y and 7 input
variables xi (i = 1(1)7) with number of samples N as the test parameter in the range of 10 to 100,000. The test data were
generated by a nonlinear function of two logistic functions:

y t = f (g1(x1,t"1),g 2 ( x 2,t"1))
The reported performance results reflect the total time to build the complete model, i.e., the overall computing time
for parallel and sequential parts over a number of network layers (fig. 1). The results, therefore, represent real-world
application performance the end-user!experiences not the performance of a single loop or function or benchmark test.
In this paper the main performance results are summarized.

4 Performance Results
All tests were done under Mac OS X 10.5.3 (Leopard) running on a Dual Quad-Core Intel Xeon Mac Pro system at
3 GHz and 8 GB RAM using both 32- and 64-bit binaries of the new KnowledgeMiner core modeling engine. Except of
the scalability test, all reported results are based on full 8-core parallelization.
In this paper we use these naming conventions for the 8 different implementations of the new engine we tested:
Prefix: s_
: sequential processing
p_
: parallel processing (multi-threading)
Binary: 32
: 32-bit
64
: 64-bit
Suffix: _v
: vectorized
no suffix : not vectorized
During the scalability and speedup tests the source code was not modified in any way. All results are based on exact
the same code. This is essential, because the end-user does not want to care about if her machine is using 2 processing
elements or 1 or 4 or 8 or whether it is running a 32-bit or 64-bit operating system. The software should adapt to the
actual conditions found at runtime.

4.1 Scalability
For testing scalability, the software was set to use 1 to 8 processor cores to perform one and the same task. In an
ideal linear scaling the speedup s would increase to the same amount with the number of processing elements nPE used:
s = nPE. If a program is using 8 processing elements it is 8 times faster than running on one processing element, only. In
reality, scaling rather shows a decreasing nonlinear (or constant) behavior as every parallelization and implementation
reaches its limits at a certain point.
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Figure 2: Observed scalability of the modeling engine in a 64-bit runtime environment.
Figure 2 exemplarily shows the scaling of the modeling engine in a 64-bit runtime environment with and without
using vector processing for a data set sample size of N = 5000. With an almost linear scaling for up to 4 cores and with
fairly more than 7 at 8 cores, this is very good result. A very similar result is observed for 32-bit, even slightly better
than for 64-bit. The plot also shows that performance of the vectorized implementation falls below the non-vectorized
one. This is a general observation throughout the entire test, but we will see later that this is really a relative
observation, only.

4.2 Speedup
All speedup tests reported in this paper are based on using the full power of 8 processor cores. Three independent

Figure 3: Observed speedup of 32- and 64-bit sequential processing with and without using vector processing
relative to plain 32-bit sequential computation (s_32 = 1).
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Figure 4: Observed speedup of 32- and 64-bit multi-threaded processing with and without using vector processing
relative to 32-bit multi-threaded computation (p_32 = 1).

Figure 5: Speedup of 32- and 64-bit sequential and multi-threaded processing together with and without
vectorization relative to plain 32-bit sequential computation (s_32 = 1).
speedup tests were done in 32- and 64-bit runtime environments: Speedup by vectorization, by multi-threading, and
speedup by vectorization and multi-threading together. This section reports main results of all tests in a 64-bit vs. 32-bit
comparison.
Figure 3 describes speedup of sequential processing with and without using vectorization when compared to plain
32-bit sequential computation as a reference. The first observation here is that there is a performance gain of about 1.5
for the sequential 64-bit implementation, already. This means the software runs 1.5 times faster simply because of using
a 64-bit runtime environment. A second result that follows from the first one is that the vectorized 64-bit architecture is
again amplified by the factor of around 1.5 due to vectorization, which makes it up to 2.3 times faster than the 32-bit
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reference. Similar results are shown in figure 4 for multi-threading with and without vectorization. Figure 5 compares
all 8 tested architectures relative to the 32-bit sequential implementation. Here, we see that the twice-parallelized 64-bit
implementation runs up to 18 times faster on an 8-core hardware than its sequential 32-bit counterpart.
Figure 6 summarizes speedup results as it displays the average speedup calculated on the range of 100 to 10000
samples for the 8 available architectures.
A general concluding experience is that overall speedup relative to 32-bit sequential computation is, indeed, a
product of these elements:
max. speedup s = speedup by 64-bit architecture (~ 1.5) x speedup by vectorization
(~ 1.5) x speedup by multi-threading (≤ n PE=8) = 18.
This is exiting performance gain for a very complex computational problem.

Figure 6: Average speedup of shared-memory parallel computing (SIMD and MIMD) of eight different
implementations relative to plain 32-bit sequential computation (s_32 = 1) on an eight-core CPU. Hierarchical use of
vector processing and multi-threading result in an average speedup of up to 17.

5 KnowledgeMiner Parallel vs. KnowledgeMiner
In this test, we compared the new parallel KnowledgeMiner core modeling engine (KnowledgeMiner Parallel for
short) with the engine of our current KnowledgeMiner 5.4 modeling tool (KM) [13]. KnowledgeMiner 5.4 is a native
PowerPC application originated back in 1993 written in ObjectPascal, and it runs in emulation mode in Mac OS X on
the test hardware, which is a 3 GHz Intel Xeon CPU. Experience has shown that this is comparable to running the
software natively on a 2 GHz PowerPC based G5 Macintosh, which marks the upper end of PPC based Macintoshes. So
the results of KM form a reasonable practical reference for testing speedup of the new KnowledgeMiner Parallel
software.
The data set used here represents an eco-toxicological problem of modeling a chemical compound’s carcinogenicity
and mutagenicity by a number of chemical, physiological, energetic, and molecular properties of that compound to be
then used as a substitute for animal tests, which are usually required today to predict carcinogenicity of new compounds
whose toxicity is not known [14, 15, 16]. These Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) models are of
increasing importance for official evaluation and authorization of chemical compounds [17] to improve safety of
chemical products we are exposed to while, at the same time, considerably saving animal lives, costs, and time for
testing.
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The data set has one output variable and 33 inputs and we used N = 5000 compounds to generate a model. We built
a linear and a nonlinear regression model using both KM and the new KnowledgeMiner Parallel and the resulting
models are comparable with respect to accuracy and complexity. The time to self-organize a model, however, are
breathtaking different. Figure 17 shows the experienced speedups of 5 cases. For the nonlinear QSAR model, the
displayed speedup means, in other words, that computing time shrinks from 1:36h for KM to 8.8s for twice-parallelized
64-bit KnowledgeMiner Parallel.

Figure 7: Average speedup of 64-bit KnowledgeMiner Parallel compared to current 32-bit sequential
KnowledgeMiner 5.4 engine.

6 Summary
We tested scalability and speedup of a new parallel self-organizing modeling engine with and without using vector
processing running both 32-bit and 64-bit binaries. We also compared computation time of this new KnowledgeMiner
Parallel engine with our current KnowledgeMiner 5.4 modeling tool on a real-world modeling problem. All tests were
done under Mac OS X 10.5.3 running on a Dual Quad-Core Intel Xeon Mac Pro system at 3 GHz and 8 GB RAM.
The reported performance results reflect the total time to build a complete model. Self-organization of models is a
very complex process consisting of repetitive tasks of initializing, reading and writing data, and many computational
subtasks and loops (about 30 loops per layer over the sample size N; since it is self-organizing it varies) for an a priori
unknown number of network layers. The results, therefore, represent overall real-world application performance the
end-user directly experiences.
With an almost linear scaling reaching a speedup of 7.8 for the non-vectorized and 7.4 for the vectorized
implementation at 8 cores, and with an average total speedup of near 17 for the 64-bit vectorized multi-threaded
implementation relative to common 32-bit sequential computation, results are beyond expectations for a wide range of
data set dimensions. Compared to our existing KnowledgeMiner 5.4 application, a speedup of more than 650 for the
new KnowledgeMiner Parallel is even more exciting.
It is also clearly seen that parallelization has its limits. For a memory-demanding algorithm like self-organizing
modeling cache size is of top priority here, of course. But also research on new approaches to self-organize models from
high-volume data sets is now required to reduce memory requirements of high-dimensional modeling problems
algorithmically.
From this study we can conclude that the obtained performance of the new KnowledgeMiner Parallel engine allows
thinking about new application fields and tasks of mathematical modeling and about implementing new features into
modeling to improve quality of models and the way in which they are used.
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Section 3
Real-world applications of inductive modeling
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3.1 Data&knowledge mining, relationships detection using
inductive modeling
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Abstract. Every strategic planning requires enough information regarding the subject and the appropriate knowledge
of making use of that information. Nowadays the technique of data mining is recognized in the highly developed
countries as a principle way for knowledge discovering on the basis of the data accumulated through several years. The
need for applying this technique is more remarkable in such companies as airline agencies (because of having low
interest and need to be subsidized by the government) than the other ones. The aim of this paper is to extract the
existing knowledge as well as the behavior model between an Iranian airline company and the ticketing agencies as its
obverse of contracts, using methods of business intelligence, in order to optimizing the relationship between them and
producing further and stronger motivations among personals of ticket seller agencies and encourage them to operate
tours.
The common way of paying commission to the ticketing agencies by the airline companies is to pay a fix percent of
the price of the ticket, irrespective of how many tickets each agency has sold. The authors of the present article suggest
a new method of paying commission: dispensing a variable coefficient according to the amount of selling the tickets.
Interesting to note, in this new method, the sum of commission paid would be finally equal with the whole amount paid
in the current method, but the further attempt an agency makes to sell the tickets, the further percent of the price of the
ticket it would takes for itself. Considering the variable nature of aforementioned coefficient, this method of paying can
be called the dynamic method.
Being different in population, number of flight, number of ticketing offices and the sum of tickets sold, cities are
primarily divided into four groups by applying the clustering method with the data existing in the system of ticket selling
through five recent years. Then, in every group including cities with similar conditions, we will separately obtain to the
knowledge of the behavior patterns of agencies in selling tickets according to the index of each agency, five years of
selling, twelve months in every solar year, the percent of selling tickets by each agency per month in proportion to
whole selling of the same group and the maximum of ticket reservation at every time of selling by each agency per
month. Having studied these behavior patterns, we will finally suggest a new dynamic model in the way of paying the
commission to the agencies. By comparing the obtained consequences of the knowledge acquired in every different kind
of clustering and classification methods 5 , it is possible to prepare an optimum model of knowledge discovering from
every sort of these data (which is the same in all countries because of using a same standard frame) for the system of
selling ticket of airline companies for countries all over the world.

Keywords
Data Mining, Business Intelligence (BI), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Clustering, Classification.
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1. Introduction
by Computer technology acquisition and using of database systems in many ways, In many of countries in last decades,
a lot of information in different sections whether Industrial or social service and government or private sections has
saved in data ware houses. This information can be a valuable source for knowledge discovery. This knowledge helps
organization elevation , particularly in making competitive advantages for organization in target markets. In orientation
of this purpose we start research on an Iranian airline ticketing reservation. Generally aviation systems consist huge
chain of various suppliers (among airplane producer companies, spare accessory producers, services companies, fuel
producer companies, airport companies, airplane companies, ticketing agents, and end users). But in this paper we zoom
on B2B ring between airplane companies and ticketing agencies. reservation system in this company whose under our
research, include last 6 years information. This database consist many fields same as passenger information( name, sex,
address, and tel. no.), number of tickets purchased, source and destination, flight No., ticketing office code, ticket
cancellation status, and etc. in an traditional procedure, the airplane companies are paying commission in static way.( a
regular percent of tickets fee). We think this method of commission paying is not help to making motivation between
agencies for rising efficiency, efficient supply chain management, and CRM 6 improvement. So reviewing this method
to making dynamic method to reaching competition advantages in comparison with the other competitor by using
hidden knowledge in reservation data base, is seems necessary.
In the way of knowledge discovery, attention to this items by using different data mining techniques, such as
clustering, and classification are proposed:
-

The count of sold tickets in any agencies in generally.

-

The count of sold tickets in any agencies in yearly and monthly periods.

-

The count of sold tickets in any ticketing area.

-

The count of sold tickets in any agencies I any ticketing area in yearly and monthly periods.

After relation and knowledge discovery in this huge database, the airline commercial section can present new
dynamic method for commission paying to agencies for reaching to this objects:
-

making advance programming in one layer of SCM, consist of airplane company and ticketing agencies.

-

Making competition atmosphere in ticketing agencies for selling this airline tickets.

-

Making collaboration motivation for new entrance agencies to this market.

-

Making better atmosphere for setting modern CRM in agencies to increasing the ticket selling.

-

Making better atmosphere for seat chartering and tour operating by ticketing agencies.

And the object of this research is presenting the new hybrid models for data mining in any airplane reservation
systems that likes to reach objects same to this paper objects in each countries.

2. Problem statements and research objects
The airplane companies in many countries seems with low income and in many times needy to governmental soubcide .
this situation daily is going to worse, cos of increasing fuel price, maintenance price, and etc. so these companies try to
decreasing the expense and presenting newer and better services. Maybe until last years, the ticketing agencies have not
important roles in this market, but we think now cos of intense competition among airplane companies, they are
playing basic roles. So presenting new attraction packages to them are so important.
One of these attraction offers is presenting new dynamic commission paying on the base of count of tickets sold in
agencies and number of tickets booked in each reservation( group booking.
Now this company is paying 5 percent of ticket prices in domestic flight, and 9 percent of ticket prices in ongoing
flight for commission to agencies. Execution of new dynamic commissioning is important factor for making attraction
among ticketing agencies for rising investment on selling of this company tickets. This help to full the empty seats on
many flights and increasing number of flights in some routes.
For reaching to these targets, we should answer to these questions:
-

Are the agencies in special date in aspect of selling ticket have special behavior models.

-

Are the agencies locality situations making the special selling behavior models.
6
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-

Are the count of tickets booked in each reservations has role in cities segmentation.
Are the count of tickets booked in each reservations has role in agencies segmentation.

3. Research methods
The reservation data are saving in many tables in DB2 data bases that data patterns are unknown for our. We convert it
to SQL database format, that is useable for our project in data mining software.
This paper act in two main steps:
a. cities behavior modeling
b. agencies behavior modeling in each groups of same cities.
3.1. Data preparation for cities behavior modeling
The data ware house include amount to 14 millions records . each record consist of many fields and each fields consist
of many subfields. Each record is dedicate to one ticketing process by a customer.. that can include one or many
passengers. 8 fields is useable for this research that present in Tab.3.1
Tab3.1 Input data
Field
CODE
OFFICE_NUM
NUM_OF_PASSENGER
AGENT_NUM
DATE
FLIGHT_NUM
ROUTE

Type
NUMERIC
STRING
NUMERIC
NUMERIC
DATE
STRING
STRING

Likewise by researched we understood that 44 cities in Iran consist of offices for selling this company flights
ticket. The name and uni code of those present in Tab3.2.
City Code
RJN
KHY
GZW
SDG
QUM
BJB
MRX
ACP
SYJ
GBT
IKA
YES
IHR
ILL

City Name
Rafsanjan
Khoy
Qazvin
Sanandadj
Qum
Bojnurd
Mahshahr
Maraghe
Sirjan
Gorgan
Imam Khomeyni
Yasouj
Iranshhar
Ilam

Tab. 3.2 Ticketing cities and theirs code
City Code
City Name
City Code
RAS
Rasht
THR
ZAH
Zahedan
ADU
SRY
Sari
ABD
CQD
Shahr-e-Kord
OMH
SYZ
Shiraz
IFN
RZR
Ramsar
AWZ
YEH
Asaluyeh
BND
GSM
Qeshm
BDH
KER
Kerman
BUZ
KSH
Kermanshah
XBJ
KIH
Kish
TBZ
LRR
Lar
MHD
ACZ
Zabol
AZD
JWN
Zanjan
ZBR
AFZ
Sabzevar
KHD

City Name
Tehran
Ardabil
َAbadan
Uromieh
Isfahan
Ahwaz
Bandar-e-abbas
Bandar-e-lengeh
Bushehr
Birjand
Tabriz
Mashhad
Yazd
Chabahar
Khoramabad

By using the data in Tab. 3.1, and using some procedure same as Derive, Select, Aggregate, and merge, the
necessary fields for next step that is clustering to purpose of segmentation of 44 cities to 4 segment, that each cities
of each segment has same behavior to others cities, is extracting. These fields present in tab3.3.
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Tab. 3.3 Fields name and types for cities clustering
ّField
Type
SET
City
RANGE
Number of ticketing offices in each cities
RANGE
Number of Flights in each cities
RANGE
Number of agents in each cities
RANGE
Number of passengers in each cities
SET
Population of each cities
3.2. Cities behavior modeling
In this step by using K-Means clustering modeling and data in Tab. 3.3 , the modeling is executing, and then the
clustering results is sending to C&RT classifier model for rule induction. The result of rule induction represent in
Tab. 3.4
Tab. 3.4 The result of cities behavior clustering
Cities code
ABD, ADU, AZD, BDH, BND, BUZ, CQD, GBT, GSM, ILL, IKA,KER, KHD, KIH,
KSH, OMH, RAS, SRY, TBZ, XBJ, ZAH, ZBR, LRR, SDG, YEH
THR
RJN, QUM, ACP, ACZ, AFZ, BJB, GZW, IHR, JWN, KHY, MRX, RZR, SYJ, YES
SYZ, AWZ, IFN, MHD

Cluster
1
2
3
4

3.3. Data preparation for ticketing agencies behavior modeling in each cities segment
By using the data in Tab. 3.1, and using some procedure same as Derive, Select, Aggregate, and merge, the
necessary fields for next step that is clustering to purpose of discovery ticketing agencies behavior in each groups of
cities (4 groups) ,is extracting. These fields present in tab3.5.
Tab. 3.5 Fields for discovery ticketing agencies behavior in each groups of cities

ﻧﻮع
SET
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE

ﻓﻴﻠﺪ

Ticketing agencies code 7
Sum of the sold tickets in each agencies per months 8
Sum of the sold tickets in each segments per months 9
Sum of the agents in each segments 10
Maximum passenger in each tickets sold in each agencies per months 11
Maximum passenger in each tickets sold in each segment per months 12
Year 13
Month 14
Proportion of each agencies tickets sold per months 15

3.4. Ticketing agencies behavior modeling in each cities segments
In this step by using K-Means, Kohonen, and TwoStep clustering modeling and data in Tab. 3.5 , the modeling is
executing, and then the clustering results is sending to C&RT classifier model for rule induction. The results of rule
induction represent that 2 clustering modeling (K-Means and Kohonen) are not useable for clustering of these data,
cos the rules inducted by those are based on year and months, that are not compatible by this research objects. But
the results of TwoStep modeling are suitable. The result of TwoStep clustering and rule induction by C&RT
classifier in 4 cities groups presents in Tab. 3.6.
7

CITY_OFFICE_NUM
NUM_OF_PASSENGER_SUM
NUM_OF_PASSENGER_SUM_MONTHS
10
AGENT_COUNT
11
NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX
12
NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX_MONTHS
13
YEAR
14
MONTH
15
OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS
8
9
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Passengers
Counts
4,577,827
951,981
843,584
2,465,124
4,850,713
4,577,827
417,660
1,464,655
4,104,435

Records
Counts
2,833

Tab. 3.6 Agencies behavior models in each cities segments
Rules Inducted
Agencies Clusters

1,242
3,710
4.272
7.767
10,139

OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS) <=(0,010 OR
NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX) <=23(
<=0,009 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS <=0,005
<=0,004 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS
OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS < =0,003
<=0,003 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS <=0,002
<=0,001 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS

3,611
3,339
3,731

No Important Rule Inducted
<=0,002 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS
OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS <=0,005 < =0,003
< OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS= 0,006

1st Cluster
nd

2 Cluster
3rd Cluster
1st Cluster
2nd Cluster
3rd Cluster
st

1 Cluster
2nd Cluster
3rd Cluster

Cities Segment
1st cities group

2nd cities group
3rd cities group
4th cities group

3.5. New dynamic commission calculating methods proposal for 4 cities groups
In this section for summarization only proposed New dynamic commission calculating methods for 1st cities groups.
The other groups can be research same as it.
3.5. 1. New dynamic commission calculating methods proposal for 1st cities group
In this group we suggest that combine 1st and 2nd clusters passengers counts, that sum of those equal with 1,795,565
passengers. According to next equation , the count of sold tickets in 3rd cluster is 2.5 as many as the others.
4,577,827 / 1,795,565 = 2,5
So the airline company can divide domestic flights commission (5 percent) and foreign flights commission (9
percent) to new methods:
a.
-

in domestics flights
if (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS < 0,010) then (commission = 3,75 percent of tickets price).
if (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS > 0,010 or NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX>=32) then (commission = 5.5
percent of tickets price).

b.
-

in foreign flights
if (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS < 0,010) then (commission = 7,75 percent of tickets price)
if (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS > 0,010 or NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX>=32) then (commission = 9.5
percent of tickets price).

3.6. Hybrid data mining model for discovery new commission calculation methods in airplane companies
In attention that many airplane companies in countries are using the system reservation same as the reservation
system in this paper (that proposed by SITA), so we can suggest new hybrid data mining model for discovery new
commission calculation methods in the other airplane companies in all of countries. this hybrid model presents in
Fig.3.1.
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Reservation
data ware
house

K-Means Clustering
Model and C&RT
Classifier
- Cluster 1
- Cluster 2
- Cluster 3
- Cluster 4
- ….

Fields Extraction

Data preparation for cities behavior modeling

- Code
- Office_Num
- Num_of_Passenger
- Agent_Num
- Date
- Flight_Num
- Route

- City
- Office_Sum_in_Cities
- Flight_Sum_in_Cities
- Agent_ Sum_in_Cities
- Passenger_Sum_in_Cities
- Flight_Num
- Population_of_Cities

1st Cluster

2nd Cluster
3rd Cluster

TwoStep Clustering
Model and C&RT
Classifier

Knowledg

New dynamic
commission
calculating models for
1st cities group

"

"

"

"

"

"

th

4 Cluster

Fig.3.1. Hybrid data mining model

4. Conclusion
In this paper at first we investigated in ticketing reservation data ware house for presenting New dynamic commission
calculating methods, that helps to Improving collaboration among an airplane company and ticketing agencies . and the
final we suggest a hybrid data mining framework for discovering new commission calculation methods in airplane
companies in the others countries.
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Abstract. In present decade, customer orientation has been one of the major concerns of commercial companies.
Discovering the needs of customers and scheduling to meet those needs, or in other words customer relationship
management (CRM), is an undeniable fact that can have an influence in customers' attraction and changing them into
regular customers, which consequently leads to an increase in the company's interests. Data mining is one of the ways
of discovering [1] the customers" needs. The purpose of this research which has been done on the data base of an
airline's passengers reservation system, is to patterning the behaviors of domestic flight's customers per flight, in time
intervals, using the time series model. Discovering these patterns and with exact scheduling (and by taking into account
the number of planes in its fleet) an airline will be able to meet the demands of the customers properly. In this case the
customer (passenger) is changed to a regular customer and will increase the company's interests in the long term. It is
also possible to have the least number of open seats in each flight which lessens the company's detriment.

Keywords
Data Mining, Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Flight Scheduling, Clustering, Time Series.

1. Introduction
The main focuses of the most industries have been turned on customer services. Discovering the real and main needs of
customers and providing them with proper services according to their needs forms the basic rules of customer
relationship management. Quick and in-time attention to the main needs of the customers is the most important factor
in reducing the costs and increasing the economic benefits [2].
In the aviation industry, due to numerous number of flights in days, weeks and years in various destination, a great load
of data which indicates traveling preference of people (including business or trips) in different dates (concerning
seasons, climate, school holidays, national or religion holidays), is a good source in discovering the rules and the
relationships between flight capacities and these preferences. By knowing these relationships, providing a more
appropriate schedule and considering the future needs, it is possible both to satisfy the customers and also to reduce the
airline's costs. On the other side, terms of attracting the customers [3] in the first and second cycle of market's lifespan
become operational. In this research we will try to focus on those parts which relates to the customer relationship
management to be relevant with the reservation and offering flight routes. The current mechanized system of offering
tickets is over 5 years old which contains a great bulk of flight information, including flight lists, flight time and date,
lists of passengers, description and information of passengers and number of open and booked seats per flight.
Nowadays, considering the emulating aspects of the markets, reducing the costs is of great importance in an airline,
while it is not simple due to nature of such companies. So reaching a minimum of detriment per flight is exigent. In the
entire airlines world wide, the companies don't use the maximum physical capacity of each flight for various reasons
such as referring back the tickets, opening seats due to some policies, lack of accurate scheduling in flight routes or in
choosing an airline with appropriate capacity per flight and such reasons incur a big loss for the company. In addition,
exceeding number of passengers in some flight routes will lead to a decrease in the airline profits. These problems
cause an inefficiency of customer relationship management in an airline [4] because the first problem increase the
ticket's cost and the second displease the customer who receives no service from the company. In this research, we try
to data mining through studying data of reservation's system. Then through exercising different models of data mining
such as clustering and time series try to realize:
- Relationship between the time, flight routes and rate of demand for open seats per flight.
- Relationship between the time, flight routes and the open seats per flight.
- Relation between the time, flight routes and the probable passengers more than the capacity of the aircraft.
And offering an effective and practicable model of customer relationship management's system to conform with
knowledge of real data.
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2. Problems and research objectives
Concerning the scheduling of domestic flights and estimating the number of passengers or number of open seats, there
is no special method for each flight in weekdays. This is only based on marketing or statistical methods and
mathematical models for optimization of the flight.
The research objectives are as follows:
- Through data mining on data base related to passengers and canceling the flights, we can offer flight models with
the
minimum open seats,
- Through data mining of data bases related to passengers, it is possible to have flight models in which all
passengers
receive good services,
- Offering models for finding suitable flight routes for those times with more passengers.

3. Research Method
The required data for data mining are those with more than 5 years existence in reservation system of data base in an
airline. The data is saved in 5 fields define with 5000 characters. Concerning the definition of 5 class compartments and
their combination for each aircraft, flight data follow 7 different ways and subsequently engender new lines in each
record which leads to variable length of each record and saved data.
To this end, we try to extracting data through transferring them from DB2 to SQL server 2005 and writing the query,
those data include information about flight number, date, route and total passengers.

4. Preparation of data
Model is a small sample of real world [5], or model is explanation of real world [6]. Therefore one would say that
logical knowledge is a kind of cognition from a series of data based on a series of distinguished regulation is usually
obtained by induction method [7].
The data is never prepared to direct data mining [8]. So before modeling, they should be changed into the suitable
format. The data on data base are saved in strings, regarding the intended model, they will change to the numeric format
and the new data will be generated as follows:
- Aircraft capacity: numeric,
- Open seats: numeric,
- Flight route: string,
- Number of unanswered request: numeric,
- Total passengers: numeric,
- Percentage of open flights: numeric,
- Percentage of unanswered request: numeric,
- Type of aircraft: nominal.
To calculate the number of request more than the current capacity per flight the following formula was used:
Over Passenger Booked= - (To_number (open) + To_number (waiting list) + To_number (request ))
To calculate the percentage of open seats per flight:
Percent of Open Seats = (Open / Capacity) * 100
To calculate the percentage of unanswered request per flight:
Percent of Request Seats = (Over-passenger / Capacity) * 100
Finally the field's structure changed to the matrix format to carry out the time series model.

5. Suggested Model
After extracting and preparing data related to the domestic flights, through using the clustering model "TwoSteps", we
classify flights based on routes and assign the percentage of unanswered request and open seats per flight. To clustering
the flight route based on total passengers, open seats and unanswered request per flight, the "TwoStep" model was used.
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Fig.1. Model for clustering

According the above model, the data was clustered in 2 groups. (In Fig.2, visualization of 2 clustered to understand
better [9]).

Fig.2. Visualization of clustering
After carrying out the above model, the rules of clustering were identified through the C&RT model and the confidence
rate was studied.
Tab.1. Results for output field TwoStep
Correct 119
99.17%
Wrong 1
0.83%
Total
120
Through classifying the routes in 2 clusters, the first one shows the numerous request and passengers in routes, but the
second cluster shows no request for open seats and total passengers are few.
Number of open seats and unanswered request for each route were calculated in daily time span.
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Fig.3. Model for Time Series
There are different models in time series [10] and with due attention to the conformity rate of model with the diagram,
the simple season model in the exponential smoothing method was selected. The simple season model was used because
of flight's seasonal behavior and stationary R- square.
Tab.2. Analysis of Time Series model
Target

Model

Stationary R**2

Q

SUM of Passengers

Simple seasonal

0.587993

50.978

Mean of Open Seats

Simple seasonal

0.605825

124.14

Mean Of Request Seats

Simple seasonal

0.727991

140.87

Through this model, the number of request and open seats was predicted in the first cluster for the following 7 days.
(Fig.2)

Fig.4. Prediction of passengers for next 7 days
The obtained gain from the first cluster is based on the diagram. (Fig.5)

Fig.5. Gain of Prediction
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Concerning the few number of passengers in the second cluster, it is not possible to estimate daily request and only the
total passengers per month can be predicted.

Fig.6. Number of passenger per month

6. Conclusion and Future research
Through clustering, 2 different clusters showing the request rate based on each flight routes in time intervals were
obtained. In the first cluster which shows the great request rate for domestic flights, estimating the number of
passengers and open seats per routes was carried out daily. But with request in weekdays in all routes, it is possible to
predict the number of passengers monthly.
So according to the customer's behavior the request for each route and also number of passengers and open seats
can be predicted.
For future studying, it is recommended to define over requested times through considering each flight times. Also
through considering the type of predominant aircraft in each route, the connected flight's legs, flight time and estimating
number of passengers, it is possible to reduce the experimental rate of manpower and have an automatic daily schedule.
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Abstract. Over-flight over I.R. of Iran airspace territory is one of the main sources of revenue for our country. In this
regard, the appropriate planning in encouraging airlines to over-fly Iran, which is a monopoly in this country, is of a
significant importance. On the other hand, the competitive atmosphere dominating the aviation industry particularly in
Middle East and considering the presence of new rivals due to reopening the new air routes in our neighboring
countries including Iraq is one of our country’s chief concerns for importing foreign currencies. At present in many
countries, including Iran the tariff for air navigation charges has a fixed formula and there has been a consistency in
this regard. In many countries, including Iran a fixed discount like 30% has been applied to encourage more flights. In
this research, having used the data mining techniques, we describe the data of over-flight over 15 years.
By using clustering, the total flights are divided into 6 groups and we recommend a changing discount to the
directors of the organization in order to increase the flights with an ongoing with an ongoing perspective. In the
calculation of navigation charges and considering the competitive atmosphere in encouraging more over-flights and
using data mining techniques, we use an ongoing and flexible pattern and the output will lead to a rise in the revenue.
Application of this pattern in the whole country will be helpful as well, because economic and commercial planners will
be familiarized with application of data mining and its impact on revenue increase and since many problems exist in
other industries as well which can be eliminated using the data mining by an appropriate and effective plan in the
national and industrial level.

Keywords:
Data mining, Clustering, Over-Flight, Tariff for air navigation, Changing discount

1. Introduction
Nowadays the Knowledge of data mining as one of man's modern technologies, not only has undergone tremendous
changes, but also is speedily affecting life pattern, research method instruction, management, commerce, transportation,
safety and security measures and other aspects of human life.
Technology of data mining is one of the useful ways in finding data identified helpful among enormous quantity of
data.
Having discovered patterns and relationships between data, data mining reveals the hidden values. Discovery of these
values can help us anticipate the values of other variables and decide.
This research simultaneously introduces this technology and assesses the advantages, foundation, processes, duties and
performances of it and ultimately we have put our efforts in exploiting the use of techniques of decision tree in data and
data mining and its application in achieving the concerned goals.
Undoubtedly, making wise use of data mining assists us through increasing revenues gained from over-flight charges
in Iranian Airports Company and promotes commercial efficiency and also contributes us to be more active in the field
of commerce and enhances this company in terms of regional and international markets.

2. Problem statements and research objects
Nowadays, despite the abundancy of data, we suffer from poor knowledge of internal data. In such circumstances, those
organizations that discover and achieve more internal data will gain success.
Having the enormous quantity of transactions, aviation industry plays a chief role in economies of countries. Iran is
not an exception. Air transportation industry, particularly Iranian Airports Holding Company, is one of the basic
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elements of this industry. In our country this company is the forerunner and poses the monopoly for its activities. Its
major concerns are globalization, entering international trade organization, increasing competition in this industry and
also subjects such as air-routes in the neighboring countries including Iraq.
The above transformations ensure survival and sustainability of Iranian Airports Holding Company in the long run
and its profitability in the short run. Considering the revenues gained from over-flight charges and in order to maintain
its competitive advantage, and to keep and promote its share in Middle East, to increase profitability and customer
satisfaction (that are usually airlines), the company should make use of this modern innovation of information era.
Application of data mining in the developing countries including Iran is so obvious. Therefore doing researches in this
field seems to be necessary through which more familiarity with the concept and dimensions of data mining is secured
and that elements affecting it will be identified as well.
Hence we try to analyze the issue of over-flights using the territory of Iran airspace and recognize practicable and
efficient solutions for increasing the number of flights in this research. This process will allow the management of
Iranian Airports Holding Company to make proper and better decisions.
2-1. How This Research Is Done?
This project is done in several major phases:
[1] data collection, assessing and analyzing it and finally choosing the appropriate data
[2] necessary actions for recognition and preprocessing
[3] application of various techniques by data mining soft wares on data and classification, clustering and
discovering the existing association rules.
[4] In the final phase our effort will be to provide a pattern to increase the revenue.
2-2. Definition of Investigation Concept
Iranian Airports Holding Company: it is a 100% governmental company Connected with Ministry of Transportation
that is lawfully and financially independent and its duty is organizing, creating, managing, maintenance, completion,
facilitating and exploitation of airports of our county and provision of services and fringe airport and aeronautical
services.
Over-flights: it is referred to a non-stop flight overflying airspace of the country using air navigation services while
having prior permission

3. Research Method
Websites are full of hidden data which can be used in making intelligent decisions. Airlines are permanently assessing
their performance by collecting data related to the flights and creating websites. Analysis of data is often provided in the
form of reports and statistical tables and ultimately comparing performances of previous months or years.
With regard to data assessment, first we identify, preprocess and prepare data in order for data mining and then having
applied various methods and techniques by data mining software, we classify, cluster and discover the existing rules. In
this way the enormous existing data will be distinctive from the general data and then with studying this data we try to
draw a conclusion existing in them. Consequently with assessing the discovered patterns, a new and an ongoing model
of floating discounts for aircrafts passing airspace of Iran territory is provided. In general this research is done in 6
major parts:
[5] comprehension of commerce
[6] understanding the data
[7] data preprocessing
[8] pattern discovery
[9] assessment
[10] putting in order
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3-1. Data Understanding
In Tab. 1, Data for mining and type of them is presenting
Tab.1. Data and data type
Field name

Type

Size

Type

Character

5

Weight

Numeric

8

Enter point

Character

5

Exit point

Character

5

From

Character

5

To

Character

5

Distance

Numeric

7

Charge

Numeric

10

Airline

Character

4

3-2. Founding TwoStep Model
After executing the TwoStep Cluster modeling on data (Tab.1), some rule founded by C&RT Classifier that present in
Fig.1

Fig.1. Rules founded by TwoStep Model
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3-3. Analysis design on the results of C&RT Tree Node :

the above analysis shows that, the obtaining results have a high verification of 99.39% .
3-4. Presenting new model for discount payment
1 Computation of incoming in the first cluster:
In this phase, by inserting the following formula in the selection node and then by making a sum on the foreign key
field PK and the field of charge, the total revenue of this cluster will be as follows:
Weight <= 122.45 and Distance > 932.11
The resulting revenue of the first cluster : 74,835,894 $
The total discount in this cluster = 0 $
For computing the revenue portion percentage resulting from the first cluster of total income, we haves:
74,835,894 / 656.434.505 * 100= %4.5
Revenue Part of the first cluster 4.5 percentage
The rate of performing discount in this cluster due to flights with less than 150 tons, has been zero percent.
2 Computation of incoming in the second cluster:
Similar to first phase but with the following formula, in the selection node, the result will be:
WEIGHT > 122.45 and WEIGHT <= 296.75 and DISTANC > 1034.135
The revenue of the second cluster more than 615,000,000
The total discount in this cluster About 168,000,000
For computing the revenue portion percentage of the second cluster from the total revenue we will have:
615,000,000 / 1,656,000 * 100 = 37.1 %
The revenue portion of the second cluster 37.1 percent
The rate of performing discount in this cluster has reached to 30 percent, up to now (only belongs to the flights in this
cluster with the weights more than 150 tons.) Regarding that there is no discount to the flights Less than 150 ton.
Note: the rate of dedicated discount of this group to the total revenue equivalent to 27.30 percent is obtained from the
following formula:
168,000,000 /615,000,000 * 100 = 27.30%
3 Computation of incoming in the third cluster:
Similar to the first phase but with the following formula in the selection node:
)WEIGHT <= 122.45 and DISTANC <= 932.11) or (WEIGHT >122.45 and WEIGHT <= 296.75 and DISTANC
<=1034.135) or (WEIGHT >296.75 and DISTANC <=720)
The incoming of the third cluster more than: 78,000,000
The rate of total discount in this cluster for computing the revenue portion percentage of that total revenue of the third
cluster we will have: 78,000,000/1,656,424,505*10= 4.7 %
The incoming portion of the third cluster 4.7 percent the result of above research of data mining

4. Conclusion
Regarding to the different behavior of over fly flights in different distance and weights obtained in the first phases of
this research the results will be presented in independent different clusters during data mining phases, so it is suggested
for Iranian Airports Holding Company to notice to mentioned suggestions for its incoming plans.
As the resulting clustered executive model twoStep and K-means indicates, most of the results are based on
clustering on weights and distance factor. (It seems that the results obtained are useful and suitable for the goal of this
research since the goal of this research is declared as follows: computation of the logical and floating discount which
not only is emotional in over flights attraction, but also increases the revenue for the country.
In results of the average K-means Model, division of clusters are in such a way that the most of flights are located
in one cluster and little percentage of them are located in another. (this result in not suitable for deduction of Airlines
behavior pattern which is the goal of this research). But the results of twoStep clustering are very practicable because
the they are located between the different clusters with different distance and weights more logically and a more
efficient pattern for presenting discounts can be provided.
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With investigating the rules of twoStep clustering based on distance traversed and the weights of over flying airplanes
traversed and the weights of over flying air planes over Iran, the following applicable results will be achieved:





It the fourth cluster including flights with the weights more than 296.75 tons and distances more than 720
kilometers with no discount up to now,29 % discount is suggested (which is more than 8800000 Dollars from
economizing in the fourth cluster)
In the first cluster including flights with the weights less than 122.45 tons and distances more than 932.11
kilometers with no discount up to now, 12% discount is suggested. (Which is equal to 8800000 $ from
economizing in the fourth cluster).
In the second cluster including flights with the weights between 122.45 and 296.75 Tons and distances more
than 1034.135 Kilometers, 27.30% discount is suggested to the total of cluster.
In the third cluster including flights with weights less than or equal to 122.45 tons and distances less than or
equal to 932.11 kilometers or weights between 122.45 and 296.75 Tons and distances less than or equal to
1034.135 Kilometers or with weights more than 296.75 tons and distances less than or equal to 720 kilometers,
24.2 % discount to the total of cluster is suggested.
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Abstract. The paper discusses the problem of noise reduction for the improvement of the hand recognition in a sequence
of video frames. The presented results were obtained as a part of a larger project, which has an objective to build a
training simulator for Ukrainian Sign Language. The proposed solution for image segmentation is build around the data
mining techniques, which are based on clustering algorithms using Self-Organizing Maps. A particular emphasis in
this research is made on the image preparation for Self-Organizing Map training, in order to provide the most optimal
similarity measurement between different image segments.
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1 Introduction
The presented in this paper results were obtained as part of the research for creating an adaptive sign language training
simulator, which was already discussed in the number of articles [DN07] [DNP08] as well as demonstrated at CeBIT
2006, 2007 and 2008. The main motivation behind this research is to provide an affordable solution for people to use the
end product for self training of the Ukrainian sign language. The current solution for recognizing sign language gestures
is based on dactyl matching [DN07].
Unfortunately, this approach is limited to images (frames in video sequences) with uniform background. In order to
overcome this limitation an image segmentation based solution has been developed for background removal utilising SelfOrganizing Maps (SOM). One of the key SOM features is preservation of the topological order in the input data during
the learning process. Some relatively recent research of the human brain revealed that the response signals are obtained
in the same topological order on the cortex in which they were received at the sensory organs such as eyes transmitting
the colour information [Ko01]. A large part of the conducted research is dedicated to image data preparation and colour
space analysis to fully utilise the topology preservation feature of SOM when performing image segmentation. Image
data preparation is the key component in the developed image segmentation methodology.
One possible way to approach image segmentation is to treat image segmentation as a clustering task, where objects
for grouping are image pixels, and the actual groups (or clusters) are image segments. Hence the term image clustering,
which refers to means for high-level description of the image content. SOM and its variations were the subject of our
research for the past several years [Ho06] [Ho07], and therefore it was a natural choice for the task of image clustering.
Image segmentation is a popular research subject and there is a large number of related research as well as readily available
commercial and open source tools.
The use of SOM for image segmentation is a relatively popular research subject, and there is a number of SOM-based
image segmentation algorithms with their virtues and weaknesses. In [MC96] authors proposed the use of the two-stage
process based on one-dimensional SOM in combination with K-means algorithm for segmenting images with reduced
colour information. Authors of [CTT96] developed a unique data preparation scheme where both colour and texture were
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used, which yielded a success rate of 61.3% comparing to 53.6% when using only colour. In [BCL01] authors proposed a
SOM-based algorithm for skin detection. Authors of [JCZ03] used both colour and spatial information. Thus, utilising five
dimensional vectors (X, Y, R, G, B) for representing image data used in SOM training. In addition, a merging algorithm
was introduced for clustered blocks to be combined into a specified number of regions with some semantic means. Paper
[WLH00] discusses the use of an adaptive SOM colour segmentation algorithm, which supported pruning and merging
techniques to automate search for an appropriate number of clusters. The presented results yield an excellent performance,
however most of the processed images either have small size, thus automatically reducing the complexity, or have a close
to uniform background.

2 Dynamic image segmentation
The discussion of the theoretical and algorithmic foundation of the conducted research is presented in two sections. The
first sections, which is an essential part of our research, addresses data preparation. Specifically, the development of the
most adequate method for transforming images from video sequences into the vector space suitable for SOM consumption
(i.e. training and interpretation). This phase directly effects the quality of the image segmentation. For the purpose of
clarity the following discussion assumes processing of a single image, which does not affect applicability of the proposed
methodology to processing of video sequences.

2.1 Data preparation
The first stage of data preparation is to choose a vector space for representing each pixel on the image. The processing
speed is of high importance for fulfilling the requirement of real-time processing. The training of SOM is the most time
consuming operation. Therefore, the second stage of data preparation addresses the reduction of the number of data
samples used for training.
Colour is the brain’s reaction to specific visual stimulus. Therefore, in order to train SOM for it to reflect the topological order of the image perceived by a human eye, it is necessary to choose the colour space, which closely models
the way sensors obtain the visual information. The eye’s retina samples colours using only three broad bands, which
roughly correspond to red, green and blue light (Abrian Ford, Alan Roberts). These signals are combined by the brain
providing several different colour sensations, which are defined by the CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage
(French))[Hu01]: Brightness, Hue and Colourfulness. The CIE commission defined a system, which classifies colour
according to the human visual system, forming the tri-chromatic theory describing the way red, green and blue lights can
match any visible colour based on the eye’s use of three colour sensors.
The colour space is the method, which defines how colour can be specified, created and visualised. There are more
than one colour space, some of which are more suitable for certain applications than others. Some colour spaces are
perceptually linear, which means that an n-unit change in stimulus results in the same change in perception no matter
where in the space it is applied (Abrian Ford, Alan Roberts). The feature of linear perception allows the colour space to
closely model the human visual system. Unfortunately, the most popular colour spaces currently used in image formats
are perceptually nonlinear. For example, BMP and PNG utilise RGB1 colour space, JPEG utilises YCbCr, which is a
transformation from RGB, HSL2 is another popular space, which is also based on RGB.
The CIE based colour spaces, such as CIELuv and CIELab, are nearly perceptually linear (Abrian Ford, Alan Roberts),
and thus are more suitable for the use with SOM. The CIEXYZ space devises an independent absolute colour space, where
each visible colour has nonnegative coordinates X, Y and Z [Ho03]. The CIELab is a nonlinear transformation of XYZ
onto coordinates L∗, a∗, b∗ [Ho03]. The image format used in this research is uncompressed 24-bit BMP (8 bit per
channel), which utilises the RGB colour space. In order to convert vectors (r, g, b) ∈ RGB into (L∗, a∗, b∗) ∈ CIELab
it is necessary to follow an intermediate transformation via the CIE XYZ colour space (Gernot Hoffmann). Transforming
each pixel of the original RGB image produces a transformed image in CILab space used for further processing. It is
important to note that when using SOM it is common to utilise Euclidean metric3 for calculation of distances during the
learning process [Ko01], which is also used in CIELab space for calculating distance between pixels [Ho03].
In order to reduce the dataset used for SOM training, it was decided to split the image into segments n × n pixels.
Then for each such segment find two the most diverged pixels and add them to the training dataset. Finding the two most
diverged pixels is done in terms of the distance applicable to the colour space used for image representation. Below is an
1 Uncompressed

BMP files, and many other bitmap file formats, utilise a color depth of 1, 4, 8, 16, 24, or 32 bits for storing image pixels.
names include HSI, HSV, HCI, HVC, TSD etc. (Abrian Ford, Alan Roberts)
3 The selection of the distance formula depends on the properties of the input space, and the use of Euclidean metric is not mandatory.
2 Alternative
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example of image A of 4 × 4 pixels in size represented in the
each.

(L11 , a11 , b11 )T (L12 , a12 , b12 )T


 (L21 , a21 , b21 )T (L22 , a22 , b22 )T
A=

 (L31 , a31 , b31 )T (L32 , a32 , b32 )T

(L41 , a41 , b41 )T (L42 , a42 , b42 )T

CIELab space, and split into four segments 2 × 2 pixels

(L13 , a13 , b13 )T (L14 , a14 , b14 )T


(L23 , a23 , b23 )T (L24 , a24 , b24 )T 


(L33 , a33 , b33 )T (L34 , a34 , b34 )T 

(L43 , a43 , b43 )T (L44 , a44 , b44 )T

Algorithm 1 summarizes the above approach. It is important to note that an excessive reduction could cause omission
of significant pixels resulting in poor training. At this stage it is difficult to state what rule can be used to deduce the
optimal segment size, and the segmentation used in the presented results, was obtained empirically. However, even
applying segmentation 2 × 2 pixels to an image of 800 × 600 pixels in size, reduces the training set from 460000 down
to 240000 elements, which in turn enables the use of a smaller lattice and reduces the processing time required for SOM
training.
Let n denote the size of segments used for image splitting, the value of which is assigned based on the image size. T –
the training set, which is populated with data by the algorithm. Let’s also denote jth pixel in segment Si as Si (j). Further
in the text both terms pixel and vector are used interchangeably.
Algorithm 1 Training dataset composition
Initialization. Split image into segments of n × n pixels; N > 0 – number of segments; T ← ∅; i ← 1.
1. Find two the most diverged pixels p′ ∈ Si and p′′ ∈ Si using Euclidian distance.
1.1 max = −∞, j ← 1
1.2 k ← j + 1
1.3 Calculate distance between pixels Si (j) and Si (k): dist ← kSi (j) − Si (k)k
1.4 If dist > max then p′ ← Si (j), p′′ ← Si (k) and max ← dist
1.5 If k < n × n then k ← k + 1 and return to step 1.3
1.6 If j < n × n − 1 then j ← j + 1 and return to step 1.2
2. Add p′ ∈ Si and p′′ ∈ Si to the training set: T ← T ∪ {p′ , p′′ }
3. Move to the next segment i ← i + 1. If i ≤ N then return to step 1, otherwise stop.

2.2 Interpretation of Clusters
The guidelines from [Ko01] and [Ho06] were followed to conduct the self-organization process. The use of 2-dimensional
lattice with hexagonal neighborhood relation proved to be the most efficient in our research producing more adequate
segmentation results comparing to other evaluated configurations. Once the SOM structure and parameters for selforganization process are selected, the SOM is trained on the training set T , which is composed for the image to be
segmented. The trained SOM is then used for the actual image segmentation. The topology preservation feature of SOM
is fundamental to the proposed segmentation approach. The basic underlying principles of which are:
• Image pixels represented by topologically close neurons should belong to the same cluster and therefore segment.
• The marker used for segment representation is irrelevant as long as each segment is associated with a different one.
These two principles suggest that the neuron position in the lattice can be used for assigning a marker to a segment
represented by any particular neuron instead of the neurons’ weight vectors. This way weight vectors are used purely as
references from 2D lattice space into 3D colour space, and neural locations represent the image colour distribution. As the
result of a series of conducted experiments the following formulae for calculating an RGB colour marker for each neuron
have produced good results: Rj ← xj + yj × λ; Gj ← xj + yj × λ; Bj ← xj + yj × λ. Values xj and yj are coordinates
of neuron j = 1, M , where M is the number of neurons in SOM. Constant λ should be less or equal to the diagonal of
the SOM lattice. Applying the same formula for R, G, and B components produces a set of gray scale colours. However,
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each neuron has its own colour, and one of the currently not fully resolved issues is how to group neurons based on the
assigned colours into segments. There are several approaches, which are being currently developed to provide automatic
selection of neurons pertaining to the same cluster [Ho07]. However, the presented in this paper results were obtained
by applying a threshold to the segmented with SOM image, which requires human interaction in specifying the threshold
value. Algorithm 2 summarizes the proposed approach.
Algorithm 2 Image segmentation
Initialization. pj = (Rj , Gj , Bj ) – pixel j; j = 1, K; K > 0 – total number of pixels; j ← 1; i∗ (pj ) =
(Ri∗ , Gi∗ , Bi∗ ) – a weight vector of the best matching unit (BMU – winning neuron) for input vector pj ; (xi∗ , yi∗ )
– coordinates of neuron i∗ ; choose appropriate values for λ.
1. Find BM U (pj ) for vector pj in the trained SOM utilizing the distance used for training (Euclidian for CIELab).
2. Calculate marker for pixel pj : Rj ← xi∗ + yi∗ × λ, Gj ← Rj , Bj ← Rj .
3. Move to the next image pixel: j ← j + 1;
4. If j ≤ K return to step 1, otherwise stop.

3 Experimental results
This section demonstrates some results of the developed image segmentation methodology. A specific interest is the case
of training SOM on one of the frames in the video sequence only and applying it for segmenting subsequent frames. The
recorded video captured an open palm closing and opening again during a period of several seconds. The recording was
done using an ordinary PC web camera capable of 30FPS throughput with frame size of 800×600 pixels. The background
of the captured scene is nonuniform, which increases the complexity of image segmentation. Fig. 1 depicts original and
segmented images, which correspond to frames number 25 through to 50 of the recorded video. The training of SOM and
determining of the appropriate threshold value was performed only on the first image (i.e. frame 25).

(a) Original frame 25

(b) Segmented frame 25

(c) Original frame 35

(d) Segmented frame 35

(e) Original frame 40

(f) Segmented frame 40

(g) Original frame 50

(h) Segmented frame 50

Figure 1. Original and segmented video frames 25, 35, 40, and 50

The key aspect of the presented in this section results is the use of the SOM trained on only one frame. This initial
frame as well as all subsequent ones have been successfully segmented with clear separation of the human palm from
the nonuniform background. Although, some elements of the background were recognized as part of the same segment
and caused minor undesired artifacts scattered around the palm. The use of only one frame for SOM training provides a
provision for much faster dynamic image segmentation needed for video, avoiding SOM retraining for every frame.
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4 Conclusion and future work
The main purpose of developing an image segmentation algorithm in our case is to simplify the task of image analysis
for dactyl matching. However, developed algorithms yielded good results not only for human hand recognition, and potentially can be used for other applications. The main disadvantage of the developed approach is the need for human
interaction when specifying the threshold values in the final step of image segmentation. However, this aspect is being
currently addressed utilising the results obtain in [Ho07], which allows automatic clustering of the trained SOM. Another important subject of the future research direction is increasing the quality of segmentation by applying hierarchical
clustering. The basic idea behind this approach is to start SOM training on images with reduced information, following
additional training based on the same image with increased information. There are many image smoothing methods,
which provide a way of controlling the amount of image details (i.e. information), which may impact the quality of information reduction and thus segmentation results. The proposed in this research method for composing training dataset is
also an example of the way to reduce image details.
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Abstract. In this article we want to present a method for automated selection of preprocessing
methods based on genetic algorithms. This method is intended as support for data mining expert
and ease his work in routine parts like selection of appropriate preprocessing method (e.g. for data
normalisation, outlier detection, etc... ). In this paper we will present the first results of our method.
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1 Introduction
In this article we want to introduce our new method for automatic selection of preprocessing methods. The method is
not intended as replacement of standard data preprocessing process but as support for a data miner.
The standard data preparation is very complex and difficult task. It involves many non-trivial decisions and
understanding of the data and the business. In data mining applications the preprocessing is usually made by sequences
of commands or more likely by a data-flow diagram. In both approaches the data miner have to carefully select and
define order of preprocessing methods. Often selected methods are proved not too sucessfull and data miner have to
select another methods or change their order. Since this is long work we want to automate this task. The data
preparation process can be divided into two parts. The first involves feature extraction and transformation, ”high level”
data cleaning, etc... This part requires understanding of nature of the problem and is varies from case to case and
therefore it is very hard to automate.
But there is also second part of the data preparation problem – it involves missing values imputation, data
normalisation, feature selection, discretisation, nominal values coding, etc... . There are few methods for each task to
choose among and it is seldom clear which method use and which is the most suitable for the data. More many methods
have several parameters which greatly influences results of the method.
For example to treat missing values one can remove instances with missing values, replace missing value with mean
value, copy value from another instance or use some sophisticated algorithm like multiple imputation. Each method
affects performance of final model. More influence on model of each method depends on data and therefore it is hard to
say which method is the best for given problem.
The selection of the best combination of preprocessing methods is therefore difficult and time consuming work. In
this paper we want to present genetic algorithm based method for automatic preprocessing methods selection. In this
article we will present first results of our method.
This method is intended to support data miner in decision which preprocessing methods select and help him to find
optimal setup of selected methods. Naturally it can not replace human expert.
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2 Theoretical Part
In many applications it is important to find optimal model of unknown system (for example in classification, prediction,
approximation, etc.). Such model can be found using two different approaches – deductive and inductive. The GAME
artificial neural network (ANN) is based on inductive approach. This means that parameters and also structure of the
ANN are constructed during learning from some minimal blocks.
The GAME ANN extends concept of GMDH network [1]. The GMDH allows only one type of minimal block
(neurons with one transfer function). On the other hand in GAME ANN there are neurons with many different transfer
functions (linear, sigmoid, polynomial, etc...). The GAME have feed-forward structure [2]. Example of GAME ANN
architecture is on Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Example of the GAME model structure.
The GAME NN is build during the training phase from scratch. Each new layer is constructed following way:
first, large number of new neurons is generated, neurons differ in transfer function, number of inputs and
neurons in previous layer the new neuron is connected to. The next step is to find optimal setup of internal
parameters and best connections to neurons in previous layer (this step will be described later).When this is
finished, all neurons are evaluated using separated testing set and the worst neurons are deleted from the layer.
Then layer is ”frozen” and the algorithm continues with creation of new layer. This is repeated until neuron
with satisfactory accuracy is found.

3 Theoretical Part
In this part we will describe our method for automatic preprocessing. Our method is based on simple genetic
algorithm (GA) in its classical form [3]. The GA consists of three standard steps – selection, cross over and
mutation.
In our algorithm each individual in our algorithm represents a sequence of preprocessing methods. The
methods to apply are encoded into genome. Each gene encodes one preprocessing method.
Individuals for cross over are selected using tournament selection. Tournament selection works like this several individuals are selected and their fitness is compared. Two individuals with the highest fitness are
selected for cross over. Cross over is standard one point cross over. First in both genomes the cutting points are
selected and then corresponding parts of the genome are exchanged.
Mutation is slightly more complex. It may do three different operations. The first is to add or remove
preprocessing methods from the genome. Second it may change one method in genome to another. Third, it
may alter the configuration of some preprocessing methods.
The fitness function of an individual is computed from accuracy of the GAME model. The methods are
applied in order as they are listed in the genome. Then several (three in our case) GAME models are trained
using the preprocessed data. Performances of trained models are averaged and this average is taken as the
fitness.
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4 Preprocessing Methods
In this part we want to present types of preprocessing methods we tested in out paper. But first there is an
important thing to think about.

4.1 Global and Local Preprocessing Methods
There are two types of preprocessing methods – one type ussualy operates with only one input (attribute) and
preserves type of the data. This type we will call local methods. The second type of preprocessing methods
changes structure of the data and we will call them global.
The example of the first type of preprocessing methods is method which replaces missing values with
predefined constant or normalisation method. The example of second type is PCA transformation.

4.2 Implemented Preprocessing Methods
At this time there are several groups of preprocessing methods. The first group contains methods for missing
data imputation. This group contains several simpier methods. Among these methods are removing instances
with missing values, imputing constant values, mean values and averages of near instances.
The second group contains normalization methods like Z-Score normalisation or Soft-Max normalisation.
The third group are methods for data reduction. To this group are methods for data reduction. Examples are
method for removing random instances, method for removing nearby instances or Principal Component
Analysis.
The last group contains rest of methods – discretisation method, white noise generator and some few others
methods.
All of these methods can be used in automatic preprocessing.

5 Experiments
To test our method we will use one sets of artificial data. The set is a classification problem. In this set there
are four overlapping clusters from two classes shown on figure 2.

Fig. 2: Visualisation of two clusters in artificial data.
The data were obtained as follow: first we generated complete data. These data we divided into training and testing
part. Testing part we left as is and will be used to compare results of models. From the training part we removed
different portions of data. This way we obtain several different training sets and we will examine which preprocessing
methods will be selected and how portion of missing data affects selection of different methods and how successfull the
models are.
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6 Results
In this part we will describe our results. First we will discuss our classification experiment.
The results presented in table 1 are obtained following way – the first column presents results for raw data with no
preprocessing method applied. The second column show results for simple preprocessing applied. The simple
preprocessing means removing all instances with missing values. The third column shows results achieved by
automaticaly preprocessed data.
The classification results are summarised in table 1. The first column shows that GAME neural network is very
sensitive to missing values and even small amount of missing values can spoil the model.
The second column shows results of data preprocessed by hand. The preprocessing step consists only of removing
instances with some value missing. This column shows that even removing instances with missing values improves
accuracy.
The third column presents results of automated preprocessing. It shows that that our method for automatic
preprocessing is able to find better combinations of preprocessing methods.
Raw data

Data Preprocessed by hand

Automatically
preprocessed data

full data

91.25

91.25

92.5

0.01 missing

55.2

88.79

91.4

0.02 missing

54.2

87.97

91.15

0.05 missing

55

87.5

92.3

0.10 missing

55.26

87.8

99.05

0.20 missing

54.15

80.5

85.7

0.25 missing

54

91.2

92.12

0.50 missing

53.6

89.85

91

Tab. 1: Accuracy of models. The left column (Raw data) shows accuracy of
models created using raw (not-preprocessed) data. The right column shows
accuracy of models created using automatically selected preprocessing

Fig. 3: The best individuals for selected amount of missing values. Part
a) shows the best chromosome 1% of missing values. Part b) shows
individual for 5% of missing values and c) shows 20% of missing
values.
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As we expected the automatic preprocessing selected mainly methods for treating missing values. Also as we
expected all preprocessing sequences contain methods for treating missing data.
Figure 3 illustrates three best individuals for different amount of missing data. The part a) shows the best individual
for data with 1% of missing values. This individual treats only two input attributes and therefore resulting models uses
only these two input attributes. Missing values are treat using two different methods. Into the first attribute its mean
value is imputed and instances containing missing value in the second attribute are removed.
The part b) on figure 3 shows selected methods for 5% missing values. It shows that model also takes only two
attributes into account because only two attributes are preprocessed. More it shows that the best chromosome is derived
from the predefined individual from the initial population.
The last part c) show the best individual for 20% of missing values. Models derived from this individual again uses
only two attributes – the first and the third. This individual removes instances with missing values in the third attribute
while it imputes values from neighbouring instances into the first attribute. The rest of preprocessing methods removes
nearby instances and slightly reduces number of instances.
We performed two experiments – in the first the initial population was completely generated at random. In this
experiment the results was comparable to that of achieved by removing instances with missing values. Generated
genomes also contained wide variety of preprocessing methods and their combination.
In the second – which is presented in table 1 – part of initial population was introduced by us and contained method
removing instances with missing values. The results in this experiment are slightly better. Also genomes are more
uniform and the most of them contains method for removing instances with missing values.
This shows that in the first experiment the population and the number of generations was to small and the genetic
algorithm was unable to find better setup. It also shows that it is good idea to provide the genetic algorithm a reasonable
start point.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we presented preliminary results of our new method for automatic selection and ordering of
preprocessing methods. Our method is based on genetic algorithms and select preprocessing methods which produces
the most accurate GAME model.
Our experiment showed that our automatical preprocessing method is able to find combinations and setup of
preprocessing methods which can achieve higher accuracy that simple preprocessing method. The accuracy achieved by
automatic preprocessing method is about 4-5% percent higher that accuracy achieved by simple preprocessing method.
The experiment also showed that the automatical preprocessing method performs better when some individuals in
the initial population contains reasonable preprocessing methods.
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Abstract. The purpose of mathematical (geometrical) simulation consist in definition of optimum conditions of
behavior of a studied process, its control on the basis of a mathematical model and transmission of outcomes on object.
The descriptive geometry at the present stage has closely related to the research of multidimensional varieties of
different structure which, as it appeared, lays in the deep fundamentals of numerous processes.
Any substantial process from the mathematical point of view represents a classical example of development of
a multidimensional functional space in which continuous processes of quantitative change such components as fluidity,
temperature, conductivity and other parameters of reactions. The descriptive geometry, being one of sections of
mathematics which synthetic apparatus has an engineering directivity, forms a bases for development of geometrical
simulation methods for objects of a different nature and structure and also for chemical, physical, economic and social
processes.
The author develops methods of designing the multidimensional monoidal surfaces given by discrete
assemblage of data points used for synthesis of new materials, the solution of the complex ecological problems, the
simulation of chemical and technological productions and engineering systems. For simulation of chemical production
processes with nonreactive and responding chemicals, two techniques for obtaining models and their optimization are
developed. The first technique is applied to simulation of processes with nonreactive substances. Surfaces in this case
generate only unidimensional generatrix. For its realization the theorem has been formulated and proved: The sum of
three equations of a sheaf of right sections give an equation of a model.
Results of the author can be grouped into the three aspects:




solutions of technical problems at a level of inventions and patents;
capabilities of directed search of design solutions on optimal modes of technological manufactures;
productive aspect for which it is possible to call heuristics based on abilities of mathematical modelling on the
basis of design geometry to reveal functional relationships between multidimensional experimental values.
Practice of application of the techniques to research of electrodeless electrochemical processes shows also the
heuristic capabilities of the techniques permitting not only to find out best values of prototype processes but
also to plan the experimental trials considerably reducing scope of work and time for obtaining the adequate
outcomes.
For realization of the trials, program Giper has developed and patented.
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Abstract.
Application of evolutionary search for the decision of a feature selection problem is considered. The
evolutionary method with feature clustering, raising efficiency of search of the most significant feature combination due
to use of the aprioristic information of a feature arrangement in the space of copies is offered. Results of feature
selection for the decision of a problem of model construction of aircraft engines hardening factor are shown.

Key words
Evolutionary search, feature selection, neural network,
significant feature.

1 Introduction
The maintenance of high reliability of functioning, effective and safety work of complex technical objects causes the
necessity of the automated systems development for diagnostics and non destroying quality assurance, that demands the
decision of a problem of the recognizing models construction describing controllable objects or processes. However real
technical objects, as a rule, are characterized by a plenty of controlled variables, some of which are superfluous and not
informative, that complicates the process of diagnostic model construction, results in its redundancy and downturn
interpretability, that further increases time of forecasting or classification on synthesized model [1].
Therefore the important stage at the model construction of multivariate objects and processes is a dimension
reduction of researched feature space and a choice of the most informative feature system [2]. Nowadays various
methods of feature selection [3] are known. Among them are: feature ranging, exhaustive search, heuristic methods,
methods of evolutionary search.
At the solving of forecasting and recognition problems, as a rule, it is necessary to deal with a system of statistically
dependent features, which significance is not expressed through significance of separate features [4]. Therefore at the
solving of problems of diagnostics it is necessary to estimate a feature set, instead of each feature separately. Thus, the
usage of feature ranging by the calculated individual estimation is unacceptable.
The usage of an exhaustive search related with the necessity of estimation of all possible combinations of the
features that makes impossible application of such approach at a plenty of features in an initial set as demands huge
computing expenses [5].
Methods of heuristic search [6] are insufficiently effective because of nonoptimality of the greedy strategy that
consistently adding or excluding one feature therefore the obtained feature set contains the superfluous features
correlating with other features in a set. Besides that at the feature selection from a set with high dimension, heuristic
search also demands significant expenses for an estimation of feature sets.
For a selection of the most informative feature combination in conditions of their interdependence it is represented
expedient to choose evolutionary search [7–9] as it is more adapted to a finding of new solutions due to association of
the best decisions obtained on various iterations, has opportunities for an output from local optimum, uses group
estimations of selfdescriptiveness of a feature set instead of individual.
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However classical methods of evolutionary search at the feature selection do not take into account affinity of an
arrangement of features in a space of copies therefore the new combinations of features (chromosome) formed by
application of evolutionary operators of initialization, crossover and mutation, can include features which contain the
identical information on researched object, process or system. It is obvious, that the feature sets corresponding to such
chromosomes, are low informative or superfluous.
The purpose of this work is a creation of an evolutionary method with feature clustering which takes into account an
arrangement of features in a space of copies at creation of new solutions and allows to allocate a combination of the
informative features belonging to different factorial groups.

2 Evolutionary method with feature clustering
In the developed method of evolutionary search with feature clustering it is offered to group similar features with the
help of methods of clustering which allow to share sample into groups of compactly located features in space of copies
(clusters, factorial groups) and to allocate in every cluster the most typical feature.
At the creation of new chromosomes using evolutionary operators of initialization, crossover and mutation it is
offered to calculate the probability of inclusion of a feature into a chromosome, which depends on a feature
arrangement in a cluster (distances from it to the center of cluster), individual significance of a feature, and also
individual significance of its cluster center.
Evolutionary search with feature clustering is offered to be performed as the following sequence of steps.
Step 1. Group features of initial sample in clusters.
Step 1.1. For each feature Xi calculate Euclidean distance from it to all other features in sample. Euclidean distance
dE(Xa; Xb) between features Xa and Xb is calculated using the formula:

d E (X a ; X b ) =

∑ (x
m

p =1

pa

2
− x pb ) ,

where хpa and хpb are values of a-th and b-th features of p-th copy of training sample, respectively.
Step 1.2. Generate groups of the features compactly located in space of copies based on calculated distances
between copies, using methods of the cluster-analysis [10, 11]. Allocate features being the centers of clusters.
Step 1.3. For each feature Xi calculate the probability of its inclusion into a chromosome.
Step 1.3.1. Calculate the value of individual significance Ii feature Xi.
Step 1.3.2. To define{determine} probability Pi of inclusion of i-th feature into a chromosome:

Pi = I i +

d E ( X i ; X c ,i )
d E max, c

(I i − I c ) ,

where dE(Xi; Xc, i) is the distance from feature Xi to its center of cluster; dE max, c is the maximal distance in cluster in
which i-th feature is located; Ic is the significance of a feature being the center of cluster in which feature Xi is located.
Step 2. Set the counter of iterations: t = 0.
Step 3. Initialize an initial population from N chromosomes. Thus the chromosome is represented by bit line of size
L, where L is the quantity of features in an initial set. If the gene of a chromosome accepts value “1” then the feature
corresponding to it is considered informative and it is taken into account at the estimation of a feature set corresponding
to a chromosome. Otherwise, when the gene of a chromosome accepts zero value, the feature is considered non
informative and is not used at the estimation of a combination of features.
Step 3.1. Set the counter of the generated chromosomes: j = 1.
Step 3.2. Generate j-th chromosome Hj.
Step 3.2.1. Set the counter of the certain genes: i = 1.
Step 3.2.2. Generate a random number: r = rand [0; 1].
Step 3.2.3. If Pi > r then for i-th gene of j-th chromosome to set value: hij = 1, otherwise: hij = 0.
Step 3.2.4. If j-th chromosome is generated completely (i = L) then go to a step 3.3.
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Step 3.2.5. Set: i = i + 1.
Step 3.2.6. Go to a step 3.2.2.
Step 3.3. If all chromosomes are generated (j = N) then go to a step 4.
Step 3.4. Set: j = j + 1.
Step 3.5. Go to a step 3.2.
Step 4. Calculate the value of fitness-function f '(Hj) of chromosomes of the current population using the formula:

f (H j )∑ hij
L

f ′(H j ) =

i =1

L
⎛
⎞⎛
⎞
⎜1 + ∑ I i hij ⎟⎜1 + ∑ Pi hij ⎟
⎝ i =1
⎠⎝ i =1
⎠
L

.

Step 5. Check the termination criteria. If criteria of the termination are satisfied then go to a step 11.
Step 6. Increase the counter of iterations: t = t + 1.
Step 7. Select chromosomes for crossover and mutation.
Step 8. Execute the operator of uniform crossover. Thus in a crossover mask set individual values for genes to which
there correspond features with probability of inclusion in a chromosome, is higher than average, to other genes to
appropriate zero values.
Step 9. Execute the operator of a point mutation. The probability of mutation PMi of i-th gene in a mutated
chromosome is offered to calculate using the formula: PMi = α (1 – Pi), where α is the factor determining degree of a
mutation, α ∈ [0; 1].
Step 10. Generate new generation. Go to a step 4.
Step 11. Stop.
In the offered method of evolutionary search with feature clustering it is taken into account the affinity of an
arrangement of features in a space of copies that allows to form new decisions of the features located, as a rule, in
different groups, increasing probability of search of a combination of the features with maximal significance.

3 Experiments and results
For the research of properties and characteristics of the offered method the problem of feature selection for model
construction of hardening factor of aircraft engine details was solved.
As the factors describing the process of diamond hardening of details in [12] it is offered to use 16 features
determining geometrical, physical and technical characteristics of a processable detail and process of hardening.
Feature selection was performed based on methods of evolutionary search. Thus the following evolutionary
operators were applied: the selection operator – roulette selection, the crossover operator – uniform crossover, the mutation
operator – point mutation. Parameters of search were established by the following: the quantity of individuals in
population N = 100, the quantity of elite individuals is three, the probability of crossover Pc = 0,8. Termination criteria:
maximal allowable quantity of iterations T = 100, achievement of comprehensible value of criterion function fa = 0,01.
At the feature selection as a fitness-function f for estimation of a feature set (chromosome) the expression was used:

⎛ 1 L
⎞
f (H j ) = ⎜1 + ∑ hij ⎟ I j ,
⎝ L i =1 ⎠
in which the significance of feature combination Ij is calculated as the sum squared error of the model constructed based
on selected features. As such model it was used feed forward three-layer neural network which first layer contained six
neurons, second layer contained three neurons and the third layer contained one neuron, all neurons of the network had
sigmoid activation function.
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Results of the experiments are shown in tab. 1, where t is the time spent for evolutionary search of an informative
feature combination, sec.; kf is the quantity of the calculated values of fitness-function; k is the quantity of the selected
features.
Tabl.1. Results of feature selection.
Method of feature selection

Criterion
t

kf

k

f

Classical evolutionary search

821,72

3155

12

0,0152

Evolutionary search with кластеризацией features

717,82

2837,9

12

0,0093

Results of experiments have shown, that at the usage of the offered method of evolutionary search with feature
clustering for selection of an informative combination of features is spent less time and it is required less calculations of
fitness-function in comparison with classical evolutionary search. Thus the optimum set contains less features and
allows to synthesize neural network model, providing best accuracy.

4 Conclusions
In this work the actual problem of an informative feature selection is solved based on evolutionary approach.
Scientific novelty of the is that the new method of evolutionary search with feature clustering in which the affinity
of an arrangement of features in a space of copies is taken into account is developed. It allows to generate new solutions
from the features located, as a rule, in different groups, increasing probability of search of a combination of the features
with the greatest significance.
Practical value of results of the work is that the problem of feature selection for model synthesis of dependence of
hardening factor of aircraft engine details is solved.
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Abstract. In article the problem of creation of electric power systems (EPS) self-optimization conditions is investigated on
the basis of a principle of the least action. Self-optimisation of systems is understood as their natural property automatically
self- influenced in such method that at existing parameters and conditions they accept the most favourable statuses
characterised by the minimum power consumption. As shown, regular acceptance of optimum decisions, according to this
principle, forms in EPS the strategy of their development, reconstruction and operation, that on everyone optimizing step
preconditions for the greatest possible decrease the losses of the electric power are pawned at its transportation.
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electric power system, principle of the least action, nonhomogeneity, self-optimization models.

Introduction
Normal statuses of an electro power system (EPS) differ among themselves in parameters of a mode and quantity
of the electric power spent for its transfer from sources to consumers (electric power loss). Value of these losses except
parameters of system, values of loadings and generation depends also on operating parameters - parameters of regulating
devices (RD) (transformers, linear regulators, sources of jet capacity). At change of any parameters in EPS the new mode
characterised in certain parameters of a mode and value of losses of the electric power is established. Not always
presence of the existing mechanism of feedback thanks to which self-adjustability of system is carried out, can provide a
mode, the optimal from the point of view of quality of the electric power and a minimum of its losses [1]. Thus, this
property EPS as artificial system of cybernetic type [1] is necessary for improving.
As EPS by the nature are non-uniform this feature always leads to additional losses of the electric power at its
transportation and distribution. To minimise these losses, that is to pass from natural status EPS to optimum, it is
possible only compulsory by. There are two ways of the decision of this problem: reduction of heterogeneity EPS by
purposeful change of its design data [2] and application of special technologies at operation EPS, streams of capacity
allowing at the expense of redistribution in EPS to compensate negative influence of their heterogeneity [3, 4].
At realisation of noted approaches for a choice of the best variants with different degree of efficiency numerous
methods of linear and non-linear programming are used. Their general lack is that they give private decisions. In given
article possibility of formation of conditions of self-optimisation of normal modes EPS on the basis of a principle of the
least action (PLA) during designing, reconstruction and operation EPS is investigated.

Principle of the least action as a method of optimisation of difficult systems
Self-optimisation of systems is understood as their natural property automatically self- influenced in such method
that at existing parameters and conditions they accept the most favourable statuses characterised by the minimum power
consumption. Transition of system from one status in another occurs according to a principle of the least action, which can
be formulated as follows [5]. After a deviation from an optimum status of the functioning caused by external or internal
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indignations, in system there is a counter, opposite directed action, that is counteraction which tries to result system in an
optimum status. Hence, for any system during any moment of its existence the qualitative optimum which depth is defined
by degree of ideality of system is norm.
PLA predetermines an optimum of functioning of any system, and also a direction of development that conducts to
increase of degree of its ideality. For natural systems display of the given phenomenon is obvious and unlimited. In artificial
systems PLA it is shown it is mediated. Under the influence of an objective reality the person can accelerate or slow down
only system development, but its direction is always directed to an optimum. Delay of development of artificial system, its
maintenance in a static status causes in due course deterioration of its technical and economic indicators and, as a result, can
end with impossibility of performance of the functions assigned to it. On the other hand, assistance to system development
in a natural direction provides improvement of technical and economic indicators and approach to its ideal status [5].
For EPS a characteristic sign for an estimation of its affinity to an ideal status are losses of the electric power during
its manufacture, transportation and distribution. At achievement of certain value operation EPS, and then technically
impossible its functioning becomes by them in an increase direction at first economically unprofitable. For development
EPS in a direction of reduction of losses of the electric power in it, it is necessary to spend a complex of the technical and
organizational actions providing approach, technical restrictions, to economically ideal status how much allow.
PLA has found the application for the description of processes of electrodynamics, electromagnetic, thermal
character, etc. [5]. In the given work application PLA concerning development EPS for the purpose of maintenance of
conditions for their self-organising, or self-optimisation of their functioning according to criterion of an optimality - losses
of active capacity and the electric power (further, for reduction, loss) is considered.
Transferring of laws of any systems on an electro power system allows to assert, that at any moment functioning for
current set of parameters of system and independent parameters of a mode it is in an optimum status from the point of view
of electric power losses, but depth of the given optimum is predetermined by degree of ideality of the system. Thus,
assistance to natural development EPS, that is to increase of degree of its ideality, allows, thanks to self-optimisation
mechanisms, to provide relative decrease in losses of the electric power irrespective of its loading. It is essential advantage
of the given approach compared with classical optimisation.
Increase of degree of ideality EPS is provided with its development in two directions: by change of design data and
at the expense of system saturation by negative feedback. Both directions are associated for maintenance of the maximum
system effect should be considered in a complex.
To reveal a physical essence of optimisation of design data EPS during their designing and reconstruction, and also
to find out essence of realisation of feedback in EPS, it is necessary to establish original causes of a deviation of statuses of
system from a global optimum by the set criterion of an optimality and to state them an estimation.

Conditions of optimum current distributing in EPS
Normal modes EPS are optimum under condition of achievement of a minimum of criterion function in which
quality total losses of active capacity in them are accepted, that is

П  f x, u, t   min ,

(1)

x  Dx, u  Du ,
where x - parameters of mode EPS; u - parameters of regulating devices; Dx, Du - admissible areas of change of parameters
x and u.
To problem (1) there corresponds a definition problem current distributing, providing a minimum of losses of active
capacity EPS during each moment of time t in the presence of restrictions on values of currents in branches and generating
sites. In [6] it is shown, that optimum current distributing it is defined:
Iaо0

Cr

0

Ja

=
Ipо

(2)
0

C

r

Jp

(3)
I  DI , J  DJ ,
where Iaо, Ipо - vectors of optimum active and jet making currents in branches; Ja, Jp - vectors of active and jet making



central currents; Cr  rв1M 't M 'rв1M 't



1

- a matrix of factors т current distributing settlement scheme EPS in which
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resistance of branches are presented only by their active components (r-equivalent circuit EPS); M ' - the matrix of
connections of branches in sites in which the lines corresponding to balancing sites are deleted.
In practice economically ideal status of the system calculated on (2), lays, as a rule, out of admissible area D. On fig.
1 the example of such case is resulted. Input in admissible area is carried out as a result of movement of system from a point
xэ [x1э, x2э] with is minimum possible in the set conditions value of losses of capacity in a point xо [x1о, x2о] with great value
of losses. We will notice, that at use gradient methods computing process is under construction on the contrary - lifting, and
descent from level of the big losses (a point of initial approach
not.

x (0) [x1(0) , x (0)
2 ] ) on level with smaller losses is carried out

x2

xe

x2 e
x20

x0

D

x2(0)

x 1(0)

x10

x 1e

x1

Fig. 1
Calculation current distributing and check of restrictions is thus spent as follows. Pays off current distributing on an
r-equivalent circuit of a network without restrictions. Current Ji received thus is compared with limiting Ji and Ji . If it is
broken i-е restriction the current in i-м the site is accepted equal limiting Ji or Ji and calculation repeats. Received thus not
balance currents, for example J i  J i  J i , it is carried between other generating sites under the r-scheme. Change of
currents in branches unlike the previous causes increase in total losses of active capacity, but at such approach it is the least,
that is responds PLA.
Thus, it is possible to draw conclusions, that for maintenance of a minimum of losses of active capacity in EPS
active and jet currents in it should be distributed depending on active resistance of its elements. It responds a principle of the
least action according to which transition of system from one status to another is carried out at the least power
consumptions. Using PLA, it is possible to solve a number of problems of optimum control of modes EPS. We will show it
on an example of problems of the most favourable distribution of loading between power stations and optimisation of
streams of capacity and pressure in EPS.

Optimum distribution of loading between electric power sources.
Optimisation of modes EPS is spent by criterion of expenses for fuel (or the total expense of conditional fuel) at set
for each moment of time to loading EPS
T s

ЗВ    Bi Pi цi dt  min ,

(4)

0 i 1

where Bi Pi  - expenses of conditional fuel on і-th power stations (account characteristics Bi Pi  are non-linear functions
of active loadings of stations Pi ); ці - the price of ton of conditional fuel; s - quantity of optimised power stations in EPS.
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By optimisation of active loadings of power plants restrictions on balance of active and jet loadings, loading of
separate elements of system (transmission lines, transformers etc. are considered.), restrictions in the form of the equations
of status EPS.
The fuel component of expenses electric power manufacture on і-th stations can be considered as cost of losses of the
electric power in active resistance R ei for the same time interval [7]. Then at the work of station with constant loading on
an interval of time Т it is possible to write down, that
(5)
ЗRi  Пi Tc  Bi (Pi )цi T ,
where c - cost 1 kW/h electric power losses; ПRi - capacity losses on element R ei from course Pi.
Considering, that

Pi2

П Ri 

Ui2

 R ei ,

(6)

 R ei Tc ,

(7)

we have

Pi2

ЗRi 

Ui2

Ui - pressure on tyres i-th stations at loading Pi.
From (7) taking into account (5), we will receive values of such active resistance, cost of losses of the electric power
on which is equivalent to expenses for electric power manufacture for each of stations:

R ei 

Bi Pi Ui2ц i

.
(8)
Pi2с
The economic characteristics of stations presented in such kind respond model of optimisation of mode EPS with use
PLA. As follows from (8) resistance R ei are non-linear functions of account characteristics and loadings of stations Pi.
Having placed sources of electric energy behind the resistance calculated on (8) (see fig. 2), it is possible to replace
definition of total expenses on manufacture of the electric power by calculation current distributing in an equivalent circuit
made only from active resistance of elements EPS and economic resistance of power plants. Calculation such current
distributing does not cause complexities and can be executed any known method.

P1
Ps
Rе1
r- chart EPS

P2

Rеs

Rеi
Rе2
Pi
Fig. 2

Let's show, that optimum mode EPS when as criterion of optimality total expenses for generating and transfer of
active capacity in EPS are accepted in this case is provided. An optimisation problem we will formulate as follows:
s

П   3R ei Ii2  min

(9)

i 1

Under conditions of balance of capacity in EPS

P1  P2  ...  Ps  Pнс  П с  0
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and Pi min  Pi  Pi max , i  1,s ,
where Pнс - total loading EPS; Пс - total losses of active capacity in system.
Let's write down function Lagrange for (9):
s
 s

L   ЗR эi Ii2    Pi  Pнс  П c  .
i 1
 i 1

After substitution of values of economic resistance from (8)
s
цi
 s

L   Bi (Pi )     Pi  Pнс  П c  .
c
i 1
 i 1

From conditions L / Pi  0, i  1,s we will receive criterion of the optimal distribution of loading between power

plants:

ц i bi

(10)
 idem, i  1,s ,
1  i
where bi  Bi / Pi - relative increases fuel expenses at stations; i  П c / Pi - relative increases losses of active capacity
in EPS.
That is, we come to known [8] conditions of optimum distribution of loading EPS between stations. Hence,
calculation of established mode EPS where stations are presented by economic resistance R ei , minimisation (4) method
Lagrange or, for example, by a gradient method results besides to result, as.

Conclusions
1. Electro power systems as artificial systems are not optimum from the point of view of losses of the electric power
during its manufacture, transportation and distribution. Their perfection is carried out in decision-making process on their
development and reconstruction, and also during operation by optimum control of modes of their work. For working out of
strategy of development, reconstruction and operation EPS on uniform methodological principles there can be used
principle of the least action.
2. Process of optimum distribution of loading between energy sources in a power supply system probably to model
with use of a principle of the least action. Thus the energy source in model is represented active resistance, cost of losses of
the electric power in which is equalled to expenses on manufacture of the same quantity of the electric power. Definition of
optimum loading of stations is reduced to calculation of established mode EPS on its r-equivalent circuit.
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Abstract. Nowadays a Feature Ranking (FR) is commonly used method for obtaining information about a large data
sets with various dimensionality. This knowledge can be used in a next step of data processing. Accuracy and a speed
of experiments can be improved by this. Our approach is based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) instead of classical
statistical methods. We obtain the knowledge as a by-product of Niching Genetic Algorithm (NGA) used for creation of
a feedforward hybrid neural network called GAME. In this paper we present a behaviour of FeRaNGA (Feature Ranking
method using Niching Genetic Algorithm(NGA)) during a learning process, especially in every layer of generated GAME
network. We want to answer how important is NGA configuration and processing procedure for FR results because
behaviour of GA is nondeterministic and thereby were results of FeRaNGA also indefinitive. This method ranks features
depending on a percentage of processing elements that survived a selection process. Processing elements transforms
parent input features to an output. The selection process is realized by means of NGA where units connected to the
least significant features starve and fade from population. To obtain the best results and to find optimal configuration is
behaviour of the FeRaNGA algortithm tested using various parameters of NGA and number of ensemble GAME models
on well known artificial data sets.

Keywords
Inductive modelling, Feature Ranking, Artificial Neural Networks, FeRaNGA, Nitching Genetic Algorithm,
FAKE-GAME

1 Introduction
Feature Ranknig is one of the most important preprocessing methods which ranks all input features in correspondence to
their relevance. Other methods are Feature Selection(FS) which search for subset of relevant features from an initial set
of features [4] and Feature Extraction(FE) methods which creates new subset of features containing information extracted
from original set of features. One part of FS methods are embedded methods which select relevant features within
a learning process. FeRaNGA, as an embedded method, selects relevant features within learning process of internal
parameters (e.g. weights betwen layers of neural networks). This knowledge can be used by choosing inputs in each
successive created layer of an ANN. FeRaNGA is type of FS methods(embedded method) but is also able to be FR
method and ranks all of features in dependency on its configuration.
During experiments we want to find how are ranks changing between layers - if some redundant or irrelevant features
replace the relevant features. Next experiment is focused how can one process the result ranks from more layers e.g.
combination of results between layers or models. Finaly we describe the changes in ranks betwen layers.

2 Theoretical Part
Niching methods extend genetic algorithms to domains which require the location of multiple solutions. They promote
the formation and maintenance of stable subpopulations in genetic algorithms. We use deterministic crowding method
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where offspring replaces the most similar parent if it is less fit. The reason is to suppress domination of the most important
inputs.

2.1 FeRaNGA
FeRaNGA is novel method for FR presented on ICANN 2008 conference[3]. It is a part of FAKE-GAME data mining
tool[1]. In GAME(Group of Adaptive Models Evolution) are ANN constructed layer by layer during the stage and
the GAME algorithm proceeds from the MIA algorithm(Multilayered Iterative Algorithm). Both algorithms are from the
GMDH family algorithms for inductive modeling known as a Group Method of data Handling introduced by Ivachknenko.
The more detailed description can be found in [2].
The GAME engine use the Niching Genetic Algorithm(NGA) for creating of ANN. It helps to promote the formation
and maintenance of stable subpopulation in genetic algorithms(GAs). NGA extend GAs to domains that require the
location of multiple solution. One of this method is deterministic crowding where the offspring replace the most similar
parent with higher fitness [3].
FeRaNGA method ranks features depending on a percentage of processing elements that survived a selection process.
Processing elements transforms parent input features to an output. The selection process is realized by means of NGA
where units connected to the least significant features starve and fade from population. Results obtained by FeRaNGA
from one GAME model of AAN are not so demonstrable because of behaviour of GA and thereby is for improvement
stability of ranks used modificated FeRaNGA method - FeRaNGA-n where n is number of models from which FeRaNGA
is computed. Computed in this case means to determinate median from all created models as a final rank of feature.

3 Data sets overview
During a learning process of an ANN type GAME we used two artificial data sets to compare accuracy of ranks in each
layer.
Both artificial data sets were generated to measure the performance of the AMFIS feature selection algorithm [5].
First is Gaussian multivariate data set consists of two clusters of points generated from two different 10th-dimensional
normal Gaussian distributions. Class 1 corresponds to points generated from N(0, 1) for each dimension and Class 2 to
points generated from N(4, 1). This data set consists of 50 features and 500 samples per class. By construction, features
1-10 are equally relevant, features 11-20 are completely irrelevant and features 21-50 are highly redundant with the first
ten features. Ideally, the order of selection should be: at first relevant features 1-10, then the redundant features 21-50,
and finally the irrelevant features 11-20.
Second artificial data set is Uniform Hypercube data set which consists of two clusters of points generated from two
different 10th-dimensional hypercube [0, 1]1 0, with uniform distribution. The relevant feature vector (f1, f2, . . . , f10)
was generated from this hypercube in decreasing order of relevance from feature 1 to 10. A parameter α = 0.5 was
defined for the relevance of the first feature and a factor α = 0.8 for decreasing the relevance of each feature. A pattern
belongs to Class 1 if (fi < γ i−1 * α / i = 1, . . . , 10), and to Class 2 otherwise. This data set consists of 50 features and
500 samples per class. By construction, features 1-10 are relevant, features 11-20 are completely irrelevant, and features
21-50 are highly redundant with first 10 features. Ideally, the order of selection should be: at first relevant features 1-10
(starting with feature 1 until feature 10 in the last position), then the redundant features 21-50, and finally the irrelevant
features 11-20.

4 Experiments
In experiments we used three configuration of FeRaNGA(resp. NGA). First configuration is defaul configuration of
FAKE-GAME data mining tool and represents 30 individuals and 15 epochs as a parameters of NGA. Next two configuration are 75 and 150 where the number has the same meaning like by default configuration(75 epochs and individuals,
150 epochs and individuals).
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4.1 How can configuration improve the results
In this experiment we tested all configuration on Gaussian data set. Results in next three tables are ranks in all layers
from sevnth model which depends on six previous models because of median. These results are obtained from GAME
ensemble models in FAKE-GAME tool which allows to make more than one model of ANN. Ranks are in every layer
computed like a median from all layers with the same number in previous models.
Results in tables 1, 2 and 3 acknowledges hypothesis that icreasing number of epochs and individuals as a parameters
of NGA causes better results of FeRaNGA. Redundant features on first ten positions in tables 1 and 2 are in the best
configuration replaced by relevant features
In referenced tables one can see also last row with label Overall. It represents results of FeRaNGA method computed
over all layers in actual model and is corresponding with confirmed hypothesis. In this results is changing order of ranks
all right because first ten features (from one to ten) has the same importance and last thirty features(from 21 to 50) has the
same importance as well.
Tab. 1. Results of FeRaNGA-7 on the Gaussian data set with default NGA configuration.
At least nine features are in each layer ranked. Except layer nr. 2 are all ranks correct, in
layer two are some redundant ranks on position of relevant ranks istead of them and some
irrelevant features as well. Zeros in the table means that no more features were used in this
layer.
Layer
0
1
2
Overall

9
9
9
9

1
10
7
5

2
5
3
6

3
6
5
7

4
7
10
10

5
4
4
3

6
1
6
4

7
2
2
1

Important part of ranks of features
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
31 8 28 38 46 20
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
37
0

0
0
26
0

0
0
29
0

0
0
41
0

0
0
12
0

0
0
39
0

Tab. 2. Results of FeRaNGA-7 on the Gaussian data set. Configuration of NGA was 75
epochs and 75 individuals in population. In each layer is ten or more ranks of features.
Layer zero has correct ranks of all features. Layer 1 has more than ten ranked features(in
correct order) and layer 2 as a last layer contains errors in ranks again.
Layer
0
1
2
Overall

9
9
3
9

6
1
2
6

1
2
6
2

10
6
9
1

3
10
5
10

7
7
10
3

2
5
8
7

5
3
45
5

Important part of ranks of features
8
4
0
0
0
0
0
8
4
31 45 24 25 29
28 33
1
7
47 26 49
8
4
45 25 33 41 49

0
30
50
24

0
33
13
31

0
40
4
30

0
41
37
0

0
49
41
0

0
0
25
0

Tab. 3. Results of FeRaNGA-7 on the Gaussian data set. Configuration of NGA was 150
epochs and 150 individuals in population. For all layers are ranks absolutely correct. In
layer one is more than ten features. Correct results are also caused by long time for creating
of GAME models of ANN.
Layer
0
1
Overall

7
2
7

10
7
2

2
10
10

9
8
9

6
6
6

3
3
3

8
9
8

Important part of ranks of features
5 1 4
0
0
0
0
5 1 4 25 22 28 37
5 1 4 25 22 28 37

0
44
44

0
45
45

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
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4.2 Correct ranks from first layer
In this part we focused only on first layer from which ranks were computed. All configuration of NGA were tested on
Hypercube data set.
Results for configuration 150 and are not displayed because of absolutely correct ranks(8 features in correct order and
all others features were unused exept feature Nr. 9 in models 4, 5 and 6 which have correct order too). In table 4 there are
first layer results from two configurations. Every row means ranks from first layer from mentioned model and depends on
layer from previous model.
Tab. 4. Results of FeRaNGA-7 on the Hypercube data set with Default and 75 NGA configuration. All displayed ranks are from the first layer of each GAME model of AAN with
specified configuration. Only first ten ranks are shown. For default NGA configuration in
all models are most of ranks in wrong order and there are also some redundant features instead of relevant ones. Growing number of models from which ranks are computed causes
improving of results. Configuration of NGA 75(nr. of epochs and individuals) is for 5, 6
and 7 models able to give correct results of ranks.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NGA configuration
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
4
4
2
2
4
4

4
2
3
4
3
2
2

34
26
5
3
4
3
3

Default
6
8
34
3
6
26
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6

26
5
44
44
8
44
8

39
6
0
8
44
8
44

44
8
0
26
0
37
0

0
10
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
4
4
4
3
3
3

5
3
3
3
4
4
4

3
5
5
5
5
5
5

75
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

10
8
8
8
8
8
8

8
10
0
9
0
9
9

9
9
0
0
0
0
0

Growing number improve results and in combination with strong configuration of NGA (higher number of epochs
and/or individuals) is posible to reach the optimal results of ranks. First layer is more restrictive and give only most
important results(features). Therefore results from first layer are suitable for cases when one need select only a few most
important features. Penalty for accuracy is time which stronger configuration takes.
From table 4 are obvious dependencies between number of models from which FeRaNGA is computed and ranks
correctness. Default NGA configuration of FeRaNGA-7 is less effective to obtain correct ranks without mistakes. On the
other hand is this Default configuration more quick.

5 Changes of ranks between layers
Change of ranks importance between layers can be computed from percentual importance of every feature. In table 5 we
present changes expressed relatively to kind of feature and to number of this features. Because the number of relevant and
irrelevant features(10) is different from redundant features(30) must one respect it and recompute the changes among the
sets of features by its number.
Tab. 5. Changes between first and second layer computed from 14 GAME models of ANN
on Hypercube data set with 150 NGA configuration(150 epochs and individuals). The
Relevant features have dominant position in the first layer. In the second layer irrelevant
and redundat features are gaining importance at the expense of the relevant features.

Features / Model
Relevant
Irelevant
Redundant

1
-0,35
0,03
0,1

2
-0,4
0,06
0,11

3
-0,32
0,11
0,07

Gain / loss of importance relatively to kind and number of feature
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
-0,2 -0,02 -0,37 -0,32 -0,29 -0,15 -0,25 -0,25 -0,66
0,05
0,23
0,03
0,02
0,03
0,05
0,13
0,03
0,11
0,05
0,13
0,11
0,1
0,08
0,03
0,04
0,07
0,18

13
-0,43
0,12
0,1

14
-0,25
0,03
0,07
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If we compute average gain/loss from table 5 is the loss of importancy 0,3 on one relevant feature. On the other
side gain of everyone redundant feature is 0,09 and everyone irrelevant feature is 0,07. Only in four cases ware gain
of irrelevant features higher then gain by redundant features(models nr. 3, 5, 9 and 13). This observation demonstrate
power of FeRaNGA method in first layer where only a few most important features is ranked and in every next layer this
important features loss its importance on behalf of redundant and irrelevant features. Irrelevant features takes less part
from importance of relevant features then redundant features.

6 Conclusion
In both cases of data sets there are obvious dependencies between number of ranked features and the order of layer in
ANN. With growing number of layers the number of ranked features is also increasing. If there is a necessity to have only
a few most significant features one can use results from the first layer of the ANN where only the most important features
are ranked and the others are unused. On the other hand if we need ranks of all features is preferable to use results from
the last layer of ANN or ranks computed over all layers in the model.
The FeRaNGA algorithm is much more restrictive in the first layer, but also more precise. In all next layers of learning
process the NGA alows more processing elements to survive. In this case, also the less important ones.
Growing number of models from which FeRaNGA is computed and stronger configuration of NGA improves results
as well. But configuration with higher number of epochs and/or individuals enlarge time necessary to obtain the results.
The best way how to obtain correct results in short time is to use forceless or defautl configuration of NGA and compute
ranks by using FeRaNGA-n only from first layers in n GAME models of ANN.
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3.3 APPLIED SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
INDUCTIVE MODELS

Software for Data Analysis and its Applications in the
Distance Courses of “PROMETHEUS”
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Abstract. Software for data analysis were successfully using in education and different spheres for data analysis
(surveys and investigations; complex samples, marketing; research activities in social sciences, economics,
medicine; life-insurance, databases and direct marketing; public management). It is described the application of
the learning management system “PROMETEUS” in State Academy of Statistics, Accounting and Audit of State
Statistics Committee of Ukraine. At Academy educational courses are developed in the format of distance learning
in accordance with the industry standard of higher education of Ukraine. Software of the statistical package for
social sсiences (SPSS) and its application for data analysis is considered in the article also.

Keywords
Software, Data Analysis , Distance Courses, System Distance Learning, Statistics Model

1 Introduction
Conception of the distance learning of State Academy of Statistics, Accounting and Audit of State Statistics
Committee of Ukraine is based on implementation of normative documents of Department of Education and
Science of Ukraine (the Order of minister for education and science of Ukraine №802 from 04.12.2003 “About
claim of Measures on realization of Program of the distance learning system on 2004-2006 years”, by approval by
Order of Department of Education and Science of Ukraine of Statute “About the distance education” №40 from
21.01.2004 and others like that). Academy is base higher educational establishment (HEE), which prepares
specialists for statistical services of Ukraine, has the system of the separated subsections (branches, colleges,
educational-consultative centers) ramified on Ukraine, and also carries out scientific researches. Necessity of
development of new technologies of education at the ramified network and difficult educational-scientific structure
needed simple in administration, but the educational platform of the system of the distance learning directed on the
stream of many thousands of students. In addition, the system distance learning (SDL) must not require in relation to
technical vehicle requirements and infrastructure of decorated a pattern. SDL “PROMETHEUS” is used in many
HEE both abroad (Moscow Economic Statistical Institute, Federal Service of State Statistics of Russia) and on
Ukraine (in the National Academy of Government Tax Service of Ukraine and other HEE). After an acquaintance
with experience of leading HEE of Ukraine a choice was done in behalf of SDL “PROMETHEUS” a version 4.2
[1]. SDL “PROMETHEUS” allows to create the multimedia distance courses (DC), which can spread and on
compact-disk, provides possibilities of distance learning and testing of listeners and also has necessary facilities for
the management of educational establishment virtual activity (it is important to underline that every version of SDL
“PROMETHEUS” passes localization Ukrainian).

2 Theoretical Part
On implementation of orders Department of Education and Science of Ukraine in relation to legalization of
software and fight against illegal use, theAcademy has the licensed SDL “PROMETHEUS” [Fig.1] and the
package of statistical programs (PSP) SPSS [2] that is actual in connection with tacking of Ukraine to Bolony
process. There are next components of
software product for SDL: methods of development of authoring
educational tools; control the system by studies - Learning Management System (LMS); the system of exchange
information between the participants of educational process; delivery of educational content system (as a rule web
site). In the use of standards of exchange educational materials there are follofing advantages: expansion of market
of services and acceleration of development; decline of prime price of ownership.
PSP SPSS is appointed in the first turn for statistics-professionals, because has enough vehicle of statistical
analysis, wholly compared for capacity from SAS [3]. SPSS has the developed input language, wide possibilities in
the
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area of management and presentation of information that are complemented a flexible interface from SUBD and
specialized subsystem for support of the plotted output. SPSS is the acknowledged software for educational
establishments of European community, and what is why acquisition of license its use is also actual in connection with
tacking of Ukraine to Bolony agreement. Academic license to the use of package SPSS allows Academy to introduce
the modern methods of information and communication technologies in an educational process. SPSS is used for
elaboration of DC from the applied and social statistics, analysis of data, econometrics, sample researches, economics,
actuarial mathematics, creation of the script-programs [Fig.2].
In the environment of package for statistical analysis of data of SPSS students on the examples of the real
researches meet with the management of data, calculation and interpretation of descriptive statistics, by generalization
of primitive experimental information by application of them statistical treatment, by the construction of variance,
regression, discriminant, factor models, by the statistical analysis of time series of different type, formulation and
verification of statistical hypotheses, by the methods of graphic and table presentation of results an analysis, at
preparation of reports and presentations, and practical lessons enable to get skills of work with package SPSS. SPSS
provides work on all of the stages of analytical process and enables a researcher to establish intercommunications,
receive results for acceptance of optimum and quality-controlled decisions.
DC from the applied statistics exhaust after a method teaching on the daily form of studies and done for the lead
through of employments with the Internet/Intranet.

Fig. 1. SDL “PROMETHEUS”

Fig.2. Windows of distance course of life-insurance.
Use of SPSS allows to heave up teachers, collaborators, graduate students and students, on a high-quality
new level the lead through of scientific researches after speciality the applied statistics [Fig.3]. In particular, DC
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“Statistical methods of samples research” consists of the following modules: basic determinations of methods of
samples research; process of forming of samples; construction of plan of selection; collection of information is for
forming of selection; connection of answers after a selection and forming of selective weights; frequencies and
descriptive statistics; statistical analysis of cross tables; construction of estimations of relations; construction of
estimations of parameters and them confidence intervals for a general aggregate.
The practical use of design of selective researches for the receipt of estimations of mean and general value of
descriptions of general aggregate requires development of mathematical methods of construction of the proper optimum
plans [4-5]. Therefore, except for the use of the standard software SPSS authors of this article is created proper software
that includes script-programs of construction of optimum plans and theirs statistical analysis [4]. The followings
methods are realized: 1) method of the proportional stratified questioning in the conditions of homogeneity of variances
with the expenses of selective inspections for stratums; 2) method of the stratified questioning with the calculation of
size of stratum after the criterion of Neyman with heterogeneous variances and expenses of selective inspections for
stratum; 3) method of the stratified questioning with the calculation of optimum size of stratum with heterogeneous
variances and different expenses of selective inspections for stratum. In Tab. 1. calculations are resulted with the use
of the script-programs with the use of experimental information [4].

Fig.3. Windows of distance course of information systems and technologies in statistics.

Stratum
1
2
All
Stratum
1
2
All

Tab. 1. Results of calculations of point and interval values of descriptions of general aggregate [4]
Method of the proportional stratified questioning
Nh
nh
True total
Est_total
%
low limit
high limit
16
6
10070
9602.66
4.64
8914.65
10290.68
48
13
9498
9334.15
1.72
7270.11
11398.19
64
19
19568
18936.82
3.22
16184.76
21688.87
Method of the stratified questioning is with the calculation of optimum volume of stratum
after the criterion of Neyman.
Nh
nh
True total
Est_tot
%
low limit
High limit
16
10
10070
10376
3.03 9743.37
11008.62
48
8
9498
9630
1.38 7732.12
11527.87
64
18
19568
20006
2.23 17475.49
22536.5

Analysis of results Tab.1 shows exactness of evaluation after selective research depends on the presence of a
priori information. If a priori estimations of variances and measuring expenses are known on every stratum, optimum
design are built after the method of the stratified for complex samples with the calculation of optimum size of stratum
in the conditions of heterogeneity of variances and different expenses of selective researches for stratums.
In particular, DC “Statistical analysis and forecast of time series” consists of the followings modules: smoothingof
time series; models of ARPSS; seasonal models; models of multivariate regression; models of the eksponential
smoothing; transmission functions of frequency and descriptive statistics; application of models of time series; forecast
of time series. For the estimation of parameters of econometrics model of national economy of the opened type with
government control [6] are used SPSS software, in particular 3-th step method of least squares (MLS). Econometrics
model for description of development of economy of national economy of the opened type with government control
(MEM-2) is built Lyudeke [6]. It is widely use in teaching, as realistically enough describes the certain aspects of
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development of economy. MEM-2 is economic model, that consists of four equalizations: three equalizations of
conduct (consumption, function of investments and function of import functions) and balance equalization. 3-th step
MLS estimation of parameters of econometrics model consists in the account of possible cross-correlation of
regressions them residuales of different equalizations of the system at a statistical evaluation simultaneously of all of
equalizations of model of 3-th step MLS appears more effective, than 2-step MLS, if casual residuales of different
equalizations of the system are mutually correlated, that them a covariance matrix is not diagonal. Although it should
be noted that and in this case the 2-step MLS estimates of structural parameters of the system remain suitable. Two first
steps of 2-step MLS are saved in 3-th step MLS [7]. However got as a result of these steps, separately for every ,
estimations of structural parameters are not final, but transferred on a 3-th step. As a result of application of 2-step
MLS [7] to the model of Lyudeke the resulted prognosis value are received in Tab.2., and for 3-th step MLS results of
calculations are resulted in Tab.3.
Tab. 2. 2-step MLS prognosis on 1977 (evaluation period 1951-1976)
St
It
Imt
Truth value
445,50
151,460
206,290
Prognosis value
428,11
171,58
212,70
Exactness of prognosis (%)
3,90
13,28
3,11

It
643,152
715,42
11,23

Tab. 3. 3-th step MLS prognosis on 1977 (evaluation period 1951-1976)
It
Imt
St
Truth value
445,50
151,460
206,290
Prognosis value
434,84
169,49
209,25
Exactness of prognosis (%)
2,39
11,90
1,43

It
643,152
714,22
11,05

Academy – base department HEE, that carries out preparation, retraining and in-plant training, after specialities the
applied statistics, economic cybernetics, accounting and audit, finances and credit, and prepares specialists for
establishments and organizations of the Statutory broker of statistics, Ministry of finance, Government tax service, State
treasury, Government control-revision service, auditing firms, state participating and commercial banks and other
subjects of entrepreneurial activity [8-11]. Experience of the use of facilities of the distance learning is in the conditions
of transition of HEE to the terms, which answer the requirement of Bolony process proves that the construction of DC
allows to unify material which is expounds out and to provide theirs listener without a direct contact, and also use the
format of the controlled from distance learning for the in-plant of shots of enterprises training without tearing away
from a production.
DC are worked off after the method of teaching on the extra-mural form of studies and redone for the lead through
of employments with the Internet/Intranet.
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Abstract. When solving real tasks of model construction from statistical data, the question arises of storage of and
providing effective access to the information. On the stage of input data processing there are typical difficulties which
do not depend on the choice of a modeling method, namely data processing in different formats which contain
omissions and untypical small values etc. From the other side, the question of output information storage exists like
structure and parameters of models, estimation of validity and exactness, graphics etc. To solve such kind of problems,
the integrated environment of information storage is developed which allow to structure input data of different types
and to use the information already existing in the base and also provide the storage of a complete information on
experiments and results of calculations. To operate with the algorithms used for inductive modeling, the use of the
XML-storage for saving of statistical input data and calculations results is relevant. Keeping metadata in a relational
database is appropriate in this case, which allows simplifying any manipulations with them.

Keywords
Inductive modeling, integrated environment of storage,
information structuring, XML-storage.

1 Introduction
Algorithms of inductive modeling are actual for solving of practical tasks in the area of modeling of economical,
ecological, and other processes [1, 2]. A necessity in accessible storage and drawing on scientific researches ripened
already a long ago.
To solve the existing problems, an integrated environment of information storage would help allowing to structure
input data of different types and sources, use input data already existing in a base, and also providing storage of
complete information on experiments and results of calculations.
The main task is generalization and structuring of basic formats of input information, developing the standardized
storage formats for calculation results and designing on this basis an integrated environment of information storage for
operation with inductive modelingalgorithms.
The offered model of data storage is intended for working out problems of storage of input statistical data and
results. Developed architecture of the system of information storage in the tasks of inductive modeling gives a
possibility to develop a software system that will allow freely manipulating with existent information and adding new
one.
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2 Functional requirements to system
The system must allow to import and export an input data, storage and processing an input data, storage an output data
with complete information about calculations, to form reports by results of calculations. Let's examine more detailed
each of functional requirements to system.
In the first place, the system must execute the import of data from the different types of sources like files in a text
kind, xls-tables, and other. One of variants of expansion of the system can be extension the spectrum of the used
sources, for example import data from other databases or popular information from the network of Internet.
On the stage of importing data must be executed the primary processing of data , namely addition of omissions,
replacement of anomalous, atypically large or small values et al operations that prepare data for the use in algorithms.
Subsequent expansion of the system, which touches the primary processing of data consists at first in extension the
types of sources and also in passing of statistical data to other class of bases functions.
Calculations results must be storing in the environment in the standardized kind which will allow to build are strictly
formalized reports on results.
Important is storage of complete information about calculations, including information about an user, date and time
of implementation of actions, which one actions were executed, with pointing of the used files and place of their
finding.
The function of export must allow executing transformation of format of data storage from a environment in
necessary for the use in already existent realization of algorithms of inductive modeling. That is to execute back to the
export procedures, namely storing data is in a text format, or to any other. So exactly as well as module of import of
expansion of the system in extension the spectrum of the used formats of storing information.
It should be noted that the system must work as with algorithms executed in an environment so for outside him.
Algorithms are executed in an environment are such algorithms which work with data in those formats in which they
are stored in a environment. Algorithms which are executed outside environment require transformations of information
for the subsequent use.
Last requirement which is enough important for such level systems consists possibility of subsequent expansion in
due to extension functionality of the system, or perfection existing functions.

3 Architecture of system
For work with the algorithms of inductive modeling, optimum will be use a XML-storage for storage of statistical input
data and results of calculations. XML data can be storing in a two-dimensional file, object-oriented or to the relational
database. In the case of work with information in the algorithms of inductive modeling, storage of data in a twodimensional file is more comfortable than traditional SDBM [3]. It should be noted that the use of XML-storage allows
to give information for the use in the modules of realization of algorithms, especially when it is necessary to
process data of applied area with difficult hierarchical copulas.
One of the most ponderable requirements to the system that is possibility of storage of complete information about
the calculations, performer, date and time, what algorithms were used etc. Such information can be named metadata.
Her appropriately to keep in relation SDBM, that allows due to their typical mechanisms which acquired wide
spreading, to carry out fast access to information etc [4, 5]. A database contains complete information about the
executed operation, performer, time, files which was involved, and place of their physical location, formats of files,
short comments by which it is possible to work with a document, and main attributes of document for which the search
of document is carried out in a XML-storage.
For granting a possibility to work with data of environment to end users, optimum to use a web-interface, that
considerably simplifies work with the algorithms integrated in an environment, to receive and storage of results and
reports in a kind necessary for the user. The use of other subsystems of environment is thus simplified also, namely to
import data to the environment and export data for the use in already existent realization of algorithms of inductive
modeling and etc.
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The system must consist of the following key subsystems:


subsystem of primary handling and data import, which allows to standardize input data, which are imported
from different sources, namely *.xls, *.txt, *.cvs files in a XML-storage, and to conduct the primary
processing of data, which will allow to fill omissions and liquidate atypically small or large values etc.;



subsystem of data handling and use of algorithms, which is main part of environment, and keeps realization
of algorithms and enables their use;



subsystem of reports forming and storage of results of calculations, allows to give results in a necessary
form, namely parameters of model, estimation and other, and also to place them in a XML-storage;



a subsystem of export data is for the use in the existent products of software’s, that allows to export data
from an environment in a necessary format for the use in the already realized algorithms.

Database (metadata)

Input file
XML-storage

*.txt
*.csv

Primary
handling

Use data

Use
algorithm

*.xls
Data
import

Saving
results
Data
export

Forming report

*.txt
*.csv
*.xls

Report

Output file

Fig. 1. Architecture of the integrated environment of handling and storing
information
For forming files names which are contained in a storage is used MD5-key. Such decision allows to watch
originality of document concluded in a storage. The process of verification consists in the following: at sending of
document in a storage his name formed on the algorithm of MD5, at the receipt of document from a storage it follows
repeatedly to get MD5-digest of this document, compare him to the current name and make conclusions about
originality of document. In those case if the name and got on the algorithm of MD5 of digest coincide - a document has
an original structure, in other case there is probability that in a storage now is unoriginal document.
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4 Basic modules of the system
An export and an import data is executed on a scheme with a configuration file, which allows describing the parameters
of data transformation. Not less important there is a conducting of a protocol file of data handling, which will allow on
the stage of primary handling to find out the errors of data handling.
The module of import allows to execute data import from the different types of files for example *.txt, *.csv, *.xls to
the XML-storage, using information that is contained in a configuration file. Reading information of input file the
module of import works on principle of parser, and forms a XML-document. It is necessary to note that the module of
import, forms in parallel a file of the transformed data, filling omissions, changing large or small data anomalous, and
keeps, both an input and transformed file. Protocol of errors and executed actions is also forming.

Configuration file
*.cnf

Module of data import

Input file
*.txt
*.csv
*.xls

Data

Database (metadata)

Data
XML-storage

*.prt

Protocol file

*.err

Unaccepted
data file

Fig. 2. Scheme of the module of data import

The module of export allows to execute the export of data for the use in other realization of algorithms. The data
export like an import is executed by scheme with a configuration file. The module works as follows: an user chooses a
necessary him file, coming from information that is contained in a database there is a place of finding of file in the file
system, and the operation of transformation of XML-file is executed to the necessary format. It is thus possible to say
that parser works in reverse direction.
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Configuration file
*.cnf

Database (metadata)

Module of data export

Data

Out file

Data

*.txt
*.csv
*.xls

XML - storage

Fig. 3. Scheme of the module of data export

5 Conclusions
Architecture of an integrated environment is offered for information storage in the tasks of inductive modeling which
makes it possible to freely manipulate with the available information. A model of the environment is constructed
consisting of a relational database which contains only metadata and XML-storage of input statistical data and saved
results of calculations.
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Abstract. In the paper a general methodology of investigations of modelling methods from data observed with the use
of statistical tests is suggested based on statement of a problem of choosing the most effective modelling algorithm. The
software tools that realize the general methodology of investigations are developed. The software tools were used for
investigation and applying of modelling methods. The practical problems of the automated models building were solved
with the use of developed software tools.
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1 Introduction
The problem of modelling from data observed consists in building of dependence between input and output parameters.
Because of the presence of variety of the modelling methods and their software implementations there is the problem of
choice of the most effective one of them for a concrete problem.
Whereas analytical researches concerning efficiency of modelling methods are still not sufficient it is wise to use
numeral computer experiments for comparison of modelling methods and their elements.
Development of general methodology of statistical testing of modeling methods is the purpose of this work.

2 Problem statement of modeling methods testing
Every method of structural identification in an explicit or implicit form contains four components [1]:
− class of models;
− generator of model structures;
− method of parameters estimation;
− criterion of model selection.
Let F be set of classes of models, F = {i k }, k = 1, K ;
G - set of generators of structures of models, G = {i h }, h = 1, H ;

M - set of methods of parameters estimation, M = {ie }, e = 1, E ;
CR - set of criteria of models selection, CR = {it }, t = 1, T .

Then set of methods of structural identification S can be represented as direct product of sets
S =F×G×М×CR.
As an algorithm we will understand the certain element of set S:
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s j = {i k , i h , ie , it }, i k = 1, K , i h = 1, H , ie = 1, E , it = 1, T , i = 1, K × H × E × T
.

After that the problem of testing of modeling methods can be formulated as follows.
Let quality of every algorithm s ∈ S be characterized by the value of some criterion С(s). Then the best algorithm
(in terms of criterion C) will be s* satisfying condition:

s * = arg min C ( s )
s∈S

Such variants of quality criterion of computational algorithm are possible: accuracy, adequacy, processing speed,
economy of computer memory, error of the model on independent data etc.
With the purpose of research of influence of modeling methods on the value of quality criterion it is necessary to
compare different modeling methods as a whole and their structural elements.

3 Methodology of investigation of modeling methods
The purpose of investigation consists in comparative testing of classes of models, generators of model structures,
methods of solving of linear equalizations systems for the problem of parameters estimation, criteria of model selection
for determination of their efficiency by statistical experiment.
Thus, we have 4 variants of of experiments in accordance with the amount of basic components of modeling
methods.
1. Testing of classes of models.
Determination of modelling efficiency (extrapolation or prognosis capabilities) is the possible purpose of testing
with the use of classes of models different from true ones.
2. Testing of generators of models structures.
Purpose of testing is to define influence of such parameters as number of arguments, methods of models complexity
increasing, computing power and other on the result of modeling.
Testing of generators of structures (when criterion of models selection is defined) is possible by following criteria of
efficiency:
− obtaining of result of exhaustive search (in case of the use of non-combinatorial generators);
− run-time of algorithm (for different schemes and software implementations of combinatorial algorithm).
3. Testing of methods of solving of linear equalizations systems for the problem of parameters estimation when
using the least-squares method.
Whereas the algorithms of combinatorial type are examined here, it is expedient to choose processing speed (or time
of structural and parametrical identification) as the main criterion of efficiency.
4. Testing of criteria of models selection.
The possible purposes are to investigate:
− dependence of value of the defined criterion of optimum model (model that gives a minimum of the
criterion) from its complication (amount of arguments) at the different values of noise variance;
− exactness of the models got with the use of different criteria on control data set.

4 The software tools for investigation and applying of modeling methods
For realization of the proposed methodology the software tools for investigation and applying of modeling methods
were developed.
It enables to:
− construct the modelling methods from data observed;
− compare existing methods with the use of determined criteria;
− test different modelling methods and their components;
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− develop techniques and plan the statistical tests;
− solve real world modelling problems;
− carry out the simulated experiments (approximation, extrapolation, etc.) with the models built by different
modelling methods;
− enrich knowledge on the modelling methods with the use of the toolkit.
The software tools were used for investigation and applying of modeling methods and their components and for
solving of practical problems of the automated models building [2].

5 Enhancement of efficiency of modeling methods on the basis of recurrent
algorithms of parameters estimation
For the parameters estimation of model structures being sequentially complicated the use of algorithms recurrent in the
number of parameters substantially decreases the computing time.
Recurrent bordering algorithm and features of it.
The bordering method is a traditional recurrent method [3].
The algorithm in the form suggested in [4] has a number of useful features [5]. But also it has substantial
disadvantage: as investigations show it is not numerically stable in ill-conditioned problems.
Recurrent modifications of Gauss elimination algorithm and Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization algorithm based on
classical numerically stable methods are developed in [6].
The computational complexity (the number of elementary arithmetic operations) for the estimation of parameters by
adding an argument s to a model of s-1 arguments is proportional to the second degree of model complexity for a
recurrent algorithm (both the Gauss and Gramm-Schmidt) and to the third degree for a nonrecurrent one (see figure 1).
Computational complexity
6000
4000
2000
0
2

4

6

8

10 12 14 16 18
Model complexity

Recurrent

Nonrecurrent

Fig. 1

6 Numerical results
6.1 Testing of classes of models
The modeling of the process y = sin π t + ξ where ξ is realization of noise vector was performed in the class of
polynomial, autoregressive, and sinusoidal models. Testing purpose was to investigate extrapolation and approximation
properties of the models built with the use of different classes of models.
The variable t was varied from 0 to 10 (81 point with a step 0,125). Vector ξ was generated by evenly distributed
with a level 10% from the value of sin π t .
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Tab.1
Autoregressio
n

Class of models

L

L

y = ∑θi t i ,

i =1

L = 20

y t = ∑ θ i y t −i ,
L = 10

Accuracy of the best model on subsample С, ΔC

Polynomial

0,237

i =1

Trigonometric
L

y = ∑ θ i sin(0,25π i t ),
i =1

L=8

2Е+15

0,125

The results represented in a table 1 show high prediction accuracy of autoregressive and trigonometric models.
Polynomial model was very exact on training subsample and very inexact on examination subsample.

6.2 Testing of generators of models structures
The purpose is to investigate efficiency (processing speed) of different methods and software implementations of
generators of binary structural vectors when modeling with the use of combinatorial algorithm
Run-time of generation of binary structural vector of all possible structures was measured. Number of arguments
was varying from 20 to 25. The follows generators were used:
− standard binary;
− modified binary;
− standard successive;
− modified successive (Stepashko’s scheme) .
The modified successive generator was the most fast one (Fig. 2).

18
12
6
0

Time, s

standard binary
modified binary.
standard successive

20

21

22

23

24
25
Arguments

modified successive

Fig. 2

6.3 Testing of methods of solving of linear equations systems for the problem of parameters
estimation
Comparison of performance time of structure and parameter identification for the recurrent and nonrecurrent GrammSchmidt and Gauss algorithms
To check the effectiveness of the recurrent algorithms we compared by tests the performance time of structure and
parameter identification for the recurrent and nonrecurrent (classical) Gramm-Schmidt and Gauss algorithms. Results of
the experiments for the different methods of including regressors in a model confirm the theoretical estimations
mentioned above.

6.4 Testing of criteria of models selection
Comparative testing of regularity (Ar), Mallows (Cp), and Akaike (FPE) criteria
Design matrix X of the size 12×15 was generated. Vector of output y was formed as a linear combination of the first
ten regressors with addition of noise: y=10x1+9x2+8x3+7x4+6x5+5x6+4x7+3x8+2x9+x10+ξ. In the class of the nested
structures we selected the best model with 500 repetitions and averaged the results. Since the Mallows criterion contains
the true value of the noise variance, it is possible to consider it as the ideal one. It shows how the optimum model
complexity must decrease when increasing the noise level. According to the results represented in Figure 3 it is possible
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to consider the regularity criterion to be effective, as opposed to the Akaike criterion which overfits the model by the
noise level increasing.
s 10
9
8
7
6
5

Ar
FPE
Cp
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 sigma

Fig. 3

Comparative testing of criteria of regularity (Ar) and Mallows (Cp)
In this experiment efficiency of the best models built by the criteria of regularity and Mallows was compared for
different number of observations (from 10 to 40) and level of noise (from 0 to 80%). Models accuracy was compared on
a control subset of ten points.
As table 1 shows both criteria have close accuracy at the small level of noise and a lot of observations.
In case of decreasing of number of points and increasing of noise level the regularity criterion gives more exact
models.

Level of
noise %

Tab. 2
Number of points

10

20

30

40

Cp

AR

Cp

AR

Cp

AR

Cp

AR

0

0,0013

0,0013

0,0012

0,0012

0,0011

0,0012

0,0008

0,001

40

94,2

75,7

80,6

69,98

59,6

60,9

45,9

50,6

80

189,6

121,3

166,6

105,4

118,9

82,3

80,6

62,99

7. Conclusion
The use of statistical experiments for investigation of modeling methods from data observed is explored and the general
methodology of investigations is developed.
The software tools that realize the general methodology and recurrent parameters estimation are developed. The
comparative testing of the modeling methods and their components were carried out and the practical problems of the
automated models building were solved with the use of software tools.
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3.4 Time series analysis and prediction by means of
inductive models

Short-Term Processes Forecasting by
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Abstract. In the report is described theoretical and practical results of complex systems forecasting
by Analogues Complexing algorithm in case of short data samples. Described structure and
modifications of the algorithm. Shown that complex application of inductive parametric, nonparametric and data mining methods allows to make all-round analysis of the object, investigate
relationships of variables and simulate future development of processes.

Keywords
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1 Introduction
The Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) have some diversity of possibilities for all stages of modelling in
comparison with another methods. It includes not only different models generators, criteria and models classes, but also
consists of different kinds of algorithms which can be applied at all stages of data mining process in accordance to
current problems [1]. Their solution require complex application of both non-parametric and parametric GMDH
algorithms to get knowledge from data.
In the report is considered further investigation of non-parametric Analogues Complexing (AC) algorithm in
connection with parametric algorithms for solution of forecasting problems in case of short or noised data.

2 Analogues Complexing GMDH algorithm
The algorithm is used for classification, clusterization problems solution and stepwise forecasting of multidimensional
random processes by complexing (weighted addition) of analogues (similar patterns) taken from historical data. The
main parameters of algorithm are optimized by sorting of discrete number of possible variants by inductive algorithm.
According to Ashby [2] diversity of control system or model must be not less than diversity of an object itself. The
law of adequateness, given by S.Beer [3] establishes that for optimal control, objects should be compensated by
corresponding black boxes of the control system. The only information about these boxes is that they have limited
values of output variables, which are similar to the corresponding states of object. The equal fuzziness of the model and
object is reached automatically if the object itself is used for forecasting. This is done by searching analogues from the
given data sample which are equivalent to the physical model. Forecasts are not calculated in the classical sense but
extracted from the table of observation data.
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The main assumptions here are following:
-

Investigated object can be described by multidimensional process;

-

Multidimensional process is sufficiently representative, i.e. essential system variables are included into the
input data sample and it contain sufficient number of observations;

-

Part of previous behaviour of system in past can be repeated in future.

The Analogues Complexing method becomes effective in case when data is noised (fuzzy) or short. In this
conditions application of usual data mining algorithms based on regression analysis is not possible [4].

Fig 1. Analogues complexing and parameters optimization in AC algorithm.
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If we succeed in search for the last part of behaviour trajectory (starting pattern 1), one or more analogous parts in
the past (analogous pattern 2) the prediction 4 can be achieved by applying the known continuation of analogous
patterns 3 (Fig.1). The pattern A1 nearest to each given output pattern A0 is called as its first analogue. The closest
pattern A2 is called as second analogue and so on. The pattern, which follows the first analogue in time, A1F is called as
it first analogues. The pattern, which follows the second pattern in time A2F , is called as second analogue and so on.
Patterns AiF which are located after analogues Ai in time are called as their predictions (Fig.1). Forecast is calculated
by complexing of optimal number of analogues.
During rigid complexing of F predictions by analogues, the prediction A0 F is defined using weights

λ i of

analogues complexing :
F

A0 F = ∑ λi AiF ,

(1)

i =1

λi =

l 0i
F

∑l
i =1

where

F

,

∑λ
i =1

i

= 1.

(2)

0i

l 0i – Euclid distance between initial pattern A0 and analogues Ai ;
F – number of predictions.

During soft complexing of predictions by analogues the weights coefficients

λi

are defined by described rigid

formulae (6) and then are adapted by sorting of their discrete values by inductive parametric algorithm.
The general problem of optimization of algorithm parameters should be solved in four dimensional space of sorting.
There is needed to find out optimal, by regularity criterion AR(s ) , values for such four parameters:
-

set of input variables X;

-

number of analogues F for complexing;

-

length of analogues k;

-

weight coefficients

λi

values for analogues complexing.

But it was founded that mutual relations between this parameters are such, that four dimensional sorting can be
reduced to two one-dimensional (on X and λi ) and one two-dimensional sorting (on F and k).

A. Search of optimal variables set.
At first is conducted one-dimensional sorting of input variables sets X while parameters F, k, and

λi

are fixed. This is

strong (but not obligatory) optimization step of the algorithm. Optimal set of variables X is founded by one of inductive
parametric algorithms.

B. Optimization of number and length of patterns.
Two-dimensional sorting for number of analogues F and their length k is important step of optimization. If necessary to
reduce computations it can be simplified also to one-dimensional sorting for F by fixed length k. The matrixes of
Euclid distances between analogues should be recalculated before sorting for each value of k.
According to [5] each pattern can be standardised additionally or a trend can be extracted. But such transformation
can decrease accuracy of forecasting.
Preliminary clusterization of patterns and search of analogues only among the most nearest clusters to pattern A0
had improved the results of forecasting. The Objective Computer Clusterization (OCC) GMDH algorithm is used to
divide patterns into clusters according to minimal Euclidean distance. The output pattern A0 is associated with the
nearest cluster and search for analogues Ai is provided in this cluster only. Such additional step help to understand
typical behaviours of the object and make interpretation of results much easier.
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C. Evaluation of weight coefficients.
During investigation were tested several ways to determine values

λi . The weights can be founded by rigid or by soft

ways of complexing. Results obtained by the last way appear to be more accurate. Additional definition of weight
coefficients by LSE method can be done in different ways [6].
During forecasting of very short time series the main problem was different length of them in the input data. To
make possible complexing, when some analogues does not contain data, was applied procedure for correction of
complexing weights for the last points of prediction.

D. Complexing (combining) of forecasts.
Each selected analogue

Ai has its continuation in time AiF which gives forecast A0 F . In such way we receive F

forecasts needed for complexing. In literature [5] are described several ways to unite forecasts. In this algorithm
unknown prediction

A0 F is founded according to (6).

The GMDH algorithm of analogues complexing has advantage when number of input variables is greater than
number of observations and for data with large dispersion of noises (for example stock market series).
The AC algorithm can be used not only for forecasting, but for clusterization and classification problems solution.
The next advantage of the AC algorithm over regression methods is that it can select a long-term forecast when
number of observations is too small or less than number of variables. If also take assumption that founded analogues set
define forecast on full length of input time series, than future values of forecast can be founded not only on one step
ahead (as for regression models), but for the whole length of known analogues. This feature was used for search of
forecast of launches of new products with very small number of observations and described below.

3

Example of long-term forecasting of product launch.

Modern analysis of marketing data is based mainly on application of regression models. Advanced systems for
simulation of different scenarios were created. Handling of modern data bases require application of new modern
methods which can detect interrelations and analyse influence of external factors on market development. Inductive
algorithms can be such effective tool for discovery of relationships in data and rules of sales. The AC algorithm can be
used when only a few observations are received. Such express-analysis of data is important for decision support and
planning.
For forecasting of launches of some product categories was done complex analysis by developed software system.
For this investigation was extracted data sample which contain variables for 186 shampoos, conditioners and series for
total categories of this products. Each product is described by set of 14 variables including distribution, volumes and
advertising features. As output the volume of sales was taken. It was needed to make express-analysis of new
conditioner launch using 3 points of weekly observations using AC algorithm.
By Combinatorial GMDH algorithm we found out optimal input variables set on historical data for this category of
products. Because the length of pattern k can be equal to three observations only the two-dimensional sorting was
limited to number of pattern F selection. It was founded that for F=2 the regularity criterion AR (s ) value is minimal.
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Текущий продукт
MARC ANTHONY STRICTLY CURLS HAIR CONDITIONER/CREME RINSE
MARC ANTHONY STRICTLY CURLS REGULAR SHAMPOO

Fig. 2. Forecast for current product by AC algorithm.
The whole set of products was divided by OCC algorithm into 3 clusters. By minimum of Euclidian distance the
current product was associated to the nearest second cluster and then were founded two nearest analogues in this cluster.
For output variables of this two analogues the complexing was made to find out forecast (Fig. 2). The known values of
current product were not used during complexing. The percentage error of forecast was MAPE = 10.8%.
All computations were made inside developed software system in very short time. After forecasting was produced
the full report with initial data, series of errors, residuals, criteria values and models structures. On the separate sheet is
possible to make simulations of possible developments in products sales, to interpret and investigate variables elasticity.

4 Conclusion
In the report is discussed application of GMDH method for forecasting of short data samples. The Analogues
Complexing method was proven to be effective for forecasting and clusterization of data samples in many applications.
It can be used for comprehensive analysis of the object together with another inductive parametric, non-parametric and
data mining methods to get full picture of the process.
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Abstract. Usage of multifractal formalism for analysis of network traffic structure for the purpose of anomalies
revealing are considered in this paper. Multifractal spectrums of normal and abnormal (with presence of some sorts of
network attacks) traffics are presented. It’s shown, that multifractal spectrums of two sorts of traffic considerably differ
and that gives possibility to detect in due time abnormal activity in computer systems. Usage of such approach in
detection intrusion systems will give possibility to raise level of information security of computer systems considerably.

Keywords
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1 Introduction
Modern intrusion detection systems (IDS) are capable to inspect in real time network and operating system activity to
detect unauthorized operations and automatically react to them practically in real time. Besides, IDS can parse current
events, taking into consideration already occurred events, that allows to identify carried in time attacks and, thereby, to
predict future events.
Problem of intrusions/anomalies detection is important component of information security. Intrusions/anomalies
detection is a process of identification of computing or network activity which is malicious or unauthorized. Most of
systems of intrusion detection systems have similar each other structure and set of components. Each IDS consists of
some set of sensors or agents which inspect one or more data sources, applying some type of detection algorithm, and
then dispatch warnings or react definitely in case of attack or abnormal activity detection.
Therefore, revealing of the set of informative characteristics for detection of abnormal network activity is top
priority problem for solving of the task of computer systems protection from unauthorized intrusions.

2 Definition and Methods
2.1 Multifractal spectrum
Since 1993 a number of researches [1, 2, 3, 4] has shown, that network traffic in a wide spectrum of real world
situations is well modeled by self-similar processes, i.e. having fractal nature.
Special sense of fractal analysis of time series, that it considers system behaviour not only in measurement period,
but also its background. Analyzing alternation of parts with various fractal dimensions and how the system is influenced
by external and internal factors, it is possible to learn to predict system behaviour and to diagnose and predict unstable
states.
Developed approach consists in the analysis of changes of network traffic multifractal characteristics values
(multifractal singularity spectrum, fractal dimension, Holder exponent, Hurst exponent etc.) and definition on the given
analysis basis of the moments when system loses stability and passes in unstable state, including network attacks.
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For obtaining of multifractal spectrum of network traffic we used Legendre transform [5]:

α=

dτ
= τ ′(q ) ,
dq

f (α ) = q

dτ
− τ (q ) .
dq

This multifractal formalism is the most attractive from computational point of view.

2.2 Dataset
Proposed approach was tested with network traffic data. The idea is to examine if the multifractal properties of network
traffic with some attacks differ from multifractal properties of normal traffic. This dataset is a version of the 1999
DARPA intrusion detection evaluation dataset generated and managed by MIT Lincoln Labs [6]. This data represents
both normal and abnormal information collected in a test network, in which simulated attacks were performed. The
purpose of this data is to test the performance of intrusion detection systems. The datasets contain normal data (not
mixed with attacks) obtained over a period of several weeks. This provides enough samples to train the detection
system.
The dataset is composed of network traffic data (tcpdump, inside and outside network traffic), audit data (BSM), and
file systems data. For initial set of experiments, only the inside tcpdump network data were used, and then the tool
tcpstat were applied to get traffic statistics. First week Friday’s data (attack free) and the second week Friday’s data,
which included some attacks, were used. These attacks are described in Table 1 and Table 2.
Tab. 1. Second-Week Attack List
Date
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999
03/12/1999

Attack name
Phf
perl (console)
ps (console)
Pod
Neptune
Crashiis
loadmodule
perl (Failed)
Ps
Eject
Portsweep
ftp-write

Start
08:07:17
08:10:40
08:16:46
09:18:15
11:20:15
12:40:12
13:12:17
14:06:17
14:24:18
15:24:16
17:13:10
17:43:18

Tab. 2. Attack Description
Attack name
crashiis
eject
ftp-write
loadmodule
neptune
phf
pod
portsweep
Ps

Description
A single, malformed http request causes the webserver to crash.
Buffer overflow using eject program on Solaris. Leads to a user->root
transition if successful.
Remote FTP user creates .rhost file in world writable anonymous FTP
directory and obtains local login.
Non-stealthy loadmodule attack which resets IFS for a normal user and
creates a root shell
Syn flood denial of service on one or more ports.
Exploitable CGI script which allows a client to execute arbitrary commands
on a machine with a misconfigured web server.
Denial of service ping of death
Surveillance sweep through many ports to determine which services are
supported on a single host.
Ps takes advantage of a racecondition in the ps command in Sol. 2.5,
allowing a user to gain root access.
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Number of packets parameter was selected to obtain multifractal characteristics of network traffic. This parameter
was sampled each second (i.e. number of packets per second), using tcpstat.

3 Results

Fig. 1. Normal network traffic (upper) and its multifractal
spectrum (lower)
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Fig. 2. Abnormal traffic (with attacks) (upper) and its multifractal
spectrum (lower)

4 Conclusion
As follows from the experiment results, presented in figures 1 and 2, multifractal spectrums of two sorts of network
traffic have considerable differences. Thus, multifractal formalism can be used for analysis of network traffic for
purpose of revealing of abnormal network activity. Being uniform geometrical image, multifractal spectrum can be used
as express diagnostic tool of network traffic structure, on which basis it is possible to compare structure of different
sorts of traffic. Usage of multifractal spectrums represents as perspective tool of analysis of essential changes in
network traffic under influence of malicious or unauthorized activity in the computer systems.
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Abstract. The forecast of heteroskedastic time series is considered at the example of data about the change of world
price of indicative petroleum sorts of Brent and Urals. Two methods of forecast models construction are considered:
firstly as the sum of trend model and the remainder model, secondly with help of model of first differences. inductive
modeling algorithm for sliding window with optimization of division (AMSWOD) is offered, which uses the two-stage
division in the sliding window of variable length. The window length is determined from the condition of accuracy
maximization at the examinations subsamples. A comparison of the forecast obtained by AMSWOD and of forecast
obtained by well known methods is made.

Keywords
forecast, heteroskedastic time series, sliding window, two-stage division

5 Introduction
Empiric research in macroeconomics also as in a financial economy is based on time series largely. Unstationaryness is
general property of macroeconomic and financial of the time series, which means that a variable does not have the clear
tendency of return to the constant or to linear trend. A possibility of forecast of unstationary process and his variable
volatility is researched in the paper with help of the models obtained of sliding window data limited by the time
interval. A change of world price is forecast for Brent and Urals of the indicative petroleum sorts. Methods of stochastic
approximation and group methods of data handling (GMDH) are compared in tests. Models of all methods depend on
the history of the predicted values of time series exceptionally.
In the paper we will be limited to the forecasting of prices of Brent petroleum as showed the analysis of the time
series of real values of month-averaged that the Brent and Urals are identical (almost complete coincidence of
tendencies).

6 Problem statement and tested forecast methods
The purpose is to build forecasts of future petroleum prices to 3 months ahead using the data y k , k = 1,2,..., N of
Brent prices for period 1999 - 2008. For this purpose are needed:
)
a) to construct models and y k + i forecasts of time series by one of the most widespread methods, where a model is
built not for a complete sample, but for the subsample shortened on the number of n D examinations records. Number
of examinations records is equaled the number of records, which a forecast will be built on. Forecast will be built on Q
ahead, that is 3 months. Length of examination subsample will be equal to three records consequently.
b) To check the values of FE criterion which is the relation of the model mean deviation module to the spread of
examination sample values and of NMSE criterion of the normalized mean-square error for the best models of an
examination subsample.
nD
nD

FE = ∑

)
yk + i − yk + i

i =1 ( y max

− y min )n D

, NMSE =

)

∑ ( y k +i − y k +i ) 2

i =1
nD

;

(1)

∑ ( y k +i − y ) 2

i =1
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c) to carry out the analysis of the obtained forecast results which were obtained by well known methods and to
choose the best forecasting time series method;
d) to get new forecasts for the time series of Brent by the best forecast methods.
Forecast of heteroskedastic time series are built with help of the algorithms of GMDH [1], and also, for comparison,
with autoregressive moving average (ARIMA) models of Box and Jenkins method [2], and with exponential smoothing
models [3].
Holt-Winter’s method, Holt’s method, and method of smoothing with exponential trend were applied for the
exponential smoothing. The parameters were estimated by quasi Newton’s method.
STATISTICA programmatic package was used for realization of forecast construction in the exponential smoothing
methods and in method of Box and Jenkins.

Fig. 1. Time series of Brent petroleum prices: real data and obtained trend
by one of GMDH algorithms.
Initial data of W sample containing N=113 records of world petroleum price (see figure 1) of values of monthaveraged was divided into parts: U training subsample and D examination subsample, see schema of division on figure
2a.

Fig. 2. Schemata of samples divisions: a) and b) onestage division; with) series-parallel
multistage division.
Last 3 records of time series (March, April and May of 2008) belong to first D subsample for all methods of models
construction.
The program of COMBI under the operating system of Windows was written for the realization of forecast
construction by the combinatorial algorithm of GMDH.
In addition for the models construction the improved version of Sheludko’s algorithm of GMDH [4] was used of
multistage algorithm with a combinatorial selection and orthogonalization of variables (MACSO).
Initial W sample of petroleum prices of Brent brand [8] (see figure1) was divided into subsamples: A learning, B
testing and D examination at the construction of GMDH models. U = A ∪ B subsample ( n U =110) was divided in the
relation: n A : n B =70:40 into A learning subsample and B testing subsample (see schema of division on figure 2b) in
order of the prices values temporal sequence.
Model of forecast is as the sum of two models: of trend model (2) and remainder of model trend (4).
a) At first we get time trend v(k) as function of k . For COMBI v(k) is power series of k, for MAKSO v(k) is like:
(2)
v(k) = θ Τ f ( k )
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where: θ is vector of parameters; f (k ) is vector of functional transformations, elements of which belong to the set:
f i (k ) ∈ ⎧⎨ 1 , 3 k ,
⎩k

3

⎫
,1, k , k 2 , k 3 ,…⎬
k
⎭

(3)

b) we search part of forecast model for a remainder Δ k = y k − v(k ) taking into account the effect of autocorrelation:
Δ k + i = f (θ , Δ k , Δ k −1 , Δ k − 2 , Δ k − 3 ), i = 1, n D

.

(4)

A vector θ is determined by a method of least-squares (MLS) of remainders errors of a learning subsample with the n A
number of records, and model structure have been selected by criterion of regularity at a subsample В with the n B
number of records.
From the tables 1 evidently that for Brent forecast of time series the best method is method of the smoothing with
exponential trend.

Tab.1. Value of criteria for different methods.
ARIMA
Holt’s method
Holt-Winter’s method
Method of smoothing with
exponential trend
COMBI
recursive COMBI
MAKSO
recursive MAKSO

FE Brent
0,731025
0,665735
0,76445

FE Urals
0,803978
0,664249
0,965947

NMSE Brent
1,98235917
1,804646862
2,085621707

NMSE Urals
2,11396537
1,757806852
2,489740819

0,579998

0,554378

1,576475667

1,474579277

0,827213
0,779904
0,603186
0,599118

0,73623
0,742736
0,530797
0,56061

2,160335869
2,03923394
1,637136114
1,646099532

1,918524493
1,94325782
1,398610872
1,530100871

The numerical experimentation shows that the models obtained by these methods are not such, which well forecast,
it follow from the NMSE > 1 value of criterion, it means that dispersion of models error of the real data is greater than
dispersion of the real data, but the at the same time obtained models are not quite bad, because the value of FE criterion
is less than unit, this is evidence of that the middle module of models error from the real data is less than the size of
variation of the real data.
We will apply for forecasting of the Brent time series in future Q (June, July and August of 20008) with the use of
all records and of the method which gave the best values of criteria namely method of smoothing with exponential
trend. Results are represented on a figure 5.
For research of methods of forecasts accuracy enhancement the next algorithm was created.

7 Algorithm of modeling for sliding window with optimization of division
The program of algorithm was written for realization of model construction for a sliding interval and with the quasioptimal division of data utilizing the sample division [5] and algorithm model construction MAKSO [6].
The data from time series of length n U is put into a sliding window consistently. The data are divided into U j and
D j subsamples in sequence of values for the time in the first stage of division in a slide window, and in a second stage

the data are divided into A j and B j subsamples quasi-optimally, see schema of division on figure 2c. A lengths of all
examinations subsamples of D and D j are identical n D = n D j , ∀j and can be set. Lengths of subsamples n U j ,
n A j , n B j and nw length of window are variable in the set limits.

In this work the results of construction of linear autoregressive models of the ∇ k monthly first differences of initial
variable are represented (see data on figure 3) as the modeling of the remains Δ k not raised accuracy of forecasts. The
content of subsamples is being updated, at the change of the window position per unit:
∇ k + i = f (θ, ∇ k , ∇ k −1 , ∇ k − 2 , ∇ k − 3 ), i = 1, n D
(5)
process of division and of models construction is being repeatable oneself for (j+1)th window.
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Fig. 3. Real data (monthly first differences of Brent time series, 61 records)
Algorithms (COMBI, MAKSO and AMSWOD) were used for the models construction with a recursive forecast and
without its [7]. Nonrecursive forecast, when for the every of forecast record i = 1, n D is built the model (4) or
depending on method of presentation of initial data the model (5). Recursive forecast, when the every value obtained of
forecasting per one step ahead take part in further forecast and the model is being recalculated taking into account this
forecast:
)
)
)
)
)
)
xk +1 = ϕ (θ, xk , xk −1...) , xk + 2 = ϕ (θ, xk , xk −1..., xk +1 ) ,…, xk + n D = ϕ (θ, xk , xk −1..., xk +1 ,..., xk + n D −1 ) .
Thus on every step of recursive forecasting, actually, the model of forecast is built for one step, which is being a
)
result of chain substitution of the xk + i , i = 1, (n D − 1) forecast values.
For the construction of models the U initial data subsample was shorted and contained n U =55 records, as in this
algorithm it is necessary to make the enormous number of search variants of different parameters and types of models.
In addition, for the models construction of current forecast data of current window is really used only nw of direct
predecessors of the subsample to the point of forecast ( nw < nU ). How many records need to be sifted from, and how
many to take into account as to raise at the average the accuracy of forecast? It was one of aims of this algorithm
creation: to define dependence of forecast accuracy on window length. As the researches in [7] have showed that
optimization of division will raise forecast accuracy, the optimization of division was realized for window data in
AMSWOD.
Double sliding is used in this algorithm: firstly by a window along up of all initial data; secondly by a difference
pattern 1 in a window of data. The first sliding allows to be more grounded to make conclusions about forecast
accuracy at the set length of window; the second sliding is needed for the parameters estimation
How to measure forecast accuracy on the average at the set window?
The criteria of accuracy (1) make sense for comparison of obtained forecasts by different methods and algorithms,
when the set of examination records identically and more than one record.
In AMSWOD at the change of position of window the set of records of examination is varied, in addition, as the
forecasting model is being explored for one step, the criteria of (1) can not be calculated. It is therefore examined the
following four possible criteria: module of forecast error for last record of sliding window; PRT the criterion of
forecasting accuracy of tendency; number of allowable forecasts, when a model has the possible module of error in
records of a forecast at different positions of sliding window; criterion of invariability and of simplicity of model for the
possibly greater number of positions and lengths of window.
n
The PRT criterion of forecasting of tendency calculates probability of correct forecast of tendency, as: PRT =
,
nD
where n is number of forecast steps, on which direction of change of the forecast value coincides with direction of
)
)
change of real value. We will designate α k +1 = yk +1 − yk , α) k +i = y)k +i − y)k +i −1 , i = 2, n D . Then PRT was calculated as
Δ
Δ
)
follows: n = 0, n = n + 1 if the sign α k +i = sign α) k +i , and n = n if the signδ k +i ≠ signδ k +i , i = 1, n D . This index was
averaged for the various maximal number of windows positions with the change of window length in order to get PRTo
value in the recalculation for one position of window. The index ω which is the part of models with acceptable of
forecast was recalculated also for one position of window. Criterion of invariability and of simplicity of type of model
is not formalized and was determined by sight as invariability of type of model for the change of window and as number
of variables entering to the forecast model of the last record.
At the change of window length 11 ≤ nw ≤ 27 abovementioned PRTo , δ, ω indexes (see figure 4) were estimated,
*
nw = 15 of window length is selected, which is the best result of the sum of the conflicting indexes.

1

difference pattern is concrete type of difference equation (5).
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After limitation on linearity of structures class, second, by what else it was possible to be limited in research it was a
single-stage model. It is possible also taking into account the recursive characteristic of forecasting. Thus, the length of
window, obtained for a single-stage model, was chosen for the models construction per three steps.

Fig. 4. PRT the criterion of tendency forecasting; δ module of forecast error for last record of sliding window; ω part
of models with allowable of forecast
Fig. 5. Real data and double forecasting of time series of Brent for 3 steps by different algorithms

4 Comparison of forecasts obtained by different methods
A model has guessed about the tendency of variable in 76% cases and in 60% gives allowable of forecast as is
obvious from figure 4. This result of forecasting of AMSWOD is obtained at the limited search, on a quite short sample
from 55 records and by linear autoregressive models of the first differences of variable. It requires further researches.
As compared to the best forecasting of method by the smoothing with exponential trend (SwET) of AMSWOD on the
first temporal series of forecast (March, April and the May of 2008) gives more than in two times more exact forecast
(criterion NMSE =0.61 at recursive AMSWOD against NMSE=1.65 at SwET). Forecast of AMSWOD on the first of
three records occupies intermediate position of NMSE=0.75. Taking into account a forecast in the second series of
forecast for three records (June, July and August of 2008) the SwET is more exact NMSE=1.50 (see figure 5), although
it together with other methods does not reflect the tendency of prices change in July and in August.

5 Conclusion
At forecasting of the time series of petroleum prices by the use of sliding window with recursive forecast and
optimization of data division was provided more accurate the forecasting on the areas of monotonous change of time
series, but does not reflect the tendency of change at unmonotonous of change of variable. The further improvement of
forecast accuracy of AMSWOD would be possibly due to application of nonlinear models of autoregression.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a new intrusion detection methodology based on hybrid of differential evolution (DE)
and group method of data handling (GMDH). It focuses on intrusion detection based on system call sequences using
text processing techniques. The hybrid DE-GMDH is used to classify a process as either normal or abnormal. This
work presents the application of PCA and hybrid DE-GMDH to modeling high dimensional bench-mark DARPA-1998
database. For modeling and classifying the data, we adopted this combination of two stage PCA and hybrid DE-GMDH
procedure. The presented technique shows significantly better results than other existing techniques avaliable in the
literature in achieving lower false positive rates at 100% detection rate.
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1 Introduction
With the widespread use of networked computers and the rapid growth of attacks on computers, intrusion detection
systems (IDS) have received remarkable attention in recent years. There are two types of IDS depending on the audit
data. The network-based systems collect data directly from the network that is being monitored while the host-based
systems collect data from the host being protected. Also, IDS can be classified based on the modeling methods used:
misuse or signature-based and anomaly or behavior-based detection. In misuse or signature-based detection, the
signatures of known attacks in the database are kept and compared with new instances to determine if there are attacks.
In anomaly or behavior-based detection, the normal behavior of the monitored system is learnt to determine if there is
any deviation in it for signs of intrusions. An important feature of anomaly behavior is that it can detect unknown
attacks and hence it is preferred to signature-based behavior. Behavior modeling can be done by either modeling the
user behavior or process. Process behavior modeling requires system call data usage. Host-based anomaly detection
systems mostly focus on system call sequences with the assumption that a malicious activity results in abnormal trace.
Generally, such data can be collected by logging the system calls using operating system utilities such as Linux strace
or Solaris basic security module (BSM) and the assumption is that the normal behavior can be profiled by a set of
patterns of sequence of system calls. Any deviation from the normal pattern is termed an intrusion in the framework of
anomaly-based IDS. An intrusion detection system needs to learn from the previously collected data and this is
accomplished by data mining or machine learning techniques. It is generally accepted that the problem of intrusion
detection boils down to a supervised classification problem to identify anomalous sequences, which are measurably
different from the normal behaviors.
A first published work on behavior-based intrusion detection is by Denning [1]. Although anomaly-based IDS is
preferred to signature-based IDS, the former is known to have unacceptable false positive rate than the later [2-3]. The
reason postulated is the fact that it is hard to perfectly model a normal behavior. Consequently, a lot of research is being
done in the area of anomaly-based IDS [2]. Lane and Brodley [4] propose an approach for capturing behavior of a user.
Forrest et al. [5-6] introduce a simple anomaly detection method based on monitoring the system calls invoked by
active and privileged processes.
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Lee et al. [7] followed similar approach but use a rule learner for classification. In addition, data mining approach
[8], hidden markov model (HMM) approach [9], rough set technique [10], variable length subsequence approach [11],
discriminant method [12], principal component analysis (PCA) [13] have been used to solve the IDS problem. More
recently, similarity measure-based approaches have been used by Liao and Vemuri [14-15]; robust support vector
machine (RSVM) has been used by Wenjie et al. [16]; Rawat et al. [17] proposed a very efficient anomaly-based hotbased intrusion detection system, and kernel based similarity measures have been used by Sharma et al. [18].
In the work reported in this paper, we propose an intrusion detection methodology based on hybrid of differential
evolution (DE) and group method of data handling (GMDH). The major contributions of our work are (a) the
introduction of a novel method that does not use similarity measures based on commonality and frequency of occurence
of system calls and (b) realizing an anomaly-based IDS that gives an acceptably low false positive rate. We confirm our
claims of better IDS by experimental analysis of the results of the proposed approach and other existing techniques in
the literature.

2 The DDR Hybrid DE-GMDH Scheme for Intrusion Detection
The data dimensional reduction (DDR) hybrid DE-GMDH algorithm that is proposed for intrusion detection in this
paper consists of three components: (i) the DDR for data dimensional reduction; (ii) the DE structural optimization
module; (iii) the GMDH parametric optimization module.

2.1 PCA for Data Dimensional Reduction Module of Host being Protected
PCA finds a linear transformation Φ which reduces d-dimensional data to h-dimensional feature vectors (where h < d )
in such a way that the information is maximally preserved in minimum mean squared error sense. This linear
transformation is known as PCA transform or Karhunen-Loéve transform (KLT) [19]. Since the transformation is from
d-dimensional feature space to h-dimensional feature space the size of Φ is d × h . The h column vectors of the matrix
Φ are the basis vectors. The first basis vector is in the direction of maximum variance of the given feature vectors. The
remaining basis vectors are mutually orthogonal and, in order, maximize the remaining variances subject to the
orthogonal condition. Each basis vector represents a principal axis. These principal axes are those orthonormal axes
onto which the remaining variances under projection are maximum. These orthonormal axes are given by the
dominant/leading eigenvectors (i.e. those with the largest associated eigenvalues) of the measured covariance matrix. In
PCA, original feature space is characterized by these basis vectors and the number of basis vectors used for
characterization is usually less than the dimensionality d of the feature space (see Sharma at el. [20]; Sharma and
Paliwal [21]).
In intrusion detection systems analysis where there is need to learn the normal behavior patterns from the previously
collected (usually large) data, the PCA technique is applied for two main reasons
(i)
(ii)

the basis vectors that are of less importance can be discarded which would help in reducing the noise that
could be present in IDS data.
To overcome the singularity issue related with the direct application of GMDH parametric optimization.

The PCA transform can be found by minimizing mean squared error. To see this, let the feature vector be x ∈ R d (ddimensional space), reduced dimensional feature vector be z ∈ R h and reconstructed feature vector be x̂ ∈ R d . Then the
mean squared error can be represented as
MSE = E[|| x − x̂ ||2 ]

(1)

where E[•] is the expectation operation with respect to x and || • ||2 is the norm squared value. We know that PCA
transformation Φ is of size d × h and it is used to do dimensionality reduction from d-dimensional space to hdimensional feature space, i.e. Φ : x → z or
z = ΦT x

(2)

The PCA transformation Φ can be obtained by minimizing mean squared error E[|| x− x̂ ||2 ] which turns out to be a
generalized eigenvalue problem i.e.:
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Σx φ j = λ j φ j

(3)

where Φ = {φ j : j = 1,2,..., h} , φ j ∈ Rd, and Σ x is covariance matrix of all input d-dimensional vectors. The expression

λ j denotes eigenvalues corresponding to φ j . The eigenvectors (φ1 ,..., φ h ) of Φ should be arranged such that their
corresponding eigenvalues are in descending order λ1 > λ2 > ... > λh . This arrangement is, however, not a necessary step
for PCA but it is mentioned here since the model conducts this arrangement process prior to the application of GMDH
parametric optimization. Sharma and Onwubolu [22] presented this PCA approach for modeling; it was implemented in
the work reported in this paper.

2.2 The Group Method of Data Handling
The GMDH was first developed by Ivakhnenko [23] as a multivariate analysis method for complex system analysis
modeling and identification. In this way, GMDH was used to circumvent the difficulty of knowing a priori knowledge
of mathematical model of the process being considered. Therefore, GMDH can be used to model complex systems
without having specific knowledge of the system. In a system identification problem, assume that a single valued output
y (classes, in our case), of an unknown system, behaves as a function of m input values (samples of features in the
reduced dimensional space, in our case), such that
y = f ( z1 , z 2 ,..., z m )

(4)

Given n training observations of these input-output data pairs (z ij ; yi ); i = 1, 2,..., n; j = 1, 2,..., m then the system
identification problem is to approximate the function f with an approximate function referred to as the complete form.
In the application under consideration in this paper, z ij define the attributes (features) while y i define the class of
labels. The GMDH approach is one of the heuristic algorithms primarily designed to solve the system identification
problem. This section illustrates the conventional GMDH approach. To illustrate the technique, let be z =

[z1 , z 2 ,..., z h ]T

the h-dimensional feature vector and let its corresponding label (state of nature) be y. According to the

GMDH paradigm the relationship between the input vector z and its label y can be represented by an infinite VolterraKolmogorov-Gabor (VKG) polynomial of the form [23]:
m

m

m

m

m

m

y = a0 + ∑ ai zi + ∑ ∑ aij zi z j + ∑ ∑ ∑ aijk zi z j zk ...
i =1

i =1 j =1

(5)

i =1 j =1 k =1

where a 0 , a i , a ij aijk ... are coefficients or weights of this (so called) multiple inputs single output self-organizing
network. This is the discrete-time analogue of a continuous time Volterra series and can be used to approximate any
stationary random sequence of physical measurements. Ivakhnenko showed that the VKG series can be expressed as a
cascade of second order polynomials using only pairs of variables [23]. The corresponding network can be constructed
from simple polynomial and delay elements. As the learning procedure evolves, branches that do not contribute
significantly to the specific output can be pruned, thereby allowing only the dominant causal relationship to evolve.
m
In the classical GMDH algorithm, there is the need to construct α = ⎛⎜ ⎞⎟ = m(m − 1) / 2 new variables
⎝2⎠
y1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., yα , in the training dataset for all independent variables (columns of Z ), two at a time so that there

are n data triples of the form ( zir , zis ; yi ); r, s ∈ (1, 2,..., m); s > r; i = 1, 2,..., n . The mathematical description of these two
new variables or neurons represented by quadratic polynomials is of the form

yˆ i = a 0 + a1 z ir + a 2 z is + a 3 z ir2 + a 4 z is2 + a 5 z ir z is

at points

(z

i,r

, z i,s )

(6)

The matrix formulation of this system of equation is simply, Za = Y where a = [a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 ]T is the vector of
coefficients. The least square technique from multiple-regression analysis provides the most fundamental formula to
obtain the coefficients in the following form: a = (ZTZ)-1ZTY.
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2.3 Differential Evolution Scheme
The differential evolution (DE) algorithm introduced by Storn and Price [24] is a novel parallel direct search method,
which utilizes Np parameter vectors as a population for each generation G. It was primarily designed for continuous
domain space formulation. The steps involved in the classical DE are summarized here
Step 1: Initialization;
Step 2: Mutation;
Step 3: Crossover;
Step 4: Selection;
Step 5: Stopping criteria.

2.3.1 Permutative-based DE
Permutative-based DE differs from continuous DE due to the fact that it can handle permutative-based type
combinatorial optimization problems. The mechanisms to cater for this are mainly the way in which initialiation is done
together with two other schemes for transformation from permutation form into continuous form in Step 2 in Section
2.3 and transformation from continuous form into permutation form after Step 2 in Section 2.3 [25].

2.3.2 Enhanced Permutative-based DE
As the name implies, the enhanced permutative-based DE uses the same basis as the permutative-based DE except that
it has more enhancement strategies [26].

2.4 The Hybrid DE-GMDH Scheme
Although GMDH has been applied to solving the classification problem (see for example, Lemke and Mueller,
2003)[27] the results obtained were not as promising as expected due to the fact that classical GMDH has its strength in
regression problems rather than in classication problems. The hybrid DE-GMDH scheme introduced by Onwubolu [2829] (see Figure 1) overcomes the shortcomings of the conventional GMDH algorithm for the intrusion detection
classification problem described in Section 3. It comprises of several components including structural and parametric
optimization schemes. The current version has the module described in Section 2.1, as its pre-processor module. The
elements of the reduced dimensional feature vector of z ∈ R h are candidates for entry in a pair-wise manner to the
hybrid DE-GMDH modeling system.

2.4.1 Structural Optimization with DE
The DE design is responsible for selecting the number of input variables (attributes), selection of the input variables
(attributes), and selection of polynomial order (linear, quadratic, trilinear, tri-quadratic, etc.). From iteration
(generation) to iteration (generation) of the DE, the best nodes (neurons) are automatically found based on regression
and parametric optimization, and progress is made until termination conditions are satisfied.
The summary of the overall architecture (Figure 1) of the hybrid DE-GMDH modeling system is as follows:
Step 1: Reduce the high dimensional dataset from d to h dimension using PCA pre-processor (Section 2.1)
Step 2: Initialize a population of discrete trial solutions (Section 2.3)
Step 3: Evaluate the objective function (fitness) for each discrete current solutions in the population (Section 2.2)
Step 4: Convert the permutative-based current solutions into continuous current solutions (Section 2.3.2)
Step 5: Apply DE strategy to transform current solutions into new solutions using the inbuilt crossover and mutation
schemes (Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2)
Step 6: Convert the continuous new solutions into permutative-based new solutions (Section 2.3.2)
Step 7: Repair solutions to realize discrete new solutions of unique values (Section 2.3.2)
Step 8: Improve solutions through standard crossover and mutation schemes (Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2)
Step 9: Execute steps 2—7 until reaching a specified cut-off limit on the total number of iterations
Step 10: Improve solutions further through local search routine (Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2)
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the hybrid DE-GMDH modeling system
To understand network realization let us take an example. Suppose we have input dataset of 5 dimensional vectors
(record). Each vector has only and only one output. Take a scenario where the order of the polynomial is 2 and the
number of inputs to a node is 2. Then, the inputs to a node(neuron) are shown in Table 1 which are just for layer 1. The
DE mechanics detailed in Section 2.2.1 are vehicles for propagating the network from layer to layer.
Tab. 1. Inputs to a node(neuron)

Vectors
Vector 1
Vector 2
Vector 3
Vector 4
Vector 5

Solution vectors
5, 4, 3, 2, 1
1, 3, 5, 4, 2
2, 1, 4, 5, 3
4, 3, 1, 5, 2
1, 5, 2, 3, 4

Node(neuron) inputs
5, 4
1, 3
2, 1
4, 3
1, 5

2.4.2 Parametric Optimization with GMDH
The objective function (performance index) is a basic instrument guiding the evolutionary search in the solution
space. For the third solution vector (see Table 1) the generated polynomial would be:
f ( x 2 , x 1 ) = c1 + c 2 x 2 + c3 x1 + c 4 x 2 x1 + c5 x 22 + c6 x12

where c1,c2,…,c6 are the constants evaluated using training dataset. As discussed in Section 2, the least square
technique from multiple-regression analysis provides the formula to obtain the coefficients in the following form: c =
(XTX)-1XTY.

2.5 Procedure of the General Learning DE- GMDH Algorithm
The general learning procedure for constructing the DE-GMDH model can be described as follows:
(1) Create an initial population randomly (DE structures and its corresponding learning parameters).
(2) Structural optimization is achieved by the DE variation operators described in Section 2.2.1.
(3) If better structure is found, then go to step 4; otherwise go to step 2.
(4) Parametric optimization is found using pseudo-inverse or singular value decomposition (SVD) described in
Section 2.2.2.
(5) If the maximum number of local is reached or no better parameter vector is found for a significantly long time,
then go to step 6; otherwise go to step 4.
(6) If a satisfactory solution is found, then the algorithm is stopped; otherwise go to step 2.

3 Intrusion Detection Methodology
For the intrusion detection problem solved in the work reported in this paper, the same steps used for modeling
general complex systems were used for classification without any modification. The input parameters (attributes of the
reduced space) and the output parameters (class labels) were divided into training and testing datasets according to the
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problem description described in Section 4. The training dataset was used used for learning. The input parameters for
the testing dataset were then presented to the hybrid DE-GMDH system for generalization. The results obtained were
merely compared with thedesired outputs; if they corresponded, then the test data was classified as with existing class,
otherwise a new class was created. No further pre-processing was needed.

3.1 Training Phase
The dimension reduction stage has been applied to reduce the feature space. Once the dimension is reduced then it is
processed by the hybrid DE-GMDH stage.

3.2 Testing Phase
The test samples are not used for model building but the model built is used for testing. In this paper, we present
hybrid DE-GMDH-type networks that are comprehensively described by concise short-term polynomials, which are
comprehensible for computer experts. The parameters used for both dimensional reduction and optimization (DE) are
given in Table 2.
Tab. 2. Parameter used for both dimensional reduction and optimization (DE)

Dimensional reduction
Reduced dimension, h
Optimization (DE)
Population size
Crossover value, CR
Mutation value

Parameter values
3
50
0.3
0.1

4 Experimentation Setup and Results
The experimental dataset used for the intrusion detection problem described in this paper is the BSM audit logs from the
1998 DARPA data [29]. We use the same dataset that is used by Liao and Vemuri [14], Rawat et al. [17], and Sharma et
al. [18]. There are 50 unique system calls in the training data. All the 50 system calls are shown in Table 3. There are
2000 normal sessions reported in the four days of data and the training dataset consists of 605 unique processors. There
are 412 normal sessions on the fifth day and we extract 5285 normal processes from these sessions. We use the 5285
normal processes as testing data. In order to test the detection capability of our proposed method, we considered 55
intrusion sessions as test data as taken by Rawat et al. [17]. But we found that there is one process that is exactly similar
to the training data and hence we removed it from the session list. Consequently, we consider only 54 intrusion sessions
instead. Table 4 lists these attacks. A number in the beginning of the name denotes the week and day followed by the
name of the session (attack).
An intrusion session is said to be detected if any of the processes associated with this session is classified as
abnormal. We define some metric for measuring the quality of our IDS solutions:

detection rate =

# of intrusion sessions detected (true positives)
# of intrusion session

false positive rate =

accuracy =

# of normal processes detected as abnormal ( false positives)
# of normal session

# of true positives + # of false positives
# of input sequences
Tab. 3. Table 2 List of 50 unique system calls

access, audit, auditon, chdir, chmod, chown, close,
creat, execve, exit, fchdir, fchown, fcntl, fork, fork1,
getaudit, getmsg, ioctl, kill, link, login, logout, lstat,
memcntl, mkdir, mmap, munmap, oldnice, oldsetgid,
oldsetuid, oldutime, open, pathdonf, pipe, putmsg,
readlink, rename, rmdir, setaudit, setegid, seteuid,
setgroups, setpgrp, setrlimit, stat, statvfs, su, sysinfo,
unlink, vfork
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Tab. 4. Table 2 List of 54 attacks used in testing dataset

1.1_it_ffb_clear, 1.1_it_format_clear, 2.2_it_ipsweep,
2.5_it_ftpwrite, 2.5_it_ftpwrite_test, 3.1_it_ffb_clear,
3.3_it_ftpwrite, 3.3_it_ftpwrite_test, 3.4_it_warez,
3.5_it_warezmaster, 4.1_it_080520warezclient,
4.2_it_080511warezclient, 4.2_it_153736spy,
4.2_it_15373spy_test, 4.2_it_153812spy,
4.4_it_080514warezclient, 4.4_it_080514warezclient_test,
4.4_it_175320warezclient, 4.4_it_180326warezclient,
4.4_it_180955warezclient, 4.4_it_181945warezclient,
4.5_it_092212ffb, 4.5_it_141011loadmodule,
4.5_it_162228loadmodule, 4.5_it_174726loadmodule,
4.5_it_format, 5.1_it_141020ffb, 5.1_it_174729ffb_exec,
5.1_it_format, 5.2_it_144308eject_clear,
5.2_it_163909eject_clear, 5.3_it_eject_steal, 5.5_it_eject,
5.5_it_fdformat, 5.5_it_fdformat_chmod, 6.4_it_090647ffb,
6.4_it_093203eject, 6.4_it_095246eject, 6.4_it_100014eject,
6.4_it_122156eject, 6.4_it_144331ffb, test.1.2_format,
test.1.2_format2, test.1.3_eject, test.1.3_httptunnel,
test.1.4_eject, test.2.1_111516ffb, test.2.1_format,
test.2.2_xsnoop, test.2.3_ps, test.2.3_ps_b,
test.2.5_ftpwrite, test.2.4_eject_a, test.2.2_format1

5 Discussion of Results
Table 5 shows the results for k = 5 using Liao-Vemuri scheme; binary weighted cosine (BWC) by Rawat et al. [17]
scheme; binary weighted radial basis function (BWRBF) scheme, smooth binary weighted radial basis function
(SBWRBF) scheme, basis function (RBF) scheme, smooth radial basis function (SRBF) scheme by Sharma et al. [18]
and the present one in this paper, hybrid DE-GMDH.
Tab. 5. False positive rate versus detection rate for all the techniques

Method
Liao-Vemuri (Liao andVemuri, 2002a)
BWC (Rawat et al. 2006)
BWRBF (Sharma et al., 2007)
SBWRBF (Sharma et al., 2007)
RBF (Sharma et al., 2007)
SRBF (Sharma et al., 2007)
Present paper: hybrid DE-GMDH

False positive rate in %
22.84
4.65
0.98
0.91
0.44
0.38
0.00

Detection rate in %
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

It can be observed from Table 5 that the false positive rate for Liao-Vemuri scheme is very high (22.84%) at a
detection rate of 100%. BWC by Rawat et al. [17] performs better than that of Liao-Vemuri scheme with less false
positive rate (4.65% at a detection rate of 100%). The kernel schemes proposed by Sharma et al. [18] have very small
false positive rates of 0.98%, 0.91%, 0.44%, and 0.38% at a detection rate of 100% for the BWRBF, SBWRBF, RBF,
and SRBF schemes respectively. The hybrid DE-GMDH scheme performs better than all other schemes with 0% false
positive rate and a detection rate of 100%. To the best of our knowledge, the result of the proposed hybrid DE-GMDH
scheme on this dataset is the best reported result.

6 Conclusion
This paper has introduced the hybrid DE-GMDH scheme for solving the intrusion detection problem. The result
obtained when compared to the best previous BWRBF, SBWRBF, RBF, and SRBF schemes show that the hybrid DEGMDH scheme realizes a 0% false positive rate and a detection rate of 100%. It is evident that this is a significant
achievement in the context of intrusion detection.
Some of the advantages of the hybrid DE-GMDH scheme over the other schemes for the intrusion detection
problem are: (i) no similarity measure is needed, (ii) defining thresholds is not necessary, (iii) features defining the
problem are used directly and their dimension could be reduced using PCA without compromising the solution, (iv)
computational speed is very high.
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Annotation. The method of the average decade air’s temperature long-range prognosis on the polynomial robust
inductive models basis and the analogy principle (the average month model’s structure is used for the average decade
prognosis) usage is offered. The 2003-2007 years research results analysis shows advantage of polynomial models by
comparison to polynomial-harmonic – middle quality and absolute deviation is 72,0 % (2,4 0С) and 69,0 % (2,6 0С)
accordingly. Polynomial basis shows the middle quality 75 % on the mean absolute deviation in every half year
prognosis interval.

Keywords
Inductive model, long-range prognosis, analogy principle,
meteorology.

1 Introduction
High-quality long-range prognosis has a practical value for agriculture (optimal scheduling for agricultural sowing,
the special actions planning for prevention of the bad weather consequences, economic planning, harvest’s prognosis,
etc.), fuel and energy complex (extent of the combustive-lubricating materials purchasing in a cold season, for
example), extraordinary weather situations prognosis, etc. Therefore a problem of the average decade air’s temperature
long-range prognosis method’s development is a most actual in meteorology. Its decision is complicated through
multivariable, non-linear, non-stationary, stochastic character of weather processes [1-5]. The developed methods are
characterized by insufficient quality [1-3], high computational complexity and empiric fuzzy procedure of the data
period choice [1, 4, 5]. In these conditions the robust models usage is suggested. The robustness is conditioned by the
average month structural model basis’s usage to the decade interval. Thus the main purpose of investigations is research
of applicability of the indicated analogies principle to the average decade air’s temperature prognosis.

2 Polynomial-harmonic basis of inductive prognosnic models
Prognostic model is selected in polynomial-harmonic basis (1)-(2):
p

x п [k ] = a1 + a 2 k + ∑ ai x f [ y[k ] − d − c − (i − 3) f ] ,

(1)

i =3
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p

xп [k ] = a1 + a 2 k + ∑ ai x f [ y[k ] − d − c − (i − 3) f ] +
i =3

+ a p +1 cos

2πk
2πk
+ a p + 2 sin
,
T
T

(2)

where a1, a2, …, ap+2 – coefficients models, calculated by least-squares method; p – quantity of the model linear part’s
elements; y[k] – the element’s number in the initial data retrieval; xп[k] – is the prognostic value of the average decade
air’s temperature; x f [k ] – middle air temperature on an f size interval in discrete time moment k, =1,…,N1, where
middle value is made from an element with number x[k] to an element with number x[k-f+1]; π=3,1415; T – period,
days; d – a depth of prognosis – a difference in days between prognostic value and data retrieval end; с – a difference in
days between data retrieval end and the element’s number, which one are really utilized for prognosis procedure, days;
N1 – middle air temperature’s data retrieval. Variables of right part of prognostic model (1)-(2) are in 500 days
diapason:
(f(p-2)+c+d)≤500 .
Thus for the prognostic model optimal structure’s selection the linear polynomial (1) or polynomial-harmonic (2)
model is defined with proper variables (f, p, c). This task is decided through (f, p, c) combination analysis and
comparison of proper alternative models on a test data retrieval with combined criterion a “minimum of displacement
plus regularity” usage:

⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜⎛
⎟
⎞ ⎛
⎞
⎜ ⎜ x2 [ j ] − x1*[ j ] < max1 ⎟ ∧ ⎜ x1[ j ] − x2*[ j ] < max1 ⎟ ∧
⎟
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜ ⎜⎝
⎟
1
1≤ j ≤ N 2
≤
≤
j
N
2
⎠ ⎝
⎠
⎜
⎟
⎜ ⎛ N2
⎞ ⎛ N2
⎞ ⎟
*
*
⎟ ⎜ ∑ x1[ j ] − x2 [ j ]
⎟ ⎟
⎜ ⎜ ∑ x2 [ j ] − x1 [ j ]
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⎟
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1
=
=
j
j
( f , p, c ) = arg ⎜ ∧ ⎜
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1≤ p ≤ N 2 ;
⎝
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⎟
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⎜ ⎜ ∑ x2 [ j ] − x1*[ j ] ∑ x1[ j ] − x2*[ j ]
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⎠
where ∧ – operation of conjunction; N2=Trunc(N1/2) – quantity of elements in the teaching and verification data
retrievals; Trunc(.) – operation of an integer part selection in real number; x1[j], x2[j] – elements with the j number of
*

first and second verification data retrievals, are formed as even and odd elements of total data retrieval (x1∪x2); x1 [ j ] ,

x 2* [ j ] – prognostic value of average decade air’s temperature in discrete time moment j; max1 – maximally legitimate
absolute prognosis-fact deviation; max2 – maximally legitimate mean absolute prognosis-fact deviation; max3 –
maximally legitimate difference of mean absolute prognosis-fact deviations at the first teaching and second verification
data retrievals and at the second teaching and first verification data retrievals.
As a result of calculations the optimal tuples (f, p, c) are offered to the expert-meteorologist. Quantity of the offered
variants is regulated by the values of variables max1, max2 and max3. Expert-meteorologist selects concrete tuple (f, p, c)
on the base of analysis of proper maximal and middle absolute prognosis-fact deviation, differences of mean absolute
prognosis-fact deviations on the first teaching and second verification data retrievals and on the second teaching and
first verification data retrievals, values of tuple (f, p, c). Prognosis (calculated by specialized software) can be corrected
with expected value, climatic norm, possible limitations, alternative prognoses. For expert-meteorologist’s decision
support the software determines automatically:
1. Two tuples (f, p, c), which are satisfying to combined quality criterion and are propered to the minimal values of
maximal deviation and sum of mean absolute prognosis-fact deviations on two data retrievals.
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2. Data retrieval of tuples (f, p, c) with the simultaneously descending minimal values of maximal deviation and
sums of mean absolute prognosis-fact deviations. In the view of authors the last element of data retrieval corresponds
real extremum of prognostic model and has highest priority in the prognostic value choice consequently.
Advantage of the offered approach is estimation of prognosis quality on unknown data retrievals on the basis of
analysis of maximal and middle absolute prognosis-fact deviation on two teaching data retrievals.

3 Quality estimation of the average decade air’s temperature long-range prognosis
Adequacy of the polynomial prognostic inductive models is confirmed on the basis of non-parametric statistical
Wilcoxon criterion and real data retrievals [3]. But now the choice of quality estimation criterion isn’t enough
grounded. In a paper [5] it is shown that the mean absolute average decade air’s temperature deviations approximately
in 1,4 time more proper average monthly. Taking into account the varying diapason of the average decade air’s
temperature in a cold period, we will make the long-range prognosis estimation by criterion (|Δx| – absolute deviation of
real air’s temperature from the prognostic value, 0С):
- for the varying diapason of the average decade air’s temperature less than 15 0С (for city Lugansk this condition is
executed from the second decade of April to the third decade of October):
100 %: |Δx| ≤ 1,5 0С; 75 %: 1,5 0С < |Δx| ≤ 3,0 0С;
25 %: 3,0 0С < |Δx| ≤ 4,5 0С; 0 %: 4,5 0С < |Δx|;
- for the varying diapason of the average decade air’s temperature more than 15 0С (for city Lugansk this condition
is executed from the first decade of November to the first decade of April):
100 %: |Δx| ≤ 2,0 0С; 75 %: 2,0 0С < |Δx| ≤ 4,0 0С;
25 %: 4,0 0С < |Δx| ≤ 6,0 0С; 0 %: 6,0 0С < |Δx|.
Research results of a section 4 are confirmed correctness of the quality criterion – mean absolute prognosis-fact
deviation corresponds with middle quality (69,0 % – 2,6 0С, 72,0 % – 2,4 0С, 69,9 % – 2,5 0С).

4 Research of the average decade air’s temperature prognosis quality from January 2003
to December 2007 with the 0,5 year depth
For research of the average decade air’s temperature prognosis quality the specialized software was developed on
the Borland Delphi v. 7 basis for polynomial and polynomial-harmonic models separately. Averaging interval for the
structure construction of month average prognostic model was equated 30 days; the averaging interval at the calculation
of the average decade air’s temperature prognosis was equated 8, 9, 10 and 11 days depending on a date; the step
(accepted equal to 1 day) of period T changing at finding of its optimal value on the research interval was 2÷400 days;
constants max1, max2 and max3 was accepted 15 0С, 4,5 0С and 0,1 0С accordingly; the record values of middle air’s
temperature didn’t participate in the calculation of the air’s temperature prognosis quality; beginning of data retrieval is
September 21, 1946. The result’s analysis shows that the inductive polynomial structural basis (1) has the best values of
middle quality and absolute prognosis-fact deviation by comparison to polynomial-harmonic (2) (72,0 % (2,4 0С) and
69,4 % (2,6 0С) accordingly). Thus polynomial base (1) shows on all ten half-year of 2003-2007 years assured middle
quality 75 % in the context of mean absolute prognosis-fact deviation.
Practical interest is a comparison of results of the average decade air’s temperature long-range prognosis on the
polynomial basis (1) with the analogy principle usage and without it. The results analysis shows that middle quality is
69,9 % without the analogy principle usage (mean absolute prognosis-fact deviation is 2,5 0С) and, thus, advantage of
the analogy principle is confirmed at the average decade air’s temperature long-range prognosis with polynomial basis
(1) usage.

5 Example of calculation of the average decade air’s temperature long-range prognosis
and quality
Let’s consider the example of calculation of the average decade air’s temperature long-range prognosis of first
decade of February 2007 with the inductive polynomial basis (1) usage. Software gives following information to expertmeteorologist:
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10,8223300391598 0,0320507066664231 3,87291968626967 3,90497039293609 1 3 30
10,672082635851 0,0168217642334436 3,87288592956655 3,88970769379999 1 3 95
10,4501855710903 0,0755283274245662 3,88608285683069 3,81055452940612 1 4 30
10,1615243146865 0,0219476574188079 3,79533384823728 3,77338619081847 1 9 164
9,9054540365131 0,0440732109390786 3,32175258288205 3,36582579382113 2 7 213
9,2626412319697 0,0673582025201468 3,31879820031278 3,25143999779263 4 10 290
8,27002011958377 0,00864413462562725 3,12020198090135 3,12884611552697 4 13 291
8,21098651163665 0,0527824484218355 3,03589696380835 2,98311451538651 5 9 290
Data=10.02.2007
Depth of prognosis d=41
Quantity of the found models under quality criterion=7950
Model parameters at a minimal maximal deviation:
7,33513498641224 0,00763433931480626 3,42320985292685 3,41557551361205 13 15 280
Model parameters at the minimal sum of mean deviations:
8,21098651163665 0,0527824484218355 3,03589696380835 2,98311451538651 5 9 290
Thus expert-meteorologist has two alternative structures of prognostic model in tuple (f, p, c) view – (5, 9, 290) and
(13, 15, 280). The first structure has advantage – it corresponds to the minimal sum of mean absolute prognosis-fact
deviations and it is the last element of descending data retrieval of minimal values of maximal deviation and sums of
mean absolute prognosis-fact deviations. A prognosis on a first structure is -3,1 0С, on second is 2,1 0С, expected value
is -6,1 0С and thus final prognosis is -3,0 0С (fact is -1,7 0С and quality is 100 % accordingly).

6 Conclusion
1. The method of the average decade air’s temperature long-range prognosis on the polynomial robust inductive
models basis and the analogy principle (the average month model’s structure is used for the average decade prognosis)
usage was offered.
2. The result’s analysis shows that the inductive polynomial structural basis (1) has the best values of middle quality
and absolute prognosis-fact deviation by comparison to polynomial-harmonic (2) (72,0 % (2,4 0С) and 69,4 % (2,6 0С)
accordingly). Thus polynomial base (1) shows on all ten half-year of 2003-2007 years assured middle quality 75 % in
the context of mean absolute prognosis-fact deviation.
3. The results analysis shows that middle quality is 69,9 % without the analogy principle usage (mean absolute
prognosis-fact deviation is 2,5 0С) and, thus, advantage of the analogy principle is confirmed at the average decade air’s
temperature long-range prognosis with polynomial basis (1) usage.
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Abstract. The following estimation stationary problems in various ranges of magnetic field strength on the Sun are
considered. 1) Estimation of latitudinal drift of magnetic field stream as a wave train with various rotation periods in 5degree latitude bands of the Sun by the correlation models applying. 2) Determination of differential rotation of
magnetic field stream and latitudinal drift its separate components, possessing certain significant rotation periods in
some given period intervals in latitude intervals by applying of spectral models of stationary random process,
concerned with the solar magnetic field stream in these bands. Differential character of the magnetic field rotation is
exhibited in exclusive dependence of rotation period (velocity) from the latitude, not stacked in conventional
mechanistic representations about solid-state rotation (on equator rotation is faster, than at high latitudes). The
obtained time series analysis results of the observational data are be in accord with the qualitative deductions
following from the theoretical models. The found out new regular dependence of increase of the magnetic structures
rotation period on the latitude of their emersion on the Sun surface is interest for the theory of the differential Sun
rotation and for the solar cycle theory.

Keywords
Time series analysis, observational data, stationary
random process, correlation models, spectral models,
differential rotation, magnetic field, Sun

1 Introduction
At the research of magnetic fields on the Sun on the basis of observations measure a longitudinal magnetic field, i.e.
normal component of magnetic field strength. Thus in each point of the Sun surface in some current realization of the
field we observed either a field "+" (N) - northern or "-" (S) - southern polarity. The field "+" (N) - northern polarity is
directed from the Sun, and a field "-" (S) - southern polarity - is directed to the Sun. The imbalance of fields in each
point of the Sun surface can be calculated as the vectorial sum of the N-and S-polarities field strengths. The study of the
unbalance of "+" and "-" fields on the Sun is actual as the N-and S-polarities unbalance stream of magnetic fields from
all Sun substantially determines a state of an interplanetary magnetic field and influences on the solar-terrestrial
relationship.
Differential character of the magnetic field rotation is exhibited in the exclusive dependence of the rotation period
(velocity) from the latitude, not stacked in the conventional mechanistic representations about the solid-state rotation
(on equator rotation is faster, than at high latitudes).
The author’s article [1] is devoted to the estimation of stationary differential rotation of the magnetic fields on the
Sun with application of the spectral analysis methods.
Applications of the spectrum analysis methods to the estimation of the differential rotation of the structural
formations observed in the Sun atmosphere and the choice of the most applicable method from the viewpoint of the
realistic estimates of the power spectral density (PSD) obtaining are considered in the authors’ article [2].
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The purpose of the present study is the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance magnetic field stream as a
whole and determination of the differential rotation and the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream components
possessing the certain significant rotation periods, and also comparison of these two drift types.

2 The Observational Material and Data Time Series Construction
The input data of the estimation problems are synoptic maps data of longitudinal vector of the magnetic field strength
on the Sun on the 26 years observational interval since January, 1, 1977 till the September, 30, 2003, obtained in the
Kitt Peak National Observatory (USA) and submitted to the author. On the basis of the synoptic maps analysis 7
characteristic ranges of the magnetic field strength are allocated and in each range in each of 28 5° latitude bands in the
latitudinal interval of [-70°; 70°] the time series (length of 128520 samples everyone) of the magnetic field unbalance
stream values equal to the difference of the streams "+" (N) (from the Sun) and "-" (S) (to the Sun) polarities in each
sample are constructed.
For each of the allocated 7 strength intervals in the range [0; 1500] Gs in everyone of 28 series each term of series
represents the stream of the magnetic fields unbalance with strength Hk on the central meridian of the Sun from the
surface element in a latitude band φn width's 1° longitudes and height's 5° latitudes in an instant time tl l = 1,128520 :

(

)

(|N|-|S|)(Hk , φn, tl),
where (|N|-|S|) – signify a difference of the absolute values of the streams of the magnetic fields «+» (N) и «-» (S)
polarities. The sampling time is ∆t = 0,0757 day (1° of the solar longitude)
Fig. 1 depicts such 5 series on one graph for the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the magnetic fields strength
interval of [0; 5] Gs for five 5° latitude bands at the latitudes from the interval of [5°; 25°] of the northern Sun
hemisphere.

Fig. 1. Temporal variations of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval [0; 5] Gs for five 5°
latitude bands at the latitudes from the interval of [5°; 25°] of the northern Sun hemisphere

At the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream as a whole and the latitudinal drift
of the unbalance stream separate components possessing particular significant rotation periods on the 26 years
observation interval is used the mathematical model of the unbalance stream as stationary random process [3] in each
latitude band. Within the framework of this model the stationary problems of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance
stream as a whole, and the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream components rotating with significant periods as the
dominant tendencies (the drift and the rotation) on the long-duration observation interval are solved.

3 Latitudinal Drift of the Magnetic Fields Unbalance Stream as a Whole
At the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream the method of the time delay definition
of the unbalance stream as a whole as a wave train in a latitude band with a latitude |n-1| concerning the unbalance
stream in the next band with the greater latitude |n|, based on the definition of a delay τ = lag of cross correlation
function Rn n −1 (τ ) which corresponds to a absolute maximum of this function was used [3]:


lag = arg max Rn n −1 (τ )

 τ
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Latitudes of the bands |n-1| and |n| are specially taken modulo that both in southern, and in northern hemispheres of
the Sun the band |n| corresponded to higher next latitude, than a band |n-1|.
At lag > 0 we have an advance of the unbalance stream as a whole as a wave train, presented by the corresponding
series, in a band |n-1| in comparison with the unbalance stream in a latitude band |n| (subject to taking of values n-1 and
n modulo). Therefore, in each Sun hemisphere at lag > 0 the drift of the unbalance stream as a whole from low
latitudes to high latitudes (to poles) takes place. Accordingly at lag < 0 in each Sun hemisphere the drift of the
unbalance stream as a whole from high latitudes to low latitudes (to equator) takes place.
In practice the value lag was determined in the degree measure in measuring unit of 0,1° which meant, on how
many the decimal part of degree advance (retard) the magnetic fields unbalance stream in a latitude band |n-1| the
unbalance stream in a band |n|. Since the time interval between the next samples in each temporal series amount
∆t = 0,0757 day that corresponds 1° on the longitude, time shift τ in days of the cross-correlation function Rn n −1 (τ ) ,
corresponding to its found absolute maximum will express through the found value Lag in measuring unit of 0,1° as
follows:

τ = 0,1 * ∆t * Lag = 0,00757 * Lag (day)
The results of the values Lag estimating in measuring units of 0,1° for the magnetic field strength interval of [0;
20] Gs are represented on the fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The latitudinal variations on the Sun of the cross-correlation function shifts in the next latitude bands for the
magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval of [0; 20] Gs

Taking into account distances between medial lines of 5° latitude bands, it is possible to determine the velocities of
the latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream of different strength, which latitudinal dependences for the
magnetic strength range [0; 20] Gs are displayed on the fig. 3.
The analysis of the obtained latitudinal dependences of the cross-correlation function time shift and velocities of the
latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength range of [0; 700] Gs results in following
conclusion.

Fig. 3. The latitudinal dependences of the latitudinal drift velocities of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the
strength range of [0; 20] Gs.
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For the fields of strength [0; 200) Gs the pattern of the latitudinal drift velocity variation is qualitatively similar for
the all strength ranges which are included in this interval. From the latitudes of ﾱ (15° - 20°) the unbalance stream drift
in each hemisphere of the Sun to the areas of high and low latitudes takes place. With move off this latitude interval the
drift velocity decreases up to 5-10 m/s at latitudes of ±60° and on equator.
For the fields of strength [200-700) Gs the pattern is essentially another. Since at all latitudes Lag < 0 takes place
and the latitude drift velocity is negative, the movement from high latitudes to low latitudes is observed only. The
greatest velocities are observed at latitudes of ±(15° - 20°) and of ±(40° - 45°).
For the fields of all strength values there is a noticeable difference in velocities of the latitudinal drift between
northern and southern hemispheres of the Sun.

4 The Latitudinal Drift of the Separate Components of the Unbalance Stream,
Possessing Certain Significant Rotation Periods
At the solving of the problem 1) the method of determination of temporal delay of the unbalance stream as a whole as a
wave train in the latitude band |n-1| concerning the next band with the greater latitude |n|, based on the estimation of
cross correlation function Rn n −1 (τ ) lag τ = lag which corresponds to absolute maximum of this function was used. The
direction of the latitudinal drift (to equator or to a pole) is determined by sign of lag. At the solving of the problem 2)
using Welch method the power spectral density Gn(P) in each latitude band |n| and the cross power spectral density
(CPSD) Gn n-1(P) (P - rotation period) processes in the next latitude bands |n| and |n-1| are estimated. Regarding the
significant peaks Gn(P) the significant rotation periods P_peak are determined, and on the base of Gn n-1(P_peak) the
phase angle of CPSD θ n n −1 (P _ peak ) is calculated. On the base of θ n n −1 (P _ peak ) the temporal delay τ n n −1 (P _ peak )
for harmonic component of the unbalance stream rotating with significant period P_peak is determined. On the known
distance along the meridian between medial lines of the next latitude bands and on the estimated temporal delay
τ n n −1 (P _ peak ) the velocity of the latitudinal drift of these components to equator or to a pole is determined.
In the same latitude band can exist from one up to four different rotation periods corresponding to significant PSD
peaks. These different rotation periods presented in the some current band, are spread to different on the width intervals
of the next latitude bands everyone. An example of the power spectral density dependences from the period in the
period interval of [20; 35] day for the time series of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval of [10;
20] Gs in the latitude band interval of [5°; 35°] in the northern Sun hemisphere is represent on the fig. 4.
In the table 1 values of the determined periods, which correspond to the significant peaks, occurring, as a minimum,
in three next latitude bands and in two strength intervals are represented. The latitude intervals in which these periods
occur in the spectrums constructed for five strength intervals are indicated.
The phase angle θ n n −1 (P ) of cross spectral density Gn n-1(P) at each value of period P is determined as follows:

θ n n −1 (P ) = arctg

{
}( radian) = arctg − Im{G (P )}* 180 (degree)
Re{G (P )}
Re{G (P )} π

− Im Gn n −1 (P )
n n −1

n n −1

n n −1

Fig. 4. The power spectral density dependences from period in the period interval of [20; 35] day for the time series of
the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval of [10-20) Gs in the latitude bands interval of [5°; 35°]
northern hemisphere of the Sun
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Tab. 1. Intervals of latitudes with the determined periods of significant PSD peaks in the 5 ranges of magnetic field
strength
Period length, day

Magnetic field intervals, Gs

0 -5

5-10
-25 ÷ -5
-35 ÷ -15
-65 ÷ -20
20 ÷ 50
60 ÷ 70

26,912
27,717
28.092
28,414
29,512

-45 ÷ -15
-65 ÷ -25
5 ÷ 50

30,323

45 ÷ 70

45 ÷ 70

30,603
31,376

55 ÷ 70
-65 ÷ -50

60 ÷ 70
-65 ÷ -45

10-20
-15 ÷ +15
-25 ÷ -15
-65 ÷ -20
25 ÷ 40
-65 ÷ - 40,
65 ÷ 70
45 ÷ 70

20-50
-20 ÷ +35

50-200

-40 ÷ -20

-30 ÷ -20
60 ÷ 70

-65 ÷ -45
40 ÷ 65

The positive phase angle θ n n −1 (P ) > 0 in a latitude band n show, on how many degrees on a longitude the harmonic
component with period P of the rotation process of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in a latitude band (n-1) lags
behind from harmonic component with period P in a band n. At θ n n −1 (P ) < 0 the corresponding harmonic component
with period P advancing takes place.
With the phase angle computed according to (1) is unequivocally related the time shift τ n n −1 (P ) at the
corresponding rotation period P which is determined per phase angle (5) as follows [3, 4]:

τ n n −1 (P ) = θ n n −1 (P ) рад. × P / (2π ) (day)
After determination according to (2) time shifts

τ n n −1 (P )

for any value of significant rotation period it is possible

to estimate the velocity of the latitudinal drift of harmonic component with period P of rotation process of the magnetic
fields unbalance stream:
d n n −1 m
d n n −1
m
=
Vn n −1 ( P ) =
,
(
)
(
)
τ n n −1 P day τ n n −1 P * 86400 s
2π RSun
2π 696000000
∗5 =
*5 m
360
360
- distance on the meridian between medial lines of the next 5° latitude bands (meter), and RSun - radius of the Sun.
The velocity sign of the latitude drift Vn n −1 ( P ) coincides with the sign of the shift τ n n −1 (P ) and, accordingly, phase

where d n n −1 =

angle θ n n −1 (P ) .

On the fig. 5 and fig. 6 the latitudinal dependences of the phase angle and the latitudinal drift velocity of the
magnetic fields unbalance stream components rotating with periods in the small interval of [27; 28) day for five
strengths ranges of magnetic fields are shown.

Fig. 5. Latitudinal dependences of the phase angle of the magnetic fields unbalance stream components rotating with
periods in the interval of [27; 28) day for five magnetic field strength ranges
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Fig. 6. Latitudinal dependences of the latitudinal drift velocity of the magnetic fields unbalance stream components
rotating with periods in the interval of [27; 28) day for five magnetic field strength ranges

On fig. 7 the obtained dependences of significant rotation periods of the harmonic components of the unbalance
stream from the latitude of their emersion on the Sun surface for five magnetic field strength ranges are depict.
The latitude of emersion on the Sun surface is the lowermost latitude (modulo) in southern and northern hemisphere
on which appear the rotation of the unbalance stream structures with some significant periods and higher which the
structures drift by rotation along the latitude to poles, and lower which - to equator.
From the graphs shown on fig. 7, it is visible, that except for the magnetic field srength range of [50; 200) Gs, in all
other strength ranges the rotation with a major period from the interval [20; 35] day arises at the higher emersion
latitudes.

Fig. 7. The dependences of significant rotation periods of the unbalance stream structures from the emersion latitude for
different magnetic field strength ranges.

5 Conclusion
The correlation and spectral models of the stationary random processes describing the fields rotation in the assigned
latitude bands of the Sun have been effectively applied for the estimation of stationary differential rotation and the
latitudinal drift of magnetic fields on the Sun.
At the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream components, possessing the significant rotation
periods at magnetic field strengths of [0; 200) Gs the supposition about simultaneous and enough long-lived existence
in same and in different latitude intervals of the unbalance stream structures with different rotation periods is accepted.
Within the framework of this assumption the comparison of the estimates of the cross correlation function time
shifts (in degrees) with phase angles of the cross spectral density in the next latitude bands and the latitudinal drift
velocities of the unbalance stream as a whole with the latitudinal drift velocities of the unbalance stream structures
possessing the significant rotation periods has shown qualitative coincidence of the latitudinal drift of these two types.
Thus, at the magnetic field strength of [0; 200) Gs the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream as a whole is
determined generally a latitude drift of its structures rotated with significant periods in some latitude intervals,
enveloping from three and more five-degree latitude bands.
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The comparison of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream as a whole and the drift of its structures with
significant rotation periods at the magnetic field strength of [0-200) Gs allows to represent the differential rotation of
the Sun as follows:
The unbalance stream structures possessing the significant rotation periods (velocities), arising at the emersion
latitudes(of 20° and higher - depending from period), drift sideways poles, and at latitudes lower than latitudes of
emersion move to equator, maintaining their rotation periods (velocities).
To have been shifting to poles from the latitude of emersion approximately on 20 ° (or more - depending from the
period), structures with some significant periods cease to exist as a unit everyone, giving up the place to other structures
with other significant rotation periods (velocities).
The found out incremental dependences of the rotation period of the unbalance stream structures from the latitude of
their emersion can be caused by the rotation of more deep stratums of the Sun which are responsible for the formation
of the background magnetic fields and their umbalance.
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Abstract.
Approaches to structural modeling are considered at an estimation of connections between the
manifest and latent variables. These variables characterise efficiency of social and economic development of
regions of Ukraine on the basis of criteria of quality of life of the population. Latent variables are presented as
integrated indicators of quality of life. It is thus provided, that analyzed latent variables, in turn, can be connected
among themselves. The process engineering of construction and the analysis of computer models is offered at an
estimation of connections in indicators of quality of life of the population of regions of Ukraine with system
STATISTICA are offered.

Keywords
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1 Introduction
In article [1] approaches to modeling of complex estimations of efficiency of regional social and economic
development on the basis of criteria of quality of life of the population are considered. The speech is about
directions of use of the factor analysis, directed on a contraction of a certain gang of statistics to non observable or
latent variables. We have to consider the multiple approaches to an object, to the data which provides set of
alternative experiments on the one hand, and set in the answer of alternative actions with another. The important is
to pay our attention on analysis of a latent variable, according to J. Loehlin [2]. This approach is successfully
realised on the basis of Structural Equation Modeling – SEM.
Main objective SEM of the analysis consists in that on the basis of modeling of causal relationships between
analyzed variables to check up different hypotheses concerning these connections or, in other words, to define
degree according to which the theoretical model is supported by typical data. If typical data coincide with theoretical
model then these models can be authentic, concerning practical applications. And if typical data do not support
theoretical model, the primary model should be changed and checked up, otherwise other theoretical models should
be developed and checked up.
Hence, SEM, using a scientific method of authentic check, can ensure check of our understanding of complicated
connections in the constructed system of regional indicators of quality of life that is probable, can be connected in
several ways.
The purpose of the article is to illuminate a process engineering of construction and the analysis of models of an
estimation of connections in system of indicators of quality of a life of the population of regions of Ukraine. These
are graphic (network) models, models of confirmatory factor analysis and structural equations models. They
describe relationships between manifest and latent variables taking into account the supposition, that latent
variables, in turn, can be connected among themselves. The structure of connections is supposed enough
complicated, however its type has the a priori supposition are linear relationships which are described by simple
equations.
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2 Theoretical part
Reviewing of [1] synthetic components of a category defined in work “quality of life” is one of possible approaches to
definition of system of indicators of quality of a life of the population of regions of Ukraine in its widest understanding.
Among them:
(III) Quality of a social orb (or social safety) which maps in itself level of working conditions of the population, its
employment, social protection, physical and property safety, level of corruption of characteristic structures etc.;
(V) Quality of financial security which maps data about incomes and expenses of local budgets, official transfers
from state bodies and other.
Being repelled in the approach from certain system of indicators-indicators of quality of components (III) - (V), we
try, using ideas SEM of the analysis, to check up theoretical model which describes association of quality of financial
security on quality of a social orb of regions of Ukraine.
In a general view statement of a problem of structural modeling at an estimation of connections between regional
indicators of the population’s quality of life looks thus. Let we observe statistical variables for which we have a matrix
of selective coefficients of correlation or a covariance. These variables characterized some indications of quality of life
of the population of regions of Ukraine and are called as manifest. Real relations between manifest variables can be
complicated, however we have a hypothesis that there is some number hidden or latent variable (regional synthetic
indicators of quality of life) which exactitudes with known degree explain structure of these connections.
For computer support of structural equation modeling use the applied programs presented, as a rule, in modern
statistical packages. Most of all known among them are such: LISREL (SPSS), EQS (BMDP), CALIS (SAS), EzPATH
(SYSTAT), and SEPATH (STATISTICA). Programs AMOS and COSAN are accessible in the FORTRAN version.
Structural modeling at an estimation of connections in indicators of quality of life of the population of regions of
Ukraine is supported by means of system STATISTICA.
The base technology of computer structural modeling at an estimation of communications in system of indicators of
quality of life of the population of regions of Ukraine consists of such stages:
¾ It is represented with the help of the path diagrams (graphs or webs) model describing our understanding of
communications between indicators of quality of components (III) - (V);
¾ It is defined with use of internal methods STATISTICA of a dispersion and covariance the variables which values
turn out in analyzed model on the basis of entrance data;
¾ STATISTICA checks the how much well received dispersions and covariance satisfy our model;
¾ The system deduces results of statistical tests, estimations of parameters and standard errors for factors in the
linear equations, and also the additional diagnostic information;
¾ On the basis of the initial information it is possible to solve, whether well current model is coordinated with
analyzed data.
Let's consider realization of the basic stages of the specified computer technology of structural modeling on an
example of authentic check of our understanding of connections between the constructed synthetic indicators of quality
of a social orb and financial security of 27 regions of Ukraine and corresponding gangs of reduced statistics during
1999-2002. The list of analyzed variables which describe quality of a social orb and financial security of regions moves
in table 1.
Let's notice, that in SEPATH distinguish four types of variables: manifest endogenous; manifest exogenous; latent
endogenous; latent exogenous. At the first stage of structural modeling of a sheaf between these variables are
formalized by means of the path diagrams which is under construction on the basis of a number of rules.
On fig. 1 the diagram which describes our understanding of connections in system of indicators of quality of
components (III) - (V) is presented. It is similar in many respects about the block-chemo which is used at programming,
very simple for reading and allows to present model clearly. On this path diagrams (graphs or webs) manifest variables
are mapped by rectangles, and latent – ovals. Residual variables are mapped also by ovals. Direct connections between
two variables are mapped by arrows. Indirect connections are mapped only by arcs (always without an arrow). Numbers
of free parameters which are estimated by system, take places about arrows or arcs on their middle. Two parameters
which have same number, have the same numerical value. If for latent exogenous variables of a variance and a
covariance not presented on the path diagrams explicitly variances are considered equal 1.0, and covariance’s equal 0.
On fig. 1 it is visible, that the structural model consists of two models of measurement: one-factor model with five
manifest variables and one general factor YIII and two-factor model with the general factors yV1 and yV2. In turn in an
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average part of the diagram factors YIII, yV1, yV2 are connected among themselves by regression association, which it
is formally possible to present the equations (1).
For support of the computer analysis the structural model presented on fig. 1, is described by means of the designer
of ways in language PATH1. The entry of the constructed model in language PATH1 moves on fig. 2.
To definition of unknown parameters of model it was applied Generalized Least Square (GLS) – estimation
procedure by the generalized method of least squares. Outcomes of modeling are presented on fig. 3 and to tab. 2. We
will analyzed the basic criteria of an estimation which move on fig. 3 in the upper informational part of a window:
9 The constructed structural model is an invariant dial concerning a modification on the basis of values of two
criteria ICSF Criterion and ICS Criterion (the more close an index to 0, the big degree of invariance of the constructed
model concerning a dial modification, that is the model does not vary at multiplication of data to an identical constant or
shift to the fixed magnitude);
9 Chi-square Statistic will not have (chi-square) standard distribution, as special parameter Boundary Conditions
is not equaled 0;
9 Approach of an index of quality of trimming Steiger-Lind RMSEA to 0 specifies in good enough trimming
taking into account lower and an upper bound of a confidential interval;
9 Value of index RMS Stand. Residual (Root Mean Square Standardized Residual) which also specifies in quality
of a trimming of model, signals about inadequate exposition given by model (value more than 0,1);
9 The hypothesis about correspondence of data of regional statistics of analyzed theoretical model which describes
our understanding of connections in system of indicators-indicators of quality of financial security and a social orb of
regions of Ukraine, can be accepted.
Estimations of parametres of model which are presented to tab. 2, specify in insignificance of connections only
between two latent variables yV1 and yV2, that is the hypothesis about association of quality of financial support of
social and economic development of regions of Ukraine between organs state and local authorities does not start.

2.1 Tables
In tab. 1 such label of a code is applied x(q.s. j ) : – the indicator j groups s an indication q ( q = III - quality of a social
orb, q = V - quality of financial security of regions).
Tab. 1. Gangs of indicators of quality of a social orb and financial security of regions of Ukraine.
Indicators

Code

III.1. Indicators of employment and working conditions:
Population occupation level
Particle of workers which were in the conditions of the forced partial employment

xIII102
xIII105

III.2. Indicators of social voltage:
Debts from wages payment counting on one occupied in economy branches
Amount of victims from a traumatism connected with manufacture, on 1000 working

xIII201
xIII204

III.3. Indicators of territorial mobility of the population:
Balance of migration behind all streams on 1000 population

xIII303

V.1. Indicators of the state financial support:
Official transfers from state bodies in local budgets on 1 person
V.2. Indicators of financial support of local authorities:
Expenses of local budgets on formation counting on 1 person
Expenses of local budgets on public health services counting on 1 person
Expenses of local budgets on social protection and social security on 1 person
Regional synthetic and group indicators of quality of components (III) - (V):
Regional synthetic indicators of quality of a social orb
Group indicators of the state financial support
Group indicators of financial support of local authorities

xV101
xV201
xV202
xV203
YIII
yV1
yV2
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Tab. 2. Window with a fragment of estimations of parameters of analyzed model.

2.2 Figures

Fig. 1. The diagram of connections between indicators of quality of
components (III) - (V).

Fig. 2. Entry of the constructed model in language PATH1.
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Fig. 3. Window of outcomes of structural modeling.

2.3 Equations
yV1 = a19 * YIII + ZETA1,
yV2 = a 20 * YIII + a 21* yV1 + ZETA 2,

(1)

where а19, а20, а21 – model factors are unknown; ZETA1, ZETA2 – the errors which variances also are free
parameters.

3 Conclusion
Let's notice, that in the course of structural modelling we did not expect ideal correspondence of model and data. The
constructed computer models with a linear dependence is only approximations of real connections between manifest
and latent variables. Actually, natural associations are far from the linear. Most likely, the valid associations between
analyzed indicators are not linear. Moreover, the validity of some statistical suppositions which are imposed on checked
models is under the big problem and requires the subsequent workings out.
The analysis of results of structural modeling allows drawing such conclusions:
 The answer to a question «ideally model is important not is coordinated with data?», whether and the knowledge
«is coordinated it well enough to be useful to use and a reasonable explanation of structure of manifest data?»;
 If the system of the linear equations, isomorphic to the analyzed graph (path diagrams), is well coordinated with
data, it allows to leave model for the subsequent analysis or practical use, but does not lead up its validity;
 Under condition of a raise of degree of correspondence of the constructed structural model to typical data it can
be used for working out of compensatory mechanisms in financial security of social and economic development of
regions of Ukraine.
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Abstract. A new undoing of scientific-applied task of mathematical modeling of power condition in the ship
diesel-electrical propulsion complex with the main low-speed engine and frequency-controlled asynchronous motor on
the shaft's line with fixed propeller pitch is proposed.
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1 Introduction
During the last years modern ships are built with higher requirements towards the control of shaft speed.
Propulsion complex is under the impact of two factors: sea conditions which permanently change and the environment
of ship's equipment.
Under these conditions an important issue is the concept of effectiveness increase of power's transmission to
the propeller; the solution of this concept is under consideration in [1], where propulsion is implemented with electrical
motor which together with main low-speed engine (LSE) assure the required speed of the shaft.
In [2] the above concept has been developed where as electrical motor is used an auxiliary frequency-controlled
three-phase asynchronous motor (AM) with short-circuit rotor winding, which is power supplied from auxiliary middlespeed dies el-generator and frequency converter (FC) with multilevel conversion of energy [3].
Scientific and practical investigations are realized within mechatronics - scientific and technical trend on
machinery with artificial intelligence, particularly by applying data handling with Data Mining approach. Data Mining
method allows to "conceive" data and assess it from both quantitative and qualitative point of view [4].
But the lack of evaluation results of effectiveness of power's transmission to the propeller in team-work of LSE
and AM determines the target of author: produce above results in propulsion with main engine and auxiliary electrical
motor in wide size of changing of servicing mode of ship's work.

2 Theoretical Part
To find the solution the problem was determined: create a propulsion complex with LSE and auxiliary
frequency-controlled three-phase asynchronous motor (AM) models in MatLab/Simulink; get results on power's
transmission to the propeller in wide size of changing of servicing mode of ship's work; integrate results of modeling
and assess of effectiveness of using AM while adding extra power to propeller.
Magnitude of moment and water resistance are calculated in dependence of pitch angle and CT and CQ factors,
their value are tabulated and considering the fluctuation of shaft propeller. In turn, magnitude of moment is input value
of LSE mathematic model (Diesel Engine).
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Fuel index is determined by parameters of LSE Governor.
Limitation of fuel feeding is performed by function Y=limit_ у(u).
Shaft speed LSE measured comes from the unit where the fluctuation of speed. This index is supplied to
overload controller unit, which prevents LSE from overloading in dependence of pitch angle. Input data for function
overload is the actual magnitude of fuel index and shaft speed LSE measured, while output data is calculated difference
between the actual (measured) fuel index and limitations.
Magnitude of pitch angle is given to the unit of pitch angle dynamics and control. In this unit the deviation of
value assignment is considered and the final value is supplied to the entry of propeller characteristics unit. While using
fixed propeller pitch (FPP), it is necessary to install a constant value, i.e. this value should be independent from shaft
speed.
This can be achieved with setting of mode selector, in which the function is processed; this function depends on
servicing mode of ship's work (maneuvering or economic speed) and sets the dependence between pitch angle and shaft
speed. It is required to eliminate the function of pitch angle limitation in overload control unit.
Generation of deviation of measured and initial data is calculated in an individual program taking into account
the step and the time of modeling. In this program are set the deviation of measured and disturbance values of
parameters: shaft speed, fuel index, pitch angle, ship's speed, moment resistance shaft speed, external force of ship's
resistance, wind speed, wind direction.

3 Conclusion
The analysis of results of modeling indicated that in propulsion complex with main LSE and auxiliary
frequency-controlled three-phase asynchronous motor shaft speed fluctuation round initial data diminished. This
decrease is possible with adjustment of optimal value of LSE governor. It is important that in many cases of shaft's load
- the time of conversion deflates. The achieved results give grounds that there is a boost the effectiveness of power's
transmission to the propeller in team-work of LSE and AM.
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Abstract. This work presents the modeling results of influence of toxic bichromate potassium on the vital functions
cells of green algae using intellectual computing – Group method of data handing (MGDH) and neural network (NN)
with backpropagation algorithm learning, and also regressive analysis. The results of the laboratory experiments
executed at the Kyiv national university.
In all experiments was used the toxic – bichromate potassium with concentration from 0,05 to 135 mg/l. In some
experiments this toxic was used with algin acid.
The goal of our work is to get better result of forecasting influence of toxic bichromate potassium on the vital
functions cells of green algae and compare results which were got using different methods.

Keywords
Group method of data handling, neural network,
backpropagation algorithm, algae, bichromate potassium, forecasting

1 Introduction
Consideration the high chrome concentration into rivers, great meaning has estimate of its toxic for microscopic
algae – the one of the main product of organic substance and oxygen into water’s ecosystem. One of the main
organisms for the estimation of toxic metal is unicellular and active green algae - Euglena gracilis klebs and inert –
Chlorella vulgaris. The development of these algae can be the indicator of intensive anthropogenic water pollution. In
all experiments was investigated influence of toxic – bichromate potassium (K2Cr2O7) with concentration from 0,05 to
135 mg/l on the vital function this algae. In some experiments this toxic was used with algin acid. Also we considerate
response of reaction cells Euglena and Chlorella for different state of development: logarithmical and steady.
We have made a lot of experience using intellectual computing – Group method of data handing (MGDH) and
neural network (NN) with backpropagation algorithm learning, and also regressive analysis. The results of the
laboratory experiments executed at the Kyiv national university. The next sections have description and result of the
experiments which helps us to get better result of forecasting influence of toxic bichromate potassium on the vital
functions cells of green algae and compare results which were got using different methods.

2 Theoretical Part
2.1 GMDH
GMDH is constructed by the following six procedures:
(1) Separating original data into test and control sets
Original data is separated into test and control sets. Test data is used for estimating parameters of partial descriptions
which describe partial relationships of the nonlinear system. Control data is used for organizing complete description
which describes complete relationships between input and output variables.
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(2) Generating combinations of input variables in each layer
All combinations of two input variables (xi, xj) are generated in each layer.
(3) Calculating partial descriptions
For each combination, partial descriptions of the system can be calculated by applying regression analysis to testing
data. Output variables of partial descriptions are called as intermediate variables.
(4) Selecting intermediate variables
L intermediate variables which give L smallest test errors calculated using control data are selected from generated
intermediate variables.
(5) Iterating calculations from 2 to 5
Select L intermediate variables are set to input variables of the next layer and calculations from procedure 2 to 5 are
iterated. The multilayered architecture is organized.
(6) Stopping multilayered iterative calculation
When errors of test data in each layer stop decreasing, iterative calculation is terminated. Finally, complete
description of the nonlinear system is constructed by partial descriptions generated in each layer.

2.2 Neural network with backpropagation learning algorithm
Backpropagation is the most widely applied learning algorithm for neural networks. It learns the weights for a
multilayer network, given a network with a fixed set of weights and interconnections. Backpropagation employs
gradient descent to minimize the squared error between the networks output values and desired values for those outputs.
The goal of gradient descent learning is to minimize the sum of squared errors by propagating error signals backward
through the network architecture upon the presentation of training samples from the training set. These error signals are
used to calculate the weight updates which represent the knowledge learnt in the network.

3. Result and discussion
Consideration the high chrome concentration into rivers, great meaning has estimate of its toxic for microscopic
algae – the one of the main product of organic substance and oxygen into water’s ecosystem. One of the main
organisms for the estimation of toxic metal is unicellular and active green algae - Euglena gracilis klebs and inert –
Chlorella vulgaris. The development of these algae can be the indicator of intensive anthropogenic water pollution.
In all experiments was investigated influence of toxic – bichromate potassium (K2Cr2O7) with concentration from
0,05 to 135 mg/l on the vital function this algae. In some experiments this toxic was used with algin acid. Also we
considerate response of reaction cells Euglena and Chlorella for different state of development: logarithmical and
steady.

3.1 GMDH
We describe some experiments which were conducted.
Experiment 1.
We ran our experiments by using 60% of the data for testing and 30% for control and the remaining 10% for
forecast. On fig.1 you can see real (y) and prognosis (ypred) data which were modeling by GMDH.
1-a: Influence of chrome (6v) on concentration (from 0,05 to 135 mg/l) on toxic – bichromate potassium (K2Cr2O7)
of Euglena gracilis (throught 1,4,7 days after adding). This data were described by next equation:

y pred = 411,187 − 3,234 ⋅ x1 + 74.783 ⋅ x2 + 0.028 ⋅ x12 − 11.976 ⋅ x22 − 0.329 ⋅ x1 ⋅ x2 , where x1 – concentration of
chrome, x2 – the day number
1-c: Influence of toxic – bichromate potassium on activity cells of Euglena gracilis (throught 1,4,7 days). This data
were described by next equation:

y _ pred = 25,069 + 0,168 ⋅ x1 + 0,095 ⋅ x2 − 0,0019 ⋅ x12 + 0,1493 ⋅ x 22 − 0,0183 ⋅ x1 ⋅ x 2 , where x1 – concentration
of chrome, x2 – the day number
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1-d: Influence of toxic – bichromate potassium on change of energy movement cells of Euglena gracilis (throught
1,4,7 days). This data were described by next equation:

y pred = 2,463 + 0,0054 ⋅ x1 + 0,28 ⋅ x2 − 0,0001⋅ x12 + 0,003 ⋅ x22 − 0,0037 ⋅ x1 ⋅ x2 , where x1 – concentration of
chrome, x2 – the day number

fig.1. Experiment 1
Experiment 2, 3. Explore reaction response cells of Euglena gracilis on the difference phases of development.
On fig.1 you can see real (y) and prognosis (ypred) data which were modeling by GMDH.
2-c: Influence of bichromate potassium (K2Cr2O7) on amount cells of Euglena gracili) for logarithmical phase. This
data were described by next equation:
уpred = 2287,21 -45,21x +0,533x2 -0,002x3, where x – concentration.
3-b: Influence of toxic – bichromate potassium (b_1) and – bichromate potassium with algin acid (b_2) on change
concentration for steady state. This data were described by next equation:
(b_1): уpred = 178,98 -3,13x +0,04x2 -0,0002x3,
(b_2): уpred = 175,37 -3,71x +0,04x2 -0,00015x3 where x – concentration.
On fig.2 you can see real (y) and prognosis (ypred) data which were modeling by GMDH.

Fig.2. Experiment 2, 3.
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Experiment 4.
We ran our experiments by using 60% of the data for testing and 30% for control and the remaining 10% for
forecast
4-a: Influence of bichromate potassium (K2Cr2O7) on concentration for Chlorella vulgaris (throught 1,4,7 days after
adding). This data were described by next equation:

y pred = 8,202 − 0,28 ⋅ x1 + 19,53 ⋅ x2 + 0.0018 ⋅ x12 − 2.137 ⋅ x22 − 0.34 ⋅ x1 ⋅ x2 , where x1 – concentration of chrome,
x2 – the day number
4-c: Change speed of efflorescence chlorophyll for Chlorella vulgaris (throught 1,4,7 days). This data were
described by next equation:

y pred = 85,17 − 1,75 ⋅ x1 + 1,057 ⋅ x2 + 0.00912 ⋅ x12 − 0.21 ⋅ x22 + 0.079 ⋅ x1 ⋅ x2 , where x1 – concentration of
chrome, x2 – the day number
On fig.3 you can see real (y) and prognosis (ypred) data which were modeling by GMDH.

Fig.3. Experiment 4.

3.2 Compare GMDH and NN. Interpolation model.
We ran our experiments by using 90% of the data for testing (testing and control) and the remaining 10% for
forecast. The first part was to determine the optimal values for the number of hidden neurons and the learning rate. The
neurons in the network had a sigmoidal discriminant function and all networks were trained using the standard quadratic
error function.
For compare GMDH and NN we used experiment 1-a. On fig.4 (GMDH, NN) you can see real (y) and prognosis
(ypred) data which were modeling by GMDH and NN. For more exact description of model, we build dependence of
output variable which allows reproducing absent information for the intervals of time and concentrations. For this we
build dependence output variables from time:

yint (t ) = a0 + a1 ⋅ x1 + a2 x12 + a3 ⋅ x13 + a4 ⋅ x14 , where x1 – concentration and coefficients are equals:
a n = b0 n + b1n ⋅ t + b2 n ⋅ t 2 , t = 1,4,7; п = 1,2,3,4;
On this basis, we got next model:

yint (t ) = (425,93 − 48,1 ⋅ t − 6,59 ⋅ t 2 ) + (−449,37 + 478,37 ⋅ t − 112,23 ⋅ t 2 ) ⋅
2

x1
+
100
3

⎛ x ⎞
⎛ x ⎞
+ (1185,9 − 1626,8 ⋅ t + 334,17 ⋅ t 2 ) ⋅ ⎜ 1 ⎟ + (−1269,4 + 1780,6 ⋅ t − 344,75 ⋅ t 2 ) ⋅ ⎜ 1 ⎟ + ,
100
⎝
⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎛ x ⎞
+ (437,18 − 614,65 ⋅ t + 115,24 ⋅ t 2 ) ⋅ ⎜ 1 ⎟
⎝ 100 ⎠

4

where (x1/100) – norm of x1. On fig.4 (Int – 1,4,7) you can see real (y) and prognosis (yint) data which were modeling
by Interpolation model. On fig.4 (Int – 1,2,3,4,5,6,7) you can see the family of curves for different concentrations (for
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 days).
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Fig.4.

Conclusion
We have made a lot of experience using intellectual computing – Group method of data handing (GMDH) and
neural network (NN) with backpropagation algorithm learning, and also regressive analysis. The results of the
laboratory experiments executed at the Kyiv national university.
For the best prognosis, we developed an interpolation model and build dependence of output variables which allows
to reproduce absent information for the intervals of time and concentrations. Exactness of this model made 97%, that on
12% more than earlier findings by GMDH for these experimental information.
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Abstract. The sign nature, its function, specific character of applying sign in clinical diagnostics and different aspects
of its sense are investigated in the paper. The special attention is devoted of object features, signs – symptoms,
diagnostic expressions and terms. That is necessary for the understanding of diagnostic information semantics by the
sense extraction from this information.
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3 1. Introduction
The major condition in clinical diagnostics efficiency is the c ability of doctor for rapid and correct generalization of
diagnostic information. However mathematization of diagnostic process which directed on methods development and
instrument of inductive generalization do not change it character based on fact, because the necessity of man presence
(doctor) - subject of diagnostic process is kept. He interprets the results which are given that increases of its
subjectivism [1]. The mathematization of diagnostic process is direct to the methods and tools of inductive
generalization development at the expense of computing technologies of pattern recognition development without
knowledge processing or semantics of signs and features of the patient’s state.
The results of investigation in the area of knowledge proceeding base on sense are offered as a result of diagnostic
information understanding. The diagnostic information is the material by which immediately use the clinical thinking.
Under sense we will understand some nucelleze formation which consists of reduced images, notions and emotions.
For the study of problems understanding it is necessary the notion of sign and its sense. For problem solution of
fixing and proceeding of subject knowledge in the context of information approach taking into account the sign notion
to make an attempt of semiotic model creating of cardiologic illness of ischemic nature.

4 2. Theoretical Part
5

A new view of this approach consist that the result of application of such models becomes available not only
computing technology but also technology of sense proceeding. [2,3]. The basic purpose of such models is aspiration to
make accessible to the artificial systems «understanding» of image of outer world on base of sign description of
semantic characteristic of knowledge objects. By the starting point of analysis of sign and its sense (subject, vivid,
emotional, procedure) there is a sign situation. In model expression it is characterized by the aggregate of relations of
basic its elements: talking or perceptibly passing, perceiving, object or phenomenon of cognition, sign and representing
him thought - forms. On the Fig.1 relations of elements of the sign situation in clinical diagnostics is shown.
Any perceived in the process of clinical diagnostics sign of the state acquires the sense and comes forward
already how a sign and symptom provided with sense in the volume of pathogenetic link is only then, when enters into
the definite relationships with the article of denotation - illness, showing up through the state of patient and addressee interpreter: by a doctor or patient. It is the basic postulate of semiotics in clinical diagnostics. In the work the signs were
considered as signals of threat of violation of homeostasis, symptoms of compensation adaptation reactions and
symptoms, actually, violations of homeostasis. Between the components of the sign situation in clinical diagnostics
there can be three types of relations by the studied different sections of semiotics. Relations between signs syntactical
are studied, determining the form of expressions; relation of sign to the object of denotation - semantics determining
understanding; relation of sign to the interpreter - pragmatic, determining actions of doctor. For the design of clinical
thinking process all three types of relations are actually.
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Fig. 1. Relations of elements of the sign situation in clinical diagnostics
However the problem of the clinical diagnostics communication was not fully sanctified, if not to mark its
main feature - a doctor has to interpret not only the perceived objective signs and signs of illness, but also results of
conducting of their interpretation to the patients. For this purpose it is necessary to own all plenitude of the sign system
of patient, translating the subjective signs of his feeling, outspoken in a word to the sense of signs of representing
physiological reality of his state and also it is correct to understand the sense of signs representing the object of
denotation. How we see, exactness of denotation of symptom in a word in a great deal determines its sense. In this case,
a word comes forward already not simply as a sign which the relations of reflection and of objective really combine in,
and already, how the function of expression is. Interdependence of such notions, how the reflection, reflection and
expression it is shown on the Fig. 2, where a word designates the object of cognition and reflection by means semantic
expression in notion.

Fig.2. Interdependence of basic conception of sign situation
In connection with that process of mastering of sense are determined by the social functions of personality, and
can be described in terms of role its model, the sign system of “internal picture of illness of patient” was considered in
notations I. Richi, as the complementary each other following models: technical, sacral, collective and contact types.
Receipt of image, as the finished product of understanding takes place in the structure of perception consisting
of sensory and perceptive processes. Taking into account, that except for an eventual result, it can be considered as an
algorithm, we will consider all process of reception and processing of sign information in the technological sequence of
next stages of clinical diagnostics. The discovery is establishments of fact of presence of object in the sensory field by
disarticulation of signal from a noise (establishment of fact of presence of signs of the pathological state of patient).
Forming of image, as a contour of hypothesis about a possible diagnosis the distinctions are linked to the stage. Exactly
on this stage there is a «demarcation area» dividing sensory and actually perceptive processes of perception
constituents.
The process of recoding of sensory models in psychical image is accompanied by considerable abbreviation of
information. It is accompanied by satiation of the formed image by relevant information and the level of a priori
knowledge is very important. As a result, perception unlike feeling strongly relies on previous experience. The
identification is recognition of object perception as perceptive image and establishment of level of likeness with a
standard. It takes place in the context of verification cycle of likeness of similar diagnoses, with ranging and
differentiation of hypotheses, and ends with attributing of perceptive image of the state to the definite class of
pathology. Decoding is the final phase of process of perception, consisting in translation of the perceived signs in units
of internal speech, which are related to presentations, and thought on the whole. Translation of perceptive image in the
system of presentations means complete interiorization perceived information. The process of interiorization is
important to those that for the receipt of image being the condition of understanding and result of the cognitive process
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of clinical diagnostics, it is necessary not only actually product of reflection, but also presence of the proper elements of
the personal knowledge of subject, and also their capacity for integration with it. Product of understanding, passing
censorship estimating processes, as truly proper to the object of reality - sense, after the stage of understanding starts the
last stage of process of interiorization as a process of displacing or compression of all knowledge of related to the object
of understanding. Deprived of the second details concept, in such kind is comfortable, both for storage and finding of
him in memory, and for actualization in process of exteriorization.
His volume, consisting of sum and quality mastered by the individual of knowledge of relevant to the object of
cognition, behaves to fundamental descriptions of process of understanding, and also plenitude and depth. Most authors
in presentation of plenitude of understanding are linked to attitude all of the understood elements, communications and
attitudes toward all present in an object. The depth of understanding is usually linked to the presence of scientific
principles, laws and rules realized in the object of understanding. The process of the clinical diagnostics understanding
was considered at four conditional level of his hierarchy: syntactic, superficial-semantic, deep-semantic, dialog [4].
By the special clinical diagnostics problem there is the feature of distinction of understanding processes of sign
and not sign objects, more faithful, sign and symptom-sign. If in the first case, understanding consists of opening,
getting a clear the idea of, interiorization by somebody stopped up in an object sense, otherwise decoding - translation
of perceptive image in the system of presentations, in the second case, by comparison, comparisons and et., by the
subject of understanding the personal sense which is checked for accordance to the exposed communications and
relations bring in the object of cognition. If for sign objects a problem is actual differentiation of hypotheses and a
deductive conclusion is possible, for not sign objects - their constructing with subsequent inductive generalization. In
any case, understanding in the process of clinical diagnostics comes forward as a condition of translation of the
perceived information in the personal knowledge. However if sign codes serve for the primary transmission of sense
from which sense is after added up, not sign codes pass mainly sense through image which after with large labour is
added to understanding.

Conclusion
One wise man has told: not enough to be able to thinking but it is necessary to be able to do. Thus it is possible to
contend that sign notation depends not only from object of sign and level of medical science development but also from
station of denotation theory of sign. The process of sign is Starting point of the scientific theory. Therefore translation
of descriptive expressions of denotates on the strict language of logic and mathematics is the necessary condition of its
development.
Researches have shown that the undeveloping of denotation theory in clinical diagnostics has led to situation when
sings has not fixing sense in the system of clinical diagnostics. There are incompleteness of scientific bases of the sign
system and absence of enough strict mechanism of its interpretation. Semiotic and semantic directions of clinical
diagnostics state almost are not investigated in contrast of semeiological. That is main obstacle for integration of
medical knowledge. It is necessary for construction of substantial theory of clinical medicine by strict logicalmathematic description of its semantics in the context of clinical diagnostics semiotic paradigm.
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Abstract: This paper analyzed the significance of predicting the asset-liability ratio and the importance of
choosing macroscopic data to formulate a model. It used GMDH predicting model. AC predicting model. ARCH model
with macroscopic data and combination predicting model to predict the asset-liability ratio of Sichuan industrial
enterprises. It analyzed and authenticated the results of the four predicting models. At last. it evaluated the effect of the
four models in predicting the asset-liability ratio.
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1 Introduction
The asset-liability ratio reflects the size of assets proportion offered by creditors in the whole assets of enterprises.
and it also reflects the risk procedures of offering enterprises credit funds by creditors. and it reflects the management
and business ability of enterprises by borrowing debt[1]. If the production and operational capability of enterprises is
good and the operating condition is at a good state. the asset-liability ratio will be at a higher level. On the contrary. the
asset-liability ratio will be relatively low. The prediction of asset-liability ratio is an important means for enterprises to
predict its development potential. and it is also one of the important methods for government to master regional
macroeconomic situation. In so many prediction methods. GMDH predicting model and AC predicting model in Selforganizing Data Mining theory and Method have been a hotspot in macroeconomic prediction research. National
Bureau of Statistics formally introduced prosperity survey methods to national statistical report systems. So prosperity
data is quite important for predicting macroeconomic indicators[2][3].
This paper used GMDH predicting model. AC predicting model. ARCH model with prosperity data and
combination predicting model to predict the asset-liability ratio of Sichuan industrial enterprises. It analyzed and
authenticated the results of the four predicting models in order to use more appropriate predicting model to predict
macroeconomic indicators.

2 Predicting Model and Empirical Analysis
5.1 GMDH auto-regressive prediction model
The earliest auto-regressive data mining-Group Method of Data Handling was first put forward by
A.G.Ivakhnenko academician from Ukraine Academy of Sciences. GMDH auto-regressive prediction model was
produced by the combination of GMDH algorithm thought and auto-regressive thought. GMDH predicting method only
uses predicted indicator data which doesn’t include other indicator data. It takes the historical data of predicting
indicator as input variables. and it screen models by using external criterion until obtaining an optimal model.
There are seven implementation steps in GMDH auto-regressive algorithm[4][5][6].
Let Sichuan enterprises asset-liability ratio data from the first season of 2002 to the third season of 2006 to be the
training set of this model. which includes 19 data points. And the fourth season of 2006 to the fourth season of 2007 to
be the detection set of predicting results. Use GMDH model to predict and use Knowledge Miner software to deal with
data and get predicting model

y1

:

y1

= 1.000e+

y1

(t-1) + 9.999e+1. The predicting results are shown in Table 1.

2.2 AC model algorithm
AC (Analog Complexing) algorithm is Analog Complexing merging algorithm. It was put forward and developed
by Lorence. AC algorithm can be taken as a sequence model recognition method of predicting. clustering and
classifying complex objects. Generally speaking. AC algorithm includes three steps:
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1) the production of patterns to be selected: To a given m-dimensional sequence with N observed value

xt = {x1t ,L , xmt }(t = 1,2 ,L N)

. the definition of a pattern is from the i row with k-row table

Pk (i)

called the length of the pattern (i = 1,2 ,L , N − k +1 ) .

. and this k is

2) the change of patterns to be selected;
Let

i + ai x
xl,i+ j = a0l
1l l,i+ j , j = 0,1,L , k − 1; i = 1,2 ,L , N − k +1; l = 1,2 ,L , m.

. parameter

i
a0l

can be

ai
P (i)
explained to be the state difference between referenced pattern and similar pattern k . and parameter 1l can be
explained to be some uncertain factors.
3) the choose of patterns to be selected: The main purpose of this step is recognizing the similarity between
patterns. We call the similarity as pattern similarity. In order to measure the similarity of a to-be-selected pattern

Pk (i)

R

on referenced pattern P which has been changed as step (2). it need to measure the distance between k observed
values with m system variables in the two patterns.
Let Sichuan enterprises asset-liability ratio data from the first season of 2002 to the third season of 2006 to be the
training set of this model. which includes 19 data points. And the fourth season of 2006 to the fourth season of 2007 to
be the detection set of predicting results. Use AC model to predict and use Knowledge Miner software to deal with the
data and the results of this predicting model are shown in Table 1.

2.3 ARCH model theory and the steps of modeling
ARCH model is called autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity. It was put forward by Engle in 1982.
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity model is very important in the study of nonlinear time series. It can take
all the available information as conditions. and use some auto-control way to reflect the difference of variance. ARCH
model is usually used in modeling random disturbance term of agent model. It can extract the information of residual
effectively. and it offered a method which uses past error to explain the future predicting error. This paper analyzed the
correlation between prosperity data and asset-liability ratio data by analyzing the prosperity index and asset-liability
ratio data, and then used prosperity data as independent variables to determine their correlation coefficients. And then it
establish model to predict asset-liability ratio.
The several steps of the process of ARCH predicting model based on prosperity data in Sichuan enterprises assetliability ratio predicting are as follows:
(1) the correlation analysis between asset-liability ratio and enterprises prosperity data;
(2) using obviously correlative variables from step (1) to establish corresponding ARCH model;
(3) the detection and analysis of established model;
(4) using the established model to predict asset-liability ratio and make some analysis.
This paper chose the prosperity index indicators which have high correlation with asset-liability ratio from the 1st
season of 2002 to the 4th season of 2007 to establish ARCH model. In order to eliminate the influence of some factors
such as price index, this paper computes the original data to ratio data, and uses the ratio data to make correlation
analysis. The prosperity data this paper chosen were as follows: entrepreneur confidence index, enter price prosperity
index, the rate of increase of GDP index, production prosperity index, capital prosperity status, enterprises financing
prosperity status.
According to the four steps of ARCH analysis, using SPSS statistical software to establish ARCH model on assetliability ratio [8]. and the results of ARCH model are shown in Table 1.

2.4 Combination predicting model
Combination predicting is a method that combinates several different predicting methods properly by using the
information offered by these methods comprehensively in order to improve the prediction accuracy. Professor
C.Granger, who is the 2003 Nobel Laureate in economics and from university of California in USA, evaluated on
combination predicting model that combination predicting model offers a simple and practical method which may
produce better forecast results.
Suppose that there are n predicting models established to predict the asset-liability ratio (in this paper n=3). The
forecast value on goal variable of each model is respectively

f 1(t), f2(t)Lfn (t) , and then the combination predicting
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n

f (t ) = ∑ ωi f i (t ) + c

ω ω ω Lω

n
i =1
model is
. Where c is a constant, 1, 2, 3,
are the weights of the predicting value of
each prediction method in combination predicting model. The determination of constant c and the weights

ωi (i=1,2,...,n )

is according to the principle of least square method.

Let the prediction results of GMDH auto-regressive prediction model, AC model, ARCH model apply into the
combination predicting model, and then use SPSS software to solve this problem to get the value of constant c and the
weights

ωi (i=1,2,...,n ) . The values are as follow: .

c = 80.475553, ω1 = −0.209209,ω2 = −0.128178, ω3 = 0.046507
Put the value of parameters into the combination predicting model (h) and get the prediction results in Table 1.

2.5 Predicting results
Table 1: The results of the four prediction models
Actual
value (%)
the 4th
season of
2006
the 1st
season of
2007
the 2nd
season of
2007
the 3rd
season of
2007
the 4th
season of
2007

GMDH Predicting
Predicting
Predicting
value
error

AC Predicting
Predicting
Predicting
value
error

ARCH Predicting
Predicting Predicting
value
error

combination predicting
Predicting Predicting
error
value

62.26

62.92

0.66

62.44

0.17

64.29

2.02

62.29

0.03

62.06

63.02

0.96

63.09

1.03

61.39

-0.66

62.05

-0.01

62.58

62.50

-0.08

62.78

0.19

62.94

0.35

62.27

-0.31

62.21

62.47

0.26

62.39

0.18

62.28

0.06

62.30

0.09

62.07

62.44

0.36

63.04

0.97

62.99

0.92

62.25

0.18

Data resource: Statistical Bureau of Sichuan Province

3 The results analysis of each prediction model
Each of the four prediction models has its own character in predicting the asset-liability ratio of Sichuan
enterprises. And the forecast results of each prediction model are in Table 2.

GMDH
prediction
error
AC prediction
error
ARCH
prediction
error
Combination
prediction
error

Table 2: the prediction effect comparison of several prediction models
the 4th
the 2nd
the 3rd
the 4th
absolute
the 1st
season
season of
season of
season of
season of
average
of 2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
error

relative
average
error

0.6614

0.9653

-0.0859

0.2627

0.3663

0.4683

0.7524%

0.1773

1.0336

0.1981

0.1830

0.9725

0.5129

0.8241%

2.0288

-0.6687

0.3572

0.0673

0.9186

0.8081

1.2985%

0.0349

-0.0027

-0.3097

0.0905

0.1826

0.1241

0.1993%
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From Table 2, in the prediction of the asset-liability ratio of Sichuan enterprises, the combination model got the
best prediction effect. And the absolute average error between its forecast value and its actual value is only 0.1241, and
the prediction error of each year keeps at a 0-0.3 fluctuation level, and the relative average error is only 0.1993%, which
conveyed that combination prediction model had high prediction accuracy in predicting the asset-liability ratio of
Sichuan enterprises.
The effect of GMDH prediction model is worse than combination prediction. The absolute average error is 0.4683,
and the relative average error is only 0.7524%. So GMDH is one of the proper methods to predict the asset-liability
ratio of Sichuan enterprises.
AC prediction model and GMDH prediction model are both self-organization data mining models. Their similarity
in predicting the same group of data was proofed in this paper. From Table 2, the absolute average error of AC
prediction model is 0.5129, and the relative average error is 0.8241%, the relative average error is fluctuated in 1%
level. So it conveyed that the two self-organization data mining models both had effective results in predicting the assetliability ratio of Sichuan enterprises.
From Table 2, the effect of ARCH prediction model based on prosperity data in this paper is not as good as other
methods. This had a different conclusion with other scholars on GDP[7], the industrial value added etc. prediction using
ARCH prediction model based on prosperity data. The reason may be that the macroeconomic indicators such as GDP,
the industrial value added etc. are impacted by macroeconomic policies and macroeconomic development trend greatly.
The prosperity index is gained by surveying enterprisers on the macroeconomic policies and macroeconomic
development trend. But the asset-liability ratio is a relative indicator. Its impaction of macroeconomic policies and
macroeconomic development trend is not great as absolute indicators.
To sum up, in predicting macroeconomic indicators we should choose proper prediction models according to the
significance of indicators to get satisfactory prediction effect. And then the prediction can help government and related
departments to make policies and adjust policies.

4. Conclusions
This paper used GMDH predicting model, AC predicting model. ARCH model with prosperity data and
combination predicting model based on least square method and chose the data from the 1st season of 2002 to the 4th
season of 2007 to predict the asset-liability ratio of Sichuan industrial enterprises and authenticate the results.
The results of empirical research showed that:
1) Combination prediction model had high prediction accuracy and good prediction effect on predicting the assetliability ratio of Sichuan enterprises, which is the same with other scholars’ research on combination prediction in
predicting economic indicators such as GDP[7] etc. This conveyed that combination prediction model is a relatively
better model in economy prediction.
2) We should choose different prediction models according to different economic indicators. The use of ARCH
prediction model with prosperity data in this paper showed that the effect of its application in predicting the assetliability ratio of Sichuan industrial enterprises is not ideal, but its prediction effect on GDP[7] is quite good. So it’s
necessary to choose different prediction models according to different economic indicators.
The much better economic prediction model in this paper has been used in the word to predict the asset-liability
ratio of Sichuan industrial enterprises and has got good effects on prediction.
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Abstract. The task of the prognosis of survivability of deformable bodies with defects that appear and develop in them
is stated as the problem of inductive modeling. The way of formalization of knowledge about a system and its defects,
and identification of parameters of defects over time using the Gauss - Newton method is shown. Forecasting is realized
by application of the fuzzy logical deduction on the knowledge base reflecting criterion of survivability adopted in
mechanics of deformable rigid body.

Keywords
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destruction, deformable system.

1 Introduction
The prognosis of survivability of deformable bodies based on the historical system behavior information obtained by
means of monitoring and subsequent identification of defects, and also cause-effect relations circumscribed by the
knowledge bases, is rather actual problem in space engineering and aircraft industry. Such formulation of problem
requires creation of the approach combining inverse models of mechanics of deformable rigid body, knowledge about
cause-effect relationships between behavior of defects in elements and survivability of entire system and methods of
fuzzy deduction.

2 Theoretical Part
The inductive model of the prognosis of survivability of deformable systems consists of three consecutive tasks formalization of knowledge about object, identification of defects according to results of observations and forecasting
of survivability using the knowledge base and identified parameters of defects. The formalization of knowledge about
object includes:
1.

{ }

Creation of a vector W = wi , i = 1, N , which components are values measured in fixed points of object’s
*

*

surface (displacements, deformations).
2.
Selection of the algorithm for resolution of primal deformation problem for the said system (finite element
method). Solution of this task will allow creation of the vector W = w j components of which are calculated values

{ }

of the measured physical parameters in nodes j = 1, M .
3.

Selection of the vector H = {H k } , which consists of characteristics of damages in points on object’s surface

( xk , yk ), k = 1, K (value of modulus of elasticity, thicknesses, yield stress, ultimate strength, coordinates of the nodes
located at the damage boundaries).
4.
Selection of the set of linguistic variables describing concept "survivability". Those variables can be one of the
following: duration till destruction, level of residual durability defined (on loads, deformations etc.) by terms,
membership functions and suitable scales.
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The identification of defect’s parameters H k includes:
а)

selection

1
Δ2 (H , t ) =
N

of

criterion

for

definition

of

vector

H

as

∑ (W (t, H ) − W (t , H )) ⋅ (W (t , H ) − W (t , H )) ⇒ min , where t – number of discrete sample;
N

T

*

*

t =1

⎧ ∂w j (t , H ) ⎫
⎬ = a jk ;
⎩ ∂H k ⎭

{ }

b) creation of the sensitivity matrix of the object Ar (t , H ) = ⎨
c)

application of

a Gauss-Newton algorithm [1]

[

]

for

identification

( ) ( )

of

the

vector’s H

components:

H (i +1) = H (i ) − Γ(H (i ) ) ⋅ Β(H (i ) ), where Β H (i ) , Γ H (i ) – gradient and Hessian accordingly,
1 N
Β(H (i ) ) = ∑ A(t , H (i ) )⋅ (W (t , H (i ) ) − W * (t )),
N i =1
1 N
Γ H (i ) = ∑ A t , H (i ) ⋅ AT t , H (i ) , A t , H (i ) = {aij }, i = 1, P, j = 1, P . The elements aij are selected
N i=1
~
from a jk , so that matrix A is both nonsingular and most informative [2]. The selected sets determine a choice

( )

−1

(

)

(

)

(

)

{xi , y i }, {x k , y k } of coordinates of most informative measuring points and discretization nodes of defects distribution

function. The information about parameters of defect obtained as a result of identification is converted to the linguistic
fuzzy descriptive form.
The prognosis of survivability is performed:
1)
by selecting algorithms of manipulation of the formalized initial knowledge and the knowledge obtained as a
result of identification; creation of the knowledge base in the form implicative and functional laws (algorithms of the
primal problem solution, destruction criterion, limitations on properties of defects),
2)
by creation of the fuzzy knowledge base in the form of fuzzy linguistic rules, similarly to demonstrated in [3].
The formalized generalized variable “survivability” is used as an output variable. Identified parameters of defects or
function from them are used as input variables.
The prognosis is performed using the fuzzy knowledge base, information about the defect, which is obtained from
its observations during given time Δτ ⋅ N and by application of the algorithm of identification. The knowledge base
look-up for obtaining a conclusion about the current state of the object is possible at the specific discrete time intervals
τ l = l ⋅ Δτ ⋅ N .

3 Conclusion
Examples of adaptation of the developed method for the prognosis of time till destruction of plates and shells with
breaches occurred during exploitation are presented. Results of primal computations for preset damage dynamics are
used as the input information. Relative inaccuracy of the prognosis of time of achievement of critical size of damage
was determined as 0,1.
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Abstract. Constructing the forecasting models for values of tiol-disulfide ratios in blood samples for several
measurements is considered for decreasing the time and cost of patients examination. Models are obtained by the
inductive algorithms. The accuracy of forecast at examination samples is maximized by preprocessing, by the use of
trend model and remainders model, by optimization of data sample division, by recursive forecast for the remainders
model, and by sequential use of selection criteria. The criteria and the results of numerical experiments are given.
Applications of difference model and of modeling algorithm with two-stage division of an initial sample (TSDMA) are
more effective in comparison with the other GMDH algorithms.
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recursive forecast, tiol-disulfide ratio.

1 Introduction
The medical diagnostics plays key value in patients’ treatment as well-known. The task of selection of the most
effective medicine from allowable list by an expert besides of the true made diagnosis of patients’ disease is one of the
most important stages in treatment influencing on patients’ convalescence.
Determination of the tiol-disulfide ratio (TDR 1 ) value in patients’ blood samples after influence on them by proper
medicine is one way for identification of the most effective medicine.

2 Problem statement
Now one makes the five measurements of TDR value of patients’ blood examples in the time interval: 0 hour, 0,5 hour,
1 hour, 3 hours, 24 hours (see figure 1).
The medicine effectiveness criterion is calculated for nth patient, as:
4

H n = 1 − ∑ (1 − zkn ), n ∈ Ω n ,

(1)

k =1

where: zkn = ykn are the relative TDR values in points: 0,5 hour, 1 hour, 3 hours, 24 hours, k = 1,…,4;
xkn
ykn are the TDR values of a blood sample cultivated by certain dosage of the investigated medicine in k points of the
time interval for n-th patient;
xkn are the TDR values of the control curve (reaction of blood sample of a n-th patient from influence of distilled
water in k points of the time interval);
Ωn is the patients set which are tested by the same medicine.
Whole medicine set is divided into two classes according to reaction of the human immune system:
immunostimulating preparations are a metabolics, and medicines which destroy cancerous cells are cytostatics. Since
the TDR is the positive characteristic of immune system of organism, then as a rule, criterion (1) is increasing when the
testing is provided by metabolics, and is decreasing when the testing is provided by cytostatics. Therefore the most
effective medicine is being selected by maximum of criterion (1) when the testing is provided by metabolics, and – by
minimum when the testing is provided by cytostatics.
1

TDR is some positive characteristic of human immune system of fight degree with infection
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Fig. 1. TDR values for different patients.
The possibility of forecast of the TDR values in two last points of the time interval by using the first three points is
researched for the purpose to reduce the number of measurements. If we solved this task, we have got such advantages:
1) the savings on general costs;
2) the time of patients investigation is reduced from 24 hours down to 1 hour;
3) the saving on the medicament and on the blood preparations;
4) patient can earlier to take treatments.
Thus, we need to build the forecasting models as follows:
(2)
zˆ 3 = f 1 (θ1 , x0 , z1 , z 2 ), zˆ 4 = f 2 (θ 2 , x0 , z1 , z 2 ) ,
or to build forecasting model with recursive forecast follows:
zˆ 4 = f 3 (θ 2 , x 0 , z1 , z 2 , zˆ 3 ) ,

zˆ 3 = f1 (θ1 , x 0 , z1 , z 2 ),

(3)

where ẑ 3 , ẑ 4 are the TDR values calculated with help of a model to 3rd and 4th points for every nth patient; θ i is a
vector of the parameters.
With the (2), (3) estimated criterion (1) is:

Hˆ

n

=

2

∑

k =1

z kn +

4

∑

k =3

zˆ kn − 3 ,

(4)

where n is serial number of patient.
Let to introduce such notation:
W – the initial data sample;
D – the examination subsample which is used for accuracy verification of forecasting models;
U – the training subsample, which is used for models construction ( W =U ∪D, U ∩D =Ø);
А – the learning subsample, which is used for parameters estimation of various model structures;
В – the testing subsample, which is used for model structure selection ( U = A∪B , A∩B=Ø).
Deviation of estimated criterion (4) from true value (1) hadn’t to exceed of allowable error ε = 5% at as many as
possible nω number of records from whole nD number of records of D examination subsample.
CrD (z n ) = H n − Hˆ n ⋅ 100% ,

(

z n = zˆ3n , zˆ4n

)

T

, n = 1, n D .

(5)

3 Variants of problem solution
This paper research two main variants of solving the task:
1) to build the models which are describing by (2), (3);
2) to build the model which is the sum of two models: of trend model (6) and of remainder model (7) or (8).
The model of the trend is:
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v(k) = θΤ Ψ( k ) ,

(6)

T

where θ is parameters vector which is defined by the method of least squares (MLS) at A learning subsample with the
nA

records

number.

Residual

sum

of

the

squares

RSSG =

4 nG

∑ ∑ (z ki − zˆki )2 ,

is

calculated

at

the

k =1 i =1

Δ

G = A ∨ B ∨ ( A ∪ B) subsamples, where B testing subsample with nB records number which is obtained with the using of
quasi-optimal division of U = A ∪ B training subsample; Ψ (k) is the functional transformations vector. Its elements are
belonging to such set:
ψ i (k ) ∈ { ⎧⎨ 1 , 3 k , ,1, k , k 2 , k 3 ,…⎫⎬
3
k
⎭
⎩k
The model of remains is looked like (7) or with recursive forecast like (8):
(7)
uˆ 3 = f 4 (θ 4 , u 0 , u1 , u 2 ), uˆ 4 = f 5 (θ 5 , u 0 , u1 , u 2 ) ;
(8)
uˆ 3 = f 4 (θ 4 , u 0 , u1 , u 2 ), uˆ 4 = f 6 (θ 6 , u 0 , u1 , u 2 , uˆ 3 ) .

where remains is (9):

uk = zk − v(k), k = 1,,...,4;

(9)

u0 = x0 − v( 0 )

3.1 Problem solution without trend model
The following algorithms were used for the numerical experiments:
1) Multilayered Iterative Algorithm (MIA GMDH);
2) COMBInatoric algorithm (COMBI);
3) Combinatorially selective algorithm (MULTI);
4) Improved version of Sheludko’s Multistage Algorithm with Combinatoric Selection and Orthogonalization of
generalized variables (MACSO) [2]. The MIA GMDH and MULTI were used from software package of Algorithms of
the STRucture IDentification (ASTRID) [3].
The results of accuracy of data approximation with help of the models (2) and (3) by these algorithms are
represented in table 1.

Алгоритм
COMBI
MIA GMDH
MULTI
MACSO
COMBI
MIA GMDH
MULTI
MACSO

Tab.1. The results of RSS calculations.
RSSА
RSSВ
Модель ẑ 3 = f1 (θ1 , x0 , z1 , z 2 )
0.015410
0.000130
0.015847
0.001062
0.014154
0.002242
0.006523
0.008294
Модель ẑ 4 = f 2 (θ 2 , x 0 , z1 , z 2 )
0
0.000057
0.003411
0.000680
0.003271
0.000852
0.002676
0.001758
Модель

COMBI
MULTI
MIA GMDH
MACSO

RSSА ∪ В
0.015540
0.016909
0.016396
0.014817
0.000057
0.004092
0.004123
0.004434

ẑ 4 = f 3 (θ 3 , x0 , z1 , z 2 , zˆ3 )

0.002629
0.003400
0.003395
0.002627

0.000280
0.000691
0.000697
0.002034

0.002909
0.004091
0.004092
0.004661

All algorithms approximate the initial data with sufficient accuracy as follows from table 1.
However, the results represented in table 2 were evidence of low accuracy of forecast models on D examination
subsample. The maximal nω records amount, in which (5) was satisfied 5% error, is equal three ( nϖ* =3). In the table 2
these records are marked by other color. Therewith, the outlier of data was detected that was evidence about patients’
presence with sharply-differing TDR characteristics from the majority ones. Therefore preprocessing or clustering has
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to precede the construction of forecast model in order to create of patients groups with similar TDRgramms 2 . This
paper considers the test example of nineteen patients which contained one TDRgramm different from others
significantly. It was removed from test example in further research of models.

Tab.2. Values of CrD (z n ) criterion for nth record of examination subsample.
Record number n
Without recursive forecast
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
Algorithm
0.4
3.46
7
28.7
36
7.4
40
21
MACSO
0.58
6.9
21.2
34
5.4
51.5
23
MIA GMDH 3.5
5.75 1.78
7
17
41
4
43
22
MULTI
11.9 11.2
6.59
50
50.7
13.6
207
13.2
COMBI
With recursive forecast
5.55 1.59
6.89
16.8
41
3.8
43
21
MULTI
0.6
6.89
21
34
5.4
51
23
MIA GMDH 3.49
0.26
3.6
6.98
29
35
7.5
41
21
MACSO
7.7
2.44
8.49
16
51
5.6
15
24.7
COMBI

18
25
23
16.8
3.59

19
2.2
2.76
4.2
3.69

17
23
25
17

4
2.73
1.89
2.37

3.2 Two-stage division modeling algorithm
Two-Stage Division Modeling Algorithm (TSDMA) is used [1] for the accuracy rise of examination results. TSDMA at
the first stage makes division of W sample into U training and D examination subsamples, and at the second stage the U
training subsample is being divided into A learning and the B testing subsamples. The results of examination by
TSDMA showed that for the choice of the best model is not enough to maximize the φ ( nω , N U ) weighted quantity of
the examinations records with a allowable error:
φ (nω , N U ) = β ⋅ nϖ ,
2
where N U is the records number of U training subsamples, β =
is the
(2 N − NU min − NU max )( NU max − NU min + 1)
weigh coefficient. NU min ≤ NU ≤ NU max .
It is necessary to use other criteria and indexes of accuracy additionally. Such as the nout records number of D
)
subsample, where accuracy is unsatisfactory (>20%); CrD (z n ) max (%) maximal error of D subsample; the σ D

averaged module of error for D subsample of one point of forecast; and the σ WH criterion error of expert averaged for
all records of W sample:
N

nD

zˆ3i − z3i + zˆ4 i − z 4 i

i =1

2n D

σD = ∑

,

σ WH =

)

∑ Hn − Hn

n =1

N

.

3.3 The Results of TSDMA with model of the trend in forecasting
The influence of two division types of W initial sample into the A and the B subsamples was researched at the model
construction of trend by the different inductive algorithms, namely, COMBI and MACSO. Were chosen just these
algorithms, as COMBI has most accuracy at A ∪ B data approximation (see a table 1), and MACSO has most accuracy
at D examination (see a table 2). The sequential and quasi-optimal division was used. The results of researches are
represented in a table 3.
Tab.3. Values of the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) of trend model
RSSВ
Algorithm
RSSА
0.3468
0.3815
COMBI
Sequential
0.3352
0.3858
MACSO
0.4455
0.2591
COMBI
Quasi-optimal
0.4676
0.2589
MACSO
Division

2

RSSА ∪ В
0.7283
0.7209
0.7046
0.7264

ТДСgramm is registrable changes of the TDR values in various time for one patient.
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From a table 3 is visible, that the sample division practically does not influence on accuracy of models construction
but the quasi-optimal division nevertheless is better for extrapolation. Although the model obtained by COMBI has
greater accuracy, than model by MACSO, but for the model of trend was taken the MACSO, as its structure of model
did not change at the different variants of division
As the algorithm of models construction the MAKSO was used at the TSDMA, as it showed more exact results at
examination. The quasi-optimal division algorithm was used for the sample division [4].
Characteristics of accuracy of above mentioned criteria and indexes at the TSDMA forecast for the best models are
represented in a table 4. Comparative analysis of forecast accuracy of real data without preprocessing (data with the
outlier) [1] and of data with the eliminated «wild» record (data without the outlier) at each of criteria and indexes is
evidenced for conducting of the data preprocessing. Forecast taking into account trend model is more preferable as is
evidence of the comparison of forecasts accuracy with the model of trend and without trend model (data without the
outlier) for all criteria and indexes. As is obvious from table 4, by the presence of recursive forecast not in all cases is
being guaranteed more accuracy, because the improvement of forecast quality isn’t present at all indexes and criteria.
For example, at comparison of data with the outlier, the recursive forecast makes better only 3 criteria:
)
CrD (z n ) max(%), σ WH (%) and σD (%) . However for data without the outlier the presence of recursive forecast is
)
preferable as is evidence of each indexes and criteria values with the exception of CrD (z n ) max(%). A recursive forecast
at the whole improves characteristics of forecast for data independently of preprocessing when trend is selected and
without it. As is obvious from table 4, result of forecast of data without the outlier, taking into account the model of
trend and with a recursive forecast are better for overwhelming majority of criteria and indexes
Tab. 4. Values of criteria and indexes for the best models of the TSDMA forecast.
Data with outlier
Without trend model

Data without outlier
Without trend model
Nonrecursive Recursive
forecast
forecast
4.4
5.5

With trend model
Nonrecursive Recursive
forecast
forecast
6.6
6.6

φ (nω , N U ) max (%)

Nonrecursive
forecast
5.71

Recursive
forecast
4.86

n*ω ( NU ) from nD

6 from 13

5 from 13

4 from 12

5 from 8

6 from 12

6 from 8

n ωi ( NU ) /nD(%)

46

38

33

62.5

50

75

naut

4

5

2

2

2

1

)
CrD (z n ) max(%)

376

39

30.8

26.9

40.1

37.5

29.56

10.6

10.9

9.66

8.89

5.6

20.46

7.34

8.18

10.87

6.67

6.3

Criteria and indexes

*

σ WH

(%)

σD

Conclusion
How showed the numeral experiments on test example, for the increase of forecast models accuracy is expedient:
preprocessing data; application of the quasi-optimal division of initial sample; models construction of forecast with the
use of trend model and remainders model ; recursive forecast for the remainders model.
The algorithm of modeling with the two-stage division is more effective as compared to other GMDH algorithms.
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Abstract. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is considered to be the prototype of primary demyelination. However, imaging and
morphological studies of recent years have challenged this view. There is new evidence that the neurons themselves are
target in the disease process. On the other hand, a significant increase of some neuronal gangliosides and of antiganglioside antibodies (AgA) was detected in the serum of MS patients during the first attacks of the disease. In order to
obtain more information concerning the effect of AgA on the neuronal electrogenesis we used sera of MS patients and
of immunized with gangliosides rabbits, containing AgA. The studies were performed on the Retzius neuron of the
leech. The frequency of the spontaneous activity, the amplitude and the duration of the spontaneous action potential, the
threshold, the latency period and the reaction to the synaptic stimulation were determined. There was an increase of the
threshold and the latency period after incubation in human and rabbit sera. The neuron generated double spontaneous
impulses. The disturbance of the processes of habituation and sensitization was quite similar. The control sera had no
effect on the neuronal electrogenesis. These findings give us ground to assume that AgA play a role in the alteration of
neuronal electric characteristics. They further support the new concept of MS as a neuronal disease.

Keywords
Neuronal electrogenesis, anti-ganglioside antibodies, serum, multiple sclerosis.

1 Introduction
Gangliosides are major cell surface determinants and the predominant sialoglycoconjugates in the nervous system [26].
They occur most prominently in the neurons [13]. The major neuronal gangliosides in human brain are GM1 and GD1a,
which are principally synthezed in neuronal perikarya [1]. There is new evidence that the neurons are target of the
disease process in human demyelinating neurological disease multiple sclerosis (MS) [25, 27, 30, 31]. A significant
increase of GM1 and GD1a was detected in the serum of MS patients during their first attacks of the disease suggesting
neuron injury in the early pathogenesis [30, 31]. A considerable increase of GM1 and GD1a was also revealed in the
brain and spinal cord of Lewis rats with chronic relapsing experimental allergic encephalomyelitis, an animal model of
MS, just before the onset of clinical signs and during the first clinical episode of the disease [28, 29, 32]. On the other
hand, antibodies to GM1 and GD1a have been detected in the sera of MS patients [21, 34]. The data on the influence of
anti-ganglioside antibodies (AgA) upon the electrical characteristics of the excited neuronal membrane are very scanty
[20]. In order to obtain more information concerning the effect of AgA on the neuronal electrogenesis in the present
paper we used sera of MS patients and of immunized with gangliosides rabbits, containing AgA to elucidate their
influence on the Retzius neuron of the leech. The leech neurons are very suitable experimental models for such
experiments because of their superficial location in the second ganglion of the abdominal nervous chain, the presence of
gangliosides [19] and the absence of myelin sheath surrounding the axons [12].

2.1 Material and Methods
The studies were performed on the Retzius neuron of the leech (Hirudo medicinalis). The second ganglion of the
abdominal nervous chain was fastened on the bottom of a chamber (first chamber) filled with a Ringer solution (Fig.1).
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Then this solution was substituted with a Ringer solution containing 20 % anti-ganglioside serum (AG-serum). The
ganglion was released from the connective tissue membrane and stained with a 0.01 % solution of neutral red. After this
procedure two large (80-100 μm in diameter) Retzius neurons were seen on the ganglion surface. A metallic (gold)
electrode for extracellular recording of the impulse activity (IA) was applied under visual control to the surface of one
of these neurons. The rest part of the abdominal nervous chain (6-8 ganglia) was placed in a second chamber. The
irritating electrodes were put on the nerve connective between the 4-th and 5-th ganglia. The synapses of the
investigated neuron are located in the 3-th and 4-th abdominal ganglia, which were in the second chamber without AGserum [12]. This experimental procedure permits the application of different agents only on the postsynaptic somatodendritic membrane of Retzius neuron. The stimulation strength was equal to two thresholds, the duration of the electric
current – 0,2 ms and the stimulation frequency was variable.
The experiments were carried out in the following manner. At first, the frequency of spontaneous IA, the amplitude
and the duration of the spontaneous action potential (AP), as well as the threshold of the synaptic irritation stimulation
of the Retzius neuron in a Ringer solution were recorded. After that the Ringer solution was changed with a 20 % serum
solution. The ganglion was incubated during 20 minutes in this solution. The frequency of the spontaneous IA, the
amplitude of AP, its duration and the threshold of the neuron were determined. Then the synaptic stimulation of the
neuron was carried out with current strength more then two thresholds during 10 min with frequency of 0.5, 3 and 10
Hz. The provoked IA was registrated every 3 minutes during 10 minutes of stimulation.
In our experiments human and rabbit sera were used.
Human sera were obtained from patients with clinically definite MS (according to Poser’s criteria [15]) during the
first attacks of the disease and from healthy individuals. The sera were evaluated by the enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) for the presence of antibodies to GM1 according to a modification [34] of the method of Mizutamari et
al [14].
Rabbit sera were obtained from animals (Chinchilla rabbits) immunized with total brain gangliosides after the
procedure of Rapport et al [16]. The total ganglioside fraction from bovine brain homogenates was isolated following
the method of Ilinov et al [10]. Antibodies to gangliosides were determined by ELISA. The test antigen for antibody
titration was a homogeneous ganglioside fraction – GM1 (Sigma).

2.2 Results
Four series of experiments were performed, as follows.
In the first experimental series (the first control) (n=35), the Retzius neuron was incubated during 40 minutes in a 20
% solution of serum from healthy individuals. The frequency of the spontaneous IA was 0.25±0.04 imp/s, the amplitude
of the action potential (AP) – 51.1±8.6 mV, its duration – 6.1±0.4 ms, (Fig.2, a) the latency period – 24.5±3.2 ms.
During the synaptic stimulation for 10 min at frequency of 0.5 Hz. the neuron generated in response to each shock of
current 6-7 AP with amplitude of 38-56 mV and duration of 6.8±0.4 ms (Fig.3, curve a). Such type of the
neurophysiological reaction was described as sensitization of the neuron [17]. During synaptic stimulation at frequency
of 3 Hz in response to each shock of current the neuron generated one AP, with amplitude of 59.4±2.1 mV and duration
of 6.1±1.1 ms (Fig.3, curve b). This reaction was reported as repetition of the stimulation rhythm [17]. During synaptic
stimulation at frequency of 10 Hz the neuron developed habituation process. The neuron generated some AP at the first
stimuli. Than the cell reaction decreased. Retzius neuron has begun to transform IA frequency. There was no generation
of AP in response to each shock of current (Fig.3, curve c). The amplitude of AP was 28.2±0.8 mV and its duration –
12.1±01 ms.
In the second experimental series (the second control) (n=68), the Retzius neuron was incubated during 40 minutes
in 20 % serum from non sensitized with gangliosides rabbits. After the incubation the neuron generated spontaneous
impulses at frequency of 0.2±0.04 imp/s, the amplitude of AP was 50.4±10.2 mV and its duration – 6.2±0.8 ms (Fig.2,
b). The latency period was 25.7±1.2 ms. During synaptic stimulation for 10 min at frequency of 0.5 Hz neuron
generated in response to each shock of current 6-7 AP with amplitude of 40-58 mV and duration of 6.2±0.2 ms (Fig.4,
curve a). During synaptic stimulation at frequency of 3 Hz in response to each shock of current the neuron generated
one AP, with amplitude of 56±3.3 mV and duration of 6.1±1.4 ms (Fig.4, curve b). During synaptic stimulation at
frequency of 10 Hz the neuron developed habituation process. Retzius neuron has begun to transform the IA frequency.
There was no generation of AP in response to each shock of current (Fig.4, curve c). The amplitude of AP was 30.3±0.6
mV and its duration – 12.1±01 ms. Neuron reaction to a synaptic activation does not differ from the neuron reaction to
serum from healthy individuals.
In the third experimental series (n=34), the Retzius neuron was incubated during 40 minutes in 20 % serum from
MS patients containing AgA. After the incubation the neuron generated double spontaneous impulses. The amplitude of
the first AP was 45.2±12.1 mV and its duration – 6.8±0.8 ms, the amplitude of the second AP was 28.9±9.3 mV and its
duration – 8.4±1.7 ms, the threshold has increased to 20.2±8.3 % (Fig.2, c), the latency period was 30.7±14.6 ms, the
frequency IA has decreased to 28.4±4.6 %. During synaptic stimulation for 10 min at frequency of 0.5 Hz the neuron in
response to each shock of current generated only one double AP with amplitude of 48.4±18.2 mV and 30.1±14.1 mV.
Their durations were 6.4±0.2 ms and 8.1±0.9 ms (Fig.5, curve a). There was no reaction of sensitisation. During
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synaptic stimulation at frequency of 3 Hz in response to each shock of current the neuron generated one AP, with
amplitude of 56.3±6.2 mV and duration of 6.6±0.8 ms (Fig.5, curve b). During synaptic stimulation at frequency of 10
Hz the neuron generated one AP in response to each shock of current (Fig.5, curve c). The amplitude of AP was
42.8±8.0 mV and its duration – 7.0±0.4 ms. There was no reaction of habituation.
In the fourth experimental series (n=68), the Retzius neuron was incubated during 40 minutes in 20 % serum from
immunized with gangliosides rabbits, containing AgA. After the incubation the neuron generated double spontaneous
impulses. The amplitude of the first AP was 40.4 ±0.2 mV and its duration – 7.2 ±0.4 ms, the amplitude of the second
AP was 30.0±0.6 mV and its duration – 10.1±0.8 ms (Fig.2, d), the threshold has increased to 18.4±3.2 %, the latency
period was 32.2±4.2 ms, the frequency of IA has decreased to 22.4±4.1 %. During synaptic stimulation for 10 min at
frequency of 0.5 Hz the neuron generated in response to each shock of current a double AP with amplitude of 48.4±11.2
mV and 28.4±11.6 mV and duration of 6.4 ±0.1 ms and 8.7±04 ms (Fig.6, curve a). There was no reaction of
sensitisation. During synaptic stimulation at frequency of 3 Hz in response to each shock of current the neuron
generated one AP, with amplitude of 31.4±0.4 mV and duration of 11.2±0.2 ms (Fig.6, curve b). During synaptic
stimulation at frequency of 10 Hz the neuron generated one AP in response to each shock of current (Fig.6, curve c).
There was no reaction of habituation The amplitude of AP was 44.4±8.1 mV and its duration – 6.1±0.4 ms. The neuron
reaction to a synaptic activation does not differ from the neuron reaction to a serum from MS patients.
In the third and the fourth experimental series only sera with elevated antibody titres to GM1 were used.

2.3 Figure

Fig. 1. Experimental scheme.
a. First experimental chamber. b. Second experimental chamber. c. Retzius neuron of second ganglion. d. Metallic
electrode for extracellular recording of the impulse activity (IA). e-g. Second, third and fourth ganglia of the leech
abdominal nervous chain. h. Irritation electrodes between the 3-rd and 4-th ganglia.

Fig. 2. Action potential (AP) of Retzius neuron.
a. Normal AP after incubation in serum of healthy individuals. b. Normal AP after incubation in serum of non sensitized
with gangliosides rabbits. c. Double AP after 40 minutes incubation in serum of MS patients containing antigangliosides antibodies. d. Double AP after 40 minutes incubation in serum of immunized with gangliosides rabbits
containing anti-gangliosides antibodies.

Fig. 3. The changes of the IA of the Retzius neuron incubated in serum of healthy individuals.
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a. Reaction of sensitisation during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 0.5 Hz. b. Reaction of repetition to synaptic
stimulation rhythm during a stimulation at frequency of 3 Hz. c. Reaction of habituation during synaptic stimulation at
frequency of 10 Hz.

Fig. 4. Changes of the IA of Retzius neuron incubated in serum of non sensitized with gangliosides rabbits.
a. Reaction of sensitisation during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 0.5 Hz. b. Reaction of repetition to synaptic
stimulation rhythm during stimulation at frequency of 3 Hz. c. Reaction of habituation during synaptic stimulation at
frequency of 10 Hz.

Fig. 5. The changes of the IA of the Retzius neuron incubated in serum of MS patients containing anti-gangliosides
antibodies.
a. Double AP during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 0.5 Hz. There is no reaction of sensitisation. b. Normal
reaction of repetition of stimulation rhythm during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 3 Hz. c. Reaction of repetition
of the stimulation rhythm during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 10 Hz. There is no reaction of habituation.

Fig. 6. The changes of the IA of Retzius neuron incubated in serum of immunized rabbits with gangliosides containing
anti-gangliosides antibodies.
a. Double AP during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 0.5 Hz. There is no reaction of sensitisation. b. Normal
reaction of repetition of stimulation rhythm during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 3 Hz. c. Reaction of repetition
of the stimulation rhythm during synaptic stimulation at frequency of 10 Hz. There is no reaction of habituation.
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3.1 Discussion
The present study demonstrate that the serum of MS patients and of immunized with gangliosides rabbits containing
anti-ganglioside antibodies altered electrical characteristics of leech Retzius neuron. The effect of both sera on neuronal
electrogenesis was quite similar. There was an increase of the threshold and the latency period, the neurons generated
double spontaneous impulses. The processes of sensitization and habituation were disturbed at the same way.
The MS serum tested in our experiments had high titres of antibodies to GM1. The serum of immunized
rabbits was tested for antibodies to GM1 and also contained elevated antibodies titres to GM1. The more important
advantage of this serum is that it does not contain antibodies to serum albumin because of the absence of albumin in the
immunizing mixture. On the other hand, the control sera from healthy individuals and non sensitized rabbits had no
effect on the neuronal electrogenesis. These findings give us ground to assume that the anti-ganglioside antibodies play
a role in the neuronal membrane changes in our experiments.
Our experiments demonstrate that the antigen-antibody reaction blockades those functions of gangliosides
which are connected with the electrical capacities of the neuron. There is increasing body of evidence that gangliosides
play an important role in a variety of cellular events, as well as in a number of neurological functions. They exhibit
receptor or coreceptor functions for many bioactive agents and are considered to be involved in differentiation and
morphogenesis, cell-cell interactions, cellular recognition and growth regulation. GM1 ganglioside has neuritogenic and
neuronotrophic activity and facilitates repair of neuronal tissue after mechanical, biochemical or toxic injuries [8, 22].
Several studies have focused on the immunological properties of gangliosides and this field has undergone a remarkable
development. Rabbits immunized with gangliosides developed a chronic partially remitting disease with clinical and
pathological features reminiscent of MS [2, 3, 4,]. As it was mentioned above, an increase of GM1 and GD1a, the major
neuronal gangliosides, as well as of antibodies to GM1 and GD1a in serum of MS patients during the first attacks of the
disease has been reported.
The etiology and pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis have been debated for decades. In the majority of the text
books of neurology MS is considered to be the prototype of acquired primary demyelinating disease of the central
nervous system (CNS) with relative preservation of neurons. It was indicated that autoimmune mechanisms play an
important role in the pathogenesis of CNS demyelination [9, 24]. Imaging and morphological studies of recent years
have challenged the historical view of preserved neuronal and axonal integrity in MS. Early axonal damage in patients
with MS has been demonstrated in vivo by magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), which shows decreased levels of
neuron-specific marker N-acetylaspartate (NAA) in the early stages of MS [5, 7]. Direct evidence of axonal damage in
MS has been provided by morphological investigations [6, 11, 23]. Early neuronal and axonal damage has been
demonstrated also in chronic relapsing experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (CREAE), an animal model of MS. Our
electronmicroscopic studies on the brain and spinal cord of Lewis rats with CREAE at the preclinical stage and the first
clinical episode of the disease revealed axonal degeneration, which preceded demyelination very early in the disease
[33]. All these data further support the new concept of MS as a neuronal disease [25].

3.2 Conclusions
The findings in this study provide for the first time evidence that the serum of patients with MS during the first attacks
of the disease and of immunized with gangliosides rabbits, containing anti-ganglioside antibodies provokes changes of
neuronal electrogenesis. They argue for the early neuronal damage in multiple sclerosis and neuroprotective therapy in
the first stages of the disease.
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Abstract. Fundamentals of autonomous mobile robot’s (AMR) control system construction based on inductive
approach of models’ self-organization are considered. Close connection of control problem with recognition as well as
their connection with objective parameters of AMR are shown. It was demonstrated that it is necessary to perform
obstacle recognition allowing for system internal parameters for more effective AMR control (i.e. allowing for
conditional obstacles’ region). Inductive approach of AMR control system construction on basis of Method of Data
Handling (GMDH) is proposed. Inductively found objective functions and function of objects’ classification according
to obstacle/not obstacle property for autonomous cranberry harvester.

Keywords
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objective function

1 Introduction
Nowadays scientific achievements in pattern recognition and complex technical object control have led humanity to
creation of various purpose autonomous mobile robots (AMR) [1]. Currently there are a lot of approaches used for
implementation of that systems such as artificial neural network, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, autonomous adaptive
control etc., or combination of different methods [1]. Another technique based on inductive GMDH and applied
efficiently to artificial intelligence interpolation problem solution, nonlinear system identification, pattern recognition,
forecasting etc, is known as well [2-4]. In spite of a great variety of successful practical applications of this method, its
application to the problem of autonomous robot’s control is very uncommon. Particularly, application of polynomial
neural network (PNN) to AMR path-planning [5,6] and application of iteration GMDH algorithm to submarine AMR
control are known [7]. Authors consider that GMDH can be widely used in implementation of AMR motion control
subsystem and other subsystems meant for accompanying problems’ solution such as obstacle recognition and robot
objective function finding.

2 Inductive approach to construction of AMR control systems
AMR structure [3] shown in fig.1 is proposed according to problems of robot design.
Agreed notations in fig.1: ρ* – object structure information; L,h,w – object geometrics; t0 – object temperature
information; {P} – set of object parameters; {X} – set of position coordinates; {S} – set of system objective parameters;
m – mass of AMR; {T} – set of parameters defining technical state of robot; {U} – set of control actions; {E} – set of
autonomous energy storage parameters.
As can be seen from fig.1, decision making is accomplished subject to signals from object recognition system as
well as from other subsystems, because the same object can be classified both as obstacle and as non-obstacle
depending on internal parameters [8]. Thus, object recognition problem doesn't reduce only to discovery of separating
functions in object attribute space. This problem is considered in detail in papers [8,9].
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Fig. 1. Generalized structure of AMR
As for OES, usually the objective function is explicitly or implicitly built into AMR control system at the design
stage. The problem of objective functions’ transformation and artificial neural networks’ technology application for its
finding is considered in paper [10]. Authors of paper [9] suggested to use GMDH to find objective functions and solve
other problems connected with OES.
Questions of obstacle recognition and objective functions finding for autonomous cranberry harvester operational in
conditions of floating bog of Tomsk Region designed by authors are considered in detail below.

2.1 Object recognition problem
In papers [5,6] polynomial neural network was used to solve a problem of obstacle avoidance and path-planning. And
law was found by defining data sample, which contains information about paths of obstacle rounding. This approach
doesn’t demand solution of obstacle recognition problem. Besides, it is applicable only in conditions of known static or
weakly dynamic environment. It is necessary to determine objects’ parameters and to find separating function for
operation in conditions of floating bog. Besides, the output variable becomes discrete. Effectiveness of polynomial
neural networks application to pattern classification problem was showed in a set of papers [11-13]. Results’
comparison of PNN and other neural networks’ methods, mentioned in paper [13], indicates that PNN usage provides at
least no bigger percentage of errors on training sample. Paper [12] shows that usage of basic PNN model wasn’t able to
provide required percentage of successful recognition, so approach, based on modified polynomial neural network, was
utilized. The main difference of the introduced method consists in feed of input variables not only to the first network
layer, but to every following layer while an external criterion error is decreasing. Data sample information and
experiments results are provided below.
Data consists of 92 learning samples and 50 training samples. The following variables were chosen as input
variables: object length L (m), object width w (m), object height h (m), object temperature t° (°C) and relative dielectric
conductivity ε. Geometrics of object (L,w,h) are obtained by image analysis, edge-point linking and feature extraction.
Object temperature information is provided by Infrared Detectors Unit (fig.1) after an execution of infrared spectrum
image analysis. Taking into account the dielectric conductivity allows to estimate object nature (biological or artificial,
metal or dielectric) and, in case of “dielectric”, roughly determine object material.
According to features of environment and harvester the following assumptions were made on data sample’s design:
a set of environment objects is strictly limited; object geometrics are in the range from 0 to 20 m; air temperature
changes within the range from -5 to +25 °C; harvester is allowed to overcome non-biological dielectric obstacles with
height less than 0.2 m.
Polynomial neural network of obstacles recognition is shown in fig.2. A number on neurons selected on every layer
is 4 according to equation provided in paper [11]. Network provides regularity criterion value of 0.055 and percentage
of errors on training sample of 12%. Floating bog is an open space with a small amount of obstacles and a relatively
small probability to meet biological object, so such percentage of errors is an acceptable result. It should be noted that
harvester is provided with front tactile sensor for erroneous recognition disaster protection.
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Fig. 2. Modified polynomial neural network structure for obstacle
recognition
Neurons’ equations have the following forms:
F21 = 0.7512 − 0.0071 ⋅ w ⋅ h − 0.0034 ⋅ h 2 − 0.0062 ⋅ w 2 + 0.0707 ⋅ h + 0.0855 ⋅ w
F31 = 0.7673 − 4.569 ⋅10 −5 ⋅ h ⋅ t − 2.157 ⋅10 −7 ⋅ t 2 − 0.0033 ⋅ h 2 + 0.0004 ⋅ t + 0.0700 ⋅ h
F41 = 0.9573 + 9.4863 ⋅10 −5 ⋅ L ⋅ t − 2.500 ⋅10 −7 ⋅ t 2 + 0.0003 ⋅ L2 + 0.0003 ⋅ t − 0.0500 ⋅ L

( ) − 7.9610 ⋅ (F ) + 7.0944 ⋅ F + 26.054 ⋅ F
= −11.692 − 7.0954 ⋅ F ⋅ F + 0.3786 ⋅ (F ) − 7.0856 ⋅ (F ) + 5.8304 ⋅ F + 20.631 ⋅ F
= −2.7575 − 0.2089 ⋅ F ⋅ L − 0.0060 ⋅ L − 3.0244 ⋅ (F ) + 0.2438 ⋅ L + 6.7788 ⋅ F
= −6.290 − 0.3085 ⋅ F ⋅ L − 0.0054 ⋅ L − 7.296 ⋅ (F ) + 0.3526 ⋅ L + 14.5629 ⋅ F
= −1.3182 − 3.2282 ⋅ F ⋅ F + 1.5832 ⋅ (F ) − 0.0329 ⋅ (F ) + 0.6605 ⋅ F + 3.3386 ⋅ F

F22 = −14.805 − 11.213 ⋅ F21 ⋅ F41 + 1.8830 ⋅ F41
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Output function threshold value was set 0.5 (obstacle if F41 ≥ 0.5 ). It should be noted that output function isn’t ε
parameter-dependent.

2.2 AMR Objective functions’ finding
First of all, it should be outlined that all objective functions can be divided into life-support and mission functions.
Life-support functions refer to autonomous energy supply supervision, technical state supervision of main AMR units
and suitability supervision (if objectives’ execution can lead to system breakdown). For simplicity, life-support is meant
as autonomous energy supply supervision (fuel margin, energy of accumulator battery). Also, suitability supervision can
be reduced to simple rule, that terminates cranberry harvesting till robot’s unload if harvest container was overflowed
and robot’s mass exceeded the limit.
The following mission objective functions of autonomous cranberry harvester can be marked out: F(mcranberry, Δt) maximal cranberry harvest in preset time; F(mcranberry,t) - maximal harvesting speed (maximal cranberry harvest in
minimal time); F(mcranberry, pfuel) - maximal cranberry harvest with minimal fuel consumption.
Data consists of 280 samples divided into the equal learning and training parts. The following system parameters
were chosen as main parameters of current AMR in modeling stage: ρcranberry (kg/m2) - surface density of cranberry
distribution per 1 m2; Vaverage (km/h) - average AMR speed per 1 step; Δt (h) – cranberry harvest time interval; Pfuel
(litres/100km) – AMR engine fuel consumption per 1 step; η (%) – cranberry harvesting efficiency.
One AMR step corresponds to coverage a distance of 1 meter, and because of width of harvesting unit active device
is equal to 1.2 meter, AMR is able to harvest 1.2 m2 of floating bog surface area per 1 step.
According to features of environment and harvester the following assumptions were made on sample design: surface
density of cranberry distribution are in the range from 0 to 1 kg/m2; cranberry harvesting efficiency nonlinearly
decreases from 75% to 20% while AMR speed increases from 0 to 7 km/h; AMR engine fuel consumption nonlinearly
increases while AMR speed increases from 0 to 7 km/h.
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Classical combinatorial GMDH algorithm was used to find objective functions, because a number of input variables
is small and output variable is continuous (instead of obstacle recognition, where output variable is discrete).
Modeling results are provided below:

(

)

(

F mcranberry , Δt = 0.057 ⋅ ρ cranberry

(

)2 ⋅Vaverage ⋅η + 11.86 ⋅ρ cranberry⋅Vaverage ⋅η ⋅ Δt + 0.012 ⋅Vaverage ⋅η ⋅ (Δt )2

)

(

)

F mcranberry , t = 6.684 ⋅10 −3 ⋅η 2 + 11.77 ⋅ρ cranberry ⋅Vaverage ⋅η + 0.693 ⋅ρ cranberry ⋅ Vaverage 2 ⋅ t

(

)

(

)

F mcranberry , m fuel = −4.874 ⋅10 −3 ⋅ρ cranberry ⋅η 2 + 37.4 ⋅ Vaverage 2 ⋅

1
1
+ 1257 ⋅ρ cranberry ⋅η ⋅
Pfuel
Pfuel

(1)
(2)
(3)

Values of regulation criterion are 3.8e-4, 8.6e-3 and 1.8e-3 for equations (1), (2) and (3) respectively. Model’s cross
criterion of bias was proposed in paper [2]. Values of this criterion are 9.8e-3, 0.9 and 1.6, respectively. It should be
noted that both equations comprises terms which correspond physical laws.

3 Conclusion
Acceptable accuracy of modeling results allows to suggest to use GMDH for solution of various problems connected
with AMR control. Thus, this leads to program modules’ unification that simplifies robot’s construction.
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Abstract.
The paper considers the issues concerning the decision-making support on the basis of GMDH modeling
and qualitative assessment applied for environmental tasks in agriculture. As an example, the task of irrigation of forest
plant species under different conditions was studied here for the purpose to understand behavior of the plant species
and select the best irrigation conditions. This task implies four main stages of the decision-making support: 1) Stage of
experimental study; 2) Stage of making the conclusion about the possibility to implement the results of study into the
real-word applications; 3) Stage of the development of monitoring and control techniques; 4) Stage of implementation.
The GMDH was applied to estimate different aspects of plant species behavior, provide the basis for qualitative
assessment, obtain general models that describe combinations of irrigation regimes, as well as to establish the control
procedures for suitable or optimum irrigation processes. Qualitative assessment was intended to facilitate clear
understanding of the experimental results, easily classify different irrigation/plant species cases and identify the best
ones.

Keywords
GMDH, qualitative assessment, decision-making,
environment, agriculture, irrigation, wastewater.

1 Introduction
The paper considers the issues concerning the decision-making support on the basis of GMDH modeling and qualitative
assessment of environmental tasks in agriculture. Those issues stem from the necessity to convert the modeling and
analysis results into the valid conclusions and implement them into real-world applications.
A number of modeling works with use of GMDH and qualitative assessment methods have been carried out to
understand behavior of various agricultural and forest plant species grown under different conditions: mechanical
properties of trees (axial compression and bending) depending on concentrations of chemical elements contained in
wastewater [1], growth dynamics of trees irrigated with wastewater (development of tree height and mortality over
time) [2, 3]. In addition, qualitative analysis techniques were applied to assess plant species behavior under different
conditions: irrigation of forest species with wastewater and sludge [4], heavy metals impact on agricultural species
cultivated near the highway [5, 6], etc.
For the considered area, there are four main stages for which the decision-making support is required:
1) Stage of experimental study. This stage (design of experiments, planting of species, measurements, data
processing and analysis) is a multiphase process due to complex nature of ecological interactions and slow growth of
plant species. Design of the next-phase experiments implies making the decisions about what kind of experiments shall
be carried out to decrease the degree of uncertainty of currently available results. In addition, at each phase, reliability
and completeness of the experimental results shall be considered to make decision whether to continue the experiments
or stop them.
2) Stage of making the conclusion: if the results of experimental study are successful or not, i.e. if it is possible to
implement them into the real-word applications or not.
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3) Stage of the development of monitoring and control techniques. At this stage, the decisions shall be made about
what monitoring and control techniques to be used in a real-world application, are the most suitable.
4) Stage of implementation. At this stage, the decisions shall be made if it is reasonable to apply the results to the
specific area.
Some of those issues are discussed in the paper on the example of the following task: irrigation of four forest trees
species with five irrigation regimes applied for each tree species [4]. Here, the decision-making process implies three
main steps:
1) Define the criteria of acceptability and suitability (optimum) in order to evaluate different cases (tree species and
irrigation regimes);
2) Select a subset of the acceptable cases;
3) Within the subset of the acceptable cases, select the most appropriate (optimum) case(s), according to the criteria.
Two criteria, the mortality rates and height growth of trees, were chosen here as the criteria to select the acceptable
cases and make the decision on the best appropriate cases. Five irrigation regimes are different combinations of normal
irrigation water, wastewater, and sludge.
The GMDH method has been applied to obtain individual models for each tree species and irrigation regime. The
models have been used to qualitatively in terms of High, Medium, Low) assess each case, select the subset of
acceptable cases, and rank them according to the stated criteria. This approach makes it possible to select the best case
to apply, make decision about "good/bad" trees for different irrigation conditions, etc.

2 Experiments and methods
Four forest species (Cupressus Arizonica Green, Cotoneaster Integerrimus Med., Pinus Halepensis Mill., and Pinus
Pinea L.) were cultivated in the greenhouse in Agrinion area, Greece, and irrigated under five different irrigation
regimes.
Wastewater for irrigation and sludge for fertilization were used from the Wastewater Treatment Plant. Sludge was
used during the planting phase inside the plastic bags in a percentage of 20 % of the substratum (80% soil and 20 %
sludge).
In order to examine the impact of wastewater and sludge on various aspects of tree growth, the experiments were
designed with five irrigation regimes (treatment cases). They are as follows:
Treatment case 1: Irrigation with control (irrigation) water only (CW)
Treatment case 2: Irrigation with control and waste water (CWW)
Treatment case 3: Irrigation with waste water and application of sludge (SWW)
Treatment case 4: Irrigation with control water and application of sludge (SCW)
Treatment case 5: Irrigation with waste water and application of 20% diluted sludge (SCW20)
The criteria of acceptability, suitability. From the forestry point of view, the following aspects were monitored:
height growth, mortality rates, impacts of the different treatments on soil, impacts of the different treatments on flora,
silvicultural issues (roots and crown development), and assimilation behavior of the plant for different chemical
elements. As an example, we will take here the mortality rates and height growth of trees as the criteria to select the
acceptable cases and make the decision on the best appropriate cases.
Design of estimation models. For the criteria of tree growth and mortality, estimation models based on COMBI
algorithm were obtained, and a technique of qualitative assessment of these characteristics was proposed. With only 3
time points of measurements, at this stage we will use the simplest linear models for preliminary rough estimation of
tree growth. We need to structure the problem in such a way that we could obtain explicit estimations of growth
characteristics for each tree species irrigated under different treatment cases, over the measurement period. Therefore, it
is reasonable to design individual models for each tree/treatment case, and further analyze and compare individual
models by qualitative assessment. The example of estimation for Cupressus Arizonica (CW case, height growth) is:
y(t)=-17.833+49.650*t

(1)

where the input variable (t) is the growth time, and output variable is the height growth.
Total number of obtained linear models for tree height estimated with COMBI, is 20: number of tree species x
number of treatment cases.
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Qualitative assessment. The purpose of qualitative assessment is to facilitate reasoning about dependencies between
input and output variables. The variables take a form of qualitative features meaningful for the investigator (low or high
value, increase or decrease, etc.). Therefore, it is required to extract qualitative features of output variables, classify
them and associate with those of input variables in a manner enabling efficient assessment of dependencies.
Since the results of represented experiments reflect the early stage of investigations, we will make a rough
qualitative assessment of trees behavior, by partitioning the range space of output variables into crisp intervals, proceed
from the experience of agricultural specialists. For example, in case of Cupressus Arizonica, the range of height values
is partitioned into three equal intervals, [0,60], [61,80], and [>81], with respectively assigned qualitative values Low,
Medium, and High. The range of mortality values can be partitioned in a similar way. Proceed from the experience, the
mortality below 30% can be considered as the allowable one, and unallowable otherwise. Therefore, we will partition
the range of mortality values into two crisp intervals, up to 30% and above 30%, and assign them qualitative values
Low and High respectively.
Let us make qualitative assessments of trees grown under each treatment case, where G is height growth, R is
mortality rate, H is High, M is Medium and L is Low. Below is the example of qualitative description for the behavior
of Cupressus Arizonica irrigated with Control Water, given over the whole measurement period
t = {t1 = June, t2 = October, (t3 = December}:
t1: (G=L)^(R=L); t2 : (G=M)^(R=L); t3: (G=H)^(R=L)

(2)

Let us make qualitative descriptions of the measurement results obtained at the end of measurement period (t3), in
order to qualitatively assess and make the decisions about final results of experiments. The total set of possible cases is
below:
Cupressus Arizonica:
SCW20: (G=H)^(R=H);

CW:(G=H)^(R=L);

CWW:(G=H)^(R=L);

SWW:(G=H)^(R=H);

SCW:(G=H)^(R=L);

Cotoneaster Integerrimus: CW:(G=M)^(R=L); CWW:(G=H)^(R=L); SWW:(G=H) ^(R=H); SCW:(G=H)^(R=H);
SCW20:(G=H)^(R=H);
Pinus Halepensis:
SCW20:(G=H)^(R=H);

CW:(G=H)^(R=H);

Pinus
Pinea:
CW:(G=M)^(R=L);
SCW20:(G=H)^(R=H).

CWW:(G=H)^(R=H);
CWW:(G=M)^(R=L);

SWW:(G=H)^(R=H);
SWW:(G=H)^(R=H);

SCW:(G=H)^(R=H);
SCW:(G=H)^(R=H);

Select now the subset of acceptable cases, taking the high mortality rates as unacceptable ones (i.e., excluding the
items with the R=H term):
Cupressus Arizonica: CW:(G=H)^(R=L); CWW:(G=H)^(R=L); SCW:(G=H)^(R=L);
Cotoneaster Integerrimus: CW:(G=M)^(R=L); CWW:(G=H)^(R=L);
Pinus Pinea: CW:(G=M)^(R=L); CWW:(G=M)^(R=L).

As we can see, Pinus Halepensis has been excluded from the list due to high mortality rates for all treatment cases.
Decision-making on suitable and best cases. In order to provide more comprehensive ranking to make decisions
about suitability of the remaining cases, let us rank the combinations of qualitative values of output variables, as
follows: {(G=H)^(R=L)}=+3; {(G=M)^(R=L)}=+2; {(G= L)^(R=L)}=+1; {(G=H)^(R=H)}=-1; {(G=M)^(R=H)}=-2;
{(G= L)^(R=H)}=-3.
Proceed from the ranking values above, we can rank the trees/treatment cases, e.g., by simple summation of ranking
values for different cases. Therefore, the total ranking value for all acceptable cases of trees is the following: Cupressus
Arizonica: +9; Cotoneaster Integerrimus: +5; Pinus Pinea: +4.
In a similar way, the total ranking value for all acceptable cases of treatments is the following: CWW: +8; CW: +7;
SCW: +3. Therefore, the most stable tree for different treatments is Cupressus Arizonica, while combination of control
and waste water is the most suitable irrigation source.
For the combined assessment tree/treatment, the best options ((G=H)^(R=L)) are Cupressus Arizonica with
treatments "control water", "control and waste water", and "control water + sludge"; and Cotoneaster Integerrimus with
treatment "control and waste water".
Stage of the development of monitoring and control techniques. At this stage, the best selected options shall be
considered as a process. Each step of the process shall be analyzed to decide what monitoring and control techniques
would be used to provide the final results. In addition, application of different irrigation cases at different steps could be
considered at this stage. This extends the basis of solutions to find more efficient irrigation regimes not considered
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directly at the stage of experimental study. For example, the combined irrigation "control and waste water" was applied
with some constant ratio control/waste water. Each individual irrigation case is associated with constant values of
concentrations of chemical elements in the control or waste water. The technique of merging two models into a general
model [3] allows us to obtain a model that describes the growth dynamics at varying chemical content of irrigation
water with different proportions of control and waste water. In order to build the general model, we shall associate the
models of individual irrigation cases with some indices Q(t) of water content. This would enable us to make the explicit
assessment of the effect of water quality on tree growth characteristics, as well as to solve optimum value of water
content maximizing the tree species growth by a given criterion. Then, by optimal irrigation condition we will
understand such Q(t) that maximizes “tree height” while minimizes “tree mortality”. Hence, the general merged models
can be used to find optimal irrigation conditions.
This stage may require carrying out the additional experiments to verify the control modeling results and ensure
reliable control techniques.
Stage of implementation. At this stage, the decisions shall be made if it is reasonable to apply the results to a specific
area. Here, the analysis shall be carried out how successfully the experimental and modeling results can be adapted for a
specific area, in what extent the environmental and other conditions are similar to those at the experimental plot, etc.

3 Conclusion
The purpose of the paper was to analyze the possibilities and advantages of GMDH and qualitative assessment
techniques to provide the basis for decision-making support in the field of complex environmental tasks in agriculture.
Four main stages of decision-making support were considered.
The GMDH was applied to estimate different aspects of plant species behavior, provide the basis for qualitative
assessment, obtain general models that describe combinations of irrigation regimes, as well as to establish the control
procedures for suitable or optimum irrigation processes. Qualitative assessment was intended to facilitate clear
understanding of the experimental results, easily classify different irrigation/plant species cases and identify the best
ones.
In general, the application of GMDH-methods together with deductive qualitative assessment techniques provides a
consistent basis for the development of integrated tools intended to cover the modeling, analysis, and decision-making
tasks in the field of environment and agriculture.
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